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This book is dedicated to the many police middle managers across 
America who are doing an excellent job implementing community 
policing---despite the expert prognostications that middle managers 
are the worst obstacles to organizational change. As the great 
pitcher Satchel Paige observed (and great cop Chris Braiden so 
helpfully reminds us), "It ain't what we don't know that hurts us. 
It's what we know that just ain't so." 

It is affectionately dedicated as well to Geller's mentor, Norval 
Morris. Upon his recent retirement from full-time teaching at the 
University of Chicago Law School, Norval remarked what a queer 
experience retirement was: "I still think of myself as a promising 
young man," he confided. Many of us still think of you that way, 
too, Norval. Godspeed as you continue reaching. 
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Introduction 

Organizational development experts, experienced senior managers within and outside of 
policing, and battle-scarred police strategic reformers share widely the perception that middle 
managers in hierarchical, bureaucratic organizations are likely to be among the most daunting 
obstacles to efficient and meaningful organizational change. Why this may be so we shall discuss 
somewhat later in this monograph. 

Perhaps one could contest on 
theoretical or experiential grounds the 
conventional wisdom that most mid-level 
employees will staunchly resist most 
organizational change (e.g., Kanter 1982, 
1983; Sayles 1993; Kelling and Bratton 1993; 
Braiden 1995). For purposes of commencing 
this discussion, however, we are willing to 

~::i "i:::i ':r : i ; : .  ;":T ::.;,:!: :~!;"i: :;i : ": ~ i  :.:; : : "  ': :::: ': T :.:i:.~ i:!::::::;: ~.!~r :!: :.: :: " :i : :::: T :~ i  7 !::i:!:i:::~?:~r.:!::i 

"Fa i r l y :o f ten  po l ice  of f icers t ry  t *  f o l l ow  :,::~.!!!I 
m y  request  tha t  they take  innovative 

approaches to community problems, only 
to  f ind tha t  their  superiors balk  a t  t h e  i 
departure from past practices" (Chief ~ 
Bruce Chamberlin 1995b).--: - .- :..:::!i:~i!i 

. .  . . - . ,  - . 

. ! 

assume that the prevailing view among the experts is correct. We shall assume as well that 
thinning the ranks of middle management, if it could be accomplished on a widespread basis, 
would be a better way than merely reorienting middle managers' work to accelerate police 
organizational improvement. But here we reach a problem, for we do not believe that most police 
departments enamored of community policing are likely in the near future to significantly flatten 
their organizations by eliminating such middle management ranks as lieutenants, captains, or 
comparable level civilian employees. (Admittedly, some agencies have pruned their middle ranks, 

" I f  I we re  a chief ,  I 'd probably  cu t  down  ; 
the number  of  midd le  managers,  but  I 
would not el iminate them. Are some ; 
ohlefs who are great proponents of f la t .  
tening organizations prepared to do more 
w o r k  themselves? If the tasks are impor-  
tan t ,  they  st i l l  need to be done by sOme.-.  
one" (Braiden t995) .  

Sparrow (1992= 56)urges direct commu. 
nications between the chief and first.line 
officers during times of "accelerated 
change" In the organizatlonj but he cau- 
tlons: "This is not proposed as a perma. 
nent state of affairs, as clearly the rank 
structure has its own value and is not to  
be lightly discarded." 

but we think they will prove to be the 
exceptions rather than the rule for the next 
decade or so.) Guyot (1979) characterized the 
challenge which reformers have encountered 
over the years when trying to alter the rank 
structures of American police departments. 
She called the task "bending granite" (see also 
Sparrow 1992: 50; Greene, et al. 1994: 93; 
compare Wycoff and Skogan 1993: 35). 

Accordingly, the mission of this 
monograph is to explore some of the ways 
that middle managers can be deployed, so 
long as they are employed, to help strengthen 
community policing implementation efforts. 
At the very least, one would hope for 
approaches that minimize the opposition of 
middle managers to strategic reforms and the 
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concomitant infrastructural changes. Ideally, as we shall try to explore below, there will be steps 
that police and local government and community leaders can take to create working environments 
in which middle managers voluntarily, proactively, and effectively help implement community 
policing strategies. 

Our proposals for the contributions middle managers can make to police strategic 
improvements are hardly exhaustive. Given the paucity of attention devoted thus far to the role 
of middle managers in the community policing movement (Reiner 1992: 485-86), we seek merely 
to advance the discussion by identifying some of the steps that are worth considering and 
researching further. Most of these recommendations are derived from more general suggestions 
about the implementation of community problem solving contained in the literature and from 
advice we and scores of other police practitioners and management advisors have given to and 
received from police change-agents over the past decade or so. Many of those to whom we are 
deeply indebted for the ideas contained in this monograph are quoted on the pages that follow. 
But many who deserve heartfelt thanks are not singled out by name in this essay. That in no way 
diminishes our gratitude. With advancing years comes increasing originality, which, as they say, 
is remembering what you heard and forgetting where you heard it. 

The general organization of this monograph is as follows: 

First, what is the shifting strategic mission of police departments that middle managers 
are thought to resist and which we seek their help in advancing? 

Second, what generally are the traditional roles and functions of middle managers in most 
police departments, and should middle managers be doing what they are doing in light of the new 
mission? 

Third, if changes in the contributions middle managers are making seem warranted, why 
is it that these police employees are considered by so many organizational analysts to be reluctant 
participants in the modifications? 

Fourth, if there are strong reasons to anticipate resistance, are there also powerful reasons 
to hope and expect that middle managers can become willing partners in the reform movement? 

And fifth, what ideas can we offer for ways that police departments, local government 
officials and other stakeholders might help position and motivate middle managers to play 
constructive roles in adopting and improving commun!ty policing? 
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I. Defining the Department's Mission 

A foundation for exploring how police middle managers might advance community 
policing is some clarity about what one wishes to advance. An increasingly common definition 
of community policing (popular among Justice Department funding and research agencies, police 
training institutes, police membership organizations, police practitioners, community organizers 
and your authors) is something like the following: 

Community policing is a reorientation of policing philosophy and strategy away 
from the view that police alone can reduce crime, disorder and fear through 
primary reliance on random preventive patrolling, rapid response to calls for 
service irrespective of their urgency, post-incident investigations to identify and 
arrest offenders, and other primarily reactive criminal justice system tactics. The 
shift is towards the view that police can better help redress and prevent crime, 
disorder, and fear problems through active, multi-faceted, consultative and 
collaborative relationships with diverse community groups and public and private- 
sector institutions. Such partnerships are established to (1) better inform the police 
and communities about the nature and extent of tractable public safety problems; 
(2) better analyze how to reduce these problems; (3) more effectively and 
efficiently take appropriate action against the identified problems; (4) monitor the 
problems to ensure that interventions were successful, that different approaches are 
attempted as needed, and that preventive measures are implemented to forestall 
recurrences of the problem; and (5) periodically review and improve the police 
organization's structures and systems so they facilitate more efficient, effective, 
and legitimate pursuit of the forgoing objectives. 

In short, community policing (or 
community problem solving) employs 
the dual strategies of community 
engagement and problem solving to 
safeguard communities. 

The Vera Institute of Justice, 
led at the time by University of 
Wisconsin Law Professor Michael 
Smith, collaborated with New York 
City Police Commissioner Ray Kelly 
on some excellent definitional 
materials, disseminated in problem- 
solving handbooks to street cops and 
their supervisors. In one of these 

"Police officers in community policing assign- 
ments are expected to be qull.servlce' person. 
nel--to serve as a resource to these living and 
working on the beat..., to help them forge links 
with service-providing agencies, to help them 
organize to fight the problems that beset them, 
to engage them in the process of setting priori- 
ties among those problems, and to help them 
devise and implement plans to deal with their 
priority problems and eliminate the conditions 
that give rise to them. That is a tall order, it is 
not what most officers now on the force were 
trained to do when they went through the Acade. 
my years ags, nor is it what they learned when 
they first hit the streets" (Farrell, et al. t993a:  2), 

manuals, the role of a traditional beat cop is analogized to that of a paramedic working an 
ambulance detail. "The paramedic's principal function," they noted, "is to stabilize patients until 
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they can be delivered to a hospital for appropriate medical treatment" (Farrell, et al. 1993a: 3). 
By comparison, officers who are not engaged in community problem solving could, in handling 
a 9-1-1 emergency call, aspire only to "stabilizing the situation, preventing further harm or 
violation of law, and making an arrest, issuing a summons, taking a report of a past crime, or 
making a referral to other police commands for some follow-up action." Though these are not 
unimportant tasks, to be sure, there was no specialized component within the NYPD to which 
first-responding officers could make a referral for "follow-up service, except where serious, 
unsolved crime required investigation by detectives. A major thrust of the move to community 
policing," they explain, "is to fill that gait---by authorizing patrol officers to follow-up on the 
communi ty  problems they encounter, and by allowing them sufficient time to do so effectively" 
(Farreli, et al. 1993: 3). 

While  
policing and problem-oriented policing differ 
on a variety of significant and marginally 
important definitional issues, virtually all 
would concur that community problem- 
solving is not intended to be a temporary 

the advocates of community " ;: i  " . . . . .  " .................. 1:. : ............ '="~. ...................... . ~ . "', 
"fl it  is partly the ambiguity o f  the con. :: 
cept  [of community policing] that  Is s u m .  i 
ulatlng the wide pattern of exper lmenta - : :  

• t ion we  are observing. In this sense, it  is z 
important that  the concept  mean some. ~ 
thing, but not something toospeci f lc .  T h e  i 

"program" grafted onto conventional police ambiguRy is  a virtue".. . . . . . .  |Moore........ :..t~. 994: ~ 0 1 ,  .~..:~... 

described as a strategy, a philosophy, a style, 
or, in Lavrakas '  (1995:105) helpful term, a "process." "Community policing," Lavrakas suggests, 
"is not a specific program but can embrace varied substantive components. The promise this 
process holds for revolutionizing how we deploy our law enforcement resources within a 
comprehensive crime prevention effort is what forms its appeal." 

ii ~::::~:.:::?.: : : ~::::':~::~: ....... - : :  .... ' ' . "  ..... : ' ' " ~ : : :  Who is "the community" in community 
i!:~ii~Zil/iliWhat is community policing? PoliOe : !~ii:ii!iil;ii~her s asyou~would.haveotherspo~.:i.~!, i policing? This ts one of myriad definitional 
ii~:i!iiiii:!.iceYau.Tht really.s'gysRall. IBraid~::i:~i!:::'! questions that gets asked on a recurring basis, and 
ili:::.~:iii!~n t9921;ilii~i~ii:.i~!:-!--~::i!?::../i. :i • "~..~::i!:!.::!11:::/:::!:/::i:i :;:/:.i:i::: i~: :=::i/!::i:.!i!~.ii:.:~.:.ii!: :/: it 's an important one. Since what police strive for 

are energized citizen partners in the fight against 
particular kinds of problems, sometimes the 

communi ty  will refer to a geographic neighborhood, while at other times it will entail a 
community of interest (Trojanowicz 1994: 258), whose members are dispersed around the police 
department 's  entire service area. Suppose, for instance, a police department is dealing with 
patterns of  victimization or fear that generally afflict a ci ty 's  small business owners, landlords, 
tenants, the banking community,  a public transit system, or ethnic or religious groups. In such 
cases, the police may enjoy the competent, highly motivated partnership of groups and 
institutions who already have strong working relationships among themselves despite being 
physical ly remote from one another, i 

Sherman (1986: 180-81) raises the basic question whether the emphasis on "community" in the phrase 
community policing arises from 

"nostalgia for small-town community life .... [l]t is possible that policing may be equally or more 
effective when focused on other units of analysis or on other targets for proactive efforts. 
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Bennett (1994), Osbome and Gaebler (1993), and Friedman (1994) offer three more 
worthy descriptions of the essence of community policing: 

"[T]he main elements of  a community policing philosophy might be summarized 
in a single sentence as a belief or intention held b y t h e  police that they should 
consult with and take account of the wishes of the public in determining and 
evaluating operational policing and that they should collaborate with the public in 
identifying and solving local problems" (Bennett 1994: 229). 

"The basic idea is to make public safety a community responsibility, rather than 
simply the responsibility of the professionalsDthe police. It transforms the police 
officer from an investigator and enforcer into a catalyst in a process of  community 
self-help" (Osbome and Gaebler 1993: 50). It transforms the police department 
into one "that offers customized rather than standardized services, then measures 
the results" (ibid.: 174). 

" 'Problem-solving partnerships' captures, in a phrase, two ideas central to 
community policing: a focus on patterned, repetitive crime and disorder, and the 
need for police to have allies in solving these problems" (Friedman !994: 263). 

The problem solutions may entail traditional police enforcement powers (arrest, etc.), but 
often imaginative police and community members find more effective, more enduring, and 
cheaper solutions by using tools other than traditional investigative and criminal justice system 
methods. The literature on community policing and problem-oriented policing is replete with 
examples of nontraditional peacekeeping techniques, and the reader unfamiliar with this strategic 
reform movement  is referred to those materials for background. ~ In many ways, the detailed 

Offenders, addresses, problems, relationships and social networks may be as important as are 
communities, especially with modern revolutions in life-style that make many residential 
neighborhoods largely empty for most of the business day" (emphasis added). 

His suggestion that problems may be a more suitable unit of analysis and work than communities goes to the heart 
of debates that raged during the 1980s over whether "community policing" was the umbrella concept under which 
problem-solving was a tactic or vice versa. These debates, in our view, were partly principled and partly struggles 
over institutional credit, for different organizations had embraced one or the other of the two labels. 

2 The worthwhile literature includes Eck and Spelman (I 987); Spelman and Eck (1987); Goldstein (1979, 1987, 
1990); Moore and Stephens (1991a, 1991b); Moore (1992, 1994); Stephens (1993); Sparrow, et al. (1990); Stamper 
(1976); Burgrecn and McPherson (1990, 1992); Trojanowicz and Bucqueroux (1990, 1994); Trojanowicz (1992, 
1994); Michigan State University School of Criminal Justice (1992); Couper and Lobitz (1991); Wasserrnan and 
Moore (1988); Wilson and Kelling (1989); Behan (1986); Taft (1986); Cordner (1986, 1988); Braiden (1985, 1990a, 
1990b, series of undated papers); Hornick, et al. (1993); Leighton (1994); Portland Police Bureau (1990); Potter 
(I 992); Lungren (1992); Wycoff (I 988); Wycoff and Skogan (1993, 1994); Skogan (I 990); Skogan, et al. (I 995: 40- 
43); Kennedy (1993); McElroy, et al. (1993); Travis, et al. (1993); Farrell (1988); Farrell, et al. (1993a, 1993b); 
Koller (1990); Rosenbaum (1994); Hayward Police Department (1991); Brann, et al. (1992); Brann and Whalley 
(1992); Capowich and Roehl (1994); Williams and Sloan (1990); Brown (1985, 1989, 1991); Brown and Wycoff 
(1987); Bratton (1994); Davis (1985); Toch and Grant (1991); Weisel (1990, 1992); Weisel and Eck (1994); Vernon 
and Lasley (1992); Webber (1991, 1992); Crawford (1992); Glensor (1990); Peak, et al. (1992); Pate, et al. (1986); 
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illustrations of community problem solving in action contained in much of this literature will be 
far more informative than will a succinct definition of the emerging policing strategies. Goldstein 
(1993: 1), acknowledging the widespread desire for "definition and simplification" and for 
"agreement on a pure model of community policing," nevertheless cautions against 
"oversimplification." That, he warns, "can be a deadly enemy to progress in policing. The field 
already suffers because so much in policing is oversimplified." 

........... i .  ' i  ........... ............ 
: ...~ .I have heard tha t  low morale .and lack of -.!i 
i~..:, manpower  are key reasons w h y  the pro- :! 
.ii:iii:;.:gram..won,t WOrk, ..I .feel. that  :; the flrst.....i~i;i 

• i!iiil.pgoblem Is thai .  everyone thinks of prob. iii;i:~ 
i!:!i~:!::i!i|M 'i iO|viI~ railiB:progrem and ::hot a Way:i;!!ii!~ 
i!iii~:~iOf thinking'.' (a St. Louis police of f icer ) . i  !~ - : i  

Though perhaps an odd notion, it may 
be that those in the best position to help 
society by furnishing accessible, succinct 
descriptions of community problem solving 
will be those outside the police reform field 
who can see the forest for the trees. For 
instance, Liz Schorr's (1988) descriptions of 
successful social service programs typically 

are more interesting and more illuminating even than the various summaries published by the 
visionaries who led the projects. It 's not only writing skill that empowers Schorr, we believe, but 
an ability to view those projects through the eyes of the general public rather than from the 
perspective of project managers and advocates. Some reform insiders in any field are sufficiently 
flexible to deploy both perspectives. But as communications guru Tony Schwartz put it, "I don't 
know who discovered water, but it probably wasn't a fish." 

So at the risk of violating the maxim that "everything should be made as simple as 
possible, but no simpler" and at the risk of telling a fishtale, we summarize: The twin 
implementation objectives which middle managers might be enlisted to advance are (1) 
strengthening the police agency's capacity to consult productively and respectfully with the 
community and (2) improving its collaborative and solo problem-solving capacity. In both 
instances, the organizational change agent quickly confronts not only skill deficits among some 
of the police employees at all ranks but numerous organizational traditions, structures, policies, 
procedures, and practices that, left unchanged, will thwart the efforts of the department to engage 
the community for problem solving. Overcoming these and other types of implementation 
obstacles--solving organizational problems so the organization can solve community 
problems----can become a core job function for police sworn and civilian middle managers. 

Sultan (1992); Alpert and Dunham ( 1989); Klockars (I 988); Bennett (1994); Friedman (1994); Weisburd (i 994); 
Weisburd, et al. (1988); Riechers and Roberg 0990); Chicago Police Department (1993); Bayley (1988, 1994); 
Skolnick and Bayley (1986, 1988); Wilkinson and Rosenbaum 1994; Lurigio and Rosenbaum (1994); Sadd and Grinc 
(1994). 
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II. What Do Police Middle Managers Do- -  
And Should They Be Doing It? 

To figure out in any given 
organization how much of a change in role 
for middle managers might be needed, it is 
helpful generally to begin by understanding 
the middle managers' current roles. 
Traditionally, lieutenants, captains and civilian 
middle managers are assigned to any of three 
functions: patrol operational management 
(e.g., watch commander); special unit 
m a n a g e m e n t  (e .g . ,  na r co t i c s  or 
robbery/homicide unit commander or leading 
a short-term special project such as crowd 
control at a major public event); and 
administrative roles (e.g., heading a personnel, 
budget, planning, internal affairs, training or 

il : Middle managers: h , -ve :h i s~ca i ly .  :f~:::-i:i:.i] 
• c u s e d : o n  : con t ro l  and  e v a l u a t i o n s . :  i n  ..: 
i[::!~.?organlzations, T h e  l eade rsh ip  re le ,  seen.:i~.::i 
](: .as m o r e  Impor tan t  and a v i s i b l e  p~siti~.::ii.:~i:':ii 
~:i;.....is le f t  t o  t h e  c h i e f  e x e c u t i v e  o f f i c e r s  o r  j.!!::!i i 
i!:::]i i : f rent  l ine  supe rv i s i on ,  .M idd le  managers..:  .;~ 
?:. t r a d i t i o n a l l y  don ' t  insp i re ,  a c t  c reat ive ly ; . i :  7:. 

• or  l ead change ,  They  s i m p l y  m a n a g e  t h e  :.-i 
.- s ys tem,  Some o r g a n i z a t i o n s  a re  n o w  re,  :..!i 

e v a l u a t i n g  the  w o r t h  o f  m i d d l e  m a n a g e - - : :  
: m e n t ,  IBM, t h e  U,S, Pos ta l  Se rv i ce ,  and  . .~ • 

U,S. a u t o m a k e r s  have used  d o w n s i z i n g  t o  : i i 
e l i m i n a t e  severa l  t h o u s a n d  m i d d l e  man-  i 
a g e m e n t  pos i t i ons .  As ro les  and  c o m p s -  :: 
n les  change  to  keep  pace,  m i d d l e  m a n a g ,  : 
e rs  are  t ru ly  caught  in  t h e  m idd le .  

public information unit and serving in senior staff positions for the chief or other senior 
managers). 

In most of these assignments most of the time, middle managers have the responsibility, 
as Seattle Chief Norman Stamper (1992: 153) likes to put it, of "keeping the promises" made by 
higher-ups. For instance: 

[] When the chief promises to clear a neighborhood block of open-air drug marketing 
and prostitution, the managers of the narcotics and vice units have to develop a 
responsive plan and carry it off in a timely fashion. To do this, these managers have 
to prioritize activities and allocate resources in a way that does not harmfully neglect 
other important unit obligations. 

[] Or the mayor may promise to step up directed, preventive patrols in a neighborhood 
plagued by gang turf battles. The patrol managers need to keep this promise, but in 
a fashion that still leaves the patrol force ready to respond to emergency calls and able 
to continue carrying out other important tasks. 

[] Or suppose the chief or a city council member promises to develop the conflict 
management skills of first-line officers and sergeants to help reverse an escalating 
pattern of violent street conflict between Latino young men and young Anglo officers 
during field interrogations. Then the training manager and perhaps a special projects 
manager from the chief's office will need to explore ways to adjust the in-service and 
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pre-service training curricula to accommodate the new topic without slighting other 
crucial aspects of education for effective policing. 

~i~:i:.:"::~::.: ....................................... - . .-.. 

A common thread in each example is , In contrast  to the police "nmnager4ead.  
the obligation of the manager to invest at,  or  " l eader -manager "  models, the 

!i';,:.:.i ::~'pure'~ po l i ce  manager is  a . ,con t ro l l ing  :~i 
enough resources to keep the promise while ii::i:!i:i~.manager whose .time is :ispent .almost i 
conserving enough resources (that is, i l ; ; . ; i ~ ) x c l u s i v s l y  i n  h i s  o r  h e r  o f f i c e ,  w h i © h  .::.i 

responsibly withholding them from the current iii~ se rves  as  the  'command cen t e r '  for the  : ! 
task) to be able to meet continuing, legitimate : :~-:~ organization. The. l ion 's  s h a r e ,  of the  

~: a g e n c y ' s  pape r  .or ig inates f r o m  and  re- ii 
demands on the agency. The police manager ii::ii::::ii!tums to th isoff !c  e, [The. pure :managor!  :i.:ii 
functioning as such a conserver of resources iiiili!i:ii:p#rsonallybalances sp readshee t s ,  main ;i:ili 
can easily be misconstrued as hoarding :i!!~i~:i~!~|nsi:i:istatlsti©s"i:oni:(moSti:org~ihizati~iii!i:~!::!i 
resources in order to impede the iii:i~:ial/managerlal progresseS. Coord ina t ion  :;i 
accomplishment of the latest initiative. To be ii:~i and control a re  accomplished principally. :~ 
sure, some middle managers will deserve this 
criticism. Sparrow (1992: 57-58), for instance, 
writes of chiefs who "may have the authority 
to allocate police resources as they think best, 
but [who] are frequently frustrated by 
administrators who find some bureaucratic 
reason for not releasing funds for particular 
purposes." But in our experience, more often 
than not it is the competing demands (and the 
sometimes mixed messages sent from above) 
concerning the investment of scarce police 
personnel and other resources that account for 
what appears to be middle managers' 
resistance to "getting with the (latest) 
program." 

• ~:--, by  te lephone ,  compu te r ,  and m e m o r a n d a .  
- [The  manage r ]  sees  h imse l f  or . :hersel f ,  

:;:"iiiand is  seen by .o the rs ,  as  :very a n a l y t i c a l  .:-~ 
• :~ i..:~nd.i.dispassionate~ [ H e . o r  .she]i:..does a"! 
~iiiii::.!:!great deal  o f  read ing ,  mos t  o f i t  directiy..il.~i! 
'~i z re la ted  to i nd ices  of  o rgan iza t i ona l  e f feo,  
i: .:. t i veness  and  e f f i c i e n c y .  * * *  N e w  ideas  

a re  o f  in te res t  if t h e y  are  pe rce i ved  as  
va luab le  in con t ro l l i ng  t he  m a n a g e r i a l  

.~process; in tu i t i ve  and c rea t i ve  .. sugges-  i 
!i"i:itions a r e  o f ten,  r e j e c t e d  w i t h : . d i s d a l n .  

:i: [The  t rad i t i ona l  : m a n a g e r . j s ] . " . : ! i k e e n  by  :i:: 
.":ii t hose  ' i n  the  know '  a s t h e  o h e i . W ~  c o n ,  .....: .!~: 
,.. t r o i s  resources  and w h o  has  a n s w e r s  to  .::.~i 
i..:. m o s t  ques t i ons  a b o u t  t he  o rgan iza t ion ' s  :.. :i 
ii :. i~.i pas t .  Nonethe less ,  ~thi s manager ' s ]  orleni~, ::~..! i:i!i 
i:..~tation is in t he .p resen t ,  gutt|~::!he.Job:"i:. i : 
~..i"done today' ,  (S tamper  1992 :  169)~i:.:!::iii~ i~:i .:i..,~i !:ii :.if:i! 

In any event, it seems clear to us that, in the most general terms, middle managers should 
continue to be responsible for protecting the organization and the community against a raid on 
resources that will be needed for public safety emergencies. What is critical is the balance struck 
between holding resources back and expending resources in a way that might solve current 
problems and leverage additional preventive resources for the future. 

A litany of other functions traditionally performed by middle managers can be derived 
from observation and the literature on police management (see, e.g., Kelling and Bratton 1993: 
4, 6-7, 9; Moore and Stephens 1991a, 1991b; Fyfe 1985; Leonard and More 1971; Wilson and 
McLaren 1972). The list would include: 

O setting operational priorities for their own units 
[ ]  supervising operations 
[ ]  public relations with neighborhood groups 
[ ]  coordination with other patrol and detective units 
[ ]  determining assignments 
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[] 
[] 

[] 
[] 

[] 

[] 

[] 

[] 

[] 

[] 
[] 

[] 
[] 

[] 

[] 

[] 

scheduling work days and shifts 
providing operational notices to each shift (special attention to vulnerable 
locations/people, wanted persons, etc.) 
transmitting departmental/division orders to personnel within their commands 
communicating with senior officials and serving as a messenger between subordinates 
and senior officials 
compiling periodic crime, arrest 
and other productivity statistics 
keeping attendance, sick leave, and 
other logs for personnel units 
preparing district/precinct budget 
requests 
preliminarily handling citizen 
complaints against officers 
running the service/administrative 
desk in district/precinct stations 
procurement 
authorizing use of equipment and 

i!~i i:i:i:!:i:J:i~Zii:~ii:.i!i:i:;::::i,i !::i:.ii!::i :.:i::! ii":~:il :.i" i i:::i.%:~:i::~ :::.: i.i " ::i:::~:: ~!:;!:i~i ii.i~::i:i.i:i ::!:i:~:: ~ :.ii::i:::::i::ili~i~i:::i'::ii~i:'~::i!!;!::i::i:.:::~ii::;::!.::' ii .:,:i; ~;::~j~f.:~::::i::: ~:::::: :;:: 

:. ing during l h e l ~ l l  5 0  yearso.has  been :.:i 
[prJmar.yl to extend :,the ~mach. ~.iot m n ,  i j:ii:~:il 

~ii! . agement  Into the day-to-day opera t ions  of .:. ii 
::~.. Police departments by standard iz ing and-;..i 

controlling both ; . !organi~im~al  :Proce~i:!?.i i 
dures and office r performance. As s u c h ,  ,~ 

-captains and . l ieutenants have been the 
leading e d g e  Of the: control functions o f  '~ 
police departments" (KelUng and Bra t ton  
1993: 9) . . . . . .  : . . . . . . .  . . . . . . . .  .. 

[] reviewing "early warning" system alerts concerning officers 
performance due to job-related or personal problems 

[] supervising the supervisors below them 

keeping track of its location and condition 
taking charge of complex crime scene investigations 
taking charge of complex operations within the middle manager's area of specialty 
(e.g., hostage/barricade, SWAT, containing collective violence) 
managing special projects (dignitary protection, crowd control at public events, holiday 
season robbery and pick-pocket prevention efforts in shopping centers, order 
maintenance support when a mayor temporarily moves into her city's high-rise public 
housing to dramatize its deplorable conditions, etc.) 
reviewing and approving shift reports onmand thus exercising some quality control 
over field activity (arrests, follow-up investigations, use of force, etc.) 
conducting roll call inspections (of weapons, the wearing of soft body armor and other 
uniform elements, etc.) 

at risk of poor 

The list could continue. Couper and Lobitz (1991: 2) summarized what Hickman and 
Silva (1977) earlier called "old age" managerial skills. These include "setting goals, establishing 
procedures, organizing, and controlling." The architects of the strategic transformation from 
traditional to community policing will need to weigh carefully such long-standing roles for 
middle managers to assess which of these functions must be retained and adapted to provide 
leadership of and an infrastructure for community problem solving. While we shall not attempt 
in this monograph to react to each of the preceding items individually, generally we believe that 
almost any important organizational mission needs leaders who make the promises (articulate the 
vision and chart the overall direction), entrepreneurial followers who find imaginative ways to 
attain the goals, and managers who secure needed support services and attend to quality control, 
efficiency, and other crucial matters (see Stamper 1992: 150-58). 
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To be sure, some of the things middle 
managers currently do conflict with core 
tactics of problem solving. Examples include 
inflexibility concerning work schedules, 
micro-managing officers' choices of 
preventive tactics, or punishing cops for 
infractions of silly rules that impede officers 
from building legitimate, trusting relationships 
with members of the public. Nevertheless, it 
would be unwise to jettison as completely 
superfluous the "old age" managerial skills of 
"setting goals, establishing procedures, 
organizing, and controlling." Whether a 
manager should "control" or "coach" or 
engage in other advisory, nurturing 

" Y " , "  ' ' ~ : ' - " :  " ,  . . . . . . . . . . .  :" " "  : . . . . . . .  ". " ,  : : "  " "  " "  - : "  " ' " ' 7 . ' " : "  . . . . .  . . . -  : . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  

: . i "Po l ice officers have long been accus-  ~ 
.: t o m e d  to doing their  jobs 'by the book"  _.::i 

Deta i led Instruction manuals,  someUmes : ;:~.i 
running into hundreds, even thousands,  i 

~j~:.of pages have been des igned to  prescribe....~ ~i 
• ac t i on  in every eventua l i ty ,  Po l i ce  of f i ,  :i::;. 
• cers feel that  they ere .not r e q u i r e d  to.:. :.i.~ 
e x e r c i s e  judgment  so much as t o  knowii:.~.i ~j! 
what  they are supposed to do.in a partic,")i::i;~ 
ular situation. There is .. l i t t l e  . Incent ive  .::.i;::~i. 

!iii~:.::and l i t t le  t ime  to  th ink ,  .or to. have  ideas~"!:.i:.ii::i:.!::i 
iLi;!:i!-There: is l i t t le  c r e a t i v i t y  and..very.litUl(!ii!!y::i:i 
i;. :!i:~prob!em solving. Most of.the.day is taken il).ii~i 
~::...:ii 'Up JUst trying nl}t"!to, i.makei~mlstakes~ ~!~i:i:i. 

approaches depends on the tasks at hand and the people being managed. For many aspects of 
officers' collaborative efforts to tackle complex public safety problems, a controlling managerial 
approach would be counterproductive. But it still will be necessary for middle managers to 
maintain their skills in being highly directive when dealing with some types of problem 
employees (e.g., habitual abusers of force or authority and persistent sick roll abusers--Punch 
1983) and with some kinds of operational challenges requiring highly coordinated team tactics 
(e.g., the service of high-risk warrants, hostage-barricade or terrorist incidents, neighborhood 
evacuations due to hazardous material threats or storm warnings, and risks to vehicles and 
pedestrians posed by unusually heavy traffic such as when major public events conclude). 

Naturally, one would wish for middle managers in traditional or innovative organizations 
to treat their subordinates with the basic decency and respect due any coworker. But showing 
subordinates respect does not mean that middle managers should be allowed to abdicate 
responsibility, when circumstances necessitate, for telling some others precisely what to do and 
how and when to do it. Again, the art for the middle manager is knowing what the fight balance 
is in a wide variety of circumstances between issuing nonnegotiable demands, making 
suggestions, and simply butting out so that dedicated and competent officers and supervisors can 
exerciseNand learn from exercisingmthe discretion they have been paid to develop. 

Similarly, the traditional middle management role of setting goals and procedures will 
have some continuing application in community problem-solving regimes, in our view. Front-line 
officers should be granted far more latitude in jointly setting goals with the service population 
and in tailoring work methods to the idiosyncracies of the problems being addressed than has 
been true historically. But in order to ensure that sufficient resources are available to accomplish 
agency-wide missions (e.g., that a problem-solving team in one precinct or beat does not 
monopolize the agency's training or printing or postage budgets to the detriment of colleagues 
and other neighborhoods), the middle manager may need to coordinate and make decisions about 
goals and procedures. 
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IIl. Why Middle Managers Oppose, or Have Been 
Considered Obstacles to, Community Policing 

Striking the delicate balance between devolving decisionmaking to front-line personnel 
and micro-management, as well as trying to please all those above the middle manager in the 
organization (and external constituents), can be very difficult. That difficulty alone helps explain 
why middle managers might not welcome the chief's enthusiastic announcement that his or her 
department has embarked on a new and exciting journey into the land of community problem 
solving. In this section, we explore the litany of reasons why many believe the police 
organizational reformers' worst headaches will be mid-level employees. 

"Reinventing" public, monopolistic 
agencies is not, of course, precisely the same 
as the strategic makeover of a private 
business, but expert advice aimed at private 
enterprise clearly has great resonance for an 
increasing number of public administrators 
police executives included--who are well- 
schooled in and respectful of business 

: : :  " . . . . . .  i i : ! i .  . . . .  : : ; i  . . . . . . . .  i :  . . . . . . . . . .  : ~ : = . :  " . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  

"Listening with an objective ear"to those 
who resist community policing would 
provide planners and would-be imple- 
menters with key information for a more 
effective plan of action" (Mastrofskl 
1993: 10). 

management techniques (see, e.g., Bratton 1994). Thus, it may help to begin this section with a 
classic statement of popular private-sector thinking about the middle manager and his or her 
potential acceptance of organizational change. The statement is by James Champy, co-author of 
the best-selling book, Reengineering the Corporation: 

"[Middle managers] have gotten to a place in their careers under a set of rules that 
have been well understood. Now we come in and say" 'All the rules are going to 
change. There may not even be the place you thought you were moving towards 
when this reengineering job is done.' It's these people who are the most 
intransigent to change. The truth is maybe 75% of them aren't going to be there; 
at least not in their current capacity. This group also has the most difficult time 
'transitioning' into a new model of work. What you're saying to those people is: 
'Managerial work as you know it is over. Nothing personal in this, but in your 
work you have not added value to what we do. So what we want you to do is get 
back out there on the street, on the route, back out there with the customer, where 
we really need the value added.' Now, that's a new game for some of these 
people, who, frankly, thought that what a career was about was getting away from 
the real work" (quoted in Vogl 1993/1994: 54). 

Experienced and insightful students and practitioners of policing generally subscribe to the view 
that police middle managers are no less likely than their private sector counterparts to throw a 
wrench into the reform works. While observing that in some police agencies "some middle 
managers are supportive" of strategic shifts, Goldstein (1990: 173, 174) notes that an effort to 
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introduce problem-oriented policing organization-wide rather than in an "incubator" special unit 
will probably meet with mid-level resistance. Such a wholesale implementation effort, he 
suggests, "is bound to be diluted by those who are either passive or--as is likely to be true 
especially of middle management--actively resist and perhaps even attempt to sabotage the 
efforts" (emphasis added). 

So the belief in mid-rank entrenchment is strong, deep, and widespread. Here, then, is an 
overview of many of the reasons why police middle managers have been, or at least are expected 
to be, obstacles to the implementation of police strategic reform. 

[] They have mastered the current 
systems. The middle managers, it is said, are 
the enforcers of the current enterprise and the 
current organizational culture. They play this 
role partly because of expectations set by 
superiors and partly because--in organizations 
where the middle managers rose through the 
ranks--they achieved their career successes 
by developing expertise in how to work the 
current organizational systems. As a St. Louis 
sergeant said in response to a department 
survey, "The traditional police manager...is 
committed to an orthodoxy which includes 
'not making waves' and which excludes 
innovation. This commitment has served him 
or her well because they have advanced 

i!:!:.;i! }.,A ch ie f  e x e c u t i v e w h o  inher i ts  a smooth-.~:~il i 
i~ii :i-'.iy ~nn ing "bu reauc racy , .  ~OmPlacent  . in':}r:'/ 
!:.;i" the  s t a t u s q u o ,  has a tougher Job than  : : 
!!i::.. one."fortunate enough to inheri tan orga-:S.. 
iii:(, n i z a t i o n  tltat, is a i r e a d y : ~ s c e p t i b l e  tO::..!/ii 
- . .change,"  The . task< fo r  the leader o f  a}:. 

mediocre and content organizat ion "is to".::: 
::!";"expose the :de fec t s tha t : ex i s t  w i th in  the::"/ 

present system. ***  The di f f icul ty. ; , !s  that -  
[doing so]. , ,may look and feel des t ruc t i ve /  
rather than constructive.Managers wi th ,  ~: 

i n  the depar tment  w i l l  fee l -uneasy and...: 
Insecure, as they see principles and 

. assertions for  which they  have stood for " 
:~;. many years being subjected tounaccus.~":.~ :i 
L... tomed scrutiny" (Sparrow 1992= 52) . . . .  :}.... : 

. i , i .  . . . . .  : . . .  ,:: . : , -  - .  ~ : " :  : . ,  : . - , , - ,  • .  • . . . . .  " . : . : ~ : ,~  , :  • , ' ,  • " - ; -  -- 

through the ranks by following the orthodoxy." Changing the orthodox systems, even if they are 
deficient, thus poses a threat to the middle managers' know-how (see Moore and Stephens 1991: 
108). 

The notion that people might prefer known bad systems to unknown improvements merits 
emphasis. This phenomenon has been observed in other kinds of organizations, such as prisons. 
Even prisoners who object to their conditions of confinement often do not welcome prison 
reforms because they have figured out how to manipulate the current system. They don't want 
anyone to upset the apple cart because they have figured out how to get the apples they want. 

The kind of police middle management know-how that radical systemic changes may 
jeopardize typically includes mastery of the incident-oriented, crime-fighting strategy and of the 
department's punitively-oriented rule manual. Sparrow (1992: 55) observes that British police 
forces moving away from voluminous rule manuals in favor of short, clear statements of 
"principles for action" have reaped appreciation from first-line officers but resistance from some 
mid-level managers. They "found the implied management style harder to accept and were 
reluctant to discard their old manuals." 

In most types of bureaucracies, Wilson (1989: 131) argues, 
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"managers have a strong incentive to worry more about constraints than tasks, 
which means to worry more about processes than outcomes. Outcomes often are 
uncertain, delayed, and controversial; procedures are known, immediate, and 
defined by law or rule. It is hard to hold managers accountable for attaining a 
goal, easy to hold them accountable for conforming to the rules." 

Neither as police officers in their 
earlier careers nor as sergeants and now 
lieutenants or captains have the middle 
managers normally had to move beyond 
taking reports, making arrests or providing 
other basic services in order to process 

i::~: ~ i!:::i; i "":" : ' iii'i. ' "  " i i?i:?!':'i 'i 'i '?i ii;! : ::i: ; i "  ": ?:.::iii:.!: ;:! ! ' zi:::: i~;i!,~:.? ~:i?" ~ ~:::!: ;̀ ~:: '?: ~ "!~?:!i!: ' "?::i 

i. :.;:.~lf it ..was gi~Od enough~i~.:i~:ime ! i t ' s g o o d  i::!;::i 
:! enough for:: them tanonmous middle  i:.:i 

incidents, victims and suspects. They have not had to tackle the challenges confronted everyday 
by problem-solving officers--the challenges of getting results that the service population finds 
genuinely responsive to their concerns. People may understandably oppose moving from their 
comfort zonesmfamiliar turf where they exhibit confidence and competencemto areas of greater 
challenge. 

[] Power  as a zero-sum game. One of 
the principal ways in which the new policing 
strategies upset prior systems is by pushing 
power further down in the organization. 
Middle managers may perceive this power 

"Power and money are like manure.  If you 
pile them up in one place, they can really 
start to stink. But if you spread them 
around, they can make roses grew" (Rev. 
Edward Harris). 

reallocation (correctly or not) as a zero-sum ............................................................................. 
game in which they must lose authority for 
sergeants and officers to gain it. Under traditional arrangements in police organizations, the most 
powerful people in the occupational lives of officers are peers, first-line supervisors and middle 
managers. (Ask a street cop almost anywhere for an opinion about his or her departments' chiefs 
over the years and the answer is likely to be a variant of, "All I really care about is who my 
sergeant is;" see Goldstein 1990:157 and Byham and Cox 1988: 165.) Middle managers fearing 
that they will have less power if they give some away may subvert the attempt to spread power 
around (Skogan 1994: 177; Greene, et al. 1994: 93). Some analysts believe that concems about 
becoming effete accounted for mid-managers' resistance during the 1970s to team policing, a 
strategy bearing strong resemblances to today's community problem solving (Sherman, et al. 
1973: 107; Sherman 1975; Sherman 1986: 365; Skogan 1990: 123; Roberg 1994: 252; Stephens 
1993: 3-4; Moore 1992: 133; Riechers and Roberg 1990). As Sherman (1986: 365) put it, "The 
demonstration projects often gave sergeants more power than lieutenants and captains, whose 
jealousy led them to countermand and sabotage the orders of the team leader." 

The phrase "community policing" also includes a word that is scary to many 
policen"community." They infer, quite correctly, that not only will power be pushed down 
through the police organization but out of the organization and into the neighborhoods. Police 
who do not respect the governance role of the public in a democracy----or the limited role of 
government in a system of ordered libertynwill have substantial difficulty with the reallocations 
of power entailed in community problem solving (see Friedman 1994 for a community 
organizer's perspective on these issues). 
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In C h i c a g o ,  w h e r e  
experimental implementation of 
community problem solving began 
in April 1993, police-community 
partnering occurred in different 
manners and to different extents 

~ in four out of the five pilot distr icts for Chicago's 
~: implementat ion of community policing, pol ice in 
~:i meet ing with residents "downplayed the adoption of 
i . .nontradit ional  roles by beat residents, and it seems 
i~. unlikely that  cit izens dependent on police l eader .  
~:.. ship will  successfully adept these new responslbi l i -  . 
:; t ies on their own', (Skogan,.et al. t995= 30; see also :!i 

across five "prototype" police Buerger1994), i l  " 
districts. As Skogan, et al. (1995: : 

"Police and residents tended to act as partners in Englewood, Austin, and 
especially Rogers Park, working together as members of one team to coordinate 
their efforts and influence the neighborhood in a positive way. In Morgan Park, 
however, the typical [beat] meeting [between officers and residents] saw police 
and residents behaving as though they had similar goals but separate agendas, with 
police stressing certain aspects of neighborhood problems, citizens emphasizing 
others, and both acting as though their efforts were independent of one another. 
A different pattern emerged in Marquette, where police representatives normally 
took charge of organizing citizens and developing plans for them to implement" 
(see also Skogan, et al. 1995: 29-30). 

ii.:~.i:. +':.+";::~:i.ii;; : ...... +:;i:i .......... :;.":~. ...... " ":~:; ...... : ...... "':.- ::: '::"::::: ...... ' ':": 
~:i:.- How many, if any, of the fol lowing insights 
ii:il..:about..a manufacturer  of computer  products 
i::-: are  a p p l i c a b l e - o r  could .be usefully adapt- 
:. ecl~to help a pol ice department  become more 
i:~::.::::::eff~:ective:i::and, eff icient? "[M]anagers have :. 
..+.:;- broad job charters to .'do the right thing' in a 
iiii!il manner  o f  their  own choosing.  Lateral reid. 
iii~:.i:-itl0nshlps' are more i m p o r t a n t t h a n : v e r t i c a l  : 
i~i~:::..ones. Most . functions .are in a matrix,  and 
i~i::::::...~:some managers  h a v e u p  to.four ,bosses.' Top Y +}~ 
i!~i~.:!.:"! management  expects  ideas to ~ b b l e u p  from . .: 
ii:.::::..Iower levels. Senior execut ives then se lect  ! 
i i i i(!.soiutl0ns(rather than  ..IssiJe .c0nflnlngl.d!re~i,i...i:"i 
i~i;i"il t i res .  In f a c t , i ~ o p l e  genei~aliy rely on.informal ".. 
i i::i!i:.face,to-face .¢ommunicaUon :+ ac ross .un i ts  :. t0..~.:...i 

iii?i i ~ . gamere .~PP~  ~Ca.~r.mobi l i ty ,~ is ~ i d , ' a ~  ::i::::i 

++L+: :+::++++++i++++ +++ +++;++i:i:+..+.+++i+i+:++i+++;++++= ++ +++++++++++++ii ++ +: ++++ + ++++ :+++++++++++++++++++++.L+++i+++++++i+:+++++++++++i: 

To the zero-sum thinker, sharing 
power with their subordinates is bad 
enough. Having also to share power over 
their subordinates with others can be 
extremely disconcerting. Indeed, 
depending on how radical a restructuring 
occurs in a police department to 
accommodate community problem 
solving, it may not only be citizens who 
have renewed "power" over police 
officers (arguably citizens already have 
more power, due to their ability to spend 
a quarter on a 9-1-1 telephone call, than 
anyone should have over professional 
police officers). If a police department's 
restructuring supplants a unity-of- 
command system with a matrix 
management arrangement, then officers 
"may be responsible to other bosses as 
well" as their direct superior (Kanter 
1982: 98). If you think it angers a citizen 

when he calls a cop and nobody comes, you haven't seen exasperation until you envision a 
traditional police manager, thrust uncomprehendingly into a matrix management system, who 
calls one of his cops, only to find that the officer is unavailable because she is busy helping 
another of her "co-bosses." Travis, et al. (1993: 76-79) prompt the provocative thought that 
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perhaps police supervisors should report not only to their middle manager but to a police- 
community problem-solving coordinating council; and perhaps police officers should report not 
to a lone sergeant who tries to help them with all manner of problems but instead to an array of 
sergeants having diverse substantive skills that officers will find helpful depending on the nature 
of their problem-solving project. Provocative and perhaps very useful, but to a rugged 
traditionalist, blood curdling heresy! 

r'l Zero tolerance for experimentation ~.~;~:~;~;~.~;~.;~;~,~.~.~.~.~:~;~.~.~;~.~.~.~;~;~;~:~.~.~.~.;~.~.~.~:~;~.~.~.~.~.~ 
and failure. Demands (by chiefs and/or the i!!~i!::i::i~[O~i°fi~0~:~ba~o~i:~f~io~:iof~oi~|~:!i~::!iil ::ii~ 

ii~i ::icaptalns :;!arid :~ i i i leUtena~t~i i~ :~:::J~ais~.(ili:~ii!iil 
middle managers themselves) that middle !ii::.i:d'~t~asl]~entto fore~l|ilci~eativit~ili:.!!i:~i:.i 
managers play the role of rigid, punitive rule- ::!i iiland . . . . . . . . . . . . . :  innovation": ::(Keliing: ]::Land . . . . . . . . . .  :~.:..~[~t~l~[~i i:'i'i ] . . . . . . . . .  l: 

enforcer cannot easily be reconciled with a !,I!::L. • .:: ~:b!: ..:~i~:I11993: 9). 'i:"i:i'i i ' ~i; i ! : :i i!! ili! i i  : !i 
policing strategy (or wider government :i~;:~:;::~i:~:ii:::,~:i!~;:.!~:A:;!:~;?i:::.".i i i 
strategy ) that entails a great deal of 
unpredictable experimentation with new techniques by public servants (Osborne and Gaebler 
1993: 108-37). 

Zero tolerance for failure by a boss is hostile to employee creativity. As Goldstein (1993: 
5) put it, "Officers will not be creative and will not take initiatives if a high value continues to 
be placed on conformity. They will not be thoughtful if they are required to adhere to regulations 
that are thoughtless." We do not refer here to wilful, malign disrespect by officers for department 
policies, rules and regulations, which may very well call for intolerance and recriminations by 
supervisors. As Lee Brown said when he served as New York City Police Commissioner, 

"There are two kinds of mistakes--mistakes of the mind and mistakes of the heart. 
If you're doing something out of malice, then you've got a problem with me. But 
if you're trying to do your job and you make an innocent mistake that may violate 
a rule, the entire circumstances should be taken into account. If we want people 
to take risks, we have to tolerate mistakes" (quoted in Webber 1992: 32). 

Middle managers who cannot tolerate good faith errors by officers attempting to meet ambitious 
community protection objectives will not easily embrace community problem solving (Chicago 
Police Department 1993: 22). 

Avoiding embarrassing the department is a higher goal than reducing community problems 
in some police organizational cultures. An easy way to avoid embarrassing the agency is to take 
no chances, to stay on the well-trod path. Never mind that the path is not going anywhere 
particularly useful. Where this thinking prevails, middle managers will find that the path of least 
resistance is to resist community policing. Wilson (1989:132-33) illustrates part of why managers 
in various kinds of public agencies tend to be "risk averse": 

"Police administrators rarely lose their jobs because the crime rate has gone up or 
win promotions because it has gone down. They can easily lose their jobs if 
somebody persuasively argues that the police department has abused a citizen, 
beaten a prisoner, or failed to answer a call for service. School administrators 
rarely lose their jobs when their pupils' reading scores go down or win promotions 
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when scores go up. But 
they can lose their jobs or 
suffer  o ther  career-  
impeding consequences if 
students are punished, 
controversial textbooks 
assigned,  or parents 
treated impolitely. Under 
these circumstances it is 
hardly surprising that 
police captains spend a 
lot of their time trying to 
make certain that their 
officers follow the rules 
and that school principals 
spend a lot of  their time 
cultivating the goodwill 
of  parents" (see also 
Wilson 1968: 70-71). 

i..".:iii:~Z:?? !i ::i:. :: )"! 'i(i::! i:i i.?- ii :?"i)'i i':: :?: i..ii.i:! "? .:: -i: ;.": :.:.:.:.::!. !i " i : ': .i: <i'.)!~:.i:.-":; ~ .c: -~ ;:.; ::?:::-i: " "? ;: .: i!::";:.? 
[;:*::,! ZerOitolerance for: employee 'exPerimentation i w l l i  ~.:i 
<i .:: .quickly cause atrophy of the experimentationinclina.:ii :::i 
:.i):.!: l!on. That malady not only deprives the police depar t .  
...,.:.,2ment of innovative ideas, it may make for. cranky era- i :! 
iii::!:~/:.iiilplgy~.es~.ii:Thoro is a considerable body.lof medicali:::!!:~i 
!ii:.;i.ii:rc|e .ncer that. shows whet happens t o t h e  • victims.of. 
~:~!:::;~sieep deprivation,"Their ability to dream.is impaired).ii! 
i'iiii:i-wh|chi:©ams:, fatigue,: resistance, to"ii.:co~ei, atiolt~;i :.ii~: 
iii!i!ii::.::cYn|c.i~m.iii:afid"other anti-social ©onduct,.i.W0uld~::iiiiii~ii~ 
i::i!, ~ cops.deprived., of the ability to day.drea~or i~xami'i~i::i:::~ii~:!i 
i:.i:~i;ii.i~pie, :about h0w.they mlght.leave.the world a bit  better, i ii~ 
! ..i!)l~a~tii~theyl, i.f0und :ii.it~,,suffer i i . lSimllar: ' : :S~tomS? ::~Ahd::.i~ii!i 

!i~:ii rest.ofius?, in his p ~ i n  .°'Harle~" Langi|onHughei::ii:~;:.i~il 
i~:.:i~:: asked: .r'Whatlhappens .toa .dream defe~d?. .Does it.i,i:i,i~:!~ 
iii".dry Up like:ia :raisin in: thi) sun?..Or!::ifest~:!iiike.a ::;~ 

• " " ' " "  : " : ' ~ : ' . . . x  

!i;;i:.:ii.!sore--and then run?Does i t s t i nk  I i k e ~ t t e n  m a t ? . O r  <:::::i~i 
ii:.i.i.¢im~.an d S~la~. :~ove~lke asyrui~!• : f iweet  ,?::~.~y~i..itii:iiiiii::ii 
!ilia:juSt ..~sags: l ike.  a ilheaW-.:load.~;:Or,, d~$...~.tt?iieXPlodo~:}.iiiii!ii 
::i:i:il •(Hughes.! 959, 268; Hansberry. 1958: vli).ii!:Y:) ;Ji::!j::!iii:i~!ii~):.'-:~i?.:ilii!~!:::i.::i:@:i:iii!~i?.:ii!i 

I-1 Loss of promotional slots i f  organizations are flattened or downsized. Implementation 
plans for the new strategies sometimes include reducing the management ranks (e.g., eliminating 
some or even all slots for deputy chiefs, captains or lieutenants). The impulse to flatten the 
hierarchy often arises from the desire both to save money and to manage from values and 
communicate those values clearly. "In the larger American forces," observes Sparrow (1992: 55), 
"the number of ranks can vary from 9 to 13. ' '3  The layering of management insulates those on 
both ends of the hierarchy against clear communication, much as "[w]e know from physics that 
many thin layers is the best formula for effective [thermal] insulation" (Sparrow 1992: 55). 

So with recommendations abounding for shaking organizational trees and squeezing more 
out of  tightening budgets (McNally 1991), it is little wonder that middle managers feel like deer 
frozen in the headlights. Vogl (1993/1994: 53) put the question bluntly to management consultant 
Michael Hammer:  "If I 'm going to lose my job, why should I participate in my own execution?" 
Hammer  had no sugar-coated reassurances, except that those middle managers whose jobs survive 
the organizational review will probably be better off  after the managerial weed and seed exercise 
than they are now: "[R]eengineering usually results in a smaller number of better, higher-paying 
jobs." 

Goldstein (1993: 5) candidly admits that middle and senior management resistance to 

3 This, he quips, "is in contrast to the worldwide Roman Catholic Church (with over 600 million members), 
which does a fairly good job of disseminating values with only five layers." Maybe the Pope knows something public 
administrators need to learn. In their much-heralded Reinventing Government, Osborne and Gaebler (1993: 262) 
contrast the administrator-customer ratio in Chicago's parallel school systems: "Before its recent decentralization, 
Chicago had 500,000 public school students and 3,000 administrators; Chicago's Catholic school system, with 
250,000 students, had 36 administrators." 
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strategic innovation in some police 
agencies is so strong that progress iiii:iii~th*~ii~i~c~r~mi~i~!i:~::~d°~n~n~'!ii~!i!~:~:iii~!!i~i~g~t~ iiiiiiiii::i:~iii! 

!!i~/:9i ~ fh i t ten ing  r!iiii a ~ i  !other:: e u p h e m i  m s  i.for . i taki ng  !!i! :: 
may come only  through management iii:iiii:i!!~0pies, li:i]~s.:;ila~ayii:Sw®eping:ii~!ii~e:.ii!~C~0retAii:i~!i!~ii 
attrition. "Perhaps early retirement !i!~i:!,lilnds~p*e,:.iti~ad!tio~ilexPe©tationS~!a~]oin~iiii~iiiii-" ~ 
should be made more attractive for ~::~ii!lng.lprivate~isect~:ilorganizati0n~i~iahdlikeepiligli:~:~ii~~ - ~ ?  ~ ~ ~ 
police executives who resist change," iiiii~:~ii~i!~i~i~ei~!]q~b:~i~!i~w!~h~i::~he~:~:~:f9~i::ibh~:e~i~i~ii:re9~:~:~:~!~ii~ii 

he opines. He notes as well that ~i~!!ii~.iit~:!i~miii~Yeesilr~::i~oi:iii6ng~F:i~nlas:.ilo~ii??~i 
consideration should be given, as it i i!!!!:ii   i  so s:::iio:ib :!ii  ei  eiib i:a ils n to !i!iiii  
has been in England recently, to "the :~:~:::i::::' i::' :: ":"r' ":'~" ::~ :"~" " "~:~'::'::'" :" ' :"" :~!~' :~' : :" : : : .~ i. ii ¢ 9 s t  S "~: t O-~ i :~.~ ~. Cut " :'~;~:/.:~ ~:~!.~ ~:,~e ':':~~i~ f0~:": ..... u":: :: :i" :~":::i:::'::~:"~~ :: ''~ : ~ : " : " : : S . : . :  f0  r~ ~ i. o r g a m rat. ,-- :.:::,.~-~i~i~| o n s i i~i: i:::;: ::i ::i 
elimination of unnecessary ranks." For i~i~i!!~!ii~!ee!!~i~~.th~::~.~:.~9~ii9fi.~.~~~i~i~ii!i i!i 
an excellent description of the ~i!~:!i!!i~ii~ii~~!qn~!1~:i~th~i~i~:e~!~F9~s~iii~:mus~!ihks~i~i~i~i~:i~i ~ 

strategic thinking that guided efforts to i!!:ii!::l*blsecurityi6glvi~glu10mcaree~i~!iill;ii~i~:i:~iliiiiiii 
flatten and otherwise reorganize the i:ii!:triinaert0otilergoodiobeif:they:i~i~t~ei~lOngeri!i~:~i!iiiii 
San Diego Police Department during ~::i;::ii::~::iie~i~!~eIi~current~ne;~:!ii~::i~::~!~:i~:~iii::~::~i~iiii~iii~:iiii~:i~!~i~i!~!!i!iiii~!::~:ii!~ii!!i::~:i~!!~!ii~ii:i::i!!~i~::~i!~i!~i~ii~!! 
the 1980s, see Stamper (1992). Not 
surprisingly, those facing loss of 
prestige, loss of jobs, and diminished opportunities for promotion usually will resist unless 
attractive alternatives are provided. 

[ ]  I t ' s  n o t  p o l i c e  w o r k .  

Middle managers (and others in a 
department) may believe the 
expanded information-sharing and 
problem-solving functions of the 
police under the new strategies 
should be carried out by other 
public and private entities, leaving 
the police with traditional roles. 
The battle cry of the police reform 
res i s t e r - - "We ' r e  not social 
workers !"---often means that 
police are considered unable to 
help reduce the community, 
personal, or family problems that 
give rise to crime and related 
social disruptions. 

Egon B i t t ne r  has long and e loquen t l y  c o m p l a i n e d  
t h a t  a sp i r i t  of  adven tu re  ra the r  t h a n  a sp i r i t  o f  
se rv i ce  c h a r a c t e r i z e s  po l i ce  c u l t u r e s  ( s e e  also 
Moore 1992: 151).  Prob lem so lv ing t h a t  is r e s p o n . . :  
s ive  to  w h a t  rea l l y  i r ks  a ne ighbo rhood  m a y  m i x  
w i t h  t h a t  cu l t u re  l i ke  o l l  and  w a t e r .  As  Far re l l ,  e t  a h  : 
(1993a. 6) . U s e , e ,  one of the classic quali ty .~.f. 4ite"...i 
problems police are often asked to help al levtate by :i:i 

! r es iden ts  a n d  business people o n  t h e i r  b e a t s  is: i 
d isorder ly ,  c o n d i t i o n s .  Whi le  s o m a t l m e s . t h e y  a re  ..:: 

~i:. c o n t r i b u t i n g  f a c t o r s  to  d rug  m a r k e t i n g ,  bu rg la r i es~  i. ;i. 
m u g g i n g $  and the  l ike,  d i so rde r l y  c o n d i t i o n s  "a re  i.-! 
o f t en  i m p o r t a n t  p rob lems  in t h e i r  o w n  r igh t ,  and  : 
d i f f i cu l t  to  solve.  They  are  no t  o f t en  t h e  s u b j e c t  o f  
police m e l o d r a m a s - - a n d  you ' l l  p robab l y  neve r  hea r  
a t e lev i s ion  a n n o u n c e r  say, 'Hero cop cracks disor- 
der ly  cond i t i ons  ease l  De ta i l s  at  e leven l ' ,  

i r ' r :  ............. .......... ......... i .......... : : i  ........... i ~ : ':  '"  ~ ......... :i ......... ii .... 
i "Family preservation workers knew that 
~ something as easi ly  f ixable as  a f i l thy 
~ k i tchen can lead to a cycle  of depression 

that : an  lead to [child] neglect, S o  
t hey ' r e  t r a i ned  to  s ta r t  w i t h  t he  read i l y  
f i xab le "  (Bar the l  1992: 40), 

It is worth noting that the resistance of 
tasks on the ground that "I 'm not a social 
worker" is hardly a lament limited to the 
p o l i c e .  Many professionals other than 
police---teachers, doctors and lawyers to name 
a few--have been heard to say that certain 
tasks are beneath them because they are not 
social workers. Moreover, even s o c i a l  w o r k e r s  

sometimes disagree over what tasks are beneath t h e m .  For instance, it is debated whether case 
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workers confronted with dysfunctional, poor families should help their clients accomplish some 
of the basic "housekeeping" necessities of normal living, like "scrubbing floors, cleaning out 
garbage, fixing sinks .... " Those who advocate social workers helping with such chores suggest 
that, while the case workers are providing this help, they can be "'modeling' behavior and talking 
at the same time" (Barthel 1992: 40). An analogy for police might be helping a community clean 
up a vacant lot that has proven to be a hot-spot for crime while discussing how the community 
might take self-protective action in the future. 

!!::iii:~i.::~t!at was police work intended to be for?. i it :-:i 
ii~::i.ili~ishould • be : :working :.on:.. sOclety,ei.!i.! PrOb--i.:.i:!il 
i ii:.;:-!ilems~-that is~. it should be ~cla/Woi~k:ln the'i.i:iii:~:i 
:~i!ii.:ybr0adest sense of the word. Instead of .con ;.:i~.;i!i- 
~::ili!!ii.:f..orm|ng the shape of policing to the object of :....:~i: i 
iiilJ~!::iii:the exetrcise, we 've  got it backwards. We.i!-: 
i::'.!i~!Ltake, our.form as a given and tell the world :~.~ 
iii:,i!iii:i~What .functions .that form. will., permit us :to :i.::ii 
ijiii:~!!::.:iii~i.O~;.:Those.Wh~ subs©ribe.to the  form ::~:.:.i~ 
i::i! :Sflght thechange of function" (Bralden 19951. :":.:~ 

The "not-my-job" response arises 
not only from the perception that police 
don't know how to make a difference in 
social problems but from the perception 
that nobody else in the community's 
human service system has---or is prepared 
to usemthe power to compel people to 
behave civilly towards one another 
(Bittner 1970, 1975, 1980). Since 
compelling such civil conduct is a full- 
time job for the police, the argument goes, 

leave it to social workers and others to provide other societal services. Besides, the police don't 
want to use techniques which may give would-be lawbreakers the misimpression that the police 
are "soft on crime" (Greene, et al. 1994: 102; Skogan 1994: 177-78; Roberg 1994: 253). And it's 
hard to reconcile "touchy-feely psychobable" (Yates 1994) with get-tough law enforcement. 

One of the difficulties with police resistance to wearing "too many hats" (Trojanowicz 
1994: 259) is that, over the decades, most neighborhoods have suffered a steady attrition of social 
services (other than the police) which are available around the clock and which make house calls. 

"If we think back to those days when the old-fashioned beat cop patrolled city 
streets, we should remember that those were the days when an official team of 
public service providers spent much of their time 'making house calls.' In that era, 
social workers routinely made home visits to see firsthand if children were 
neglected or abused. At the same time, the public health nurses might be out in 
the community visiting the homes of the young, the elderly, and the infirm. 
Probation and parole officers made scheduled and unscheduled home visits to 
ensure that their clients were living up to the terms of their release. Those were 
also the days when so-called truant officers were on the streets making sure that 
kids were not 'playing hooky'" (Trojanowicz 1994: 259). 4 

Over time, as Joseph Heller said, "something happened." So what's the answer to the current 

4 Compare Barthel (1992: 21): Family social service "caseworkers in Newark find they're on the genuine front 
lines, sometimes meeting with families in housing projects so dangerous, so controlled by drug dealers, that even 
the law stays out. 'We go where the police won't go,' says Wii Taylor, administrative director of The Bridge, an 
Essex County, New Jersey, agency that provides family preservation [services]. 'Not that we're braver--but if you're 
going to have family preservation in an area like this, that's where you'll find the families.'" 
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vacuum in community social support systems? For some police leaders, like former Baltimore 
County Chief Nell Behan and current Chicago street cop (and rap-group star) Eric Davis, the 
answer is simple: As compassionate and honorable members of their communities and 
professions, they can't afford the luxury of grumbling that somebody ought to do something; they 
just do something and let others sort out the role questions (on Behan's behavior, see, e.g., 
Delattre and Behan 1991; Behan 1986). 

But as a general proposition, the i~/:~:ii{i~::t~,:~ori ~~.~:~;~.~.~.~.~:~.~;~:~.~..~.~.~.~:.~.:~:~.~r.:.~.~.::~:.~..:~;.:...~....~;~:~.~.~;~.~.~.::~.~z~;~.~:;~.~.~.~:.~:.~.~.~.~..~...~:~.~:~.~.~.~.~.~.c~t~ng~p~|~: "~ ':: 
police cannot and perhaps should not bear in'(blg.Citi~s?:~:}!i! 

iiiiiii~:~iilbday.i$not scary enough, .cOnsider thl  s 10;;!:;i:.:~.ii!i 
the burden of cleansing society's Augean ii:.,i::~ur: ilir0je©uon:::by, pollce;: i .d~graphers~i :: 
stables. The police cannot themselves i!!:i!.:::~ie(:o~mists.and others :attending "a recelit?.:.::.:!::ii 
compensate for the dearth of public i~/i~!:FuturesSymposlum".:ln Chlcago:.::.".C.h!ciago}::i(:ilil 
services for primary, secondary and !!:/,~.i::.]:ilwascharacterized-asthe most segregated..~:::.:ili 

i:i:ii : : ~ j O r  c i ty  :. in r the .United S ta tes ,  i. Wit h . th(~i:.}:{iiil 
tertiary crime prevention; r e m e d i a t e  a i!<0i r e s t  segregated schoolsystem. High school.: :,::~ 
broad range of interpersonal conflict; and :i :i i: d/op-out .rates were expected to continue- - :i 
foster healthy community and individual 
development. What the police can and 
should do, however, is use their expert 
awareness of society's problems to speak 
out compellingly for the enhancement of 
formal and informal systems that can help 
improve things. They should also broker 
access to existing support systems for 
members of the public in need. Too many 
police still waste too much of their time 
(and too many of our tax dollars) telling 
everyone they can't fix criminogenic 
problems. If only they devoted equal 
energy to looking for people who can. We 
bet they would come up with some good 
leads. After all, the Rand Corporation 
detective evaluations to the contrary 
notwithstanding (Greenwood and Petersilia 

~:9:. cl imbing whi le the shift f rom manufactur ing : :. 
:}.to a .service industry would p roduce  an 
:.::.undereducated underclass of unemployed.. :i 
' inner.ci ty youth. In Chicago,- the greatest  
proportion of those losing jobs would be 
blacks l iving in some of the poorest neigh. 
borhoods in the country. Poor Inner city resi.  
dents would get poorer, whi le better-off,  
middle-class minorit ies would cont inue to 
move out, leaving behind those with the  
fewest  resources to go elsewhere.  Tensions 
between police and cit izens could be expect .  
ed to escalate as the Job of many pol ice 
off icers would be to keep the poor away  f rom 
the rich. And, f inally, unless the poor could 

• be dispersed, Chicago was projected to be a 
place that  would be inundated wi th  unso- 
phist icated, unschooled, unski l led people" 
(Skogan, et  al. 1995: 12). 

1975), police are pretty good at finding people. 

Different components of police departments may mount the not-my-job defense in 
differing degrees. For instance, Sparrow (1992: 57) suggests that detective units will be among 
the most likely sources of resistance and sabotage for community policing implementation plans. 
"Certainly," he opines, "the detective branch typically views the introduction of community 
policing as a matter for the patrol officersw'our job is still to solve crime'" (compare Greenwood 
and Petersilia 1975; Eck 1983). 

Resistance to community policing based on the view that it's not real police work may 
mask the basest of human motives (racism, sexism, callous disregard for the plight of crime 
victims, etc.), and may call attention to people who made a basic mistake pinning on the police 
badge and taking their oath of office. The real misanthropes on our police forces have seen the 
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i!:~..!::"::~.:~ V::: ~::::!::::i .! 7 :i:: ':: '::i~: :.!: :.::i7r!.::! ~ :~ .::::::"~ii?:.i:.:i? i.~.!:~:~.i :::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: '::::.-i: .: :"~. :-:::"/i~ 
iT.-(kWhat's pol ice work? Roy Joachimstaler, . :  i i 

unquest ionably  a oop's cop, and currently- 
i~:: the St. Louis Police Department 's  !mple. i i ]  
iii mentat ion manager  for communi ty  prob- .. i 
i.. lem solving, tel ls his department:  ".Neigh-.-:.i 
ii:. borhood assoclaUon a n d  ..community:. i 

. m e e t i n g s a r e  Just as Important  as a radio :. i 
..... call" (Jcachimsta ler  1995: 4).. ~ii:iii.,?:.i~.:i].ii:::i.~j.li i.:..; ::i  

light at the end of the police reform tunnel, 
and it's an on-coming train. It's a train that 
will test their compassion fatigue mightily. 

But some of the opposition by middle 
managers to a shift in policing strategy may 
stem from sincere doubts that the new 

. . . . : .  strategies will serve well in protecting the 
~. :.. ..... : ................. .. .......... ...................... ~.:. :..:::...... ::.:. ....... : .....~:...i community  from crime and from 

unprofessional police officers. While we do 
not subscribe to an undifferentiated "lock-'em-up-and-throw-away-the-key" approach to crime 
control, we are not prepared to say that everyone who does is simply unconcerned about making 
neighborhoods safer, more livable places for all Americans. 

r'l Problem solving and community engagement don't make sense under current 
conditions. We have encountered some middle managers who express genuine interest in a 
world in which police could be community problem solvers. They just don't believe they are 
living in such a world. 

A frequent excuse is that the budget is 
tight, thus barring a labor-intensive "program" 
like community policing. More money, spent 
more wisely, may indeed be useful. But there is 
little or no evidence that thinking critically about 
how to do one's job in a more publicly valuable 

ii::"::i ̧.: ........... : :!:-::= i ......... :: :"r:::':'~:i~":~::!:ii:Gii!!? !!!~I~:~I 7::;:~1%:: i: !" ̧: ~::ii 
::'- "Almost everything tha t  we bel ieveis:  :.;: 
: true today was o n c e  seen.aS here-. 
i.:: sy--ask Copernicus and Gali leo if you - 
~ . . d o n ' t  believe me'.' (Braiden 1995) ,  i.. i: :. 

fashion requires more resources. So much time is squandered now by so many police departments 
that if a dollar were put in a basket for every waste minute every year, before long there would 
be enough to pay cops what they deserve for doing one of society's hardest jobs. 

Another common reason for saying the time is wrong for strategic reform is that 
politicians will not tolerate any meaningful police excursions into brokering community services 
for needy communities. The perception is that such brokerage is the mayor's or the ward boss's 
job - -o r  perhaps even the community organizer's job (compare Friedman 1994)--and the police 
will take it on at their peril. 

As another illustration, a police middle manager facing organized drug corruption and 
egregiously excessive force within her precinct could be excused for looking askance at a reform 
that extols permanent beat assignments (Skogan 1990: 123; Cosgrove and McElroy 1986) and 
the empowerment of officers to use broader discretion, take unconventional initiatives, and the 
like (Roberg 1994: 252; Skogan, et al. 1995: 17; but compare Bracey 1992; Kelling, et al. 1988; 
Weisburd 1994: 275; Bratton 1994: 4). 

Or a middle manager aware of pervasive deficiencies in the skills of his department's 
criminal investigators may be respected for opposing rapid decentralization of detective functions. 
Until skills are enhanced, the community may be better served by a centralized detective 
operation in which competent investigators and supervisors can closely guide the work of less 
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capable employees. 

Another reason why middle managers 
may object to a strategic reformer's 
decentralization of such functions as criminal 
investigation may be that the crime problems 
being targeted are not of a decentralized 
nature (e.g., city-wide and multi-jurisdictional 
illicit drug markets or criminal syndicate 
dominance of a region's cartage industry) and, 
therefore, decentralization could impede the 
effectiveness and efficiency of the 
investigations. 

Such strategic and tactical objections 
to decentralization of particular segments of 
police operations should not, of course, 
necessitate wholesale rejection of community 
problem solving, for there is nothing about 
this approach that counsels mindless 

i!~:::?i: i~! :i?' ::::?i-i~? . :.: i :i : ~ ::;~ :.~i .:. ~: :::.: i :.":;?ii!!:: S :: ?:i:. ?:i:.~.?;:ii:::: ! :.::i?~ ':.~/:::i::~ ~,ii::i. :.9?' ;-i ?:!".:: :!:: ~!i::ii~ ::~.~i 
!:/: ( ) n o  I: p r o  b i e m  i : w i t ~ :  ~s i~ ing : i i : empio~ee : i : i :~ : : i i  
i:**:i empowermentin thefaCe.of a corruptlon.::ili:i 
:J:!:.problem .Is.ithat,il.exi:ept ! i i l .the f i r s t  ex::": -::;:::.i ~.r~ 
i~..:::*i:.tra~irdlnary !:.;i!.clrcumstanceii~- ::this: ':.LStlII ii" :iii:.! 
i:~:i :! thrOWs i the:::  ~ b i ¢  : :~ut  i : w i t h  ~::the:; b a t h l  W~i~i:i::i~:i:!iill 
:i:i:~:::i . t e ~ e h a l  izes.ithe i m s s d  ~gOod :W 6 r k e  ~ ::~i:~i:iii!!ii 

i.:::.!:!:se~e~ii ::, pet~i;ii.Drilcker . i" io~ i ago.poi~edi::~:iiii:i~ 
:!!::ii:.:.iiout.tlmti'ciintirol of t he !as t  1.t 0 .percent:of!:!i::!ii!ii 

iii:::~:":!¢ont~ol of :the fl..rst .90:pereent.,~.if:it costsi.!i:.!:~ii~ 
~!!:~:i:~i:~ far':~ro: t0 cairn,hate cor¢~t l l in  than:we i:::~:i:i::::i 
!~:.i:.:i.i~:::smee.: bYi:!: doing . ko;: iS. ii. It.:::::fforth:.: t h e '  ox: :i:?~i:i 
i::iiill pense? If by.:.making :eQrrb~ion .Vlduaiiy :i ~ii:i 
!i!::: :impossible we also make:qual i ty perfor-:.iii :::i 
: mance virtually Impossible, have we  d o n e  :.:i 

a good thing?.If  by .tying everyone up.!n ii: 
rules we so demoralize public employee s r~ 
that they give up, is it wor th . the  enor. -": 
mous cost we bear in dead-weight?" 

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  . . , . . . . .  . . . . . .  . . . . . . . . . . . . .  " . . . . . . . .  

decentralization (Bennett 1994). Yet if middle managers are not making such distinctions----or if 
they are confronted with ill-informed community policing advocates from within or outside the 
organization who assert that universal decentralization is a mandatory component of the new 
policing, one might better understand the middle managers' generalized resistance to change. 
Kelling and Bratton (1993: 7) discuss resistance by Madison, Wisconsin, police detectives to 
decentralization of investigative functions. The detectives in that highly admired police agency, 
presumably for reasons other than investigative incompetence, argued that decentralization 
lowered the quality of investigations (compare Couper and Lobitz 1991; also see Skogan 1990: 
123). 

Some police departments, Roberg (1994: 255) argues, may not be ready to try responsibly 
to implement community problem solving. These, he suggests, are departments which need to 
"become more organic in nature before attempting any movement at all." He worries about the 
prospects for denigrating community policing if agencies doing traditional, reactive, relatively 
ineffectual police work masquerade as using the principles and tactics of what should be a far 
more tenacious strategy (ibid.). The prospect of sheep in wolves' clothing is, indeed, troubling. 
Goldstein (1993: 1) voices alarm over the widespread lip-service being paid to community 
policing: "Carefully developed initiatives bearing the community policing label, fragile by their 
very nature, are endangered because superficial programs are so vulnerable to attack." The latest 
survey of a representative national sample of local criminal justice agencies revealed that "80 
percent of the police chiefs and almost two thirds of the sheriffs...[said] they have adopted" 
community policing (McEwen 1995: 4). "This is a finding," McEwen warned, "that needs to be 
interpreted cautiously,...given the amorphousness of the concept" of community policing (ibid. 
11). Mastrofski (I 993: 4) concurs with Sparrow, et al. (1990) that "only a few departments have 
moved much distance 'beyond 91 i '"  (that is, beyond incident-driven policing) and into a 
problem-solving mode as standard operating procedure. 
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Thus, we have little quarrel 
with the motives of some police 
middle managers who resist 
communi ty  pol ic ing.  Their  
opposition, whether well-founded 
or ill-conceived, at least is 
animated by their desire to serve 
and protect the community. And in 
some circumstances, they may 
even be fight to resist change on 
the grounds that they know their 

iiii1'ili!.i:~:i:i"i"i"~i"-. :~'̧ ~:¸-~ ~..":~"":. ..... ~-:". ~?i~i ~. :i~?~i ....... .:i ii::":~~.i"~:-.~iii..?~ii.::i-.;i"i:/.i~. I 
i:-:i:: "Lieutenants,  in the  past~ were  on the leading edge " 
• if!.; :I o f  a prime mid .management  responsibi l i ty:maintain.  :..:,::~:~. 
i-:i. Ing control and ensuring that  operat ions funct ioned .: ::i 
i::."-:acc°rding to the book. N o w  l ieutenants,  a t tempt ing  
.i~ ! ". .t ° .maintain t h e  standards that  have.~.been :.their;iii:.~:.ii 
i~/:~:il reason, for being, find themselve  s cast  as  the lag~i!:..!.:ii::i 
i::: : glng edge:, a major  source of res is tancetO innova"~:iiiii: 
iii..i:~ition,:ilSuch"a charac te r i za t iono f  mid~hagers.in::ii::ii.li 
iiii, pol !c ing is not surprising, given the i r  basic function'-:~-ill 

local govemance culture or police culture will not tolerate the methods and benefits of 
community problem solving. 5 "Chicago ain't ready for reform," quipped a local pol several 
decades ago. He may have been fight at the time. Today, Chicago's political and police 
leadership are among the most vocal and entrepreneurial exponents of community problem 
solving, although hardly immune to the rebellions of the middle ranks against this cultural 
revolution (Chicago Police Department 1994; Skogan, et al. 1994: 37; Skogan, et al. 1995: 23). 

I"1 We didn't try it and it didn't  work. A closely related reason why many middle 
managers express deep skepticism towards community policing is that, even if the concept sounds 
sensible on the drawing board, they believe the lessons of history prove the concept to have been 
a failure. While it would be arrogant in the extreme for us to reject out of hand any and all 
examples of community policing's conceptual failures (where the strategy was given a fair test 
and flunked), our belief generally is that most case studies and folklore about failed community 
problem-solving reforms are in fact stories about implementation failures (Bennett 1994:233 
reports, for example, on some implementation failures in Britain). 

It is just as important to be clear about ~i~i:~..~i:~.~::̀:!:~:.~::::?i~:.:.:i~i~?~:::.~:..:.~:~.~?~:~%.~.:~%:~::!Z~:~:....! :...~:~.::̀~;..~:.~...:.....̀.~:~.:̀.::...~....~.~.:...:..:~..:*..:~..:~:::~~:~:/;~:̀~.̀i?~::i:%~:~:~:i~i~:.~:::~;~;~.~!:i:~:~.:.~i.i~i~::~i:̀!~i:.i:~!~:~?: 
between conceptual and ::iiil;.:.'i::iiiiT~:i|rnportantlpart°tt~~imas0n!if°riith~ i::!:ilili!i~iiil the distinction 

i i!:i :.difficulties | n i~duc ing~ j~ i i ~a ! i i ! ! i i i ~ i ~ : i i i i i  • 
implementation problems in the police world !iii!ii:ii:t!6~!.iii:sue~es~si~ii.~ii.fi~eii:ili~i~ii!~ii~iiiiiiiil 
as it would be in a for-profit manufacturing !:~i!i:ii:iwith:i!he:i.~i;~tfieSs:i:~ii~heilthe~i::!ii~i:i~iiiil 
context--where the distinction could be ~ii:~i!ii~ommnityiiiandp~bif~::i:soh/|figi~iicih~i~:ii~:~i~i~ii'i~i 
between a "manufacturing shortcoming" and ::!~i:iiiand::~eh m~'.t0:.~:ii~tfii~hei.~fft~ilili~:i!iiiiii 
a "design f law," and where confusing the two ~ ] M ~ 1 ~ : ~ : ~ ) ~ : ~ : ~ : ~ : ~ : ~ : ~ ~ ~  
could bankrupt a business (Kanter 1982: 98). 
Lavrakas (1995: 112) suggests another 
analogy: "In public health, a promising new 
medicine would not be abandoned prematurely because it was not properly or adequately tested." 
Having reviewed a considerable body of evaluation research on community-based crime- 
prevention initiatives, Lavrakas concluded: "The loosely formulated 'theory' of community-based 
crime prevention has never been adequately tested" (ibid.). 

5 Roberg (1994: 255, 256) would take issue with the notion that these are rarities. He asserts that "most 
departments throughout the country are not yet ready to assume the responsibilities required from" community 
policing and that "this approach can be effectively implemented by only a small number of 'elite' departments 
throughout the country." 
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The pervasive problem of falsely interpreting implementation failures as conceptual 
failures was captured succinctly some years ago by Wayne Kerstetter. This seasoned police 
administrator-turned-academic wisecracked: "With little exaggeration, one could sum up the 
history of American police experimentation with innovative ideas in one sentence: We didn ' t  try 
it and it didn't  work." 

:i?i~i:: :: ;::.ii:~;! ~i:i::' i: :. i::i :i ::?:. i :::: :::i:!~i :. ::: :.i:~::: ::~I:!"S i::~::?:.ii~?:; !i i~ ~i :.i i~i::~.!ii:: ~:.ii ::i i::iiiiii:.i ii~ i~:.iil ~::ii~i. :.: :::.;,!::.: ~:'.:i: ~:~ !::'. i ::~:. i i i~i:!i~:::! I iii~ill ::: i:.~::?! ~ :: i:. !: i:.~!:ii~::::i!i! :: !~! :.~i;:::: :Ji::.i i~i ?. i.i i ~ :~ :: i~i~!?.i :: ::: !: i:i "i i::::: ~ !: !;i: ::i~::~~i~i~i ~:;- 
i:! :ii i;i ini~ementatic)n:.ill iai|ures~ ~i i~ipeemi~.i:~ifo| lowing ::::a ai::i~:!:~i::i!!i 
i ! i i l ;? iur lysucces~l  pi iot 'projei=t,are hardlY: iimlt~l"tO!i!~:::ii:~i 

~:::i k n o w s t o o m ~ Y  of these m l s f o r t u ~ s ,  as a foundai~i::.:~ii~.ii:i::;:::: 
i~.?..:: t i ~ :execu t i ve  p01nts out: ~The l a n d s c a ~ i s  l i t t  e re d::i :::~:i!i!!i ' 
ii::;~::i::With good Ideas that  were l imi ted  to ~i brief moment:iii:iiiii:::i 
i.~..~:;i:inthe sun, .Some could not be  replicated. Wi th  otl~:~..:i::i:i 
ii.~:~. e r s i t p r o v e d  Impossible to teach new leaders to do :i~ .i 
• 'what the founders had managed with such promise :(:! 
~ and enthusiasm. Some programs proved impossible :. 

to sustain and ever a period of years were watered • :~ 
down, changed, or lost their way. Some were l imited 

b y  the geography, culture, c l imate or pecul iar  
circumstances in which they were introduced. Some 
could not be evaluated; their  goals were too murky 
or shifting, their  procedures varied too widely from 
case to case,  and there were no baselines against 
whi©h success could be measured" (Edna McCon-  
nell Clark Foundation president Peter  Forsythe,  
quoted In Barthel 1992: 42). 

The experience with team 
policing during the 1970s is a 
classic case in the police field of  
professional mythology that has 
misconstrued an implementation 
failure as a conceptual failure. 
Sherman (1986: 363) concluded: 
"The program failure meant that 
the theory was not properly 
tested." The belief that team 
policing was shown to be a bad 
idea (a bad strategy) taints the 
appraisals that some veteran police 
middle managers make of  
community policing' s prospects for 
s u c c e e d i n g .  A s  m a n y  
commentators have discussed, the 
i m p l e m e n t a t i o n  f a i l u r e s  

........................................................................................................ " ............... ' surrounding the team policing 
experiments had much to do with the departments trying to graft team policing as a work 
approach onto unaltered, traditional police organizations and priorities (see, e.g., Sherman, et al. 
1973; Sherman 1975; Sherman 1986: 364-65; Schwartz and Clarren 1977; Koenig, et al. 1979; 
Moore 1992:132-34; and Kelling and Bratton 1993: 5). Those organizations' incentive structures 
(assignments, performance appraisals, promotions criteria, award programs, disciplinary criteria, 
etc.) and support systems (training, supervision, R&D, etc.) were in varying degrees irrelevant 
or antithetical to the strategies and tactics team policing officers were asked to employ. Hence, 
successful work methods under team policing were largely ad hoc and not incorporated 
institutionally as the organization's basic way of  doing business (see also Bennett 1994: 233-34). 
Moore (1992: 134) adds that "[a]s long as the organization's most important task was getting to 
calls on time, and as long as the organization remained a steep hierarchy of  commanders, it 
would be hard to fit team policing into existing police organizations" (see also Sherman 1986: 
365). 

I-I I 'm on the  B.Team. There is still another reason why a middle manager might resist 
community policing, even if he or she recognizes its conceptual soundness and believes that 
police and local government leaders are sincere in their support for this strategy. The veteran 
police employee has seen a lot of  well-intentioned police programs and strategic changes come 
and go with short-term chiefs and mayors or city managers. Thus, there may be a "wait-and-see" 
mentality among middle managers, which can thwart the incumbent leaders' reform efforts. With 
police chiefs lasting in office only a few years in most sizable departments in the United States, 
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waiting any substantial time to see what the chief's staying power is with community policing 
reforms is likely to lead to perpetual waiting. 

It is, indeed, always possible that the 
next chief will announce that community 
policing was a bad idea and call for a retum 
to the days of traditional crime-fighting. The 
Houston transition in recent years is a notable 
example (see Skogan 1994: 177; Roberg 
1994: 253; Kelling and Bratton 1993: 8). The 
New York City experience under Mayor 

~:*. "! find that, deep in t h e  organization, .: 
!.i: people recognize the actual need for:.il 
:i : change, but they'reincreasingly cynical i.:ii 
!.':~:about their leaders, who  haven't been :.i 
:: able  to produce change" (James Champy, .~- 

Interviewed by Vogl 1993/1994: 54). 

Rudolph Giuliani, a law-and-order former federal prosecutor, and the police commissioner he 
selected, William Bratton (who, during the seminal Harvard Executive Session on Community 
Policing during the 1980s was an early articulate exponent of community problem solving), 
promises to be an interesting possible amalgam of the two styles and value systems (see Bratton 
1994). 

i : i  ::i :i:i~i :I . . . . .  : 
:.-'. Middle. managers who" ardently do not " 

~: w a n t  the proposed organizational chang. 
i .  es sometimes covertly resist them. ,Oth- : 
i :i:..Or:.times," reports management advisor..:i~-il 
i:.:.;James Champy, they "[ignore] the effort ' i 
..: entirely, Just  pay no attention and be ."  ~ 
! l ieveth!s, too, willpass" (Yogi lgg311gg4~ : 

ii :: _:~: ~::~::i: • i . . . . . . .  : :: . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  : !i 

Under circumstances of genuine or 
wished-for ambiguity, middle managers may 
take the position, like a number of senior 
managers did a few years ago when Vincent 
Lane was named to head the Chicago Housing 
Authority, that "We're on the B-Team: We'll 
be here when you arrive, and we'll be here 
when you leave." (As the Spring 1995 
newspapers attest, the CHA staffers were 
right.) Thus, the short tenure of most police 

chiefs and of many local government administrations~as well as the vacillations of federal 
leadership and funding priorities from one administration to another---create an environment in 
which it is feasible, if not wise, for a goodly number of police middle managers to simply go 
slow and wait for a possible change in the winds of reform. 

To be sure, middle managers are not :.::::"~:~:::':'~:~::"::..:-: ....... : ............... ::":":"*:::..:~...":.:.::;~ ....... ~::.:,::?:":::.~::.~ 
~:i!:~i: :.~::~giJgh [an]  ~itmospheroofun©eriaintyi.::i:i:.!i 

the only police ranks who might be expected !~.:.~::i:ii:mtes 0pportun|tlesf~:,:.:~f0W, it ge~!!~:i:::!i!i 
to sit on the sidelines waiting to see if the ~:!:i:al!ylimltsr!sk:.taklng.:....**~:~!tlsd!..m..¢ult!or:iiii!~ii 
chief's reforms need to be taken seriously, iii~ii:~nagerst6gi)t..C6~ltm~ilf~m::.thok:iiii!~iii~i~i 
First-line officers and sergeants also may ii!ii:iii~i!:i:i~Ubg~inatesb~S~:::~:i~hlniii~i:~ii:iiii:iiiiiiii 
resist rapid enlistment in the chief's reform !!ili:ililmbnager'$tenure llrainteri:ii982:il~|;~ii~i:~!ii!i:~i~:ii~i~:i!i~i!i 
programs, thinking those initiatives are just 
another "flavor of the week" (see Vogl 
1993/1994: 54). Roberg (1994: 252) observes that a "'here-we-go-again attitude'" among agency 
personnel, while not insurmountable, will be more difficult to overcome if the attitude has risen 
to "a general level of cynicism with respect to organizational change." Of course, it will be more 
tempting for personnel to conclude that the demand for organizational changes to support 
community policing is just a passing phase---and it will be more difficult to overcome such 
views---if the chief exhibits inconsistent commitment to his or her own announced reform agenda. 
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[] Pluralistic ignorance. Still another explanation for reluctance to embark on ambitious 
change even though the straggler has no conceptual difficulty with the proposed change is 
associated with the problem of pluralistic ignorance. "The phenomenon...consists of a liberal 
majority laboring under the misapprehension that most people's views are hard-bitten and cynical 
(Toch and Klofas 1984)" (Geller and Toch 1995: 329). Middle managers who think they are the 
only enlightened ones in the command staff can impede the organizational development process 
in at least two ways: (1) by inhibiting discovery that a critical mass of support for reform already 
exists--which deters action by those who like company if they are going to leap off cliffs; and 
(2) by engendering divisive resentment from the other commanders, who view the middle 
managers at issue as self-righteousness. 

Many police chiefs privately express the view that most of their senior command staff are 
dinosaurs. Sometimes they are correct. But if and when they are wrong, their pluralistic ignorance 
can become a self-fulfilling prophecy, allowing the "dinosaurs" to play out the chief's low 
expectations for them. Sometimes the problem is compounded by withholding specialized training 
from the dinosaurs that might alert them to the coming of a new era and how to cope with it. 
While Greene, et al. (1994: 106) do not suggest that the Philadelphia commissioner, embarking 
on community policing in the late 1980s, miscalculated in sending only select members of his 
top command staff for specialized management training, still they note the unintended 
consequence of such disparate treatment. The department sent 44 police managers 

"to [an] independent executive-level managerial training [program]...conducted by 
Harvard University, in conjunction with the Police Executive Research Forum. *** 
Upon returning from the Harvard experience, these police managers, Harvard 
coffee cups and T-shirts in hand, had begun to develop a change ideology and a 
change vocabulary. They became a core element of police managers to spearhead 
change efforts within the Philadelphia police. They were formed into policy 
committees producing recommendations for changing the service delivery, 
organizational, and managerial systems within the Philadelphia Police Department. 
Although it ultimately took a few years for these 'policy reports' to take hold, the 
'seeds' of changing the internal administrative culture had been placed. The 
'Harvard 44' nevertheless labored under a continuous bombardment of senior-level 
commander control, in part because these senior managers had been consciously 
excluded from participation in the Harvard program." 

0 Accountability beyond authority. 
In traditional police organizations, middle 
managers' accountability for failures often 
exceeds their responsibility, authority, and 
methods (technology) to avert them. Thus, 
middle managers may be highly skeptical 
that any additional, ambitious department 
innovations could possibly work out to 
their benefit. Greater goals means greater 

As it embarked in 1995 on reenglneerlng, the 
New York City Police Department expressed 
a determination to "increase the author/W, 
resources, and responsibility of the com- 
menders in the department's 76 preoincts" 
(Bratton 1994: 3) (emphasis added). 

scapegoats. 

Why is it that middle managers often get stuck with blame for conditions they are 
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powerless to prevent or correct? One reason may be the specialization of inspections, internal 
affairs, and other quality-control functions (Reiss 1992: 79). The police employees who are in 
the best position to observe slips in quality may not be the ones charged with identifying and 
addressing such losses. The ones who witnessed a problem may lack the power to correct it, and 
the ones responsible for correcting it may not know it has occurred. 

Senior managers may also put middle : " : ~ + : :  ................ ~ " ~: +~:::-::"::~:.~::::: :+ ................. :~:+~:~::"~~"~ 
managers in untenable positions by holding ) 'Fixthz woblem, not the:bhtme,"  ' : !~:,~::.:~i 

!i...-a Japanese business management !! them to account for defects in police ..... + credo + • . : , : . : : . : i . .  . ..... 
performance but declining to delegate ++:.+.i+...~y+:f.+?...: ~:+~!~...~+~+.~++~+~+~̀~++++~i+++++++i~+~ii~++~i+++i++++;~+~++++~+.~̀r~ ............... iY..: i...+i:i..:+.:+i+:ii+ 
available power to correct those defects. " ........................................... 
Among such prerogatives hoarded by senior 
managers might be the power to assemble effective work teams by changing an officer's assigned 
partner or shift; the ability to reallocate responsibility for conducting full investigations of simple 
crimes from detective squads to patrol units; the authority to mandate in-service refresher training 
on conflict management or problem solving; the opportunity to reduce the stresses in an 
employee's work-setting through various procedural changes; the power to safeguard 
subordinates' careers by removing obvious temptations to corrupt practices; and the opportunity 
to resolve a wide variety of conflicting demands placed on officers' time and talents by running 
interference for the affected officers with the Chief and other sources of those conflicting 
demands. 

In fairness to senior managers, sometimes there will be formal departmental restrictions 
on such delegations of power. These restrictions might stem from labor-management contracts 
that allow officers to select their own precincts and shifts of assignment on a seniority basis 
(Chicago Police Department 1994: 137, 141) or that constrain management flexibility in 
allocating investigative functions between detective and patrol squads (Sparrow 1992: 57). 
Barriers may also come from "civil service laws [and] arcane government procurement practices" 
(Bratton 1994: 5). In a meeting between St. Louis Chief Clarence Harmon and a number of his 
lieutenants about progress in implementing community problem solving, one participant raised 
a concern that "the Fair Labor Standards Act inhibits flexibility in shift scheduling for both 
officers and commanders. This inhibits some creative problem solving" (St. Louis Metropolitan 
Police Department 1993b" 2). Even when there are not formal  administrative or statutory 
inhibitions on organizational rearrangements, however, unionized police officers can mount 
mighty resistance to any modifications they think m!ght impair their working environment 
(Greene, et al. 1994:99  discuss the Fraternal Order of Police's power to resist change in 
Philadelphia). 

Another way in which middle managers could be held answerable for problems beyond 
their control would be if community policing departments failed to develop techniques, 
procedures and resources needed for accomplishing traditional and still important control 
functions. Thus, in the spirit of community policing's officer empowerment, departments may 
become vague about how to leave officers wide discretion without inviting officer dishonesty 
(payroll abuse or worse) and abuses of force and other authority. If and when the inevitable 
lapses occur, the lieutenants and captains in the errant officers' chain of command may be 
blamed for events they had little guidance in how to avert. To be sure, there are few proven 
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techniques under traditional policing for preventing all officer integrity problems and abuses of 
authority, so it would prove way too much to indict community policing for failing to develop 
fail-safe systems for quality control. 

E! You want it WHEN? A perfectly good reason why some middle managers oppose a 
chief's shift to community policing is that the proposed pace of change is so unrealistic that the 
competent middle manager concludes the chief really can't be serious---or that the results of 
precipitous change may make the department even less productive than it has been under 
traditional strategies. More than one police department has announced with great fanfare its kick- 
off date for community policing and promised that within six weeks (or whatever the actual time 
is before the mayoral election campaign will be at full tilt) community policing will be running 
smoothly. Most of the architects of community policing suggest that the change process will take 
a decade or more (e.g., Moore 1994: 288; Sparrow, et al. 1993: 21)---hardly consistent with the 
usual tenure of police chiefs or their elected overseers. 

Malcolm Sparrow, a gifted former British police executive, cautioned that expecting too 
much too soon from middle managers and others expected to drive community policing 
implementation is ill-advised: 

"A simple lesson, well understood by truck drivers, helps to frame the 
problem...: greater momentum means less maneuverability. The professional truck 
driver does not drive his 50-ton trailer-truck the same way that he drives his sports 
car. He avoids braking sharply. He treats comers with far greater respect. And he 
generally does not expect the same instant response from the trailer, with its load, 
that he enjoys in his car. The driver's failure to understand the implications and 
responsibilities of driving such a massive vehicle inevitably produces tragedy: if 
the driver tries to turn too sharply, the cab loses traction as the trailer's 
momentum overturns or jackknifes the vehicle. 

Police organizations also have considerable momentum. Having a strong 
personal commitment to the values with which they have 'grown up,' police 
officers will find any hint of proposed change in the police culture extremely 
threatening. Moreover, those values are reflected in many apparently technical 
aspects of their jobs--systems for dispatching patrols, patrol officers constantly 
striving to be available for the next call, incident-logging criteria, etc. The chief 
executive who simply announces that community policing is now the order of the 
day, without a carefully designed plan for bringing about that change, stands in 
danger both of 'losing traction' and of throwing his entire force into confusion" 
(Sparrow 1992: 49; see also Goldstein 1990:154). 

E! The middle managers' bosses encourage traditional policing. Just as we eadier noted 
that in some agencies avoiding embarrassment to the department is a higher goal than reducing 
community problems, in some organizational cultures singular importance is placed on pleasing 
higher-up bosses (Stamper 1995). A chief who takes the approach that he or she can make 
community policing happen just by announcing it probably has a pretty superficial commitment 
to making the strategic transformation. Senior managers often are ambivalent about fundamental 
change and send mixed messages about what they want (Stamper 1992: 100-109; Greene, et al. 
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1994: 105). One of the clearest ways to send '::  .... : : i : : : :  : ........... i " .......... ::: i 7:: ........ 
mixed messages is to call for changed 
behavior but use the same old infrastructure, 
such as conventional performance evaluation 
criteria and reward/punishment systems. It's 
easy to tout patrol as the "backbone" of the 
police department, Burgreen and McPherson 
(1992: 77) argue, but the cops will take the 
true message of the administration to be just 
the opposite if the system persists in which 
"any officer who errs or fails elsewhere in the 
organization goes 'back to patrol.'" Benjamin 
Ward, when he served as New York City 

Under traditional performance evaluation 
systems in police departments,  "we 
evaluate officers on how many arrests 
.they make, how many summonses they 

!i.:... I s s u e .  B u t  t h e  ultimate evaluation should 
i;:.~:, noti be the arrests .but .the absence of..ii 

a r r e s t s ,  w h e n  there 's  no crime,  If you . i 
have no crime on your beat,  then you are ! 
doing the job you should be d o i n g .  
There's peace of mind in the community" 

~II.L::(Loe Brown, quoted In Webber 1992: 32;. :i 
i! ::.see also Moore t992= 1511~..:i./:~i~.::~i/:::~:: ::i~i.~:.i..iii i::.:i; ?i 

Police Commissioner, ridiculed the prevailing culture, saying, "Sometimes I daydream about the 
day when I can take a bad patrolman and bust him to detective!" 

Some departments argue that, since 
various of their employees will be vigorous 
opponents of community policing, the best 
way to launch community policing--so that 
the skeptics eventually can see it in practice 
and, hopefully, come around--is to take a 
permissive attitude toward employee 
participation in the new strategies. The 
Kansas City, Missouri, Police Department is 
regional police conference, 

i :/;.i;/.:.::i ! ::::::::::::::::::::: :,!:.!:ii::.::: i.:.?.i.i? :.!' ii T i .':i:i!i:!i::::i!!:!~:~~!,'ii:!:i:z~i::;i;~:;~i~:;;:.i~!!~i.!~:i~i! i::.: ?:~i ~ i~i~-::~:!:zi:.::~i;!::;i i:.!:::jii!ii!;~!ii::i::::::.~ i!:::iiii!'!i~i!~!?:;::: i::. .!~iii:.~i:: 

'~ ' . ! g e t . ~ w a r d e d ;  S y c o ~ a n t s g e t  i ~ W a i ; d ~ :  i::~!!~ii 

• We.should be rewarding .the rebels, those.:, i ! 
• : w h o  dare t o  challenge .conventional 
• t h i n k i n g  and f ind.better ways to accom. " 
ii p l l s h  t h e  p o l i c e  m i s s i o n ' ° . ( B r a i d e n . 1 9 9 5 ) . ,  i 

!i,li, i:i iii iiii,  iiiiii   i   i ii: ill :i  il !ii ii i !i : i:ii i :ii i ,:i !! !ii!S:ii ii  i ii   i!iii :   iiiii!!i 'i: i i i:: il ! 

one such agency. As Nunn (1995: 131) told a 

"[W]e've got some supervisors, we've got some managers, we've even got some officers 
that don't really like the concept [of community policing]. So in order to get around that, 
at least...at this point since we still have a very high level of calls for service, we don't 
make it mandatory that everybody participate. ' If  you want to be involved in community 
policing objectives, fine, we want you to be involved, but we're not going to put you out 
there into a neighborhood by force to...do nice things for the community, because if your 
heart and soul and your mind isn't in it, it isn't going to take very long for those citizens 
to find out that it's more song and dance---they're not serious about [it]mand it just leads 
to more apathy'." 

The opinions of professionals will differ concerning the Kansas City approachmwhether 
this is simply hard-nosed, candid realism or setting sites too low at the early stage of reform 
when sending a clear vision and expectation to the entire workforce can be crucial to long-term 
success. To be sure, Kansas City can be proud of various community problem-solving attempts 
by a number of its officers who did decide to board the train toward strategic innovation. 

In any event, in an environment where significant mixed messages are sent about whether 
community policing really matters, the status quo is likely to be king, and the middle managers 
will be his loyal subjects. No point in getting anyone.miffed by telling the emperor his new 
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clothes are a bit skimpy. Under a lip-service reform 
regime, the middle managers, as gatekeepers of 
organizational resources, often win more praise for 
conserving these assets than for treating them as 
"venture capital" to be invested wisely by officers in 
the development of community problem-solving 
technologies. It would take brave lieutenants, 
captains, and civilian managers indeed to resist the 
explicit or implicit cautions of their immediate 
superiors and higher ups against "squandering" the 
departments' personnel and other assets in pursuit of 

i~!iii!~i~iiii~!i~iii:~ii~i ii!~iii!:il ~ili!! iii:iii~!i~]iiiiiill :~: ii !~i: 'i!i!il !i:ii~i ii 1:11 i:~i!i~ii~!! i, ~ !ii ~!~!i!: ~iii~!il i!iiil i i~ !~!~:! !~ i il i l ~ ~!! i: '~i:ii! ~i~i~ i!!; :;i ~ '~:~i~:: i:!;iii! :̧  :~::~ii:~iii!!i 
i:z:-.. : : ~ e  principal.task..faclng pollce..-:;:-.~ 
i!:i :i leaders i in  c h a n g i n g  i~: the. .or ienta- : : i i :  i 
ii!ii:ii:~.tiOn ~f their iOrganization has been:ii!:::i::ii 
ii::iii:i i! ide~ i f led  as the  ~ s k  of communi,::ii~/]~ 

~i:~ii:.!:i:ista~ a chance of ¢omunicatlng~ii l  :]:: 

iiiii::i:;ililbeliiiv~i in t ~ m ] y ~ e l f ; ~ : b n d  tobe]il]i ]:i~i 
i~:!!i!i]; part Of a]community!that.belleves~:i]];ii!i!~:! 
::,. j n  them, too:... (Spal~ow.~:~!992: 581,..iii:.:~.::; 
i! i ii :iil '~i~: i!i :~ ::il ~ , il i~'~:~i'~ i: i i '~i':::i ~:! i~!iil i '~i :,i'~ ', i!!:~!':~J!!i'~!::i'~'~ !i '.i:.i i!i!i! ~.i! i~,ii ':! i';:!',!iii! ~,! ~,!!~:i'~il i'~ii',!',ii! ',ii ~ , !'~ i! ~ , ::: ii !!if!! ~,i !ii'iiiii'~i !i i i:i'. i'~ i~ i!i~]ili!::! !'~i~:i~iii!~: '~ i~.'~i!i'~ 

"speculative problem-solving ventures" when there are "tried and true" technologies such as 
random preventive patrolling to underwrite. 

i: ::::i::ii!*:i:~ffioer~ ::with totai/]usllficatJ~ ~ow;:i:ii!i 
ii. t ha t  if theyanswer  their radios, don't call .:.i 
i..:. i n s i c k  too often and turn in a couple of. :-i 

summonses and tags each weekl  they 
are going to be rated high enough for any 
reward, increase in pay, transfer, promo- 
tion or choice assignment they desire. 
'So why do more, why risk screwing up 
with problem solving?' is a common attl. 
rude all over the department" (a police 
officer in a major city whose chief is an 

" ardent advocate of community problem 
solving). 

Faced with conflicting role demands 
(e.g., maintain the status quo vs. become an 
agent of change), middle managers often 
choose the familiar. For instance, unit 
managers frequently are pressured by senior 
police officials, prosecutors, mayors, media, 
and others both to maintain all the existing 
system's outputs (arrests, response times, 
number of calls for service handled, tight 
control of officers, standardization of 
approaches, etc.) and to shift to a strategy 
(problem solving) that makes those outputs 

............................................... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  important only insofar as they help the 
community (Kelling and Bratton 1993: 10). 

Indeed, the ardent pursuit of quantity may undermine the quality results sought by community 
policing, both because attaining the numbers is time-consuming and because some of the numbers 
(e.g., unforgiving ticket quotas) may work at cross-purposes to the development of respectful 
partnerships with the public (Brann and Whalley 1992: 74; Delattre and Behan 1991: 539-40). 

It is said that the speed of the 
boss is the speed of the crew. It should 
be little wonder if middle managers 
who read their superiors' real intent to 
be opposition to community policing 
also resist the innovation. "It is 
disheartening," Goldstein (1993: 5) 

A "kill.the.messenger" environment causes 
middle managers to hide bad news from superl. 
ors, thus minimizing the open discussion of 
p r o b l e m  and their resolution before they blow i 
up (KeUlng and Bratton 1993= 10}.- 

admits, "to witness a meeting of the senior staff of a police agency in which those in attendance 
are disconnected and often openly hostile to changes initiated by the chief executive and 
supported by a substantial proportion of the rank and file." 

[] A desire to stay in the loop. Information is a police department's best tool, and savvy 
middle managers know that. If it's not what you know but who you know that usually gets you 
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ahead, nevertheless maintaining a good relationship with who you know may depend on 
continuing to know what you know. As processors of information flowing between the ranks 
above and below them, middle managers become gatekeepers of police departments' internal 
communications systems. As any child who has played the game of "telephone" realizes, the 
repeat relaying of a message often transforms it beyond recognition. The transfer of instructions, 
advice, inquiries, complaints and complements along a chain of command thus predictably results 
in "a substantial amount of 'incremental whitewashing,' as well as legitimate filtering of 
information" (Stamper 1992: 157). A St. Louis police officer put the matter bluntly in a staff 
meeting with his chief: "Many good ideas die on the way up the chain of command" (St. Louis 
Metropolitan Police Department 1993a: 1). Some middle managers are threatened by the prospect 
of having key communications between those above and below them about which they are 
uninformed. Since most efforts to bring community problem solving to full potential entail a 
substantial loosening up of avenues for officers and sergeants to communicate with others inside 
and outside the police organization, some middle managers will resist the strategic reform. 

[] Paramil i tarism. 
Weisburd, et al. (1988: 32), 
citing Murphy and Muir (1985) 
and Reiss (1985), argue that 
"the fundamental principles of 
the paramilitary model, which 
are a closed system, compliance 
with rigid formal rules, 
centralized decision-making and 
specialization, are incompatible 
with the goals and strategies of 
community-oriented policing." 
The paramilitary organization 
of  pol ice  depa r tmen t s  
(including the military titles of 
supervisors and managers) 
feeds the myth that good ideas 
can only flow down the chain 
of command (Goldstein 1990: 

i~!~;~:];:~::~i:.:~:~:.~i~:~.~i::~:!i:.:.::..:~:~:::!:.?!::i:!~:~;~?.!.~!:.;!:::;:;:~.~!::::~;~!9~!.i:i:~:.!.::~:~:!~!.~!:i.fi!~::~:.:~!~i~;:~:;:!:~:~;:~.?~?.:~::~:.::.:i!;~:~.!?:~i~:!:~i.i:!:!~:~:;:~:~::!i~::i:::~i~ii: ~:.:i;::'!:.~!i:ii~!i!i:~i:;:!::i:i::i~:;i-:!!~i:ii:::!iii 
if!ill ::if!if: iilY::~;rOO :::~an~ ii !. l h i ~  :~ : ~ o m ~ : :  ~li~i~:::~:imoa~ ; i i~  :ii:::S:i!i 
i::i; .:police; :.abdicate-their :..mandate and just .do whatevi)r :ill :.i 
i!fi.:il;:i:tho public wants..them tOdo~: Police can't  simply .ask ::! 
~:i.~:!!i:..iii|he Publ iowhet  they preferbecause they will ask yoU i-.i 
!~!:~"...to .dOi some .illegal :.things,'like • old peop iewant ing: : ;  
i.i.?young .people who .are doingnoth|ng:wrong taken off .? 
i:~i.!i i. the street.  . ~ o t h e r  reason is t hat police .are responsi,--..:.i! 
i!i:i: : ble for.the outcomeof  theirservice.  If I .go t o a  barber  .!i:i 

:- :and ask him to shave half my head and color the rest :!~:.:~ 
i:.i: " Of myl hair.:.bright:..greenm":.he . ~ n  g o  :ahead and .do " it " :i ~ill 
iiii:.: .without expect|ng anyone to hold h i m : a c ~ o u n t a b i e  fO~il,.i.]]:i.:: 
i!: :: .doing what l.asked,..]'he police don't .have that luxury; :,d 
!! i: in: our: businesSi;~the"~¢u$i~or iJi st0t ~ilWayii right. ]We":i]].i 
ij:.] ]:: iShould:]'.i a~k ;:ii~:t ~::i-Public ?]iwhat : bot.herS:]]ith~i: ] . ~  ]. WiD:::::::il :.~] 
i i::.:]i:.i shouldn't s i ~ ! y d e f e r  to them to: Set the  poi iceag • nda .: ::i 
iii:~iii~i;idiiid:idet~ine'oi~:tactics~: IBraidiiii .1995i,.i::i:i::i~;iiii:::::~i~.!i:Mi!:i~:~-i.ilil :::!:.~:~;ii~i:.:.!. 
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157). Paramilitarism also typically pushes decisions upwards in the chain of command. 
"Constantly gazing upward," as Chris Braiden put it (1995), "causes you to trod on those below 
you" and is inconsistent with community problem-solving approaches. The middle manager 
enamored of looking only upwards for decisions and innovations will very likely resist the 
current changes in the way of doing police business. 

Woe be to the peon 
in the militaristic setting 
who is misled by 
• disingenuous rhetoric from 
bosses about "participative 
management" and "really 

:~ ! i i ! i~ iP" i~ : i~ ! i~  ~ "  : -  > " " . ~ .  '::q~ ~.~ :~ bOii~:"::::~i: ~ U d d y :  "": ' ~ ' : : : : i b U ~ : ~ . a l ~ d  : '  : ":"::":":~~~"~ ~n.:~::w-:'::::i|Md.~:t ....... : "::":~:::~>:":~::~w:~!i~i~i!i!# ~ . , :  ~ . a . ~ ! . i ~  i.~ !~ 
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letting our hair down and saying what we think about one another in this organization." Charles 
McCrary, an assistant chief in the St. Louis Metropolitan Police Department recalled a gullible 
middle manager some years ago who thought his chief (not the incumbent, Clarence Harmon, 
who has shown conscientious leadership of community problem solving during the 1 ~)90s) really 
meant the invitation to be frank at a command staff retreat on community policing: 

"The board members were there, the top commanders .... and the president of the 
board got up and gave his pep talk [on team building], then he sat down. Our 
former Chief got up to give his pep talk .... [O]ne thing about our former Chief, 
he was from the old school. Nothing more needs to be said. He was...a no- 
nonsense type guy. He had given a speech and about half way through the speech 
one of our senior commanders raised his hand and [the chief] says, 'Yeah, what 
do you have to say?' This commander stood up and he proceeded to talk, and he 
was really saying things that were against some of the things that the Chief was 
saying, but I guess he felt this was in the spirit of the team-work and he could say 
it. This commander had his say and he sat down and for about ten seconds there 
was dead silence. You could hear a pin drop. I knew and I think that everybody 
else in that room knew that the hammer was about to fall, and believe me it did 
fall. The Chief was on that commander like a sturdy shirt, and I said right there, 
and everybody else in the room felt it, this seminar is going downhill quick. It 's 
going to hell in a hand basket, and it did. So needless to say, a lot of us were sort 
of gun shy from that episode, and we were a little suspicious whenever anybody 
started talking about commitment, especially commitment from the top" (McCrary 
1995: 134). 

Nice clothes, Emperor. 

Similarly, a militaristic 
culture may foster an organization 
(and middle managers) closed to 
outside influences. Since the 
engagement  of communi ty  
members and institutions in 
genuine power-sharing partnerships 
is a central tenet of community 
policing, police employees jealous 
of their customers gaining 
influence over decisions can be 
expected to resist change. 

The militaristic structure 
also allows middle managers to 

i '..:?i :::!:~ .:"i:" '~:~:i":i: . . . . . . . . . .  .......... - .............. ~i ' :~:  ............... " '": ' ........ 
Community problem solving calls for a plethora of 

• neW partnerships Involving police as one party. 
Most ,of these relationships Imply power sharing 
among police and community people who m y  not 
consider themselves equally powerful. The early 
"courtship" stages of these partnerships may 
produce trepidations for either or both parties. 
Woody Allen captured the point when he observed, 
"The 11o11 and the lamb shall lie down together, but .. 
the lamb won't get much sleep." Mastrofski (1993: 
8) distrusts the modern reformers' professed belief 
I n  police-community partnerships among equals, i 
Their "ideal [community] partner," he opines, " a p .  i 

i ~ pears to  be the domesticated one." , • • . . . .  i 
• . . . . . . :  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  ~ , . . . . . : . ~ . . . . ~  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  : . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  ~ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  

rely on authority rather than competence (creativity, people managing skills, intellect, etc.) and 
respect among peers as the basis for influencing subordinates (Kanter 1982: 103; 1983; Goldstein 
1990: 157). We have acknowledged earlier that not every decision a police department needs to 
make can or should be made democratically (for an account of officers' democratically electing 
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their district-level bosses, see Wycoff and Skogan 1993: 22; Osborne and Gaebler 1993: 261). 
But there is far more democracy and rugged individualism in a creative problem-solving unit than 
there is in a spit-and-polish, by-the-book approach to police work. The "because-I-said-so" middle 
manager may well interpret community policing as an invitation for subordinates to be 
insubordinate. (There remains, for even the ardent advocate of community policing, the daunting 
challenge of how to maintain a preparedness for unquestioning obedience to authority~when 
operational needs require this~among officers who spend most of their time in a contrasting 
system that values their independence, creativity, and similar traits.) 
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progress in reducing the number of formal 
standards that some had criticized as encroaching on the flexibility required by community 
problem-solving teams (Miller 1995; the criticism is illustrated by Watson and Williams 1991). 
Nevertheless, a manager who manages for rule compliance rather than for results (attained by 
honorable means) will rebel at the latitude granted officers under the new policing styles 
(Chicago Police Department 1993: 22-23). 

Organizations mimicking military 
structures are also likely to embrace a 
great deal of specialization and 
standardization of function within areas 
of specialization. Community policing, 
by contrast, champions generalist 
problem-solving employees wherever 
possible and recognition that 
neighborhood problems come in myriad 
sizes and shapes and change over time in 
ways that require great adaptability by 
problem-solvers with some continuing 
stake in the resolution of the problem. 
Middle managers in departments 
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featuring standardization of function within areas of specialization can develop large amounts of 
expertise on a small number of topics. Their conventional claims to competence can thus be 
eroded by a department's strategic reformation. 

People who embrace military discipline, national pride and esprit de corps as essential 
cultural elements for a well-managed police department may overlook the possibilities for 
engendering the same sort of loyalties, self-discipline and enthusiasm through other management 
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styles and organizational value systems. While morale is undoubtedly very high in a number of 
military units, one wonders whether that derives as much from contextual factors (e.g., having 
a particular battle mission or, nowadays, peacekeeping mission in which the soldiers can believe) 
as it does from strong command-and-control structures (Peters, date unknown). 

It is important to note, before one becomes too entrenched in critiquing police departments 
for their adherence to militaristic mores and manners, that at least some management experts 
believe the military model is getting a bum rap. Properly understood, asserts management guru 
Tom Peters (date unknown, included in Chicago Police Department 1994 and Ramsey, et al. 
1994: 43), the military model embraces many of the tenets of high-performing organizations. 
Peters argues: 

"[M]ost business executives are confused about what makes for success in military 
units. The idea of toughness for toughness' sake, strict adherence to the chain of 
command and mindless obedience to orders could not be further from the nub of 
military effectiveness. Instead, victory on the battlefield depends on nine traits. 

1. An inspiring vision. *** 
2. Leadership by emotion. *** 
3. Managing by wandering around. *** 
4. Improvisation, autonomy and creativity. The do-as-l-say military image is 

the saga of losers. The most successful leaders, from the pinnacle of command to 
the squad-leading corporal, have been difficult-to-manage innovators in time of 
battle. Boot camp teaches soldiers to duck without thinking. But, it also teaches 
them to improvise, a requisite on the always ambiguous battlefield. Charles de 
Gaulle once asserted, '...Those who have done great deeds have often had to take 
the risk of ignoring the merely routine aspects of discipline .... Pelissier at 
Sebastopol stuffing the emperor's threatening dispatches into his pocket unopened 
and reading them after the action was over. After the Battle of Jutland and the 
English failure to take the opportunity offered them of destroying the German 
fleet, Adm. Fischer, then first sea lord, exclaimed in a fury after reading Adm. 
Jellicoe's dispatch: He has all of Nelson's qualities but onemhe doesn't know 
how to disobey!' 

5. Small group dynamics. *** 
6. Partnership. *** 
7. Execution and the 'little things.' *** 
8. People, not technology. *** 
9. Removing boot lickers and bureaucrats.  De Gaulle, Patton and 

Montgomery, among others, had been sidetracked as too flamboyant in peacetime, 
where cocktail-party technique counts. When times got tough, the boot lickers 
shriveled and the irritating innovators scored success after success. 

These factors also are decisive in business, church choirs, Brownie troops, local 
United Way campaigns, baseball and semiconductor-making. The purpose of every 
human organization is at once to harness and release the human spirit, creativity 
and talent to pursue a chosen end. Business people need not avoid military 
analogs. They should, however, endeavor to use them correctly" (Peters, date 
unknown). 
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Among the well respected centers of high- 
performance managerial training in which 
senior military managers have been enrolled 
over the years is the Greensboro-based Center 
for Creative Leadership, which caters mostly 
to Fortune 500 executives. If Peters is correct 
about the modem American military, then the 
"defects" of paramilitary infrastructures for 
community problem solving may involve at 
least as many implementation defects as 
conceptual defects. 

:::.. , There  are strong arguments  in support  : 
.i::i:~: of quasi-mUitary, organizat ion.  The  pol ice .... 
!!:.do need the abil i ty to. mobil ize quickly  
-: and ac t  decisively,  .*..**.The key, . , is  not t o .  . 
i.::ii, deny what  is Inherent  to. poUting,  but to . :  
i:. d e t e r m i n e  how the. bureaucracy  .can be 'i::i~ 
i:)". reformed to a c c o m m o d a t e t h e  day.to-dayi;.;ii! 
i;...:, functioning .of a .problem s o l v i n g  ap-.-i.:! 
: ~..i I .proach to the work  (Goodbody.t 9 9 5 : 1 2 ) ,  :~. ::..i 

But former Attorney General Ed Meese observes that, despite numerous ways in which 
the military model may have inched American policing forward through the decades, that model 

"inadvertently downgrades the position of the primary figure in police service: the 
individual officer. Too often the basic police officer is viewed as comparable to 
a private in the army, the lowest ranking military person, who has virtually no 
individual authority. Such a perception is understandable when several police 
officers report to a sergeant who, in turn, reports to a lieutenant, and so on up the 
chain of command. *** [If the military model is to be retained,] rather than being 
considered as the equivalent of an army private, the police officer should be given 
the distinction of an aviator in the military services. Aircraft pilots initially are 
appointed as lieutenants in the Air Force or ensigns in the Navy, not because of 
the number of personnel reporting to them (which is usually small or nonexistent), 
but because of the great responsibility entrusted to them when they are given 
charge of an expensive and potentially dangerous aircraft. Just as military pilots 
must exercise considerable judgment on their own and accept that their individual 
actions may have grave consequences, so police officers on the street should be 
considered the equivalent of commissioned officers, with concomitant respect, 
authority, and discretion" (Meese 1993: 3). 

[] The management of community i i i!! il !}5 ii :~i~;:.i! i:~i i:~i:.iii!i ~ !i !i ! i!::!ii!i !! :~ ~ ! 
problem solving is hardwork. One of the ~ : ~  s a : ~  ~ s  ~h~d~:!i!i::i!i!i!ii 
reasons we noted above that conventional !!ii?~:iiii~: | 
wisdom pits the militaristic structure against 
community policing is that militarism grounds 
influence in authority rather than competence. 
Put bluntly, another reason why some middle 
managers may oppose the shift to community 
policing is that they find their traditional 
authority-wielding responsibilities simpler than 
m a n a g i n g  p r o b l e m - s o l v i n g  o f f i ce r s  
(Trojanowicz and Bucqueroux 1990: 347; 
1994). For one thing, it is easier to manage (check up on) officers doing routinized, repetitive 
tasks (e.g., preventive patrol, rapid response to calls, minimal engagement with victims) than to 
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manage varied, innovative, unpredictable problem-solving efforts (Goldstein 1990: 157; Kelling 
and Bratton 1993: 3; Weisburd, et al. 1988:47 n. 11). Moreover, it is easier to find defects in 
officers' work (especially with many prohibitory rules) than to help subordinates succeed in 
meeting the community's needs. 

It is also simpler to count arrests, summonses, preventive patrol tours, response times and 
other traditional indices of productivity than to assess the quality of problem solving and 
problem-prevention efforts and outcomes (Chicago Police Department 1994: 120). And the 
challenges are fewer when applying rules and directing operations with a mechanistic consistency 
than when middle managers attempt judicious flexibility that will still be seen as fair. 

: :::~-.:.::..:....~::~.~..:.:.::.....:.:~:.......:~,..:..*:..-:.:L:.: " : . • :'" :~.:-:::~:.:'.:'*:~:':" ": Even in a quality-driven organization 
~!~:~::i~!~Y,i::~i[vi~:.:~i::th~.iicame!ilEmsi!y~:!doe~m'ti!i!!! such as the Madison, Wisconsin, Police 
iii!i~iii:!im~ah~hing":(Bmid°n 'l~S)"::::ii!:!i!i:!:~ !i:i?i"~:":i::!~' Department, analysts discovered a pattern in 

which some lieutenants "were bothered by 
what they perceived as inconsistency in 

handling calls for service, complaints, disciplinary procedures, and other procedural matters" 
(Kelling and Bratton 1993: 7). To be sure, these dissatisfactions with such inconsistencies may 
reflect more the intolerance of the responding lieutenants for ambiguity and variegated 
approaches than any inappropriateness from the point of view of problem-solving officers or the 
community customers. Or, the dissatisfaction may simply have been envy by lieutenants whose 
officers were not yet participating in the less punitive disciplinary processes employed in 
Madison's much heralded "experimental police district" (EPD) (see also Greene, et al. 1994: 
106). As Wycoff and Skogan (1993: 27) report, 

"supervision an.d diScipline are deliberately more informal at the EPD than in the 
rest of the Department. Managers consciously attempt to accept honest mistakes. 
*** Accordingly, disciplinary actions are more likely to begin with an attempt at 
reconciliation between citizen and officer. When looking at incidents between 
officers and citizens or officers and other officers, EPD managers are not quick 
to label incidents as complaints and to institute formal processes." 

Insightfully observing and facilitating 
community problem solving is hard work not 
only for middle managers, but for first-line 
supervisors. Lieutenants, captains and their 
civilian counterparts need to appreciate how, 
especially for sergeants, traditional 
supervision is easier than community 

The new strategies of policing honor the 
complexity of policing. But "[d]welling on 
complexity is risky, for it can be over. 
whelming and intimidating, it is difficult. 
It turns many people off. BUt for those 
who get involved, the results can be very 
rewarding" (Goldsteln 1993: 6). 

problem-solving supervision. Thus, an added . .................................... : ........................... ................................. " ....................... 
burden for middle managers is inventing ways 
to help their sergeants succeed (Weisburd, et al. 1988:47 n. 11; Chicago Police Department 
1994:120). 

While we respect the difficulties entailed in managing results-driven policing, we should 
note that, done well, middle management even in a traditional police organization is not---or 
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should not be--a  straightforward matter. Middle managers' (and sergeants') traditional 
responsibilities should be wide ranging, including helping officers conform their work (and 
attitudes) to department goals; conducting substantive performance appraisals; developing training 
and other incentives to improve performance; and monitoring to avert misconduct (Weisburd, et 
al. 1988: 32). Thus, those middle managers who resist the new policing because their work will 
become difficult probably haven't been pulling their fare share of the load up to that time. 

[] The line don't like rate-breakers. 
Those who have not been pulling their weight 
are one type of problem. Perhaps a more 
pervasive one is those who do just enough to 
get by. Like assembly-line workers, they keep 
up with the flow of work, and they have 
developed routines that accommodate the pace 
comfortably. Only eight-and-a-half more years 
until retirement. Such employees often deeply 
resent the rate-breaker~the assembly line 
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worker who picks up the pace of production and thereby forces everyone else down the line to 
do likewise. Peer pressure to go-along if you want to get-along can be a powerful feature of 
organizational life, especially in a police organization, which is characterized by high levels of 
employee solidarity, insulation from outside values, and interdependence for protection of career 
and physical safety. The middle manager who enthusiastically joins the "chief's" team on a 
reform initiative and gives 150 percent will very likely be ostracized by many colleagues for 
"making life more difficult for the rest of us." 

There are at least three possible answers to the resentments of rate-breakers. First, and 
perhaps most obvious, is that those lagging behind need to find ways to emulate the high- 
performers and "speed up." The second is that it makes no more sense to have one "fast" speed 
for all employees than it does to have one moderate speed. In the final chapter, we address the 
need for middle managers to get help creating an organizational environment that respects 
employees' individuality, including their different packages of strengths and weaknesses. The 
third response is that, fundamentally, the new strategies ask officers to work smarter, not harder 
(Stewart 1985). 

[] We're too busy to change. This 
will, in fact, be true in many organizations, if 
the senior leadership insists that middle 
managers continue doing all the old things 
they shouldn't be doing plus all the new 
things they should. The classic problem here 
is being too busy bailing out the boat to fix 
the hole in the hull. If you don't take time to 
bailing will cease, and so will the bailer. 
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mend the hole, eventually exhaustion will win, the 

Beliefs that police are too busy to change can be compounded with fears that community 
policing will only intensify the workload. When supervisory and management personnel of the 
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Chicago Police Department were surveyed during in-service 
community policing training in 1994, 76 percent of the 
respondents said they expected the Department's commitment 
to community problem solving to lead to "greater demand on 
police resources" and 66 percent predicted "more 

unreasonable demands on police by community groups" (Skogan, et al. 1995: 17). Unhappily, 
these opinions were evenly distributed across supervisors who were familiar with community 
policing in five pilot districts and their colleagues who had not actually lived through the 
Department's efforts to launch a new way of doing business (ibid.). Major Roy Joachimstaler of 
the St. Louis Metropolitan Police Department observes that, as in many agencies, "the main 
reason usually given as an impediment to our expansion efforts [for problem-oriented policing] 
is the amount of radio callsmwe"re too busy running from job to job to solve problems" 
(Joachimstaler 1995: 6). 

Vogl (1993/1994: 52-53) asked 
management consultant Michael Hammer 
about his proposal that corporations 
commit substantial resources to self- 
reengineering. "Putting myself in readers' 
shoes, [a] reaction you'd likely get is: 
'Reengineering looks as if it'd be terribly 
disruptive to my company. Do I need that 
on top of all my other problems?'" To 
which Hammer replied: "[Y]ou don't need 
it on top of all your other problems; you need 
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tional Insti tute of dustice, found that j  in 
t 994,  most police chiefs and sheriffs bel ieve 
two things: (1) their  workloads are higher . 
than ever;, and (2) it is important that  they 
implement community policing in. order to i 
accomplish more under these trying circum- 
stances (McEwen t995) .  
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it instead of all your other problems." 

"Too-busy-to-change" and other such objections may not, of course, be ingenuous. 
Sometimes they veil overt opposition to reform. Hammer opines that middle management 
resistance to change 

"usually manifests itself as covert. Resistance includes 'Gee, that idea will never 
work,' 'We tried that idea and it didn't work,' 'I really think that's a great idea, 
but this is our busy time, and then we have the holidays and the vacations, so 
come back a year from Wednesday' and 'That's a good idea, but we should really 
do it slowly and carefully to get it right.' Like, let's take about 10 years" (Vogl 
1993/1994: 54). 

Kanter (1982: 101), too, suggests that often middle managers who are themselves quite 
entrepreneurial and innovative, when they encounter resistance from colleagues and subordinates, 
will find the resistance manifested in covert ways: 

"Entrepreneurial managers encounter strikingly little overt oppositionmperhaps 
because their success at coalition building determines whether a project gets 
started in the first place. Resistance takes a more passive form: criticism of the 
plan's details, foot-dragging, late responses to requests, or arguments over 
allocation of time and resources among projects." 
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I"1 Distance from 
Compared to police chiefs, rank-and-file 
officers, sergeants, first-line civilian police 
employees and their immediate supervisors, 
middle managers have less contact with the 
service population (are more internally 
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"Randem patrol Is little better than sleep- 
Ing on duty" (Burgreen and McPherson 

ii 1992: 77).  ~:  
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focused) and may feel less public pressure for modifying police operations (Sparrow, et al. 1990: 
170). Thus, it may be less obvious to police middle managers than to people working at ground 
level that hard-won gains in police efficiency are irrelevant to a neighborhood being treated with 
ineffective tactics. Doing more of a useless thing and doing it more efficiently is not of much 
value to the intended beneficiaries. Increased random preventive patrolling and speedier responses 
to 9-1-1 calls about cold crimes, in the face of neglected crime hot spots, may well seem to the 
afflicted neighborhood like the cartoon of the bus driver who fails to stop the bus at a crowded 
bus stop. When asked why he did that, he declared, "If I stop to pick the people up, I'll fall 
behind schedule." This is what Chris Braiden refers to as police function following form. When 
that happens, he suggests, officers may acquire backwards views about service to the public. For 
instance, "we put 'We Serve and Protect' and the department's phone number on the side of our 
patrol cars and then we get annoyed when people call the police asking for service." 

Arguably, worse even than withholding minor services from the public or providing them 
grudgingly is unwittingly providing police services that are affirmatively harmful to a community 
(we have also noted this problem elsewhere in this volume). Although often there are not perfect 
choices in policing between tactics that produce "known harms" and tactics that produce "known 
benefits," greater proximity to customers helps service providers such as police keep in touch 
with the basic question of whether their labors are seen by customers as relevant to the 
customers' needs. It is easier for middle managers and others kept at a distance from the public 
to oppose community problem solving on the ground that, since current police strategies don't 
seem broken, there's no need to fix them. 
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It's also easy for people removed from 
contact with the intended beneficiaries of 
programs to harbor resentments when the 
gargantuan efforts they've expended 
designing, launching, and maintaining 
irrelevant programs go unappreciated. Why so 

many police confuse the tactics that a police strategy might pull out of a tool kit with the object 
of the exercise is a bit baffling to many who are not accustomed to police culture. It 's like a 
carpenter on the crew building a new house who, having finished his tasks, puts nails through 
all the copper pipes just to show he's making that extra effort to support the team. The Edmonton 
Police Service helpfully reminds us that 

"Real community policing is how police work with the community and not how 
they organize themselves to police the community. In other words, a police officer 
could ride a bike, walk a beat, or patrol a zone, but never do community policing 
[see also Cordner 1994; Bennett 1994: 228]. Foot patrol, bike patrol, zone 
policing, and team policing are often held up as examples of community policing, 
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but they are really examples of how police organize to provide services to the 
community. Community policing is about how police provide policing with the 
community" (Homick, et al. 1993: 46). 

Former Edmonton Chief D.D. 
McNally cautioned his own middle 
managers, as they strove to find better 
ways to serve the public, not to let 
"the process...overwhelm the task" 
(McNally 1991: 1). Commenting on 
lessons learned in Joliet and Aurora, 
Illinois, Wilkinson and Rosenbaum 
(1994: 124) warned that, while "some 
amount of record keeping is critical to 
the problem solving process," still 
"problem solving can become means- 
oriented policing if officers get lost in 
the bureaucracy of paperwork and 
forget the larger objective." St. Louis 
police sergeants were asked in an 
internal survey what middle managers 
do both to encourage and to 
discourage officers and supervisors 
from engaging in problem solving. 
One sergeant differentiated the effects 
on subordinates of two types of 
middle managers. On the one hand, 
there are those who supported 
problem-solving projects pertinent to 
community needs. On the other hand, 
some middle managers, in their anxiety 
engage in large quantities of problem 
neighborhoods. The sergeant declared: 

~i~i::!H:!~i:.~::~:!:.:.:!~!!;i:.::i~!:Y:.~i:~::ill.:~:.~i~:i:~:~:::~r~.:::.~:::.}::!~i~i:}iJ:~i::~::Z~:8i~q~:i~q:.~i~:~:.~!~:.~;~::~!~i~.~:~!::i:.~̀!~::i!~ ~i?!IS:i!:.:?:/~i~i31i~i:iq?.ili~::! ~:/~.~<!i~i~i:i!:.:!:.9]~ii~:~i~:~i~:~!~:~?.~:{:/.~.!~:~:.~!i!~:::.i~!~i:~i:::.:.~ii.~iiii;~.:~i:.i~.:~:~!~::!i 
!::£:!%;~: ' :  %:!; :~:~ .;~:.:£: .: ::.:::"?:! "-::~::~:-W,: ,:...::.-::::-::::: :.i:i-::-:: .! :: ' s : " : :  : .  + : .  "- ' : :" :  ' ; # : - , : : . :  ! . : ;  ~: :!"::-+ +"<" : i  : :  .v..-.:.. ,-:. .:: . .< i;:. ii;}:: 
:: :/:! :: ::... The. communlty,contact .gxp~en©ed by .the .top ~::::: ~:!::: 
~::!}::ii::~ akid i: i b i ~ t t m  i:/:i rank& :: :.. d iffers i ~/considerably, :.i: !:.The::ill i!::i!iil 
ii;iii{c{on{aci~i;i~}ithe ti~p~]i.: !lrgily::PoiJ~i~|"~inii~dla.~i?::i!i::i:iii! i;~ 

ii::~bwlth:h Igh+/:,file e~.:::~e i~:cantact all :lithe: bot tom ]s+::i!i}:i~i 
++++:++++++/th+ bu id i l+~  6f S+mng+l+"de~++~+Si+!ient+::++++++++++++ 
++.+++++:ahd hOPi+git+ satillfy t h i i ~  Thii++ist.i~f.the w0rk+++}.++++:j 
iii+:+:::+.tends to  be inteiriul to the  doiiartmb~,+and mb~i+i@ 
++.:i+:imlddle. managers:sp"d much .+ofthelr::tlme In+:+++i++++++ 
++".:their offices+.~he picture t h a t b ~ i n s t +  em+g+i++i+:+@ 
Pc.:: froni :thls~divlsion o f  labor :matches :very h i l l y :  ;::/:!:i 
::. t h e  p e r c e p t i o n  of operat ional  po l i ce  .off icers, .b::~ 
:: ":patrol officers,:end their  immedia te  supervisors.}:::{ ] 
i . • - - "  . . . .  • **.They regard themselves  as t h e  only of f icers  :~ 
~:' who k n o w ' w h a t  goeson  out there.~They see  the  i 

whole  of the  pol ice management  structure~ even  :~ 
with its polit icking, as a compara t ive ly  cozy : 
internal world, in  their  eyes one of the  a t t rac -  i 
t ions of promotion is its offer of protect ion f rom 
a harsh and demanding external  world.  Patrol  
off icers can therefore  be forgiven for th inking 
that  t h e y  insulate the  rest  of the  organizat ion 
from the public, it would be unfortunate~ though, 
if this pat tern  of communi ty  contac t  and con.  
corn continued. Middle managers  should wherov-  :: 
er possible interact  as  fully wi th  the  communi ty  
as  the most senior and most junior  of f icers ,  .... : 
(Sparrow, et  al.  1990: t 7 0 - 7 t ) .  " +/i- i: .<: ~ .. .:: . - :: 

about "getting with the program," demanded that officers 
solving, oblivious of the particular priorities of specific 

"Neither lieutenant...desired to have the officers initiate projects of little or no 
significance to appease the Captain or Major. Furthermore, whenever a project 
was initiated, the lieutenants merely monitored the progress without interfering. 
The Captain, on the other hand, seemed to want to make a project out of every 
radio assignment dispatched. [He was] constantly demanding memos and printouts 
of the activity related to the project. Basically, the Captain did nothing to 
encourage problem solving." 

Goldstein (1990: 35), too, noted how police alienation from, or simple lack of information about, 
customers can cripple police capacity to set appropriate priorities. He called on police to "go 
beyond taking satisfaction in the smooth operation of their organization" and to "extend their 
concern to dealing effectively with the problems that justify creating a police agency in the first 
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instance." 

[] Boosting expectations: I f  you think our crime clearance rates look bad, wait 'til you 
see ourproblem closure rates! While the benefits of solving problems are fairly easy to describe, 
the likelihood that any given group of officers and community members in any given jurisdiction 
will be able to successfully solve very many of a community's myriad problems is much harder 
to predict. 

Skogan, et al. (1995: 35) 
report (using a source that 
probably understated the success 
rate) that in Chicago what they 
call a "closure rate on specific 
problems was "less than five 
percent during the first year" of 
strategic reform in that department. 
They define "closure" as "a 
problem was identified, a solution 
suggested, and some action taken." 
The total number of problems 
which had been 

i%i!~!::.~iiii:,i:i:.!:::.i::.::i i:~ii:.i::!:i:"~!i ! :!:( ill :-i:!:!.i::;-.: : ii:/":/.: :.!i i: " !~:i:::j ":.i i~71~:::.?.?:: : S  ?i~:.~;i' ~.:i?? ~.:".; .:~ :.i!;:.:?i::!:::?: :.:::j,:i::::.ii.i ?:~: ? !: : ii;:~::i-: ':i.: ' ~:!~! i::::"~:: '::?.~ 

i:i:iiii!.syslllma:al :;..lime. Whim .f~a~:iiiofii~m!]s ra~,:~:iiiii:ii~!i 
i::!:!;i?::budgetli :.late growing lean0r; : .andi i~bl ic .opinion of ii I: :":ii~ 
ii::i:.!ii. :::.i g over nm~nt generally ii.: Is:. p l ummt i~ i ; : ! .my .  SoUnd ;~i!ii:~!'.i~i 
?ii:: h!gh!y iimpra©tical. Even !fii!we..d0n't i.know.~qulte.: :il 
ii:::ii.iii~)no~hiyet . ab0ut, h0w.iito i.dePioyi!ii:~~tter:ii::strateii!~iii!:i:.:.il 
ii.: i " . g l e ~ v e n  if our '  problemciosure,..gates mi ly  Io0k-!!i": 
i:;i"!....unimpress!ve* |e it better t o f ight  the noble f ight and :::.i!i.:i. 
i::i!~..i r isk going down in a blaze of glory:than.not even to.:i::.il 
ii::~ii~: : t ry .  d i f f e r e n t  a p ~ a c h e s ? . i l s :  I t :  b o t t e g  t o  d 0  s o m ~ .  ::ii!ii~ 
~i.:.thing novel, :even if .it,s not.., great~, than t o  stick.::::.!..! 
~i..r:..ass!duously .to tr ied and untrue .metheds?~.Clearly.,i.:ii 
:~i.!i:.(many middle managers have.ansWerod ther~s.ques.; :;~:.::i 
51 t ions ' yes" wi th their  words and their deeds, i-:i.!...;,:, i:.?....:~.: 

presented in ~!ii~:i~:iii:ii:i:As Harris (1995: 83) said, "Anything worth doing is:i.iili 
officer-resident "beat meetings" i:~:i~: w o r t h d o i n g  b a d l Y ,  ***. . .We a l l  . h a v e  t o s t a r t  .some~/:::!il 
was 1,079 problems (of which 49 i / : : / w ~ r e ; * * * . W e  c a n ' t  b e ' p e r f e © t '  and w&.~sS o u t  O h / i l  

i:~i:::i.~:::mu©hi:that I s g o o d  I n . . i i f e  :if(we.trlt . t0:~be,i:i: . :***:~: D o  i/ill 
reached "closure"). While we can i~:::ii~|~vei~ is!mpm~tant to you] badly. to b~inwith.::i:~iii::i::i 
readily assume that problem ~:i~:ii~:iand go a s  far a s  you can with it,*.underthec!row-ii:::i:i:~ 
solving was occurring at a higher ii:~.i~:.i::ii~i~;ta~eS,:W~mlcurrent methed$.~ireldemonstrablYi:!i:ii 
rate throughout the city than is !;S.i:~::::~i~n~res~i~e~i~.~:w?:~::simp~y:`~i~a~;:~a~m.d:.t~..:~de~y.:~!::::i:~ 
captured by their data source, we iii:::iii::iit~ng :6the~/ i ipi i r~ch0s:~t i l  S o m ~ o g ~ & S  US in:::!:::~i:i 

~!!::iii~:~::.l.~nc!ad.gliarantee .that i:~they.iw!!i.prov~i superlar~:::~:!:i:!i 
are somewhat perplexed at their !!~!::i!:iii~ei::i~O~ailsl~.t.hat.p61iCe.i:OXpres~..byiliU~less~ii~ii:~i 
definition of "closure." In a i!ili~i!i:~i!.!?!pgl~.flnd~iwwhystns~el~.jiUb!!ccount;ii:i:!!i!i:ili 
results-oriented strategy such as iiii::!:ilif~.s..~lh!,~i:lmp,rtan.t,evep.!t.theyfali~tpi!~ti~iii!i!iiiiii~i 
community policing, we would ~::i~!~::~$u~ts.:e~/ery~newant~.:::~:~:~:i:~.~:!:~:~i~:~ii:ii~ii~:i~!i!i~:.~:/~i~::~!~::~i~/~i:::i~:~:~?~.~:~iii~:~::~:~:. ', 
have thought that a problem file i! iil i!iiii! ~iiiiii:~!ii!iiii:~i::iiiii!i i~!~::i!i~i~i~ii~i:~ii::i:~iii:~i~ii:!i:i~i!~iii~i!!~!!:~i~:ii~ii~:~i:iiiii~iiiii~!~i~!~J~:~ ~!i~ii:!~i~ii~!ii~::!!iii!!!~iiiii~!~i~::~::ii~iii;:~!iiii:ii!i~i~ii:~ii:ii~ii!:~i~!i~ii~!!i~i!~i!iiiii~!i~ii~ii~i 
wouldn't be closed until a 
temporary or enduring solution was found, rather than when "some action" was taken (compare 
Skogan, et al. 1995: 38). 

Be that as it may, still the point remains that nobody can reliably predict that problems 
will be solved at a higher rate than the clearance-by-arrest rates that police currently tally each 
year. When politicians and others scoff at what they falsely interpret as a department's "drop in 
productivity" because, compared to its current clearance rates, its problem closure rates are 
smaller numbers, what is the buffeted chief----or the middle manager behind whom the chief is 
standingmto say? 

Perhaps the critics could be told that doing more of a marginally useless thing, and even 
doing it with greater finesse, is still marginally useful. Better to have some success at eroding 
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problems than lots of success at activity that, under the circumstances, simply doesn't reduce the 
factors that are producing crime, disorder or fear. Maybe they could be told, too, that some of 
the things police do, such as randomly patrolling by driving through neighborhoods scowling at 
everybody (Braiden 1995), not only do little good, they do affirmative harm. "It would require 
substantial improvements in the American criminal justice system," Norval Morris told a 
commufiity crime prevention conference in Illinois some years ago, "for the system simply to live 
up to the physician's oath to 'do no harm'." Nevertheless, middle managers who are accustomed 
to the unkindness of the news media, politicians, and interest groups who prefer not to be 
confused with the facts may well look with trepidation on the new era in American policing. 
They may see it as one in which reformers create unattainably high expectations for what the 
police and the community can do to reverse social decay. 

I"1 People hate change. Resistance to 
change is not new and hardly limited to police 
middle managers (Coch and French 1948). An 
ancient Chinese curse is" "May you live in 
times of transition." A more contemporary 
social commentator observed that the only 
people who like change are babies with wet 
diapers. We have already suggested above 
many of the reasons why people resist 
change. In part it is simply fear of the 

:i~: .:even If .they keep their jobs, j r  a in ' t  gonna. ::iiill 
be the same Job. The j obs  are  di f ferent , :  + ill 

• and t h e y  have great anxiety,  +Gee,'~ they i +ii 
ask, 'wi l l  I be able to do the job? Wha t  

: w i l l  my future be? The career  path does. 
n't look the same. The pay system is 
different'" (Vogl 1993/ t994:  53). 

unknown. As bad as things might be, they can always get worse. And, if leaders are mistrusted, 
things will be expected to get worse. Worst of all, they can get worse without me being around 
to experience the disaster, if my job is jettisoned in a downsizing exercise. A condition of 
unpredictability and risk, as Trojanowicz (1994: 261) put it in one of the last publications he 
authored before he passed away so early, becomes a test of individual and collective character. 
He asked: "Will uncertainty about the future draw us together so that we work collectively to 
solve our problems or will it pull us apart so that we selfishly attempt to protect only ourselves?" 

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  • . .  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  

" IT]he real problem seems to be att i tudes 
of most officers, We are too busy, We 
don~ have t ime, How can we work with 
the publio to problem solve? The sum 
total  of course of al l  the excuses could 
be summed up as I Just don't want  to 
change, because I know how I f i t  In to 
the way we do i t  now"  (a St. Louis police 
o f f i c e r ) .  • 

For those with reasonable expectations 
of retaining a job in a reconstituted 
organization, distaste of change also stems 
from a thoroughly understandable desire for 
predictability, which police more than many 
in society may covet (Moore and Stephens 
1991: 108). Sparrow (1992: 52) observes that 
"the process of generating a questioning, 
curious, and ultimately innovative spirit 

................................................................................................................................ within the department" creates uncertainty. 
"Police do not like uncertainty within their own organization," he argues; "they already face 
enough of that on the streets." 

Probing the psychological bases for human resistance to change is beyond our 
competence. Our arm-chair psychological judgment, however, is that people do not really resist 
change on a wholesale basis. Rather, we believe people resist change when it is forced upon them 
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or they conclude it is not in their self-interest, i~ .... . '~.i: .... . . . . .  . i. i.~.. . . : :  -:~ ............. :ii ..... 
As a St. Louis police officer told Chief *The m o s t  robust  r e s i s t a n c e  to  any  

Clarence Harmon in a staff meeting about 
implementing community problem solving, 
"Veterans often say this is what they did 15 
years ago, but they don't want this style of 
police work 'forced down their throats'" (St. 

: c h a n g e  In v a l u e s  w i t h i n  an organization 
w i l l  come from those parts that stand to : 

::. benefit most by the perpetuation of the .~ 
if:. o l d  s e t  of values" (Sparrow. 1 9 9 2 :  5 7 ) .  ~ i 

Louis Metropolitan Police Department 1993a: 1). A commentator suggested that people don't 
resist change so much as they resist being changed. In any event, so simple is the proposition that 
people only resist change which they believe runs against their interests that it may not help 
advance our thinking very much. Or maybe it does lie at the core of why we cling to some 
optimism that middle managers, despite all their potential reasons for opposing community 
policing, might instead be supported and motivated in ways that convert them from opponents 
to proponents of strategic innovations. 
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IV. Reasons to Believe that Middle Managers Can 
be Willing Partners in the Reform Movement 

::i;~::i:! ~::!:i! :: ;,; i:i::::!!iii: ~i'.i !:Z :?~!: !?.!::. :,!:.i ~i:. i'. !i::~ ~.i ::..;i:;ii ~ii:!!i :i ~::i:: !~::i:i ;! i! ::i!ii~i:: i::i:::::~ i!i; i ::: ii ::::i ~:::!i:: i~ i~i:: i.:: ::::::!ii~ i: !:: :.!!i !i::ili~ !. :!~ ::i !~.:i i: :: !~::!ii: :! i:•:!::!~ i i::!~!:i ~:iiii~ :.~.~::!::! :.i :!::!i i:. !i:: ~! ~:: :::~::: ~ !:ii:i:. :?::!: :."!! ::! ::: ::!: ::: i:: :;::::!i: i:?;!i ~! i i i!::!:!~: i!:: ?.::: ::~ i::!::i:i ::iii? ~:. i i::!:.i~:: ~i ~i::i::!i i:, ii!:: 
i::i: "wesenior exec~iive~!in ~oiJ©ing:ha~e to:be w i i i i n ~ : t o " i o ~ i : i ~ i i i  
ii:71i:~at-ourselves and our :behavlor  to  see  w h e t h e r  i t 's :consJs.li::ii~i~i~ill 
::~::i? ten t  w i th  the va luesweespouse .  I 'm c o n c e r n e d  that  we ' re  i!:~i~ii!ili 
ii~i i: c reat lng a falsei lpercepUon and  a fa lse b a r r i e r  ~to i~i~:i i i i~: 
!!ii m e n t i n g  commun i t y  po l ic ing i~y s a y | n g  m i d d l e  mnagers~i!:i~::~i:~i 
:~ are the great  obs tac le  t o  change, I t h i n k w e ' r e u s i n g  them i~iiii!i~: 
: as scapegoats,  i f  we  ch ie fs  and other  senior  managers:~:~i~?:i 

real ly  w a l k  our o w n  ta lk ,  our middle managers wi l l  take:il;ii 
the i r  lead f rom us (Brann 1995). ::: :.~ r : . . . .  :~:~ :i 

"Example is not the m a i n  th ing In in f luencing others. I t  i s  i-~ 
the o n l y  th ing . " - -A lher t  Schwei tzer  

Both experience and some theoretical considerations encourage us that middle managers 
can efficiently and effectively help design and implement community problem solving. We do 
not claim that all middle managers can become valued agents of change, but that is hardly the 
issue. The question at hand is whether a critical mass of police middle managers can contribute 
productively to strategic reform so that the reforms come quicker, deeper, and more enduringly. 
Precisely what that critical mass needs to be very likely will vary from department to department. 

Writing in the Harvard Business Review, Rosabeth Moss Kanter (1979: 96) argued 
theoretically and empirically that middle managers can and do serve as organizational innovators 
(see also Kanter 1983; Kelling and Bratton 1993: 2). Although she was not addressing public 
organizations such as police departments, her insights may prove applicable beyond the context 
of private businesses in service industries and manufacturing. 

i "it's not the chief's job to run the depart. 
i ment well. It's the chiefs job to be sure 

the department is run well by others" 
(Braiden 1995|. 

"Our main Job In the administration 
should not be to dictate to the...DIstriot 
Commanders how to manage their areas 
of responsibility, but instead to hold them 
aocountable for expanding the problem- 
solving philosophy throughout their com- 
mands" (Joachimstaler 1995: 2). 

One of the reasons Kanter considers 
middle managers suitably positioned as 
innovators derives from the maxim that the 
job of the leader is to make promises, and the 
job of the manager is to keep them (Stamper 
1992). "[T]op leaders' general directives... 
mean nothing," Kanter observed (1982: 96), 
"without efficient middle managers...able to 
design the systems, carry them out, and 
redirect their staffs' activities accordingly." 
This power and responsibility to convert 
leaders' words to organizational deeds places 
great innovation challenges in the bailiwick of 
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the middle manager. Middle managers may have to step up and proactively exercise the power 
they have implicitly or explicitly been delegated by the organization's CEO to effectuate the 
department's mission and goals. But the opportunity to step up is there for those with initiative 
and competence. It is also crucial, of course, for senior management to help show the way for 
mid-level officials who may not already know (although some know better than higher-ups) 
where things need to head. As Sparrow (1992: 56) notes, 

"The likelihood of a change in policy and style surviving, in the long term, 
probably depends as much on its acceptance by middle management as on 
anything else. The middle managers, therefore, have to be coached and reeducated; 
they have to be given the opportunity and incentive for critical self-examination 
and the chance to participate in the reappraisal of the organization. Some chiefs 
have invested heavily in management retraining, seminars, and retreats, taking 
great care to show their personal commitment to those enterprises." 

Kanter also argues that middle 
managers' proximity to operations can 
help them "conceive, suggest, and set in 
motion new ideas that top managers may 
not have thought of" (1982: 96). 
Admittedly, proximity to the field does 
not favorably distinguish middle managers 
from their subordinates in terms of 
capacity for conceiving innovations. As 
noted earlier, the subordinates typically 
have a much closer view of the customers 
than do the middle managers. But the 
middle managers' combination of 
proximity (as compared with more senior 
bosses) and breadth of vision within the 
organization (e.g., they are notnarrowly 
focused on just one police beat) may 
equip middle managers to imagine 
strategic improvements that use but do not 
hoard departmental resources. As Center 
for Creative Leadership researcher 
Leonard Sayles (1993) argued, "It is the 
much maligned middle managers who 
are...often the only ones with the technical 

• . : . . .  . . . : . .  . ,  . , .  . . . .  . . . . . . . . .  . . : . . . .  . . . . . . . . . .  . . . .  

'.'It is fairly easy to see how . the chie f , . , "  :: 
district commanders,: and individual heat. 

• :.officers can have a clear territorial responsl.  
bility. What  about the r e m i n d e r  in middle 
management? There is a danger that  commu~ 
nity contact  and concern will be the I re -  

• serve of the highest and lowest.ranks.,. ,  wi th  • 
the  middle ranks living a cozy Internal life of 
administrat ion.  Middle-rankingoff icers  can 
continue to be a barrier to the dissemination 

i of the new values unless they too are  made . 
i : .to live .by them, 3"his i s p e r h a p s  best accom- i .  
!: ::~iiflishod b~i~ ' makin~' e a c h  rank  ~orreSpond to:!' ": 
:.il-some level of:aggregat ion o.f beats o~ o f :~  
i~: ~ ! : i~ommuni ty  concerns, Thus middle managers i  : 
• *..i~Sheuld interact  aS fully with the communi ty . . i  
~i:: ;!.!i:~s t i l e  . ~ s t  s e n i o r  and  m o s t  ~nior:officem~<:-i?.:~ii 
i ; j : . :Theytherebybecomea meaningful  resource  z 
i::: .i;:fOr the :patrol Officers*irather.than just o n e i  '~ 
:..:iilmre level of superv is i~ , .  T ~ Y  :then:can::;.. 
ii;,-!:provide contextua l  f rameworks,  a t . s u c c e s ~  :-:i 
:...,~ i.s|vely higher levels, to assist  subordinates in..:..;:;i 
~((:::ihe • ~ d e m t a n d i r l g a n d  r e s O l u t l o n ~  partic~:,:i!.:ii~.!:i!!. 

knowledge and perspective that allows for sensible trade-offs." Since the middle managers have 
to worry about meeting the needs of all subordinates under their domain, they may avoid the 
false starts of innovations that unfairly rob from Officer Peter to support Officer Paul. One of 
the best ways to kill an innovation in policing is to make it available only to a select few favored 
employees, then watch the resentments of the deprived cops undermine the credibility and 
effectiveness of the innovation in myriad subtle and overt ways. 
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: m i d d ' °  m + g o r s  c a .  . f t o .  ' welcome the opportunity, which they can 
already are-experts on their own organi.. 
~!+..o..n..,s ~ l t u r e  (Braiden:1+995),:ii.The ,good.::-:.:++ be given during a campaign for 

ii.:::+i.OiliDshave~::am0ngbther|hlngs, i ipent '.: U!~e: ::::.:i organizational transformation, to display 
: learning the  location of  v e s t e d  i n t e r e s t s  a n d  i!i one of their strengths: expert knowledge 
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unlikely to have risen successfully through 
the ranks without a fairly intimate 
knowledge of the organizational culture 
with all its splendor and warts. To 
fundamentally change an organization's 
strategy, one must know its culture so that 

obstacles to reform and pressure points can be identified and either neutralized or used properly. 
Particularly if a reform police chief has been hired from outside the organization, middle 
managers who can keep the CEO well-briefed on the landmines and escape hatches afforded by 
the organization's heritage of mores and informal practices can spell the difference between the 
new chief's success or failure (Braiden 1995). 

Knowing the existing culture is also necessary for figuring out when unobtrusive but 
important things are changing. For instance, Reinventing Government authors Osborne and 
Gaebler (1993:173) highlight PERF staffer Mary Ann Wycoff's insight into the shifting culture 
of the Madison, Wisconsin, Police Department: 

"Faidy eady after they began getting the customer reports, one officer got one 
back that was quite critical. He read it out loud to his colleagues, quite 
sarcastically, expecting them to agree that it was ridiculous. And there was dead 
silence. It was clear that the group did not necessarily agree with him. That kind 
of change in peer relations can have a big impact on people. That officer was very 
surprised." 

While middle managers, unless they entered laterally, will usually have been in an 
organization long enough to have mastered its culture, Greene, et al. (1994: 97-98) argue that, 
compared to senior management, mid-level managers may not have been around long enough to 
have been mastered by the culture. They may, therefore, be more amenable to organizational 
change than their superiors. Assessing efforts to introduce community policing into the 
Philadelphia Police Department, they argue: 

"[M]iddle-level police commanders...had a more long-term stake in the reform of 
the Philadelphia Police. Unlike their chief inspector counterparts---often referred 
to as the department's dinosaurs--these lesser ranked commanders were most 
likely to want change: They had only moderate investment in maintaining the 
historical past, they had been exposed to more ideas about police reform, they had 
more time to remain within the department, and they were more likely to feel the 
long-term consequences of the tainted image of the Philadelphia police. While 
there were certainly several individuals within these upper and middle 
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management ranks who had allegiances to senior commanders and to chief 
inspectors, a significant number of others did not. As a result, this stratum of 
management within the department appeared more willing to adopt the change 
agenda of the police commissioner. Some of this acceptance was due to an 
acknowledged need for change, some was political~trying to be on the right 
side--while others joined the change effort without a clear alternative." 

Eck (forthcoming) makes a point related to the observation by Greene, et al. (1994) that 
today's police middle managers have more exposure to reform ideas than their longer-in-the-tooth 
superiors. As Roberg (1994: 252) summarizes Eck, "current managers have the advantage of the 
popular management literature that is more supportive of flattening police hierarchy and 
decentralizing authority, and other types of constructive changes associated with contemporary 
corporate management practice" (see also Bratton 1994). 

The Eck-Roberg point presents a double-edged sword. Much good can and has come from 
modem middle managers becoming conversant with the current, best-selling management reform 
literature. A possible downside, however, is that some managers may accept uncritically the 
advice given~including the now-conventional prediction that middle managers are almost certain 
to be obstacles to organizational reform. The problem that concerns us is that of labeling: 
whether dealing with youth who are prematurely labelled "juvenile delinquents" or with 
lieutenants and captains who are prematurely labelled recalcitrants, people often tend to live down 
to our expectations. When the drivers of the bandwagon make serious errors of judgment or 
simply don't get their facts right, those of us hopping on the bandwagon may get a ride we end 
up regretting. The management gurus are fallible human beings, subject to the same occasional 
murky thinking and poor research as the rest of us. One of the most popular management 
consultants, for example, has characterized two public sector criminal justice organizations in 
ways that don't square remotely with the facts as we or our colleagues know them to be. In one 
instance, the error was in characterizing a police department, along with several private 
companies, as one of the nation's highest-performing organizations. While this particular 
organization does have determined and gifted senior leadership who, in time, may be able to 
elevate the department to the point where it could reasonably be described as high-performing, 
that simply is not the current reality as we know it. It appears the management expert read the 
brochures and bought the car without kicking the tires. 

Another reason for optimism that 
middle managers can be part of the solution 
rather than part of the problem in the 
transformation of police agencies from low- to 
high-performing organizations concerns the 
capacity of many middle managers to pay 
attention to details. The post mortem on many 
failed, ambitious projects includes the truism 
that "the devil is in the details." Where 
talented traditional middle managers have 

i iii!i ~i]!not. .simply :i .bYi:ii:dutifuliy::~ writ i  ng. :out :ii :.~.e : i;i:: 
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acumen inmand take pride inmattending to details, they might be enticed to help the community 
policing implementation effort. A winning approach for such individuals might involve appealing 
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to their technical management expertise more than to their concurrence with a grand vision of 
customer-oriented public administration. If everybody in the department is a visionary and 
nobody worries the details, the agency may have some great retreats but it's less likely to make 
much progress in changing organizational behavior in an enduring way. 

An eminently practical reason for optimism that police middle managers couM contribute 
mightily to organizational innovation is that, in prior waves of police strategic reform, and in the 
current "quiet revolution" (Kelling 1988) within policing, middle managers have made significant 
contributions. Just as police are too quick at times to dismiss a poorly tested idea on grounds that 
it was tried and found wanting, they are also generally quick to impress on the basis of real- 
world examples of counterparts' organizational successes. In the early successes with team 
policing efforts in Cincinnati, St. Paul and Los Angelesmand in a series of experiments in 
Kansas City, Missouri (assessing preventive patrol, rapid response, special operations, peer review 
of uses of force, and other initiatives)--middle managers were given key responsibilities as 
change agents and performed well (Kelling and Bratton 1993: 4-6; Moore 1992: 133; Koenig, 
et al. 1979). Kanter (1982, 1983) adds evidence that mid-level employees have also excelled as 
agents of change in private-sector organizations; see also Naisbitt and Aburdene 1985; and 
Byham and Cox (1988), whose fictional world of high-performing middle managers is grounded 
in years of real world success stories. 

If one believes that the desire to move 
upwards within an organization is a powerful 
motivator for at least some middle managers, 
then their career aspirations are still another 
basis for believing they can be motivated to 
actively facilitate community policing----even 

"Nay.sayers [ w i t h i n  po l ice  departments] 
scare easily when they see you're going 
t o  take  them on. But  take  t hem on for the 
right reasons" (Braiden 1995). 

if they don't personally believe it is a valuable strategy. Police employees are conditioned to 
follow orders, so those who aren't inspired to contribute may be directed at least not to impede 
others. 

For example, Captain A1 Sweeney, who heads the Boston Police Academy, recounts an 
experience with a sworn member of his staff whose conduct was not helping shape the 
organizational culture needed for community policing: 

"Sometimes a handshake works and other times you need the hammer. An 
officer whom I selected to join my Academy staff brought with him eight years 
of street experience and 12 years of military background--in the Marines. Shortly 
after he arrived at the Academy I passed by his office and noticed a meticulous 
work area with every certificate imaginable from his service days. Centered 
prominently on the wall behind his chai rnso  you couldn't possibly miss it when 
talking with himmwas a large Corps flag in all its glory. 

I told him I appreciated his pride in the Corps but that I was concerned that the 
flag displayed in this manner conveyed a message to people who had not served 
in the Marines that they didn't quite measure up. In any event, the mission of the 
Marines was not identical to the mission and philosophy of community policing 
in Boston. I also asked him whether he had read a report about management 
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problems in the Boston PD authored a few years earlier by William St. Clair. The 
"St. Clair Commission Report," among other things, specifically criticized Marine 
Corps posters in the Academy. He replied, with some defiant pride, that he had 
not read that report. 

I thought I 'd  gotten my message across. I even suggested that he could place 
the flag on a staff pole and move it to the comer near his citations. How smooth 
and subtle I felt was the message. Too subtle, I guess, for a week later I passed 
his office again and notice nothing had changed. It wasn't insubordination because 
I never gave him a direct order about the flag. I summoned the officer to my 
office and asked whether he had read the St. Clair Commission report yet. He told 
me he had sent for it. So I took a copy from my desk, opened it to the page 
containing the criticism of military flags in the Academy and asked him to read 
it on the spot. I told him my style was to encourage discussion and debate on such 
issues as the wisdom of displaying military flags in the Academy. I 'd be happy 
to talk about this issue as long as he liked, • because it was important to me that 
he understand why I was concerned about the flag. 

I asked what his reaction was to the page from the report, and he said he 
disagreed with the report. He disagreed with it when it was issued and still did. 
He made it clear that no amount of discussion with me would change his mind. 
His closing remark was, "But you are the commanding officer!" So much for my 
persuasive abilities, my logic, reasoning and belief in consensus.I thanked him for 
his candor. I told him how important it was to me tO be able to discuss issues with 
my staff. Then I looked him in the eye and ordered him to move the flag 
immediately to a staff pole and off the wall. I also told him to have a great day" 
(Sweeney 1995). 

Trojanowicz and Bucqueroux (1990: 351) relate the view of Canadian police leader Bob 
Lunney about the necessity fo r  being directive with some who resist the shift to community 
policing. 

i•i . . . .  "[T]raditionalists who will never embrace community policing offer both good 
news and bad. The bad news is that you will never change their minds, no matter : 
how long and hard you talk and how logical you think your arguments are. The 
_goo d news, however,  is •that traditionalists subscribe to the importance of : _ i  
following orders. The goal therefore is  not to change attitudes, but to change, 'i 
behavior'! (see also Block, undated: 2). : " 

• .That's the' good news and t h eb ad  news. .• But there's :worse news • yet. The tactic, of seeking 
' cooperation through edicts may not work' with some • Of the more saVvy obstructionist middle 

managers ,  for despite their conditioning they may only follow those Orders they can ' t  
imaginatively evade (and those who know police are frequently awed at their talents for evasion). 

Chris Braiden'(1995) suggests that, to avoid the inefficiencies of trying tO outfoxresistant 
middle managers, police agencies • should: make far greater use o f  lateral entry o f  middle 
managers. "This is a good way to Control what middle managers do. Hire them with a contract 
to carry out certain tasks~ If they don ' t  perform as desired, don' tkeep them on the payrolig' 
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Whether aimed at lateral 
entrants or long-time agency 
veterans,  for nonnegot iab le  
directives to have a chance of 
overcoming a mid-manager's 
personal doubts and defeating 
impulses to skate by with minimal 
compliance, the messages sent 
from those with the power to help 
or hurt the middle manager 's 
career need to be consistent, clear, 
convincing, and fraught with 
consequences for the wilful 
straggler. One way to maximize 

i i:.i:i,~:: ii,: : :iiii!~.~,~: :ii :: ~:i: i i~ :iii:i~i~iii:: ~: ~i:i ;!~i.~? : i~i  ::ii::L~i :!ii~i:ii!i ~%': i i :  ~ ~ :~ ' i~i~: i 
"Sergeants learn early on that  using the power  t o  i 
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::i" .or enforc ingstr iot  conformity,  u s u a l ~ o o n l e s  wi th  a :::/ 
i. pl;i©e.tag. Off icers on the street  are sol i tary workers  " 
i!::: .i/:~ho.hbvo many m e a ~ a v a i l a b l e t o  t h ~  tO~let even'i'.i!ii:::!::i 
.~ :. w i t h  a ~wayward, rSUpervisor, Theflr~.t ,  and ealdest~i~i'. :.~: 
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~!. b ~ y :  prec!n©t ih i s  i~ou!d spell i d l ~ s t ~ :  fo~ iltheg~:::::i:i 
ii ~ ~supervisar~. Punlshment-¢entered"sup(i~ision:'only::~:i~.:~!il ;~ 
!: teaches c o p s t h e  f iner points of h e w  t o . a v o i d  the:i!:z! :: 
i :Punishment ,  Little if anything else:: isa©ca=mpl::~::: ished" ~:::~: :~:. 

compliance among the serious resisters, argues Michael Hammer (Vogl 1993/1994: 54), is to 
create "a sense of inevitability" about the coming changes (see also Wilkinson and Rosenbaum 
1994: 124). Hammer- -wi th  a more draconian bent than we find palatableDillustrates: 

"At one company I know, the union was about to go on strike over reengineering. 
On the eve of the strike, management went to the union and said: 'Listen, we 
understand your concerns, but you must understand, this company is customer 
driven, not union driven. We must do this. We're  going to do it. We' l l  do it with 
you, we'l l  do it without you, but we are doing it.' The union called off the strike. 

Bluntly, the way to deal with this resistance is with a combination of relentless 
communication, support, incentives and a bloody axe. AI Capone said: 'You get 
a lot further with a gun and a kind word than with a kind word alone. '6 ... [The] 
Hallmark [Company]...has been very successful in reengineering. Bob Stark, 
president of the card business, had a famous line when he started reengineering 
at Hallmark: 'We ' re  going on a journey. On this journey, we will carry the 
wounded and shoot the stragglers.' That says it perfectly" (Vogl 1993/1994: 54). 

Some of the middle managers whom more senior officials can motivate are not actively 
opposed to community policing. As Braiden (1995) suggests, "they don' t  see themselves as part 
of the problem or the solution. They see themselves just as functionaries." Explaining how they 
can be a part of  something that really makes a difference in the overall police mission may be 
an effective prod to such middle managers. 

But one need not leap to the cynical view that the essential challenge for chiefs is driving 
middle managers out of reluctance, ambivalence, or apathy into embraces with community 
policing. For in our experience, a substantial number of police middle managers, just like their 

6 Trojanowicz (1994: 260), extolling the array of capacities that police officers bring to community-oriented 
government teams, put Capone's point a bit differently: "[T]he community officer has the broadest range of options, 
ranging from a pat on the back for a job well done to the use of deadly force in dealing with the problems that the 
community may face." 
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front-line co-workers, heartily believe that 
traditional, incident-driven policing is a 
flawed strategy and that community problem 
solving makes far more sense (see also 
Strandberg 1992). Many middle managers 
also hold the view that the paramilitarism of 
police organizations is inappropriate for the 
missions assigned to the police. They point 
out, as Chris Braiden has (1995), that "the 
civil police were created in the first place in 
order to be different from the military." 
(Indeed, Reiss 1992:80 n. 10 reports that 
police departments in the United States, which 
were organized as full-time, paid forces in the 
mid-19th Century, did not adopt the military 
rank structure until late in the 19th Century.) 

Displaying the emerging quantitative 
and anecdotal evidence that community 
problem solving is a more powerful, more 
aggressive way than previous approaches to 
engage and defeat crime, disorder and fear is 
beyond the scope of this monograph. The 
reader is referred to the footnote in Chapter I 

containing a lengthy citation to the fast-growing descriptive and evaluative literature on 
community policing. That body of work explores many of the operational and reputational 
benefits police departments have reaped from their commitment to community policing. The 
National Institute of Justice in 1995 developed an impressive research and evaluation agenda on 
community policing (Travis 1995), and the results of those studies will make further important 
contributions to the literature. 

Our point here is that there are a fair 
number of middle managers who, for their 
own reasons, believe in the superiority of 
community problem solving as the way to do 
tough and real police work. For many of 
them, enthusiasm is born of looking into the 
faces  of "officers who enjoy their work and 
find satisfaction in solving recurring 
problems, and in [seeing] community 
members who are pleased with the 
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effectiveness of police services..." (Burgreen and McPherson 1992: 78). In city after city, middle 
managers are aware that "officers feel as if they are making an impact on long-standing problems 
rather than only 'shoveling sand against the tide'" (Weisel 1992: 137; also see the description, 
in Reinventing Government, of the Tulsa Police Department's successes under the leadership of 
former Chief Drew Diamond----Osborne and Gaebler 1993: 50). 
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Many middle managers also cannot abide using the same old mops to clean up predictable 
floods of social distress--they would rather see if they can help someone figure out how to 
fortify the village against the troubled waters. The commonsense appeal of preventing 
problems--shutting them off at their source if possible rather than having to do triage aftercare 
to the victims--tugs powerfully at most police who have direct and unrelenting exposure to the 
victims. One social services practitioner suggests the metaphor of 

"a village on a cliff. Everything's fine, except the kids keep falling off. The 
community elders get together and decide that the solution is to build a clinic at 
the bottom of the cliff. That's the classic government answer: build clinics. What 
the village needs is a fence at the top, to keep kids from falling" (Barthel 1992: 
14). 

One of the fence builders we admire is St. Louis Police Major Roy Joachimstaler, who 
as a district captain afforded his first-line officers an inspiring blend of autonomy with 
accountability. He noted that a 

"misconception [about problem-oriented policing]...is the belief that it is public- 
affairs, a public relations endeavor. Some of the skeptics should witness the 
energy and enthusiasm of uniform patrol officers executing their own search 
warrant on a drug house in their beat as part of a problem-solving project. Or they 
should personally witness the satisfaction of the residents when problem properties 
are condemned and boarded up, before they throw a 'public affairs' label on this 
type of policing" (Joachimstaler 1995: 2). 

Such testimonial data would not 
suffice for formal social science process and 
impact evaluations of community problem 
solving (see, e.g., Greene and Taylor 1988; 
Lurigio and Rosenbaum 1994: 160-61; 
Bennett 1994: 244; Buerger 1994; Shadish, et 
al. 1991; Mastrofski 1993; Cresap 1991; 
Skolnick and Bayley 1988: 17-19; compare 
Roberg 1994: 254). Such testimony is, 
however, a rich source of opportunity for 
those charged with leading the strategic 
change efforts in police departments around 

. . . . . . .  i / i  ¸ . . . .  : . . . . . . . . . . .  ~ . . . . .  ! ! i : i i  . . . . .  i i~ . . . . . . . .  ~ i  ili 
"The evaluator.. .can be rewarded as : 

much for negative as posit ive ev idence 
[of a program's accomplishments] .  His or : 

her commitment  'is to knowledge,  not the  i:! i 
sUCceSs of some program ~ .... Moreovers 
the evaluator does not want  to  be seen 
as 'going n a t i v e ' - a s  becoming too much 
a part  of the enthusiasm of the program 
process. From the perspective of pract i .  
t ioners this skeptir, Jsm is often irritating" 
(Welsburd 1994: 275). 

the nation (Weisburd 1994). These reformers should not, of course, denigrate or ignore whatever 
convincing evaluative studies are available. Nor should they, however, overlook the fact that, "by 
the very nature of community policing, it is difficult to prove that a philosophy works" (Leighton 
1994: 220). Bayley (1994: 278) is blunter: 

"The success of community policing will never be evaluated. The reason is simple. 
Community policing means too many things to different people. Its practices are 
so varied that any evaluation will be partial or challengeable as not being 
authentic 'community policing'." 
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Even if reasonable consensus could be reached on the elements to be evaluated, however, Roberg 
(1994: 253) and Moore (1994: 288) remind us that this strategic reformation is expected to take 
ten years or more to reach fruition in any given locale. As a result, it should come as no surprise 
that community problem-solving efforts generally show unimpressive results in impact 
evaluations conducted during their earliest years (Lavrakas 1995:110). And Weisburd (1994: 
275) offers the observation that police practitioners' "enthusiasm," however impractical, "often 
contributes to the successful operation of the program," in part by "motivating others to become 
involved" (see Skogan, et al. 1995:20 for a description of contagious enthusiasm in the Chicago 
Police Department). Faith can shape fortune. In any event, the cops, as Weisburd (1994: 275) 
reminds us, "cannot afford to be skeptics on the sidelines" (1994: 275). 

i~:::!:i?"Nothing great Is lever achieved Wiffiout ~:: :i perhaps be understood, if not forgiven, if their 
i ~ i i : i : e n t h u s l a s m  '* ( R a l p h  W a l d o  E m e r s o n ,  i 
!i~ quoted In Braidon, "Policing.From the ~ view of ivy-tower evaluators who subject 
i: :~ B e l l y o f  t h e  W h a l e " - '  S } . ;  : ::::::< ::::ii~!:i: i fledgling programs to penetrating scrutiny 
ii:!~:i : i::i: :i:i . ? ..... : : ; : :  i resembles actress Tyne Daly's opinion of 

drama critics. "They are the people," she said, 
"who never arrive at the battlefield until after the battle is over and then walk around shooting 
the wounded." If there seems to be an anti-intellectual tone here, it is not intended. What we 
favor, with others (e.g., Moore 1994: 287) is greater scholarly sensitivity to the problem that, in 
the fragile, early stages of a new movement, prematurely exposing it to the "third degree" may 
become a destructive, self-fulfilling prophecy of failure. The history of humankind is full of 
people who have attained miraculous results, partly because nobody informed them that what they 
were attempting wouldn't work. The history of daring social programs is full of care givers who 
got to attend their own funerals. It may strike the collaborators in a goodly number of successful 
community policing partnerships that the reports of their demise (e.g., Buerger 1994) or stillborn 
beginnings (Mastrofski 1993) also have been greatly exaggerated. 

~:::i::...:.. ' : . ; : ? . .  . . . . .  : :i?ii:::"" '"-:.-i:: ..... ::i.?: i : ; . . i ! : : ;  i i:.::. ~:: " , i 
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i:.i.:..unpromislng, That:  is when intolerance ..::! 
ili::::~:.ii:.i,:and i : |mpatlence must  .. be- .checked .. Re,.?. i'.:i 
ii'~::.~:.:, member, .the caterpillar.retreats tO. a ! 
ii!iiii!i:i..seemlngly.::~il~!seless . s ta te  of  . d o m ~ y ; : . ~ i  

At the same time, practitioner-change 
agents may be wary of academics who "try to 
'rationalize' the untidy developments now 
occurring in the field, and bring them under 
some form of central control designed to 
ensure that the one best form of community 
policing is tested and implemented" (Moore 
1994: 287). There are perils in both extremes 
to wh ich  s o m e  r e s e a r c h e r s  are  

inclinedwprecipitous scrutiny and intolerance for "creative chaos." ("Creative chaos," the saying 
goes, "is better than tidy idleness.") The consequence which practitioners rightly fear from either 
form of academic excess is that 

"the search for better ways to police America's communities might be "aborted or 
crippled. *** The danger associated with too heavy-handed a research intervention 
is that by trying to learn too quickly and too systematically, society could actually 
shrink its capacity to learn what works. In trying to answer the question of 
whether community policing works before society and the field have had ample 
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opportunity to explore the possibilities of the complex idea, we might unwittingly 
stop the prospecting just before we found gold" (Moore 1994: 287). 

The risk might otherwise be expressed in the 
unhappy metaphor of the eager novice 
botanist who wants to see how a young plant 
is doing so he keeps pulling it up by the roots 
to check its growth. The exposure is revealing 
but deadly. 

Middle managers whom we have 
observed leading the charge toward strategic 
innovation and conducting the "bureaucratic 
garage sales" that Chris Braiden urges upon 
the policing industry do not see their own 
interests as conflicting with those of their 
depar tment ' s  customers.  Community  
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satisfaction is a defining feature of good job performance for such managers. (One can find a 
number of middle managers of this type in Reno, Nevada, for instance, which achieved notable 
improvements in public, attitudes toward the police after commencing community 
policing---Glensor 1990; Peak, et al. 1992: 38; and Bigham 1993; for an early indication of 
similar results in Chicago, see Skogan, et al. 1995: 89). The way in which excellent middle 
managers think about their business is that good policing is about getting good public safety 
results by honorable means. Accordingly, they explore intently to discover whether progress is 
being made toward that goal. If it is, then such middle managers believe that police at all ranks 
should take job satisfaction, even if the content of their work has changed in ways that may not 
be as adventurous. 

Moreover, many middle managers simply take pride in showing their ingenuity in solving 
organizational problems that would otherwise impede police effectiveness and efficiency. 
Braiden's theory (1995) is that some people simply enjoy the creative problem-solving process 
and some people prefer a highly structured work and private life. "The best problem solvers in 
policing," he opines, "are handymen (and women) in real life. People who are handy with their 
hands are handy with their heads. Successful human beings are problem solvers." 

To bolster our assertions that police middle managers not only could contribute greatly 
as leaders or facilitators of community policing, but are actually doing so, we offer a few 
illustrations (if time and space permitted, literally hundreds of such examples could be 
presentedT). Following these anecdotes, we shall enumerate the kinds of steps and conditions that 
these and many similar experiences suggest will support and motivate middle managers as agents 
of police strategic change. 

7 An excellent example that is well documented elsewhere is the Baltimore County Police Department's C.O.P.E. 
unit (Citizen-O•nted Police Enforcement), a fear reduction project that hit pay dirt using the then quite new 
problem-solving techniques being described by Herman Goldstein, John Eck, Bill Spelman and a few other innovative 
commentators. The best succinct case study of the C.O.P.E. effort is by Taft (1986). 
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Some Examples of Middle Managers 
Facilitating Community Policing 

Two things should be kept in mind while reading the following illustrations of middle 
management leadership or facilitation of strategic change in police departments. First, the mid- 
managers featured are admirable people. Second, as management expert Rosabeth Moss Kanter 
observed after describing similar people whom she admired in corporate middle management, 
"the middle managers described here are not extraordinary individuals" (Kanter 1982: 96) 
(emphasis added). The second point is not the bad news. It's the good news. It means that, under 
the right organizational conditions and the right kind of senior leadership, there are many people 
in organizational mid-ranks who can make a significant contribution to change. The most 
successful among them very likely will share the kind of qualities that Kanter observed in her 
sample and that we observe in ours: "comfort with change, ... clarity of direction, ... 
thoroughness, ... participative management style . . . .  [and] persuasiveness, persistence, and 
discretion" (Kanter 1982: 96). 

1. Birds in the attic, a hose in the alley, 
and the meaning of officer empowerment 

In Evanston, Illinois, a suburb of about 75,000 on Chicago's northern border, for years 
department comedians chided Officer John Birkenheier over the histrionics he displayed after 
handling a 9-1-1 call about "birds in the attic." He got the birds out of the lady's attic, but for 
days afterwards he was spitting and sputtering around the stationhouse" "Birds in the attic is not 
police work! I 've got better things to do than go get the birds out of some lady's attic!" While 
his spirit of public service may have left a little to be desired, still nobody could deny that he 
had a point. Nobody denied it, but nobody did anything about it either. 

Some years l~assed, and in the summer 
of 1994 Birkenheier got another classic 
dispatch: "A hose running in the alley." The 
officer was fit to be tied, but he responded to 
the call and stopped the hose from running. 
This time, his buddies back at the 
stationhouse responded somewhat differently 
to Birkenheier's hysterics over working in a 
community in which criminals remain at large 
while well-trained police officers run on hose- 
in-the-alley calls. His buddies still laughed, 
and they still acknowledged that his protests 
made sense. But this time four first-line 
officers decided they would test the new 
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police chief's sincerity in calling for the empowerment of officers. The Chief, Gerald Cooper, 
had said he wanted officers and others at the operating level of the department to take significant 
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initiatives to make their work easier and more effective. 

The next thing most members of the Department knew, the four officers had established 
a prototype differential response program, in which they would take tums staffing a marked 
squad car equipped with a cellular phone. While riding around providing the visible patrol that 
the community of Evanston desired and remaining available to assist other patrol officers with 
emergency calls, these officers dealt, usually by telephone, with birds and hoses and other such 
minor miscellany. As in any differential response call-back unit, the officers returned the call of 
the person who had requested police service and, where possible, connected the community 
resident to a more suitable public or private service provider. 

What is striking about the development of the Evanston differential response unit is not, 
of course, the idea of differentially responding to calls for service depending on their nature and 
level of emergency. That is a tried and true program that many police organizations have had in 
place for well over a decade (Farmer 1981; McEwen, et al. 1984). The remarkable feature of the 
Evanston story is that this programmatic modificationmwhich entailed taking four officers out 
of the regular patrol rotation, securing an extra squad car, equipping it as a roving "call-back 
office," and abandoning the long-standing Evanston tradition of sending a sworn officer in person 
to every call for service--was conceived, designed, implemented, and operated totally by first- 
line officers. 

They did inform their sergeant, Everett .... : --i: ......................... ~ ............ :i! ......... i "i: ......... i"  "ii ..... 
Erlandson, what they had in mind, and he in "[Mlost Innovative a c h i e v e m e n t s  c u t  

across organizational lines and threaten 
turn told shift Lieutenant George Scharm what to disrupt existing arrangements" (Kanter " 
was afoot. But neither Erlandson nor Scharm 19112: 9 7 ) .  " . :  " " - . : .  i : . :~  : 

for a moment discouraged the officers from " : . .  -i.i...i . . . . .  .... i::... " .. ..:. ! .Z:~..: .......i : "..ii. :.: ..... i. :ii 
their initiative (both thought differential 
response was sensible because it could free officers for more problem solving). Moreover, neither 
the sergeant nor lieutenant tried to micromanage the experiment by demanding to be kept 
informed at every turn. Nor did Erlandson or Scharm feel obliged to run to the patrol commander 
or the chief for permission to let their officers try out a differential response capability for the 
day-shift. They knew their department's history was replete with examples of chiefs who would 
have called middle managers on the carpet for allowing such latitude to their officers. But both 
Erlandson and Scharm had heard Chief Cooper's inaugural talk about empowerment and problem 
solving, and they simply assumed he meant it. A few of the department's veteran senior 
managers did express concerns over first-line officers daring to invade middle managers' 
traditional turf by devising programmatic responses to operational problems. But the sergeant, 
the lieutenant and other middle managers--among them Lt. Dennis Nilsson, who had long been 
a devotee of Herman Goldstein's work on problem solvingmran interference to protect the 
officers from the criticism. 

By the time Chief Cooper found out, a few weeks after the hose-in-the-alley call, that a 
few of his officers were experimenting with a new operational unit in the department, the 
program was already proving popular among the public and rank-and-file personnel. Members 
of the public appreciated not having to wait at home for a responding squad car on a minor 
problem. They could go about their business and take a phone call from an officer at a time of 
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problems because they were not 
tied up on low priority calls. 

Fellow patrol officers 
appreciated that the four-member 
differential response team was 
relieving them of handling trivial 
calls and of listening to 
Birkenheier's ranting. The Chief 
was delighted. The officers who 
took the initiative to invent 
something felt powerful and 
effective~and, in more than one 
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case, experienced renewed enthusiasm for police work. Their idea turned out to have staying 
power. Within a year, the Evanston Police Department formalized the experimental unit and 
ensconced it in the order book as a part of standard operating procedure, although the unit's 
personnel changed. While the middle managers' roles could easily be missed in this success 
story, these unsung heros deserve a tuneful thanks. They had the good sense to leave the officers 
alone long enough for them to figure out what to invent, and the bravery to stand up against 
pockets of intemal resistance to the officers' differential response experiment. 

2. You're only left out o f  the chain i f  you allow yourself to be the weak link 

When Cheektowaga, New York, a suburb of about I00,000 just east of Buffalo, was hit 
with a number of well publicized crimes in the Harlem Police District, residents of the area 
became fearful and publicly quite vocal over the slippage in their quality of life. In this climate, 
one evening in June 1993, as Cheektowaga Chief Bruce Chamberlin tells the story, "ten black 
kids on bicycles beat up two white kids" in one of this neighborhood's parks. "Though this was 
not a serious assault," he reports, 

"it infuriated the neighborhood, which is white; and rumors of the incident seemed 
to spread across the entire police district. By ten o'clock the next morning, we had 
received numerous calls from citizens saying that community leaders were calling 
for taking the streets back with shotguns and baseball bats. We realized we had 
to do something fairly fast, and we also realized that we were not fighting so 
much a crime problem as one of fear and racism that was being fueled by some 
community leaders and some political leadership." 

Chief Chamberlin spent the entire day in a series of meetings with police employees of 
all ranks, community and political leaders. "By five o'clock that aftemoon," the Chief says, 

"people in the Harlem District knew that something had changed. I gave some 
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fairly simple instructions to the patrol officers, which mostly had to do with ways 
of being highly visible in the neighborhoods and making contact with key 
neighborhood residents. 

Patrol officers were told that their effort should be centered around reducing 
crime, reducing fear, and doing anything in their power to accomplish that, 
without forgetting about constitutional rights. They were told that they were in the 
best position to know how to do that; and that they were to figure out the specific 
tactics we would use and report back to us; and not to look at arrest as the only 
way of solving a problem." 

Even though middle managers had not 
been left out of the loop---for they had 
been in the planning meetings earlier in 
the day and were present when the Chief 
gave the first-line officers their problem- 
solving mission~the Chief had touched 
an unpleasant nerve for some of his mid- 
level staff: "The response from most of 
the command-supervisory staff was like I 
just stepped in from another planet." In 
their minds, "I had of course violated a 
number of the rules here, such as chain of 
command." But fortunately for Chief 
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of accelerated change, however,.~.ll is ncc- 
essary to ensure that the message is not • 
filtered, doctored, or suppressed (either by 
accident or as an act of deliberate sabotage) 
by Intermediate ranks... (Sparrow 1992: 56). 

Chamberlin and the residents of Cheektowaga, Lt. Fredrick Roll and his captain "were two of the 
few who seemed to understand the first time around the concept of what we were trying to do." 
Two things distinguished this pair from amongst their fellow middle managers: "They grasped 
some new ideas and were not threatened by the concept of the patrol officers having a great deal 
of direct input as to how we were going to do policing in that neighborhood." 

Fear-reduction efforts made by the problem-focused officers, working in concert with 
community residents, began to make a positive difference. What Lt. Roll and his captain made 
possible in Cheektowaga, by supporting first-line problem solving, was a practical demonstration 
that problem-oriented approaches to fear reduction could work, and not only in San Diego or 
Newport News or other meccas of strategic innovation, but in Cheektowaga. 

But these middle managers had only begun to reinvent the modus operandi of their 
agency. Not long after the Harlem District problem solvers started tackling the fear and crime 
problems, officers in the adjacent William District asked for a meeting with Lt. Roll. They told 
him, as Chief Chambedin indicates, "that they did not agree with the 'Chief's approach,' and 
they proposed a challenge project in the William District." They proposed to see whether they 
or their Harlem District counterparts could reduce more crime within comparable patrol areas. 

Here was a critical juncture. An insecure police chief or middle managers with heavy 
sycophantic tendencies might well have squelched the challenge as unsupportive of the chief's 
agenda. But seeing an opportunity to harness the energy of potential "nay-sayers" for the 
betterment of the community, the middle managers went to the chief with the recommendation 
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that he go along with the challenge project. 
"Of course," the Chief replied, "I can't lose 
either way." And "as it turned out," the Chief 
reported with obvious pride, "the William 
District project was the most successful of the 
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reengineered. The message was clear: It's OK 
for the chief to talk directly to patrol officers 
and smart for the middle managers to listen carefully and then figure out how they can help 
facilitate the accomplishment of the assigned task. A savvy middle manager realizes, as Kanter 
(1982: 96) observed in a passage quoted earlier, that the "top leaders' general directives...mean 
nothing without efficient middle managers" doing their part to help the workers meet their 
ambitious goals. Moreover, it was not only possible but desirable for employees to speak out 
when they thought the boss was wrong in his tactical choices--so long as the critics Coupled their 
challenge with an offer to jump in and help meet the bess's goals in their own fashion. 

Chief Chamberlin gives the lion's share of the credit for the strategic shifts his department 
has made in the two years since June 1993 to these maverick middle managers: 

"The role that this Captain and Lieutenant played was critical. They worked with 
the officers and encouraged them, kept me informed on what was working and 
what wasn't, and actually formed the basis for what we are doing today. At a 
recent training conference it was mentioned that two thousand departments are 
awaiting training in community policing. We had none prior to that, but what we 
did have was creative middle management. *** A lot has been written about 
middle management being the reason why nothing works or gets off the ground, 
and that certainly can be the case. We are fortunate in that I would say for the 
most part our middle management has been our strength. Lt. Roll, being one of 
the most senior and one of the most respected lieutenants, has had a great deal of 
influence on the rest of the management team in moving us further and further 
toward community policing. We are currently taking the next step in strengthening 
our management team using many of the principles of the Quality Movement" 
(Chamberlin 1995a). 

3. A tale o f  two detective unit leaders 

One of the things middle managers have done well is strategically and wisely staying out 
of the way of proactive officersmand helping to ensure that other institutional players also give 
the first-line people appropriate running room. Another way in which middle managers have risen 
to the community policing challenge is by taking an active leadership role. In two widely 
respected North American police agencies--Edmonton, Alberta, Canada and San Diego, 
California, detectives have been led through a cultural revolution in their thinking and work 
methods by lieutenant-level managers. The first story is excerpted from Ogle (undated). 
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In the Edmonton Police Service, Staff Sergeant Bill Mowbray (the equivalent of a 
lieutenant in an American police department) heads the downtown detective division. He explains 
the challenge for strategic leadership within a detective bureau: 

"What we are asking now of detectives is infinitely more difficult than what we 
asked before. Before we asked them to go out and investigate this or that, but now 
we ask them to investigate, plus look at the overall picture, plus give us solutions 
to problems. That is very difficult for officers who have never worked that way 
in 20 or 25 years. They're running for cover now, the old fellows." 

Mowbray helped the detectives 
understand and begin to make substantial 
problem-solving contributions through a four- 
step process of (1) "identifying your 
customers" (who were deemed in Edmonton 
to be crime victims as well as uniformed 
officers); (2) "building teams"; (3) "seeing the 
monkey on your back" (i.e., understanding 
that your responsibility in police service 
extends to cutting crime's harm to the 
community, not just making arrests regardless 
of their impact); and (4) "forming partnerships 
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to get the monkey off." 

The downtown Vice Unit exemplifies problem solving by Edmonton detectives. To reduce 
public prostitution, which had persisted despite huge numbers of arrests over the years, Mowbray 
helped his personnel form partnerships with drug counseling and other social service agencies 
in Edmonton. 

"Mowbray explains how this works: 'The detective goes out there and obtains a 
conversation, just as he would with any other communicating charge. But rather 
than charge that person, rather than write up a court file, he simply takes that 
individual before [any of several] predetermined...inner city agencies interested in 
getting prostitutes off the street and says, Here, now you do the job.'" 

The cultural revolution the paradigm shiftmrequired for many of the detectives was enormous: 

"'[T]he officer must now realize that the prostitute is also a victim. Traditionally, 
the detective has seen these people as lawbreakers; therefore they go to court. Yes, 
they are lawbreakers, but there is a reason for them doing that. In fact, there are 
many reasons, and, if we can get to those reasons, we can solve the problem, and 
that person will no longer break the law." 

The "huge shift in goals and objectives" that Staff Sgt. Mowbray helped his team embrace is that 
"[a]rrest is still there as an option, but it is now seen as a means to an end, whereas before it was 
seen as an end in itself. This changes the way in which the work is managed and measured." 
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The results~for Edmontonians and for Edmonton's police? "It's working: 30% of the 
prostitutes are no longer showing up on the street. Now the detectives can see tangible results" 
(Ogle, undated). 

In San Diego, Lieutenant Joe Masters managed the day to day operations of the Police , ,  
Department's street level drug enforcement unit. His six sergeants and 36 detectives, all 
plainclothes and veterans, used informants, surveillance, and information from uniformed officers 
to make arrests. An investigation began with a little bit of information and ended with an arrest. 
The focus was on the largest seizures, the most arrests. 

And why not? Success was measured by numbers: the number of arrests, warrants, 
probation and parole searches, drugs confiscated, and especially, money seized. Stats were kept 
on individual members and teams, by the month and year. And to ensure Continuity of the unit's 
culture and methods, the supervisors were only selected from among those who had served as 
detectives in this same unit. 

The unit's members--all good at their craft--had but one tool: enforcement. Indeed, if 
it.looked like acomplaint could not leadto an arrest, i twas not considered a valid complaint by 
the unit. If arrests failed over and over to stop a problem, then it was considered the fault of the 
criminal justice system, not of the unit. The unit's enforcement expertise was aimed strictly at 
drug marketing. Stolen property, health issues, and other problems directly associated with drug 
markets were not even on the drug unit's radar screen. 

As community policing worked its way into the agency, the Chief supported it and 
demanded that everyone in the Department do likewise. But to most, supporting it meant not 
sabotaging it. Lieutenant Masters listened carefully and did what most police officers do with any 
new process or strategy: asked, How does this apply to me and where I work now? He decided 
to accept the Chief's challenge. 

Masters' starting points for changing the m.o. in the narcotics section, he determined, 
would be to emphasize (1) shared responsibilities; (2) dealing with more than simply law 

_ enforcement and crime; (3)  supporting: the experts (officers and citizens); and (4) being : ..... 
responsive to the changing needs of the neighborhoods. 

The lieutenant began by looking at how his narcotics unit was working and searched for 
~ways to slowly move it to practice community policing. Each decision he made was based on the  
criteria that i t  would have to be in the best interests of the detectives and Community members. 
He realized that a key foundation was to ensure that the desired working relationships between 
detectives and community members could take p l a c e . . .  ' 

He .assigned each team to a geographical area based on the  amount of narcotics 
complaints received from citizens. This was similar to the deployment approach used by patrol. 
Citizen comPlaints came from a variety ,of sources and made their way to narcotics. Each o n e  
was logged, entered into a database, and assigned to a detectiVe. Detectives were give n five days l 
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to speak with the citizen, if the citizen wanted i!i:: i":::iiii . i  i ?:iili{": !"':"::i~: ......... }:;: :i~: '.":i::;::?":::i::i.'i::{:7- '.}~; ........... ! 
:~ ,. Detectives wlU persist in the v iew t h a t  ~i 

to be contacted. They had 90 days to work : / . : ' : theirjobisonlyto $olvl)c!~imes~:Lnot h e l p  .{ 
the complaint. !{ prevent t hem,  :.: until they:- are removed" }. 

i:::;i:from the' gro~ that reinforcesthat p e r  ::..}i 
The geographical assignment and ilY{c~ptl0~:.The|r g0a l iw i l l  ~ma |n  t! ie same i~/. 

response deadlines moved the detectives from i; :untl! their professional territory.:.ls rede./.-~i 
solely focusing on informants or their own 
expertise to determining what was best for the 
community. Even though the unit operated out 
of a centralized office, the responsibilities 
were decentralized. The only time a detective 
would need to venture out of his or her area 

.~.~ii :::fined, ,Their professionai te~l tor les~ if the:!:i.::ili:~i 
i}:"idetectives m : t o  adopta~iundet;st;iiia". }?.i! 
:.: the ideals of r.~mm~inity poli¢!ng,rshould .::.ii 
• ] b e d e f i n e d  segments: .of  t ~  communi ty . "  '. I :.:il 

i i:i ik::: i ,iii  ii':iill !iEI!L :,::::!iSi}::i::}:} 

would be when the investigation led the investigator elsewhere. And in those cases, the detective 
would notify his colleagues working in the area he was about to enter so they would know about 
his activity (for safety and other operational reasons) and could assist. 

i.:.} "Not only can mid.managers ... demon'  ':i 
ii: s t re te  considerable creat iv i ty  and re-} :i! 
i sourcefulness in project or t ac t i ca l  Inno-  
? ~ vatlons,,,,experlences in Madison, Hour,-. 
! t o n ,  BalUmore County, Reno, and the 

New York City Transit PoUce Department 
~ suggest that mid.managers also are at ~i 

the heart of strategic Innovations" (KelI- 

Previously, the detectives could only 
close a complaint after an arrest or search, or 
after an enforcement activity was thwarted 
(e.g., because of insufficient probable cause). 
They were now encouraged to refer the 
complaint to the appropriate agency even 
before enforcement options were exhausted. 
Calls to the Housing Commission, Drug Ing and Bratton 19934: 9). 

• " Abatement, Code Compliance, and Health i , :  • 
........ : ..................... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  :: Department became new devices on the 
detectives' tool belts. Lt. Masters even developed drug abatement procedures in which the owners 
of property where drug activity was taking place were notified of the problem. This dramatically 
reduced the repeat complaints to these locations. 

Weekly meetings between the lieutenant and the supervisors allowed free flowing 
discussions on systems or resource problems. It also kept the teams and unit focused on the goals 
of community policing. Examples of how the teams were working with patrol and community 
members were the centerpiece of these meetings. Another feature of these meetings was 
discussions of internal department issues, which were necessary to make corrections and to study 
successes. Detectives, not required to attend these meetings, thus did not need to take time to 
study charts or talk about equipment and other infrastructural issues. Their focus was external, 
in the community. 

There was a marked expansion of the information which the unit considered essential to 
accomplish its mission. Information that was released and studied by the unit centered on the 
areas. The location and number of complaints, any enforcement, displacement, and drug market 
profiling replaced the bean-counting tallies of arrests and seizures. The beans were still used but 
not as the driving force for the unit. Detectives could now look at information that related to an 
area. The investigators were provided details about the number of apartments, the design of key 
homes, the outside conditions that allow street dealing, the agencies that worked in that area, and 
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the patrol officers who policed that area. Detectives were encouraged to use new information 
processing technology to help them work their areas. Mobile digital terminals could send 
electronic mail. Databases that tracked code and abatement cases were also used. 

Once the basic relationships were developed, Lt. Masters formed a partnership between 
patrol officers, community members, and the narcotics section. He established a rotation system 
that allowed patrol officers to work one to two weeks in the unit. They would learn how to 
conduct surveillance, obtain search warrants, and handle complaints. More importantly, they 
could see what narcotics could do to support them in their problem-solving efforts. 

Masters also created a citizen 
volunteer force for the narcotics section. 
Community members who wanted to 
volunteer their time for civic reasons could 
support the police agency in a time of 
decreasing resources. These community 
volunteers began by identifying the property 
owners of places raided by the Police 
Department, preparing information for 
community presentations, and assisting 
detectives with their workload. 

What Lt. Masters did in developing 
community policing in his unit is focus on the 
system. He did not worry about how the 
detectives were applying community policing 

:~ ::::::.; :?  ': :i" + : : :  : i : "  . .i:. :::": :!:."ii7.:":"i ".::i::! :"!:.~ZI:'+:. ': ...... • : ' i  %!! 
!ii:?+;Many:i : . p o l i o e : : : a g ~ © i e s  i . h a v e  : m a d e : : ~ l : r e .  :.i:i::;!;i 

a t l ve  .and effect ive use of residents will-.7~i 
. ing to  vo lun teer  t he i r  t i m e  a n d  ta len ts ,  in  i"ii 
.orma,.i e e a c h  i:iorida,;"."a comm. . i ty  
w i t h  a h igh  number of retirees,. . .many of .:+i 

::~:. o u r . r e s i d e n t s  h a d t h e  t y p e s  .of s k i l l  ..and ,.~::;::i 
knowledge t ha t  [ the  police] needed. , .  A 
volunteer program was established t h a t  

: b r i ngs  ..residents in to  t h e : D e p a r t m e n t  to  .+ 
help w i t h  a number of tasks, thus freeing 
our employees for more c r i t i oa l  t asks .  A t  
• t he  s a m e  t ime these volunteers provide 
us with the benefit of w h a t  t h e y  have  
learned in their professional  lives and 
give uS constant feedback on the job t h a t  ::i:: 
we are doing" (Longfellow 1995: 5). 

i .  • . . . . . .  i ' . ; . :  . : . . i  

or whether they understood it. That was the job of the supervisor. The lieutenant's job was to 
secure support for the detectives from other agencies and resources, remove those policies and 
procedures that prohibited integration, and evaluate the unit based on more sound criteria. 
Masters' change strategy was based on the insight that when the information base changes, the 
workload emphasis is altered, and the kinds of assistance needed to handle the caseload shift. 
When good things are accomplished using the new work methods and recognition follows, those 
employees who have been reluctant to adopt problem-solving approaches will begin to try a little 
harder to join the winning team. 

Lt. Masters was managing the change at a pace that was acceptable to the unit, its 
members, and the community. He did not issue any mandates to the detectives. That was the job 
of their supervisors. He did not single out any individual but concentrated on the unit. His new 
quality control check was not a "recap sheet" of numbers but a "growth chart" of progress for 
community policing. 

4. A patrol watch commander challenges and facilitates his subordinates 

Lt. Oliver Henry, also with the San Diego Police, asked the officers who worked on his 
patrol watch what community policing meant to them. They responded, "getting to know the 
community better." When asked how they do that, the officers said confidently, "We tell them 
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how we work and we listen to their complaints." When Lt. Henry pressed further by asking if 
this isn't what we have always done, the officers said defensively, "No! We used to just arrest 
and take reports. Now, we actually have to listen to them." 

Lt. Henry knew that what his officers were describing :~:~;~:z~i~i~:i::i~ 
was not community policing but community relations. They i:ii:i:iiii~iorg~ii~:iii~::$ i~iwhg.J~!~:i~i 

i:i:i:. :i talksi:i:i : ~ i i  .I.yoU : WiSh"ii :.:: 
::i ~':~,'i~ "" . : ! : ' :  . . . . . . . .  " :  " ~ ;  . . . . . . . . . . . .  " . "  "~"::,ii:i;~i; simply added public relations to their enforcement nature and ;::h!mtol!ston::::(Ambrose ~;i::~:! 

called it community policing. The emphasis was still on ~/~!~:B~erc~)~i~!ii~!~!i~!ii~!!~i~!i~i~i~i~i~!~!~!~ii~ii~i~i~iii:~i!!~;~!~!?~ii~i 
enforcement. 

The challenge for this middle manager in trying to implement community policing in 
patrol was different than the challenge faced by a specialized unit commander but equally 
ominous. How do you manage the change to community policing with existing resources and 50 
years of enforcement culture? Patrol personnel and the nature of that assignment dictated a 
different approach than used by Lt. Masters in the San Diego narcotics squad. The knowledge 
and experience base of the uniformed personnel was different, the work environment was more 
restrictive, and the contact with the community was much closer. Patrol work is generally seen 
as extremely reactive, consisting mostly of "first-response" to calls for service. The largest 
obstacle, in Lt. Henry's opinion, would be changing the patrol members' mindset from reactive 
to goal-oriented. 

" D i s t r i c t  commanders should be flexible 
i i n  allowing their lieutenants and se t -  
~ g e a n t s  t o  deadhead cars, thus a l l o w i n g  
i. two persons to work on problem-solving 
i p r o j e c t s j  i f  necessary" (Joachimstaler : i 

t995: 4), 
i : . i  .. . 

The lieutenant met with his patrol 
sergeants and asked them what directions they 
provided to their officers. "Answer calls, take 
reports, make traffic stops, and know your 
area." When he asked what community 
policing meant to them, it was neighborhood 
meetings, route slips, and telling the officers 
to get out of their cars and talk to people. 

Their understanding of community policing was little better than the officers'. In order to 
integrate community policing into patrol, it first would have to be introduced correctly. 

He did not get the approval of his boss for what he was going to do. The captain had told 
Lt. Henry that community policing was the operating philosophy and to make it work. How it 
was developed, introduced, and evaluated would be left to him. Henry read everything he could 
touch on the subject of community policing and problem solving. He also researched the history 
of the Department to understand the transitions it went through to get to this point. He met with 
several local experts on the subject, and he spoke with other lieutenants in patrol to see what they 
had done to implement community policing. 

Next, Lt. Henry asked for information on the communities for which his patrol unit was 
responsible. This included demographics, workload demands, crimes, calls for service, and a list 
of other agencies and private businesses that operate in the area. He spoke with the other police 
units (DARE, narcotics, domestic violence) that worked in those neighborhoods. Then, he met 
with his sergeants again. This time, he asked them if they had any suggestions for introducing 
community policing in their areas. He wanted them to offer plans and strategies, to develop more 
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ownership----and he wanted to learn from 
them. 

After doing this research, Lt. Henry 
formulated a plan. His focus would be to: 

[]  eliminate the structural barriers to 
community policing; 

[]  provide information that would 
compel area ownership; 

[]  allow mistakes and experiments in 
order to develop a sense of risk 
taking and creativity; 

[]  supply resources, time, and 
constant feedback on integrating 
community policing; and 

[]  do less managing people and more 
managing systems. 

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  . . . . . . . . .  r . . . . . .  . -  . - ~  . . . . . . . . . . . .  

The benefits t o  a d e p a r t m e n t  o f  "running 
. .  many different experiments in different 

p a r t s  o f  t h e  o r g a n i z a t i o n  a r c . o n u m e r o u s ~ "  " 
• . O n e  i s  t h a t  " e f f i © a r s  w i l l .  s e e  l o t s  o f  alp- . 
:.:: p a r e n t l y  crmty Ideas being tried a n d  m a y ,  ..... 
i:.():in t ime ,  real ize  t h a t t h e y  have  s o m e  ideas  
~ of the i r  own tha t  a re  sl ight ly less crazy ,  : 
::" Perhaps  for the  f irst  t i m e  they  wi l l  be  ~ 
- wi lUng to put  the i r  Ideas  forward ,  k n o w ,  
..:, ing tha t  they wi l l  not be  s u m m a r i l y  dis. ! 
i::..:....missed. The resourcefu lness  of  po l ice  .. 
i:...:::ofrtcers, s o l o n g  apparen t  in t h e i r  unoff l ,  .! 
ii?..... ©ial behavior ,  can  at  las t  be  p u t . t o  t h e  ' i 
. ~...sorvice of the  d e p a r t m e n t ,  :Creat iv i ty  
!: ,.: b looms in an  e x p e r i m e n t a l  env i ronment  
i,..,.., t h a t  is  to lerant  of unusual  ideas"  (Spar-  

:~;:i;(i~: iii: L~ :: ;::.i~ii :i:i.. ~., :: ' . . . . .  - " 

Lt. Henry met with his supervisors once more to discuss what the officers were going to 
accomplish. Crime control, workload reduction, and order maintenance were selected as the goals 
of the patrol unit. He decided that all messages, reinforcement, and recognition had to support 
those three goals. The lieutenant would focus on adjusting the work system, while the supervisors 
would concentrate their efforts on the officers. 

A list of resources for the area was quickly published to assist officers with their new 
responsibilities. Briefings now included agencies such as code enforcement, utilities, social and 
community groups, schools, and other organizations that traditionally had not participated in 
policing activities. Lists were published identifying the ten locations that drew the largest number 
of radio calls each month in each beat. Every two weeks lists were disseminated showing which 
businesses were most frequently victimized in the area. Newspaper articles listing particular 
community problems were posted in the briefing room. 

iY.i:::;;!!i::iii~~:i:.i::ii:i,Z::::~ : :  :::~!::. :ii :.~7!!i!.ii~:.!;i:.i:.i;:iiiii:;!i~iii!!:::.~::iiiii:.i::;iiiil;~i~:7:~: i:ii~iiii~il !:i( :;:.:: :~..:..:~. :!:"Z ::: :: ':21!::17;:.:7:.i :.;)'~:--::: i?:;~!!i~! :D:~i:ii:::;:i ~i:.::::ii::iiiiii[ii~i:-~::ili 

i!ili!:i:.il~Uol!o. : : i i ~ g h o ~  :.i a a i r y , :  In ii the.i~;:?.i::~h~i::::ii~:i::iiiiii 

i:.!: ii::.! p r o b l e ~ o l v l n g i : : i  ! ! i i : . .~at~les~::, ~.!:!:thi~ii::::!~.i:iimd~:!i~:~:::i 
i:ii:'::::i!:~i~UNS :"c.an :: i~: . : i ! ~ i f l j d .  ~a i id  s o i ~ I ~ s L . ' ~  n ~ :!::i:i 

i:~i:::i:i:i:.(erann,:;!et: a!,.i!.! 9 9 2  )~:.~;i ili ?i!!iiii:.i~::::i:::ii!ii!i !~::-:. :: i!:::i !:~i!i::i~i!i i?.:.: !: ":: ! .::i;.!ili~il !i:ii:il):.ii!!:!~i:ii:i!i::iii::! ~:iiiiiiii~!i:~i:~!::iii~::iiii!:iiii!iii!~!~:i!! 

The technique of sharing these 
lists with the patrol unit was intended 
to draw the officers' attention to the 
various types of problems and 
resources in their areas. The wide 
variety would allow officers to choose 
a problem that was comfortable for 
them. Lt. Henry saw this strategy as 
reinforcing ownership, since the 
officer chooses the problem. 
Moreover, Henry tried to post 
problems that were not so large that 
they could overwhelm the officers. 
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Exposure to problem solving, Henry believed, is the best learning tool. 

Lt. Henry began asking officers to attend supervisors' meetings to discuss their problem- 
solving efforts. This reinforced their work and helped focus the sergeants. These presentations 
opened the eyes of supervisors about the potential and creativity of patrol officers. The 
presentations reinforced Henry's belief that first-line officers will take risks and address problems 
if acknowledged by the supervisors and not micromanaged or interrogated about their efforts. The 
lieutenant also had his supervisors send summaries of the officers' efforts to the Chief's office 
to demonstrate the work being done by patrol. The Chief in turn would send personal notes to 
the officers thanking them and reinforcing their work. The old system of reading commendations 
at briefings ended because most officers found that embarrassing. More informal recognitions, 
such as in front of friends, were conducted. 

.... ~!;i~: ::!~ ~'~m:~ii: ~::%3:!i!:~ii!;i :̧!;':! :~:3!::~ ~:"i :'~ ~;;?" ~r~:~!~:~!i i!:~:i;;:!(i~ !,;:i::!:!{:i: !i~:: i: ~:::/~::i ?':;:~i?i31~ii:iii~i;iiiii!;?!!:ii 
:: "Our lack  of fiscal resources is offset by :i}:q 
.... an extraordinarilytalented anddedlcated ;i 

workforce. We have many high.perform-, :i 
ing Individuals in the NYPD who deserve: i 
to  work  In a high-performing organizat ion,  i 
A primary goal of reengineering is t o  ?! 
break down the barriers that block their 
©reat iv l ty and energy and to get them in 
the game" (Bratton t994: 5). 

In order to reduce workload to assist 
officers, Lt. Henry developed a cadre of 
volunteers and reserves to take reports that do 
not necessarily require a sworn officer. This 
included vandalism reports, reports about 
assorted cold crimes, and requests for crime 
prevention seminars and vacation house 
checks. The supplemental staff also made it 
possible to take reports of auto thefts and no- 
injury accidents over the telephone. 

In addition, some of the sergeants developed a differential response program among their 
squads. Each day, some officers would volunteer to conduct investigations for the day. They 
would call the victims, set appointments, and manage their day. This allowed more freedom for 
the other patrol officers, gave realistic response times to the victims, and improved the quality 
of reports. 

The next step for Lt. Henry was to develop evaluation tools for the officers' reports. He 
did this because he considered it important for middle managers to know what impact their 
officers' efforts were having on the community and surrounding areas. The evaluation was 
designed to measure not officers' activity but the impact of the work effort. (On innovative 
performance evaluations of community policing officers generally, see Nuchia, et ai. 1993; Jordon 
1992; Trojanowicz and Bucqueroux 1992.) 

As Lt. Henry reflected on the role of a middle manager in implementing community 
policing, he concluded that a key to his unit's accomplishments was for him to target three 
principal objectives: First, recognize that when the workload is reduced to allow for problem 
solving, the officers will have more idle time and may become bored or lazy. Accordingly, be 
ready to challenge the officers with problems that deserve their attention, such as problem 
locations, repeat offenders and high-rate victims (Bieck, et al. 1991). Second, approach the lack 
of resources needed for problem solving as a challenge and not an obstacle. Middle managers can 
tackle the question of how to develop assistance and resources for their officers in the same 
fashion that officers approach resolving community and crime problems: with creativity (Williams 
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1995; Shanahan 1985). Lastly, ~::~.~.~:.!.~:.~̀~̀~....~.~̀~..~̀~..~!~.~.:;~.~.~:~.~.~:~..~.~.~:~.i~.~.~.~..~r.~..~... ....~.~......~.~.~..::::~.~.!~̀~.~.~.:~::...~.....~..~....~..~..~......~.~.i~.!i 
e n s u r e  t h a t  c o m m u n i t y  ii:-!!i:.~i.:inH~ardji:Cafifomla;--[t:~elto:"i~e:~lioS~hy:of!"::i 
involvement with the police ii!:veiuing:'the e m p l o y ~ ,  recommendat ions  w-ore:: :: :i 

i;?:!!::sollcited .from -managers, :. supervisors i and l ine "-~:i 
department expands substantially. : : :  : i~::[:i:i:..personnei [for changing t h e  performance evaluation :....i:i 
The "eyes and ears" role for i~:::::i.::eystem]. .Consistent with.the:  new..decentralized..i 
citizens, Lt. Henry came to i~.~:::.organizatlonalfocus,ilal! workunlblaredevisingi.ii.i:ili: 
understand, is outdated. Today, ii:.~:...thelr.owneveiuation Instrumentsandlprocesses.::~.ii.~::~i 
police know that citizens also have 
brains behind those eyes and ears. 
And, as Lt. Henry helped his 
department and community realize, 
so do police officers. 

. . . , . . , .  . . . .  

i::'.~i!:.:. Each is being designed around thespecif ic servicet; :, ~.ii~ 
i::i:.:.::~i, thl) iwork"unit provides, emphasizing oi'eatlve solu-: ::~i 
ii~i:i::i! ~ons::a~! problem :seiving a P ~ h e ~ ! ~ :  l a tona  M d  ::!ii 

5. Helping officers harness the community's power 

The Vera Institute of Justice and the New York City Police Department, under 
Commissioner Raymond Kelly, in 1993 produced handbooks for police officers and supervisors 
presenting stories about imaginative, instructive efforts by NYPD members to solve neighborhood 
problems. One such story--"Saturday Night Fever"--nicely illustrates the role of a middle 
manager, a precinct lieutenant named Daniel Ruffle, in helping his hard-working but frustrated 
officers overcome a seemingly insurmountable disorder problem. The lieutenant, as we shall see, 
was able to foment community organizing around the specific disorder problem--a step the 
officers may not have been comfortable taking themselves at that stage of the NYPD's 
development with community policing) By removing this barrier to effective problem solving, 
Lt. Ruffle gave the precinct and the entire Department a success story that can inspire thousands 
of other officers and community residents who otherwise might not be able to see over the 
horizon at the possibilities for restoring neighborhood safety through democratic processes. The 
following account is quoted (with some emendations) from Farreil, et al. (1993a" 36-42). 

According to residents of the area, parents of some of the kids causing disorder problems 
on a half-mile strip along 86th Street in Bensonhurst [in Brooklyn] were doing the same thing 
25 years ago. But over the years, radios got louder, drugs had become plentiful, and kids became 
willing to push the limits harder. Most of all, the crowds got bigger. In the late '70s, fueled by 
the heat of Saturday Night Fever, a popular movie believed to be based on the scene along 86th 
Street and in nearby discos, the area began to develop more than a local following. And by the 
late '80s, "it was crazy, a circus," according to Lt. Ruffle of the 62nd Precinct. 

At 8:00 on weekend nights, kids would start assembling in their cars, crowding the street 
under the tracks of the elevated B train. They would stay all night. The early arrivals would "set 
up" along the curb, quickly taking all the legal parking spaces in the 6-8 block area. When those 
spots were filled, more would come and double park on either side of the street, leaving only a 
single lane free in the middle--the endless, creeping, cruising lane. Other traffic in the area 

s In a study of community policing implementation efforts in Chicago, Skogan, et al. (1995: 35) report relatively 
conventional first-line and supervisory officer resistance to considering community organizing and other community- 
involved initiatives as useful tools in overcoming neighborhood public safety problems. 
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would be immobilized until the next moming. Bus drivers complained constantly to the Transit 
Authority, describing it as the "worst route in the city...totally gridlocked at 2:00 in the morning." 
One estimate put driving time between 18th and 25th Avenues along 86th Street at one to one- 
and-a-half hours--a trip that, during the weekday, might take as many minutes. According to Jim 
Estudo, a local resident: 

"Kids ruled .... There was a total loss of control. It became famous as a hang out 
all along the East Coast. I 'd go out and talk with them. Kids from Baltimore, 
Boston, Connecticut, Jersey, Long Island. One car-full from Erie, 
Pennsylvania--they'd tell me how great this was. 'I can't believe they let you do 
this.' And it just got bigger. By the summer of 1990, I 'd go out on the comer by 
my house and there'd be 100-125 kids just on my comer...on my side of the 
intersection of 21st and 86th--there'd be another 100-125 kids on each of the 
other comers and traffic immobilized in every direction." 

Thousands of kids would assemble on summer nights, strutting their stuff. The sound of 
the elevated subway train, occasionally passing overhead, was drowned out by the rising noise 
of music, revving car engines, yells and ch.atter. Ruffle describes being on duty on 86th one night 
and seeing the "biggest radio I've ever seen in my life," being pulled on the back of a 
homemade, oversized tricycle, powered by six 12-volt car batteries. 

The most serious attendant crime was burglary, which would increase considerably during 
these "Saturday Night Fevers." The crowds and the noise provided perfect cover for window and 
rooftop break-ins. Estudo, a local property owner, describes one burglar who used "a buzz saw" 
to carve entrances in apartment building rooftops because "nobody could hear it with the racket 
on 86th." Drugs and prostitution flourished at the periphery. 

There was no shortage of residents' complaints about the disorder--the noise and the 
general chaos--but they were most outraged by kids spilling over into the residential areas just 
behind the commercial strip on 86th. Like most property owners, Estudo, whose home is a few 
doors from 86th, just couldn't handle "getting up the next day and finding beer cans and 
marijuana cigarettes and urine and used condoms in my hallway." 

Lt. Ruffle remembers that every spring, the Borough Commander would ask about plans 
for solving the problem 86th Street had become. In recent years, a whole menu of traditional and 
non-traditional tactics wastried by the Community Policing Unit and by other 62nd Precinct 
units: "saturation patrol," roadblocks, massive stop-and-summons operations for moving 
violations, double parking, tinted windows--everything but speeding. Boomboxes were pulled 
and vouchered. ECB (Environmental Control Board) noise summonses were issued. But these 
labor-intensive tactics could never be sustained for long and, at their best, moved some vehicles 
and some kids from one part of the strip to another, for a while. 

Ruffle and his colleagues analyzed 9-1-1 calls from the area, searching for any notable 
pattems. They struck out. Estudo recalls "flooding the precinct with telephone calls" during the 
summer and fall of '89. The next spring, "fed up and afraid" about the prospects of another 
summer on 86th, he began talking to the kids himself. He tried to disperse them, telling them, 
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"Put yourself in my shoes. I 'm just trying to protect my home." On a one-to-one basis, he made 
some headway. More important, he met neighbors trying to do the same thing. A beat cop they 
hooked up with on 86th suggested that they start coming regularly to the monthly Precinct 
Community Council meetings. 

Ruffle took Estudo and his 
neighbors aside after One of these 
meetings, and they were quickly able to 
agree that the problem was bigger than 
anything the police could handle alone. 
Estudo remembers Ruffle telling him that 
"to battle this problem, you must 
organizemfor power." He encouraged 
Estudo's group to get the word out, and 
offered them space at the station for 
meetings. With advice from a local 
community assistance agency, Estudo's 
core group followed a set of simple 
guidelines for "how to organize a 
community group." Estudo describes the 
early organizing efforts as "hit or miss," 
marked by hard work, and lots of door-to- 
door appeals to residents and especially 
merchants .... [T]he first meeting spilled 
out of the meeting room. Eventually the 
meetings moved to BRAMA, the 
Bensonhurst Resident and Merchant 
Association, where attendance at monthly 
meetings rose to about 200. 
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CI Thoroughness. They prepare well for meet-  
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presentations. They have Insight into organi- 
zationa! politics and a sense of whose sup. :. 
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S u c c e s s  came in the Spring of 1991, when the power of an organized community was 
coupled with a simple idea about how to make that stretch of 86th Street unattractive as a 
gathering place for the disorderly group. 

The solution had it roots in a brainstorming session of the Community Policing Unit, back 
in 1989. The Unit Supervisor had asked each PO to list five possible strategies for dealing with 
the 86th Street problem, and PO Goffio's list included the idea of changing the parking 
regulations to "No Parking" throughout the evening and night--and strictly enforcing them. That, 
thought Goffio, would prevent the kids from even beginning to gather. 

In the Spring of 1990, Ruffle, Goffio and other officers submitted to the local Community 
Board, on Precinct letterhead, exactly that proposal. Existing parking regulations allowed meter 
parking from 7 a.m. to 7 p.m. with no restrictions from 7 p.m. until 7 a.m. The Precinct's 
proposal suggested no changes between 7 a.m. and 10 p.m. but asked the Board to endorse a 
reversal of the ordinarily sensible rules for the middle of the night, making it illegal to park 
anywhere on 86th Street between 10 p.m. and 7 a.m. 
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Discussion of the Precinct's proposal at the Community Board meeting was dominated 
by a local merchants' association, which included many restaurant owners who felt that 
restrictions on night-time parking would cut into their dinner business. The local residents weren't 
as well organized, and weren't as well represented in the meeting as the restaurant owners, and 
the proposal was unanimously defeated. 

But the idea stuck in Ruffle's mind and, in the Fall of 1990, he encouraged Estudo and 
the growing membership of the residents' group to turn the idea into a bandwagon, and to get 
that bandwagon moving. With Ruffle, Estudo and members of the residents' group garnering 
widespread support among other residents of the area, and with BRAMA gathering endorsements 
from community and business leaders, the plan was ready for re-presentation to the Community 
Board in March 1991. 

This time, with formal presentations delivered by Ruffle and Estudo, who were backed 
by more than 50 supporters from the BRAMA membership, the Community Board accepted the 
plan--for a trial period. Details were worked out with the Department of Transportation in the 
late Spring, and in June, just as the summer scene was developing, new parking signs were 
posted. "No Parking" was easily and efficiently enforced. With only one or two officers deployed 
to write $25 summonses, it was possible to create a 100 percent certainty that any vehicle trying 
to park on this stretch of 86th Street after 10 p.m. would be ticketed immediately. In less than 
a month, the problem was basically solved. Estudo said, "It was like someone snapped their 
fingers, and it went away." 

"What makes it possible for managers tO 
use...skills [as innovators] for the corn- 
pany's  :benefit?: They work in o rgan lza .  

:, tions whore the culture fosters col labora~ : 
i l ion and teamwork and where structures :: i i 

encourage  people to 'do what needs to ~: 
be done.' Moreover, they usual ly  work i 
under top managers who consc ious ly  i 
incorporate conditions facilitating inno- :: 
rat ion and achievement into their com. ' 
panles' structures and operations" (Kan. 

Success in the trial period brought 
support for the permanent regulations barring 
night-time parking on 86th, and commitments 
began flowing in to BRAMA from local 
politicians. In October of 1991, the 
Community Board voted to make the 
regulations permanent. Burglary numbers 
dropped and, since late 1991, BRAMA 
leaders have judged the area safe enough for 
the group to conduct its own civilian patrols. 

ter 11182: 96), • ~ In December of 1992, Ruffle was able to 
.... ....~ .................... ~..: ................................ :..i...... .......... 1...i......ii.~i ............. i.....~.i.....i.....i close the Saturday Night Fever file, as the 

summons activity and the complaints had 
dwindled to the point that the problem really couldn't be said to exist. (The night-time parking 
ban did not, as it turned out, cause any of the 86th Street restaurants to closemand one has 
expanded into larger space.) 

Fortunately, most disorderly group problems aren't in the same league with Bensonhurst's 
Saturday Night Fever. lit occupied] a perennial spot on the Precinct Commander's list of major 
problems each Spring *** [b]ut, in the end, the key to making the location unattractive to the 
group was simple, elegant and gentle. 

It is no puzzle why the Saturday Night Fever problem could not be solved some other 
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way. The strategy of "finding a more attractive alternate activity" held no hope of 
successmhowever inspired a PO might be, no one gives a party this good on purpose. And 
conventional police tactics offered no hope of making the location or the behavior unattractive 
to the disorderly group: Saturation patrols to suppress public drinking, ECB summonses to reduce 
the volume of the radios, double parking tickets to contain some of the traffic chaosmthese 
measures could and did annoy kids when they were tried, but were too labor-intensive to be 
sustained for long periods, and they posed to any individual member of the group no more than 
a chance that the allure of "Saturday Night Fever" would be dulled a bit on any given night. The 
problem was solved when the police and the community found a way to keep the kids from 
getting together in the first place, and a way of selling it to the interests that placed commercial 
value on the conditions that had to be changed. 

6 .  C o n f r o n t i n g  the convent ional is ts  

The NYPD officers described in the previous story would have made no headway at all 
if they had supervisors denying them the opportunity to try unconventional approaches. As it 
turned out, they had a middle manager/leader in Lt. Ruffle who "broke down" a political door 
that all the Department's battering rams couldn't have dented. He did it simply by getting the 
local electorate to turn the door knob. 

But in some settings there will be police at various ranks--if not middle managers then 
perhaps first-line supervisors--who cling to inflexibility and rule-oriented management as a way 
of controlling the work of officers. We have in mind the people who probably would have 
berated the Bensonhurst beat cops for not writing enough tickets at the Saturday Night Fever 
gatherings. The following scenes, depicting a middle manager trying to patiently confront a rule- 
oriented sergeant, could come from almost any squad room in America. We thafik former 
Evanston, Illinois, police Lieutenant George Scharm for developing these transcripts. 

A patrol sergeant conducting roll call had just finished reading a memo from the chief, 
at which point something like the following transpired: 

Sgt.: (to the roll call) Problem solving, right. The chief wants us to make decisions and is 
• aware that we will make mistakes. And as soon as anyone makes a mistake, they'll get 

: .  shot down like always and get reprimanded. Any questions? Okay, let's hit the street. 
. . . .  Sgt~: (afte i" roll call, to the lieutenant) Lieutenant, I 'm going to have to write up Jones. He was 

" ' : involved in a recovery of property, and I found out he put it inhis  locker and not in the 
property room. It states clearly in the General Orders that all property will be placed in 
the property room and will not be put in someone's locker. 

Lt.: D i d  you talk with Jones to find out why he did that? 
Sgt.: No, why should I? The order is very clear, and he Violated the order. That is all I need 

to know. Anyway, you know Jones! 
Lt.: Sarge, Jones may have put property in his locker, but we. need to find out why. 
Sgt.: Why should w e, he violated a General Order, he violated policy. What is this department 

coming to?! 
Lt.: Sarge, let me explain the difference between a General Order and a rule. A General order 

is  a guideline for officers to follow under most circumstances. If the officer has a good 
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Sgt.: 

Lt.: 

Sgt.: 

Lt.: 

Sgt.: 
Lt.: 

Later... 
Sgt.: 

reason not to follow it, then he has 
that discretion. It has to be a good 
reason. On the other hand, a rule is 
mandated. A rule cannot be deviated 
from. In this case, Jones diverged 
from the order, but we need to know 
why. Why do you want to pursue this 
without talking to the officer? 
It 's too hard to decide what is a rule 
and what is a General Order. You are 
new on this shift. We have always 
treated both the same. Someone 
violates it they get written up, period! 
We make the rules around here, not 
them! Who do they think they are 
anyway? If you don't want me to 
enforce the law around here then I 
won't. 
I do want you to enforce the rules, 
and the General Orders, but I want 
you to take into consideration the facts 
and try to understand that not 
everyone violates General Orders just 
because they want to. As supervisors, 
it is our job to help the officers, to get 
them to do their work. If you write 
them up every time they make a 
decision that doesn't fit the norm, 
eventually they will stop taking risks 
and stop making decisions. 
So, in other words, we have become 
counselors, mothers. 
No Sarge, we are becoming what we 

. ,  ........... ~.~!:7!:ii~i,:.... : . . . . . 7  ................ 1177 :171 i  .......... i~-i.i~.i . ~ : . 7 :  :E.~.~. 
"The . : i ns t ruc t i on  m a n u a l ,  o f  t h e . . W e s t  
Midlands Police Force,. in. England, ~ had . .. 
grown t o  four  i: Volumes,~..:each. one*:.:.over ~ :.?.~.12 

ii threGE inches.:ithlck, tota|l i lg more:thanL':i! 
[~...7 2,0OO.. pages [ of-.i instruct ions.  in J u n e  [[] 
::i~.::~..-1987, under the .direction .of .Chief Consta .  i..~: 
..:i~: ble Geoffrey ~ a r ,  they ~ p e d  it.~They::!:ii~:~i~ 

-* S t a t  ement , . . iWhich. .gave) i i i ( l l .L : ,  brief'...r~COm .7 [.:~.i 
• mandments.~.[iiiii:These [?conimandmi)nts :"[ 
.spoke more about  init iative and 'reason: .:71! 

!~ .i ~i:a b !e ~ e S s :  o f  :: :.a ~ti0n'. t ~ :.~! ~i b ~  .irUi~ " ii~i ~ :.2.]ili 
!! :":regu|atio~:]i:::[AU .i. i office:~[iii['~m: : ~ i ~ d  ~:[::!i~i 
.. p o c k e t . s i z e  l a m i n a t e d  ..copies of .this ..! 

policy s t a t e m e n t  so that ,  a t  any t ime,  .~ 
they: could remind themselves,  of- the 

- basic tene ts  of their  department.  The old 
. manual had contained some useful infor. 

mation that  could not be found else. 
where. This was extracted,  condensed,  
and preserved in a new, smaller,  'advice 
manual. '  it was only one-third the size of 
the old manual and, significantly, was 
distributed with an explicit promise that  
it would never be used in the course of 
disciplinary investigations or hearings. 
The ground-level officers were able  to  
accept  it as a valuable resource, where.  
as they had regarded the old manual  as a 
constant threat  .... * * *  As of 1988 ,  the 
Metropolitan Police Department  (London) 
[was] In the process of making a similar 
change~ moving away from a comprehen.  
sive instruction manual and toward clear,  
brief s tatements  of the principles for 
action" (Sparrow 1992: 55).  

should have been all along~someone who lets people think for themselves and make 
decisions. Let me ask you, how would you feel if every time you came to me with an 
idea I would quote the General Order book showing you why you could not do 
something? No book can cover every situation. That is why it is called a General Order 
book. 
Okay, so what do you want me to do? 
Call Officer Jones in, or meet him on the street. Simply ask him to fill you in on what 
happened. After you get all the facts, make a decision if it was proper or not. Once you 
find out let me know. 

Lieutenant, I spoke with Jones. I guess he tried to do the right thing. He recovered this 
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Lt.: 
Sgt.: 

Lt.: 

guy's  wallet, and the guy asked if he could pick it up after 6 p.m. If Jones had put it in 
property the guy would not have been able to get it. There was some money in the wallet 
so he didn't  want to leave it lying around. He put it in his locker and told the guys at the 
Service Desk when he came in to call Jones off the street. The guy didn't show, so Jones 
put it in the property room the next day. 
So Sarge, what would you like to do? : ..................................... ~ ..................................... ' =:ii~ 
W e 11, I g u e s s u n d e r t h e 1 ~= Even with formal  author i ty  over subordi .  :.:.::i 

circumstances... To be honest I still 
don't  understand. He violated an 
order, and even though I understand 
why, why put things in writing if we 
are not going to follow them? 
Try to look at General Orders as 
suggested ways of doing something. If 
done that way, you know it is legal 
and sanctioned by the Department. 
However, if you need to do it another 
way, and you can articulate why, you 

:.::i..ii ' nares,  innovation,  "[als one m a n a g e r  puti~:iii:ili~.i 
::=..~ i t ,  ' . . . takes more  sel l ing than  tol l ing. '  In.  "i 
:-.~.. mos t  of  the innovat ions we  observed [in '".i 
:'~:r ::~ ::: pr ivate  manufac tur ing  and serv ice  com~..ii::.i~ 
!i!:ji!iii"panles], the m a n a g e r  couldn ' t  Just erderii.!i::i!!i 
• :.:.i subordinates to  ge l  i n v o l v e d .  i. Doing..i:i::! 

someth ing  beyond rout ine w o r k  t h a i  :.!:~ 
:~"i involves creat iv i ty  and .cooperat ion re.  ?...:ii 
i:i:i:ii:~iquires t h e  f u l l c o m m i t m e n t  of subordi;.iii~.i:ii::.~:!!. 
:i: :.: nates;  o therwise  the  pro ject  wi l l  not suc,".i~: 
. : .ceed" ~,.(Kanter 1982:  100)~.: .: ~...: . ........ 

may. Rules, on the other hand, are steadfast and must be followed. 

Another roll call, a different sergeant 
talking about problem solving, and 
another fly-on-the-wall peek at what 
reform-minded middle managers are up 
against, day after day, when they try to 
create a work environment conducive to 
community policing: 

Sgt.: The next thing on our list of 
things to talk about is problem 
solving. Okay, you can do 

:i . L  :..i:ii~ii:? ~:~. :~i:i:::ii~i:::~:ii:~i i:ii: ~ !:ili: i :  i L. i~:ii:ii:: i i i ~L: :::' 
!::!i.. ! . ? ~ m , . , h a v e a r g U e d  that  c o m m u n i t y p o l i c i n g  i:i:ii!. 
' i s  social  work  and t h a t  cops are  not  social  :: 
:: workers .  Buts wi th  over -crowded pr isons and...i  
:ii! i a  ~stagnated.: cr iminal  i jus t ice  ...system, s i m p l y .  :~i 
:!i::ii".a~stino. i n d i v i d u a l :  does i.not : neceSsarily!!i :j:! 
~.i I: " ~ 1 ~  cr imeproblems~ Clean ing  up a ne ighbor  ::. i . i ' .  
i! • hood, : f reelng t t f r o m  drug pushers and  prostl~ii~i.i;:il 
:~ii~ii:~::iii~i~ a s ,  iand~i i~e:stgr inbi :  a . : . l l a f e , : ~ ! t h y  :pnvlr~,::i:~iii!iii~::~il 
i.~ii~ i ~ ' m ~ t  .~ doeS:i:.~:~i~lvk ~i.crime: . p ~ b ! e m s , :  ~:(Galvi~ii~!i~i~::i! 

P.O.: 
Sgt.: 

P.O.: 

Sgt.: 

problem solving, but you canno t  take too long to do it. You must  be back up to handle 
your calls. We cannot hold any call for more than ten minutes. 
Sarge, but what if we get tied up? 
I don't  want anyone milking this thing. Just because the chief says we can do problem 
solving, there is no reason that we can't do it in five to ten minutes like everything else. 
We're still police officers, we are not social workers. 
What if we have to contact someone else to help solve problems, like City Hall? How 
can we do that in five minutes? 
That's not our job. If you have to contact someone at City Hall, write a memo to me, and 
I will send it through the channels. That's the job of the command staff. If you think that 
it will take a long time on a call, I want to know about it. Call me, and I will decide if 
we have enough time to allow you to continue or if it is too busy. Okay, let's hit the 
street. 
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Here is an eclectic assortment of steps middle managers in the Evanston Police 
Department tried to take or facilitate others taking during 1994 in support of Chief Cooper's 
leadership for community problem solving as the agency's s.o.p. What is most important is not 
whether all of these efforts produced the desired procedural or cultural changes, but the fact that 
at least some middle managers were able fairly quickly to read what their new chief wanted and 
to take his general direction and apply it skillfully in a wide variety of day-to-day department 
activities. 

[]  Changing the way cars are relieved allowed roll calls to be extended for team 
building, conversations within the shift and across shifts, and training. By holding 
longer roll calls, they were able to have shift meetings several times a week. Problems 
could be-discussed and situations the officers had handled on the street could be 
debriefed. 

[] Officers were asked if they would like to exercise (work-out) in the Department's 
weight room while on duty. The answer was an overwhelming yes. An interested 
officer was assigned to take a survey of all the officers on the shift to see who wanted 
to work out. Twenty-one out of 23 wanted to. The patrol officer was given full 
authority to develop a schedule. Not only did he work out a very practical schedule, 
but he issued a memorandum explaining the rules and limitations. The result was 
officers exercising, better morale, and "covert" team building (since the members of 
the shift had to cover beats for one another to allow the exercisers to use the work-out 
room). 

[] Officers were assigned to beats, 
but told they were not required 
to remain in those beats their 
full tour. If they wanted to 
wander they could, but would be 
held responsible for their beat. 
This allowed officers the 
freedom to leave their beats 
legally, without sneaking out. It 
also gave them permission to 

: . . i i.: i " . :  , • " .  ' .i: " . . .  ':. : . " :~ ' " . . . .  .:.. . i  ::: 

i.i: i:"lt is important that W e  ~ " b a © k t O  the ~VS":.I.I:I:::: 

when beat  and precinct Integrity w a s  the.:-.i 
foundation of our patrol .:techniques, Re-.:...~i 
member when sergeants would  not allow, i..:ii 
anyone not assigned to their  precincts to  
handle assignments within their  area? Now,  
we ,,, al low the dispatchers to manage, , ,our 
workload in that they dispatch the closest  
avai lable car  without much considerat ion 
to precinct boundaries or problem,solving 
initiatives" |doachimstaler t 995 :1  | o  : 

call in a street stop, vehicle stop ....................................................................... .i ................... :: ........ .:..i..:.:...: ................ .......: ...... 
or to become involved in 
something off their beat without fear of getting in trouble. These officers began taking 
ownership of their beats and usually did not wander far, out of concern that something 
might happen in their beat and they wouldn't be close enough to handle it. 

[]  Officers were advised that they would no longer be called in by supervisors and told 
(based on bean counting) that they were not producing enough. They would be given 
feedback regarding the sergeant's perceptions of their overall work every three 
months, but they are adults, they know what they were hired to do, and it is their 
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responsibility to do it. The results were interesting: Officers who had not shown an 
interest in their work for years began to get involved in the new concept of problem 
solving. 

Officers were asked to come up with ideas for roll call training. They were given the 
freedom to come up with any topic that they felt the shift would find interesting. 
Officers were encouraged to do the training themselves. 

Patrol officers were asked to serve as "guest roll-call supervisors." Those who 
accepted would hold the complete roll call from beginning to end. This not only 
involved them, but let them see the ins and outs, ups and downs, the difficulties in 
holding a roll call. It also lightened up the roll call while the other patrol officers 
played along. A sergeant was not happy that the guest supervisors were "making a 
mockery" of the roll call procedure, even though that was not true. The guest roll-call 
supervisor usually conducted roll-call in a manner different from the supervisors, but 
covered the same material and even came up with different methods that would be 
useful for the supervisors to try. 

When an officer came up with an idea, it was either put into effect or the officer was 
told why it could not be as soon as possible. The idea was mentioned at roll call and 
given a positive slant, and the officer was given credit, even if it was not used. 
Supervisors were urged not to immediately shoot down or discourage ideas just 
because they sound different or "off-the-wall." If the officers' ideas were weak, it was 
insisted, they must be helped to talk their ideas into good ones. 

Officers were allowed to run with their ideas, contact other city departments, and 
tackle problems. 

Officers were asked to "make waves," to come up with things that would change the 
status quo. Not just for the sake of change, but for improving their environment and 
the Department's process for doing things. 

Office (shift) files were opened up. Officers were told they could look at any file 
(except other officers' files) they wished; the shift staff had no secrets. 

Open communication and consultation were urged, which encouraged some officers 
to talk about things they had been reluctant or afraid to speak up about. An effort was 
made to share information freely in the belief that officers who are not fully informed 
or not allowed to help make decisions will not take responsibility for the jobs or their 
actions. 

In addition to asking officers, in the classic call-to-order before a shift, to "listen up," 
the lieutenant asked the supervisors to "listen down." He tried to make it clear among 
his shift that officers know their job the best. The day-shift leadership considered it 
extremely important for supervisors and middle managers to listen to officers when 
they say they know a better way, a more efficient method, or when they say things 
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like "This seems stupid to me." 

[] An agreement was sought among all employees on the shift to eliminate sayings like 
"We've always done it this way," "We don't have the power to change it," and "It's 
good enough for government work." 

7. "Kid, DON'T forget everything they taught you in the Academy" 

Most of these thumbnail sketches of value-adding middle managers profile people in 
operational units. But unless the infrastructuremthe support system--of a department develops 
apace, the smart money would not be on community policing surviving very long. Captain Kevin 
Wittman, a 16-year veteran of the Charlotte-Mecklenburg Police Department confides that the 
hardest Challenge he was given by newly appointed Police Chief Dennis Nowicki when the Chief 
asked Wittman to lead the training academy in August 1994 was to "do something practical to 
support problem solving." 

Wittman, before being tapped to direct the Academy (partly on the insightful 
recommendation of his predecessor, Captain Craig Huneycutt) had a solid reputation as a trainer, 
implementer of community problem solving, and as a man who was willing to buck the system. 

Kevin Wittman's initiation as a trainer came in 1985 after, as he says, "I shot off my 
mouth." He was working as a homicide investigator and responded to a major crime scene, 
involving an officer-involved shooting. "Several assistant chiefs invaded the crime scene," h e  
recounts, "and pretty well screwed up the integrity of the evidence." When the evidentiary 
problems began to surface, one of the assistant chiefs sought to blame Investigator Wittman for 
the mistakes. Wittman went to one of his bosses and declared: "I have pride in my competence 
and reputation for integrity. Either you confront the assistant chief about this false accusation or 
I will." Wittman's boss did the right thing and got the assistant chief to back down. The next 
thing Wittman knew, a memo came around saying a need had been detected for some refresher 
training for senior commanders in how to safeguard major crime scenes. And Wittman was asked 
to come to the Academy to teach the refresher class. 

"I had never taught anything before, and I had no idea how to do it," he says. But he did 
it, and did it well. He continued to teach part-time at the Academy for the next nine years, while 
maintaining his operational responsibilities as he rose through the ranks from investigator to 
sergeant to captain. (The Police Department had eliminated the lieutenant rank in the 1970s after 
the City directed that no municipal agency should have more than five tiers in its table of 
organization.) 

Kevin Wittman's hands-on experience with community problem solving came as he lead 
the "Adam-3" patrol district for several years prior to being named to direct the Academy. There, 
officers filled three notebooks with community policing projects, a number of them considered 
highly successful and widely admired in the Department. A notable illustration was cleaning up 
an aggressive street prostitution problem on a commercial strip. "If the driver didn't stop his car 
to listen to the proposition, the prostitutes would spit on the windshield----even if the man's wife 
or girlfriend was in the car," Wittman reports. Steadfast deployment of a variety of relatively 
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conventional enforcement tactics succeeded in driving the prostitutes out of the area and keeping 
them away. At least as important as coming away from the Adam-3 District with some good 
local success stories about community problem solving, however, was Captain Wittman's rich 
appreciation of how hard problem solving can be for first-line officers. Wittman arrived at the 
Academy armed with current, detailed information about the kinds of knowledge, skills and 
abilities that Charlotte-Mecklenburg personnel would need to develop if widespread, successful 

• problem solving would ever be realized. 

After being named to head the Academy, Wittman began trying to figure out with his staff 
how to respond to the Chief's deceptively simple challenge to do something practical to support 
problem solving. This was a team exploration, and Wittman was empowered to shape his key 
staff. He recruited from around the Department several officers whom he considered to be both 
role models as innovative problem solvers and talented trainers; and he transferred out of the 
Academy an influential training supervisor who the Captain determined was proving to be an 
insurmountable obstacle to shifting the organizational culture and developing a first-class training 
program. Despite his own and his staff's imagination and boldness in challenging conventional 
approaches, the Captain still recognized that he had been asked to lead a difficult expedition with 
a pretty sketching map. 

"I like my legs and head pretty much were they are," he offers. "I didn't want them 
chopped off as I started trying to keep what worked but replace the rest with better approaches 
in the Academy. Career suicide was not in my plans." A fortuity that proved critically important 
in giving Wittman the early guidance and encouragement he needed was that he had ready and 
frequent access to Chief Nowicki. The Chief, having come from out of state, was at the Academy 
for several weeks going through mandatory basic training for certification as a North Carolina 
peace officer. As the Chief recalls, "During breaks in the class I would wander down to Kevin's 
Office to see how he was doing. We'd be involved in an intense discussion of changes he was 
considering making at the Academy and r d  look at my watch and tell him the class break was 
over and I had to get back. 'Don't worry about it,' he'd say. "I'm the head of the Academy and 
I give you permission to cut class for a few more minutes.'" 

"It really helped me," Wittman recalls, "to be able to frequently test my ideas with the 
Chief." Buoyed by the evolving clarity and support the Chief was providing, Wittman and his 
team began to immerse themselves in the adult education and problem-solving literature, to visit . . . . .  . . . . .  
admired problem-solving police departments, and to listen critically to a succession of sales 
pitches from training vendors hoping to be hired by the Academy. Wittman also sent out clear 
messages to the rest of the command staff that they were at least as responsible as the Academy 
staff for identifying the Department's training needs. Based 0nai l  this input, Wittman was 
particularly drawn to a variety of experiential learning methods. Several of them involved team 
building. A couple used "high rope" exercises (Charlotte-Mecklenburg Police Department 1995). 
One---which every employee of the Department, including the Chief's secretary, went 
through involved walking on a fairly shaky elevated rope bridge. "It was great," the Captain 
says, "watching the other members of the trainee team counseling one another on how to do it 
safely and cheering for their teammates. '' 

Another exercise:required the team to get from one side to the other of a giant rope 
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"spider web." The web had 16 holes of different sizes in it, and the team collectively had to go 
through every hole. At first, there was very little teamwork and planning. The first people to the 
web would go through the easiest holes. The less agile, more fragile, or heftier members of the 
team couldn't get through the holes that hadn't yet been used, and the team flunked the exercise. 
But it didn't take long for the teams to begin planning how they could approach the web to 
accommodate the needs and talents of each member. "It really helped lay a foundation for 
problem solving," Captain Wittman reported with obvious pride. 

That the Captain is not a pastel wallflower became evident again shortly after he arrived 
to head the Academy. As part of the Departmental reorganization, higher-ups were considering 
placing a major in the chain of command between him and his deputy chief, with whom Wittman 
had an excellent formal and informal working relationship. The day after Captain Wittman got 
wind of th e planned heightening of his chain of command, "at 7" 15 in the moming I was camped 
outside my deputy chief's office door." The captain, along with a colleague who would also have 
reported to the major, argued their case for greater efficiencies and effectiveness in building 
community problem solving in the Department if they could report directly to the deputy chief. 
The result: there is no major in their chain of command. Wittman's willingness over the years 
to speak up respectfully but frankly to challenge superior officers does not strike everyone in the 
agency as proper etiquette, of course, but it comports with his Chief 's--and several other senior 
commanders'msense of what loyalty to mission is really about. 

Part of the secret to this middle manager's success in building the training portion of the 
Department's infrastructure is that he is results-oriented. That is, his mission does not stop with 
the "outputs" of running recruits and veteran personnel through instructional programs. Rather, 
he conceives his mission as supporting Charlotte-Mecklenburg police employees in whatever 
ways they individually need to meet the Department's problem-solving challenges. For instance, 
Wittman realized that an over-emphasis on unquestioning obedience to authority and discipline 
too early in recruit training would probably thwart the chances of developing "thinking," 
problem-solving officers. So while "I respect discipline and believe it is important," Wittman 
says, "we are careful not to overdo it. In the past, the recruits would have to snap to attention 
when their trainers entered the room. We were running the Academy like a boot camp. That 
didn't help the recruits hone their creative, questioning abilities for problem solving." 

Wittman and his team also try to meet the actual needs of entry-level personnel by 
acknowledging frankly that one of the first things a fresh recruit historically had been told by his 
or her field training officer upon graduation from the 16-week basic training program was, "Kid, 
forget all that stuff they taught you in the Academy. I'll show you how we really do police work 
in this department." The classic line is hardly unique, of course, to Mecklenburg County. While 
Captain Wittman recognized that he couldn't guarantee how FTOs would greet their new trainees, 
he revised the basic training curriculum to try to fortify the officers against the risk of sabotage 
by FTOs. 

"We don't tell the recruits there's one single idea about how to  do good police work," he 
says. "We familiarize them with the different concepts that are being discussed and debated 
around the country, and we explain why we believe the problem-solving strategy is the best 
approach." This way, when they hit the streets, if an FTO tells them what "real" policing consists 
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of, the recruits are armed with the knowledge that this is just one person's opinion--and probably 
not one which will make for greatest policing effectiveness or career success. 

Yet another innovation with which Captain Wittman and his staff are experimenting--at 
the request of Chief Nowicki--is running an "open Academy." By this they mean that the facility 
is open to members of the public who are interested in seeing what kind of police training their 
tax dollars are funding. It will be interesting over time to see what accommodations are made 
to safeguard portions of police training that require confidentiality and how letting civilians 
observe classes affects the morale of trainees and the effectiveness and efficiency of instruction. 

While most of middle manager Kevin Wittman's ambitious training challenges lie ahead, 
he has already begun to lead his training team towards significantly bolstering the collaborative 
problem-solving skills that Charlotte-Mecklenburg police employees need to reach ever greater 
levels of success. 

8. The bridges of  Will County 

A river runs through the hard-working blue-collar community of Joliet, Illinois, and it 
must have been quite the talk of the town when engineers succeeded many years ago in building 
bridges to span the river's banks. The "bridges '~ that one police lieutenant, Bill "Fitz" Fitzgerald, 
built between the police department and the City's Inspections Department are less visible to the 
naked eye, but they may prove profoundly influential to the town's commerce and character. Our 
thanks for the following story to "in-house outsider" Sandy Kaminska, who has for several years 
been the Joliet Police Department's midwife for the birthing of a better way of doing business. 

Even before the initial training sessions in problem-oriented policing had been completed 
in 1992, someone needed to "run interference" between street-level officers and the head of the 
Joliet Inspections Department. Under Police Chief Dennis Nowicki (now heading the Charlotte- 
Mecklenburg, North Carolina, Department), all 200 police employees were trained in problem 
solving, cultural diversity, and community crime prevention as a foundation for shifting the • 
Department's core strategies for dealing with crime and disorder problems. One day in 1992, a t  
Chief Nowicki's request, a PERF trainer was helping the Department explain what Joliet decided . 
to Call "Neighborhood-Oriented Policing" (NOP) to a group that included both police and other 
City employees. - . . . . . .  ~ -:. . . . . . . . .  • . . . .  ~-~ ...... : 

: The session outlined the utility of a multi-agency problem-solving approach to long= 
standing Joliet problems. The commonsense notion of local government collaborations appealed i 
immediately to everyone from the city manager to the most junior Inspections clerk. Most Joliet 
employees also acknowledged that the policehad long been the City's "early warning sys tem, '  
and "front line" regarding emerging crime and disorder problems--even non-law enforcement 
safety and disorder problems such as backed-up sewers and abandoned buildings, And, at least 
theoretically, City employees agreed that officers should expect some type of feedback when 
police inform the appropriate City authorities regarding public works,• building, health and other 
non-police problems. However, as the workshop moved intobuilding true collaborative 
relationships between the police and other City departments--asking for mutual commitments of 
time and resources--resistance from Some managers in other city agencies became evident. 
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In the classroom (and with a nudge in 
the right direction from City Manager John 
Mezera), City workers could agree that a 
neighborhood's problems can best be solved 
through coordinated efforts. But classroom 
learnings seldom stand a chance against real- 
l ife o rgan iza t iona l  t r ad i t ions  and 
administrative territoriality. City fathers and 
mothers in Joliet knew this and, at least 
within the Police Department, had gone to 
great pains to make organizational and 
administrative changes that would facilitate 

collaborative efforts across ranks and divisions. Some street-level officers had already begun 
testing the willingness and ability of their supervisors to support problem solving. And, although 
a few sergeants and lieutenants were quietly and cautiously supportive of their officers' efforts, 
what proved decisive at this juncture was the conversion of the garrulous and popular Lt. Fitz 
from outspoken skeptic to effective advocate. 

Fitz happened to be in the classroom that day in 1992 when Joliet's Director of 
Inspectional Services defiantly pointed out that he was not about to "have police officers running 
in and out of his office all day telling him what to do" with the Department of Inspectional 
Services. Having recently dealt with the trauma of having his officers tell him what tactics they 
thought were appropriate to their neighborhoods, Fitz was sympathetic to the director's concems. 
Given the volume of problems officers might wish to work on with Inspectional Services, Fitz 
also realized that inter-agency problem solving would require more structure than anticipated. But 
structure, in the form of more paperwork and more procedures, no matter how "streamlined," 
were just what fledgling problem solvers didn't need. So Fitz volunteered to be the liaison 
between the police and Inspectional Services. And the Director, knowing Fitz (and Fitz's brother 
Tom, who, at the time, was the Will County Sheriff), agreed. 

Fitz-as-liaison began with a relatively ............................................................................................... 
formal air: If an officer thought his problem- "Whatever you can de, or dream you can 
solving project could involve Inspectional do, begin It! Boldness has genius, power,  

and magic in it. Begin it now" (Goethe).  
Services, the officer would contact Fitz. 
Periodically Fitz, or Fitz and the officer(s), . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
would then have a meeting with Inspectional 
Services and present their specific requests. As Fitz went through the Department's "wish list," 
Inspections would let him know what they could and could not do; or, in some cases, suggested 
alternative approaches. Fitz and the officers learned from inspectors' suggestions and responses, 
and soon became adept at presenting convincing action plans to Inspections. The inspectors, in 
turn, grew increasingly open to acting upon well-thought-out plans of the Police Department. 

After a joint Police-Inspections effort resulted in the closing of a sleazy, crime- and 
disorder-ridden motel, Inspections Director Richard Bazzarone offered to make a video that could 
be used to help instruct officers in how to do basic inspections. Although such instruction could 
not empower police officers to perform inspections, officers did become useful and time-saving 
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"watchdogs" for Inspectional Services And, 
after a few more successful collaborative 
projects and the unflagging encouragement of 
City Manager Mezera, the formal Fitz-as- 
liaison system fell by the wayside. 
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inspectors regularly work together. In most 
cases the relationship has become so informal that written follow-up to their respective 
supervisors is usually expected only when a project is completed. Inspectional Services Director 
Bazzarone is so involved with community-based problem solving that he regularly volunteers his 
services to such education and employment opportunity programs as Youth Builders. The City 
of Joliet and Joliet Police Department learned that, given time and mutual willingness to take a 
chance, true collaborative relationships can be established and organizational cultures can be 
changed. And Lt. Fitz? He and Sgt. David Starcevich (one of the original NOP officers) will soon 
be "running interference" with the local school board in a new collaborative effort to identify and 
address "at-risk" children at the elementary and middle school level. And Fitz is in high demand 
as a problem-oriented policing trainer for police departments throughout the Midwest. 

9. D o n ' t  tell her  it 's not  her job  

Fort Pierce, Florida, police Lieutenant Michele Reilly in April 1994 shared the following 
insights into the many roles that a middle manager dedicated to organizational change may play: 

In April of 1992, the Department divided into districts, with officers and sergeants 
assigned to a beat for a minimum of two years  Every officer was responsible for problem 
identification in his or her beat  Sergeants had day to day responsibility for monitoring officers' 
problem-solving efforts The District Commander (lieutenant) was responsible for overseeing all 
of this activity within his or her geographical area of responsibility I am the District 1 
Commander. 

Initially, even though we had trained :;.:.:::::~;.::....::~::~:~:,...::.::...~.:. :.:::.::.~.:::::.:...::::::,~::::::...:.:..:.: ::.::.-:.~;:::::.:-::r.:,y.: ...... :,,:,:~.:::..:: 
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the transition [from a small problem-oriented iii:i~i:~:behave.in ! w a ~ . t ~  a W  idefens|Veandiiiiiiii~!i 
policing unit to agency-wide implementation], i!iiiii:!ii:ide~!~/~i:ii:~:.j~Vaii~T~ilom:.!:i~:~sle~!iii!!:~!ii 
it seemed that few people had a good ii~:~:i!iiiii~tl6n~i!froni:l~i.:~!~:i~l~i::::~ii:~i~M~:ii!ii:/:iii 
understanding about how to put all of our iiii!ii:!!i:~mr::::i!:~mmte:~::empl~N::::iBiili:i:~scher:iiiiiiiii~ii 

i::iiiiiiiii:( ~:... ].].5),:~::.~M~:mldwe.ma.. n ~ : . ~ .  9~iii~iii!iiii! theories into practice. I found myself i!iilteo~loal!i~plei:i~:i.gO.~i:p~ted~ilt~:!~ii!~ii~i! i 
performing duties that should have been done ii!:iposit!0rm they.l,wei~oin0tiii:~~ i:~iii:~!:~i~/:~!i::~i~ 
by a captain, sergeant or officer at any given !i~ii!.ii:ii:.pa~for by : the l r i~pa~ . s . , and . .~ . .  ~the~iii!ii!!:.i!i 
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We have three district commanders, a 
lieutenant in charge of criminal investigations, and a lieutenant in charge of vice and narcotics. 
I knew that it was crucial that we were seen as a cohesive team working together. It was difficult 
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for some people to set aside competitive feelings that had existed for many years. Our captain, 
reared in the "traditional" police environment, found it difficult to encourage the team approach. 
Consequently very often I found myself acting as the facilitator for conflict resolution. 

District commanders were formally tasked with the preparation of their district budget, 
scheduling within the district, identification of training needs, speaking to community groups and 
monitoring day to day call-for-service issues. As we got more involved in the district process, 
we found lieutenants doing a variety of duties dependent upon ability and motivation. 

I rode with every officer at least once during the first six months of their district 
assignment. I did this to reinforce issues that had been discussed at training and our district 
meeting and for them to get to know me as a person. (I had been out of patrol for quite some 
time.) We talked about expectations for the district as well as personal aspirations. 

By the time I was able to ride 
with one officer, we had been in the 
district approximately four months. 
We were comfortable with one 
another because we had worked 
together in the detective bureau for 
several years. He had not been a very 
good detective. He seemed to be 
pressured by the steady flow of cases 
and had often utilized sick time when 
it became too intense. When I got in 
the car to ride with him he seemed 
relaxed, and he told me "he had some 
people for me to meet." He 
proceeded to take me to most of the 
businesses on his beat and took great 
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pride in the fact that the business owners knew him by name. (On March 14, 1994 a woman who 
worked in a convenience store in this officer's beat was murdered during a robbery. The news 
article begins, "Despondent over the slaying of a friend he had made in his beat, Fort Pierce 
Police Officer Richard Famell .... ") 

Ideally, a sergeant should be the person who rides with the officers most often and gives 
them this informal support and encouragement. However, when you have officers who are doing 
well, it becomes incumbent upon whoever sees this positive action to reinforce it. 

In a recent problem-solving effort by a team of officers working in a beat, I played a 
major role in getting it started. We had received several complaints in a neighborhood of 
prostitutes and drug dealers hanging out. The sergeant for that beat was not immediately 
available, so I grabbed one of the beat officers and said, "Let's go talk to these people." 

We talked with the owner of an apartment complex who had several undesirable tenants, 
with the owner of a local 7-1 ! which had a loitering problem, and with others who told us about 
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drug dealers hanging out in the area. I stayed with the officer while he [conducted these 
interviews] and helped guide him through some possible immediate solutions. We developed a 
list of additional information we might need and other people we needed to contact. I advised 
his sergeant as to what had transpired and encouraged the sergeant (asked him about it every time 
I saw him!) to spend time with the officer, reviewing his progress. 

We were able to determine that an 
area extending one block east and west of a 
major thoroughfare was experiencing similar 
problems. The main road was predominantly 
commercial, while the blocks east and west 
were low income residential. I spoke with the 
sergeant about getting the business owners 
involved. We developed a workplan in 
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with a suggestion that we might want to see 
that taken care of. When I noticed the city crews cutting weeds in a vacant lot, I stopped and 
asked the foreman who had made the referral to get them there. When I found out it was one of 
our officers I congratulated the officer and sergeant, recognizing how difficult it is to get 
cooperation from other city departments. When I saw that all the abandoned vehicles had been 
towed from a closed gas station and a fence erected around the property, I made an effort to find 
out which officer was responsible and to tell him what a good job he had done. 

I believe that if you are a competent, enthusiastic middle manager with a good 
understanding of problem solving, there is not an agency in the country in which you would not 
have plenty to do. The Fort Pierce Police Department began its transition to problem solving in 
1990. There are still officers, sergeants and senior administrators who need guidance, 
reinforcement and encouragement where problem solving is concemed. It may require that a 
lieutenant meet with an officer and say, "Hey, let's park the cars and walk for a while." Is that 
a lieutenant's function? Should that be the responsibility of the sergeant? I believe that if you 
have supervisors who either cannot or will not assume their responsibilities in reference to 
problem solving, the supervisors and managers who can identify the needs of officers or others 
have an obligation to try to meet those needs. This means that those competent supervisors and 
managers will end up doing a lot of work and those less than competent (or less than motivated) 
will not do as much. It is probably not fair. But, when you have officers who are capable and 
who are trying to make a difference, we must do all that we can to support their efforts. 
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V. Some Thoughts About How to Help Middle 
Managers Facilitate Community Problem Solving 

So despite the expert predictions of 
widespread opposition to strategic change 
from the police mid-ranks, we have reasons 
for cautious optimism. A fair number of 
police middle managers, it seems, "didn't get 
the memo." Perhaps they don't realize they 
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are not supposed to be playing so supportive a role in implementing community policing. We do 
not mean to diminish the reality of opposition from many incumbent middle managers, of course. 
Otherwise, this concluding chapter of this monograph would be far shorter than it is. But nothing 
succeeds like success, and the fact that the police industry has produced scores, if not hundreds, 
of exemplars of mid-rank effectiveness in facilitating community problem solving is an asset that 
change agents should welcome and deploy even more fully than they have. 9 

We do not wish, and hope the reader will not wish us, to accept the burden of 
propounding in this chapter only "proven" ideas. That would shorten this chapter considerably! 
We simply don't believe the field is yet smart enough, and surely we are not, to say with 
confidence how to maximize the potential positive contributions of existing or new middle 
managers in community problem-solving regimes. All that is known today about what does--and 
does not--work in policing and in public administration still seems to be just the tip of an 
iceberg of lessons waiting to be learned (see, e.g., Sherman 1980; Moore 1992, 1994; Travis 
1995). As the Vera Institute of Justice pointed out in a superb compilation of ideas from New 
York City cops about how to deal with various disorder problems, 

"it is too soon to draw conclusions about what's 'best' in the emerging practice 
of problem-solving community police work. The stories [about addressing 
disorderly groups] are presented to provoke thought, to be improved upon, and to 
alert all members of the Department to what is being done and what is being 
learned on the beat" (Farreil, et al. 1993a: 2). 

Similady, the following speculations and recommendations invite the reader's critical appraisal, 

9 We're tempted to publish a mailing list of first-class police middle managers! The Police Foundation some 
years ago launched the Police Management Association, under Roberta Lesh's leadership, which was an important, 
albeit not enduring, first effort to bring promising middle managers together for mutual assistance, professional 
development, and conspiracies concerning how they would run the world when it was their turn. The Police 
Executive Research Forum currently fills a small piece of the gap left by the demise of the PMA with its Senior 
Management Institute for Police and the SMIP alumni association, and PERF hopes in years to come to advance the 
ball first dribbled by Roberta Lesh at the PMA. 
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. .  . 

the researcher's further inquiry, and the practitioner's efforts--where the ideas seem sound-- to  
test and improve on them in practice. 

The premise of this concluding chapter is that there are many really significant 
contributions middle managers might make to the successful implementation of community 
policing. There is much to do to make community policing work and not always enough people 
available to do it. It is conceivable that the problem of too many middle managers with too little 
of real value to do is a pervasive problem in policing. If so, their degradation may feed a 
pervasive reluctance by middle managers to do the hard work of trying to change the system. But 
we would distinguish too many mid-managers with too little of importance to do from the 
problem of inherent and immutable resistance to change. We are doubtful that police middle 
managers would pose protracted, substantial barriers to change if they had really Valuable roles 
to play in bringing it about (Kelling and Bratton 1993: 2). Thus, our starting point in how to help 
middle managers meaningfully contribute to community policing is with our definition of what 
we're up against: 

[] Don't accept "middle managers' resistance to change" as the definition of the 
organization's problem. As Kelling and Bratton (1993: 10; see also p. 7) report, Peter Drucker 
(1974: 797) two decades ago declared: 

: , . + . .  

. . - ' .  

"[T]o focus on resistance to change is to misdefine the problem in a way that 
makes it less, rather than more, tractable. The fight way to define the problem so 
as to make it capable of resolution is as a challenge to create, build, and maintain 
the innovative organization, the organization for which change is norm rather than 
exception, and opportunity rather than threat." 

Former Evanston, Illinois, police middle manager George Scharm (1994: 5) made much the same 
point, in response to our inquiry about examples of police personnel constructively violating 
agency Conventions: 

"You asked about violating tradition--how it helps make changes. I do not feel 
.... so much that it is violating tradition as it is always looking for ways to make 

improvements. Violating tradition sounds negative, and +tradition' to one person 
may mean sacred ways of doing things and to someone..else it means just old- k _ _ . i ' .  : : 
fashioned or out-of-date." 

. - '  . . . 

• . . .  + 

• + - + 

For the better part of its six-year life, the Harvard EXecutive. Session on C o m m u n i t y  
Policing, which convened thoughtful police chiefs and researchers every six months to deliberate 
questions concerning the design and implementation of this new style of policing, struggled with' 
defining a relationship between traditional policing and the emerging strategy. It turned out, not 
surprisingly perhaps, that the fight was as much about respect for past career efforts as it was 
about praising or critiquing individual tactics and strategies. For instance, O.W. Wilson's 
"professional model" of policing may have produced unintended consequences in driving a wedge 
between patrol officers and  the public, but at least, Darrel Gates and others at the ExecUtive 
Session would demand, give the man hisdue; his solutions were right for his time and helped 

• advance policing. Eventually, the respect point Was substantially resolved through Mark Moore's 
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diplomacy,  who tendered the notion at one 
meeting: Let us openly acknowledge that 
any progress we might  make in fostering 
police effectiveness will necessari ly 
involve standing on the shoulders of  the 
dedicated practit ioners who preceded us. 
By  shift ing the definit ion of  the "problem" 
from whether  to reject tradition to how to 
honor  it as we move forward, tempers 
were quieted and more progress became 
possible.  (Had someone less vertically 
chal lenged than Mark been the diplomat 
of  the moment ,  it is conceivable that the 
peace-making metaphor  chosen would 
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have entailed something other than standing on someone else' s shoulders.) 
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' : . -"Youl just d o : w h a t y o u  can, and then..;: 
i when you go, the next generation carries :: 

on. I mean, I 'm standing on the shoulders 
of...the people who fought for [humane 
t reatment  of animals] in t h e  previous 
generation. Their period of life on earth is 
gone, but people carry on their work .... 
[M]y husband and I stood on their shoui. 
ders, but there are lots who will stand on 
our shoulders" (Murlel, the Lady Dowdlng, 
quoted in Berry 1993: 151). .: : ' .  

As in any ambit ious inquiry or 
advocacy effort, often winning the battle over  
what the question is brings us much closer  to 
insight and victory. Asking the wrong 
question in a scholarly study or R & D  inquiry 
(e.g., How much larger do police forces have 
to become---or how much wider  do cit ies '  
main streets have to b e m t o  further reduce 
police "response time" to the scenes of  
reported crime?) will produce ineffectual 

:...;:.....:. ,:. • ........................ : ....... :. ............ . ................ .....~.,.:. .......... reforms. Asking the right quest ion (e.g., H o w  
can we get members  of the public to call the 

police instantly when they see a crime in progress----or safely get a snapshot or video recording 
of  the suspect instead of  wait ing to do anything until after the perpetrator has fled the scene?) 
might  yield truly beneficial programmatic  and procedural ideas. I t ' s  not that the wrong quest ion 
is a lways  incapable of  being answered; i t 's  that the investment  (which may  be substantial)  in 
answering it can produce irrelevant or socially harmful conclusions and pol icy decisions.  
Admit tedly,  there are few delineations of  "right" and "wrong" questions that will  meet  with 
universal  agreement.  Values,  political and economic interests and other considerat ions can lead 
to opposite conclusions about the utility of  a particular inquiry. A road construction contractor  
might  relish the idea of  cities deciding to invest immense  sums over time in "Rapid Response"  
projects which modify  main streets by creating special lanes accessible only to public safety 
vehicles.  Such a business might  well believe, for personal pecuniary reasons, that the quest ion 
of  how to shorten police response t ime was a right question to ask. 

There are so many  wrong public policy 
and operational questions asked in the criminal 
just ice field, in our view, that perhaps a bit more 
elaboration of  this point would be helpful. 
Another  example  of  a wrong question: It would 

"Ask not what your country can do for 
you, but what  you can do for your 
country" (President John F. Kennedy). 
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have been misguided for police to have asked in the early 1970s, in the wake of loss of innocent 
lives during hostage-barricade incidents, How can we invest substantially in R&D to invent light- 
weight, bionic battering rams that first-responding patrol officers can hang on their belts and use 
to force immediate entry to buildings into which the hostage taker has fled with his captive? 
Fortunately, one of the right questions the New York City Police Department did ask at that time 
was, How can we use time as a weapon in hostage-barricade situations? The results of answering 
that question, of course, have been remarkable success rates for hostage-barricade police teams 
around the nation over the ensuing decades--high arrest rates and very low rates of injury or loss 
of life to public safety workers, hostages, and offenders (Geller and Scott 1992). 

A wrong question to ask about soaring reported crime rates in response to a highly 
successful community-policing implementation might be, How can we reverse the crime rates? 
Among the right questions to ask might be, Are the crime victimization rates going up? If not, 
are we getting higher rates of reporting becausethe community now believes the police are more 
willing and able to do something about the reported crime? If victimization surveys show that 
actual crime rates are down and public opinion polls show that community confidence in the 
police is up, how can we place in an understandable and positive context for consumption by 
the public at large, the media and especially politicians--the combined knowledge we glean from 
comparing these crime studies and public opinion• polls? 

Or, as a final illustration, consider the emerging capacity of medical researchers to 
identify, through simple blood tests, people who have inherited defective genes that predispose 
them to dying of specifiable cancers or other as yet untreatable diseases with probabilities of 
being accurate in the 85 percent range. A wrong question to ask might be, How can communities 
establish programs of universal genetic testing at birth, with the results readily discoverable by 
people considering dating or marrying us or selling us health and life insurance? A rightmmore 
socially useful---question might be, How does the arrival on the social landscape of these new 
bio-fortune tellers position communities to demand universal health and life insurance, or at least 
the enactment of laws preventing the disclosure to the insurance industry Of any genetic screening 
a patient might choose to have conducted? Again, whether one considers a question correct or 
incorrect depends heavily on normative and economic considerations. 

So, in thinking about how to get maximum value out of middle managers in the 
community policing implementation challenge, we need to strive to ask the right questions and 
to define the problem in tractable ways. 

' , [W]hen you're trying to break out of existing models, the definition of your problem is 
shaped in conventional terms," argues: Michael Hammer, co-author of Reengineering the 
Corporation. ,And what you need to do," he suggested, . : 

"is think creatively about your problem. *** An example...: until the Xei'ox 914 
copier came along, nobody thought they had a convenience/copy problem. If you 
asked anybody, 'Do you have a problem with Copying? ', they would have said no, . . . .  
because they didn't think instant copying was possible. Once they saw that they 
could have instant copies made, everybody said: 'I 've been waiting for this all my 
life'" (quoted in Vogl 1993/1994: 56). 
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Many additional examples could be envisaged of ill-conceived problems, drawing 
enormous reform resources and energies, concerning American policing. A basic one may be the 
problem, framed both by police and especially by politicians, How can we get more police so 
we can cut crime? While we would not denigrate the accomplishments that more police, more 
soundly directed and assisted, could attain, still we think the better part of wisdom comes from 
cops like Eric Davis of Chicago. "If the folks in Washington were really serious about fighting 
crime," he said, "they would ask, How can we take the $30 billion in the Crime Act and put it 
into education?" Hopefully, at least, the thousands of new cops being hired and influenced by the 
federal govemment's commitment to community policing (and the new guards watching all the 
new prison cells with occupants who swung and missed for the third time) will be quality people 
with ingenuity, bravery and a social conscience. Hopefully these new criminal justice workers 
will not only do their work in effective ways but will also forcefully ask society, How can we 
collectively enhance other institutions capable of building more competent, more crime-resistant 
communities and citizens? It's one of the right questions. 

strengths. If traditional police middle *Peeple  learn f a s t e r  from s t m e e s s e s t h a n  i 
managers are generally good at reminding the failures" I I~ham and Cox 1988: '1t91. 

organization of all the other things it has . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
promised to do besides the latest initiative, 
why not honor this strength of theirs and build on it to move forward? The leading principle 
employed by Triangle Consulting's Deborah Allen-Baber, a gifted management counselor to a 
number of America's top companies, is the deceptively simple one" build on strengths. Don't 
ignore weaknesses, but find a foundation of competence, however modest, on which to begin 
erecting the desired new structure. Otherwise, expect the pylons to sink in the muck. And 
otherwise, expect people who are having their past failures placed center stage to conclude that 
their next performance will probably also be a flop. 

, i l . . .know fo r  a fac t  t ha t  our sergeant and Ueuten. 
• an t  r anks  [ in t he  St. Lou is  Me t ropo l i t an  Po l ice  
Department]  are f i l led w i t h  eur best potential of 
talent and have witnessed some outstanding 
management skills when they are given the op- 
portunity to respond te ©hallenges" (Joachim. 
staler 1995: 2). 

Building on strengths is a 
technique widely deployed in many 
reform settings, from corporate 
reinvention to family social services. 
In the family preservation movement, 
for instance, family counselors eschew 
such established concepts as the 
"deficit model," in which a family is 
assessed "in terms of its flaws and 

failings." Instead, "family preservation focuses on a family's strengths" (Barthei 1992: 13, 25). 

To build on strengths, one must of course identify what they are. In the best 
circumstances, those strengths will be directly and obviously pertinent to the tasks at hand. Some 
of these management and leadership attributes can be inferred from the several portraits of high- 
performing middle managers in the preceding chapter. Those middle managers, to their 
employers' good fortune, have strengths bearing directly on the strategic reform challenges before 
them. Where that is not the case, then a little more imagination is called for to figure out how 
to convert possible weaknesses into strengthsmhow to welcome the lemons to the garden and 
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make world-class lemonade. 
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The starting place for building 
on strengths is having and displaying 
respect for the people who are being 
asked to join the innovation team. As 
St. Paul, Minnesota Lieutenant Gary 
Briggs put it, respect in this context 
includes acknowledging past efforts 
and the motivators of those efforts" 
"[T]hese changes [community problem 
solving] that we're talking about are 
going to be extremely threatening to 
many, many people. We need to take 
the time to give them credit for the 

things they've done well, because most of the things they've done, they've done at our behest 
and with our direction" (Briggs 1995: 137). 

Another 
building on strengths is paying attention to the 
training that departments have recently 
provided for middle managers either in-house 
or at some extemal training program and 
trying to capitalize on newly acquired skills 
and knowledge (Goldstein 1990: 174-75). If 
the training turned out to be bad or out of 
sync with the department's values, then of 
course the department would want to cut its 
losses and direct employees not to apply what 
they learned. But if the training was good, 
then it will breed cynicism and demoralization 
if bright, willing employees return from 
stimulating training and are prevented from 

i~.i:.iOfficer.,Cindy Brady+-of :..the San .Diego 
.. Police Department explained: "The way it 
. ,works.now is that  we receive training , 

:":.:..and ..then we +:-go • and implement, what :::. 
we've leamecL.The-drawback is that we 

ii."i(have t o t h e n  go back and play catch up - 
iii::,;i::~iWith ~ r  supervisors; informing them of ;.i..:ii 
• :: the concepts .we~ve l u m ~ l  " . and the.:i:.i~i! 
}.:. ~..thlngs we've tried, I think.the solution to ;!.i, ~ 
::~i::i::.!::::this o l ~ t a c l e i s  sl.I..~lfly timb~::Onc~: tmpe~:iiii:~i 

iiiii:;¢oncept :is ~ i n g  sUppo .rt. i ) d , a ~ . t h a t  ~s:!ii~:i! 
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applying their new expertise to core job challenges. Even if higher-ups don't actively resist a 
trainee's using new learning, they may sit by passively as the organization's "counterculture" 
forecloses the trainee's initiatives (Reiner 1992: 470). Besides squandering the precious resources 
of trust and morale, ignoring an employee's eagerness to apply fresh knowledge is simply 
spending training money on window-dressing rather than on investments in institutional 
improvement. 

Aside from newly acquired talents, there may be appropriate ways to use traditional, pre- 
existing middle-management skills to bolster the untraditional community policing strategy. One 
way might be to acknowledge how important it is for community policing to be implemented in 
a fashion that either enhances or at least does not weaken existing capacities of the police 
department that everyone knows will continue to be essential in the future. Most obvious among 
these police organizational obligations is the need to respond rapidly and appropriately to 
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problems. Other crucial, continuing i!:i::i::: Wh~ abs S°m~°ilhe:strengthainmiddl® ~;'nage[;~i:~:~:~!~: 
obligations that require resources 
are the maintenance of a well- 
equipped, well-trained, respectably 
paid, high-integrity workforce. 

If middle managers can 
help ensure that essential 
continuing capacities are not 
weakened~and don't even appear 
to be weakened---during the 
implementation and maintenance 
of a community policing regime, 
they will be performing an 
essential role as part of the 
implementation team. An actual or 
apparent slippage in organizational 
capacity to meet the public's need 
for emergency help will kill the 
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strategic reform initiative and may cost the chief and elected officials their jobs. As a deputy 
police chief from Kansas City, Missouri, told his colleagues at a conference, 

"I have no doubt that the Chief's line would light up if we said, 'Ms. Jones we 
realize that you've got a problem out there, somebody's breaking into your car 
right now but we're out doing community policing and we'll be by in two days.' 
I don't think that Ms. Jones ~s going to like that and I think that such a response 
would probably shut down community policing" (Nunn 1995:132). 

So at the very least, middle managers can be directed to use "best practices" to ensure the 
continued functioning of traditional and perennial police obligations to the public. (Some humility 
concerning certainty about what constitutes "best practices" is in order, for too often in policing 
what is popular and enduring is assumed to be worthwhilemsee, e.g., Farrell, et al. 1993a" 2). 
To be sure, we wish for and believe in the capacity of middle managers to go much further than 
running old systems as well as possible. We have guarded confidence that, with proper senior 
leadership, they can become active change-agents for the community policing strategy. Moreover, 
they can help to integrate appropriate aspects of essential, conventional systems into the broader 
policing strategy. But minimally even the resistant middle manager, properly perceived and 
directed, may be deployed as a useful part of the organization. He or she can protect the 
department against the accusation from within or outside that the shift to community problem 
solving is being accomplished at the expense of meeting various important obligations to the 
public and to police employees (see Nunn 1995: 131). 

VI Cheerlead--help officers and sergeants believe they can win. Part of the environment 
conducive to community policing--which middle managers can help create, but at least must not 
taintmis one in which those charged with problem solving are encouraged to believe that they 
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can actually put a dent in the problems 
they are confronting. If someone believes 
he or she can't accomplish something, 
they probably can't. The literature of the 
ages, going back to the Bible, is full of 
stories and declarations that have proven 
helpful in bolstering peoples' belief that 
one person or just a few people with 
determination can actually make a 
difference in huge problems (see, e.g., 
Comer 1988; Schorr 1988). Margaret 
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l " ry pu t t ing  a paPer d r ink ing  straw througha : 
potato, if you can still find a paper straw 
anymore these days. I t  can be done, In the 
sam e way that a hurricane or tornado wil l  
pick. up a piece of s t raw from a field a n d  
drive it several inches into a tree trunk. But • 
you cannot  put the drinking straw through " 
the potato unless you do it in one swift  
motion, which is virtually .impossible tf you 

• are doubtful and hesitate.  : ;!i. :;i:i?i.: : : .  : 
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Mead counseled: "Never doubt that a small group of thoughtful, committed people can change 
the world; indeed it is the only thing that ever has." Middle managers could be encouraged to 
develop their own favorite collection of stories about how people have taken on and won difficult 
fights, and to deploy these stories to build confidence in their work teams. As most teachers 
know, the best way to learn things yourself is to try to teach them to others. 
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ii:iS simultaneously be both realists and Ideal. 
i...i .ists" (Delat t re  and Behan 1991: 551).  
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The importance of success stories in 
fostering faith in a team's potential should not 
be underestimated (Armstrong 1992). 
Whatever pep talks or other motivational 
techniques a middle manager might personally 
prefer, it is highly likely that the manager is 
going to have to reach into his or her bag of 

tricks at some point in a team's efforts to accomplish the strategic innovations represented by 
community problem solving. As Kanter (1982:101) observes about private corporations she has 
studied, the initial enthusiasm for a bold, visionary initiative may wane when people "face the 
tedium of the work." At such a time, the manager's key need is for strong "team-building skills." 
Two ways to keep team spirit high are "by being persistent and keeping the team aware of 
supportive authorities who are clearly waiting for results. *** [For example, a] letter or a visit 
from the big boss can remind everyone just how important the project is" (Kanter (1982: 101). 

Sparrow (1992: 50) offers a comforting metaphor for those just embarking on the long 
voyage toward radical reinvention of American policing: While it takes a long time to turn a 
large ship, especially if it has great momentum, "a huge ship can nevertheless be tumed by a 
small rudder. It just takes time, and it requires the rudder to be set steadfastly for the turn 
throughout the whole turning period." Still, he reminds us that the rudder set against the current 
direction will not enjoy tranquility. 

"[T]here will be constant turbulence around a rudder when it is turning the 
shil>--and no turbulence at all when it is not. [I]f the office of the chief executive 
is seen as the rudder responsible for turning the whole organization...the lessons 
are simple. First, the bigger the organization the longer it will take to change. 
Second, throughout the period of change the office of the chief executive is going 
to be surrounded by turbulence, like it or not. It will require personal leadership 
of considerable strength and perseverance" (Sparrow 1992: 50). 
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Where middle managers join the chief in shouldering the burden of tuming the organization-- 
which does happen often and, in our view, must happen frequently for widespread adoption of 
community policing--they too must recognize that the waters churning about them will test their 
fortitude. 

Where middle managers are 
themselves the most senior champions for 
organizational reform within their 
departmentsDthat is, where the higher- 
ups, including the chief, are merely paying 
lip-service to community policing or even 
openly opposing the strategy--it may still 
be possible for middle managers to make 
some headway. But there is likely to be a 
huge amount of white water by their 
rudders. In her empirical study of various 
kinds of private-sector companies, Kanter (1982: 104) found that some have organizational 
cultures and structures and senior managers highly conducive to middle-management 
innovativeness, while others were much more hostile to the "entrepreneurial" middle manager. 
But even in the latter kinds of companies, she discovered, middle managers completed ambitious, 
innovative projects, which "seemed to be successful despite the system" (emphasis in original; 
s e e  also Sparrow, et al. 1990: 223). 

In their seminal study of problem-oriented policing in Newport News, Virginia, Eck and 
Spelman (1987: 105) attributed significant consequences to the cheerleading of lieutenants and 
sergeants: 

"[T]hose...who encouraged 
their officers to look for 
problems, conduct careful 
analysis, and look for new 
and different responses, 
had many officers solving 
problems. Supervisors who 
showed no interest in 
problem solving had fewer 
o f f i c e r s  a d d r e s s i n g  
problems. This seemed to 
be true regardless of the 
seniority of the officers 
involved." 

When cheering on officers 
toward difficult goals, a middle 
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il cheerleading by definition is  an act  of faith, . i 

which by definition means reoting for one's i~i 
compatriots and believing they can succeed i:i ~i 
even when we know they may fail. There is 
plenty of room for realism, sufficient space : 
for skeptlclsn~ little reom for pessimism, a n d  
no place for cynicism in the mind of the .i 
cheerleader, In a book review orl t lclz lng ~i i 
communi ty  policing advocates for .being.  .i 
excessively optimistic, Mastrofski ( t993:  1 )+ i  
quoted a familiar poem: "~l'wlxt the optimist  :i; i 

~ and pessimist/The differen©e is droliolThe-: ~ 
opUmist sees the doughnut/But the pessimist/r ~ 
sees the hole." True enough, if one insists on .-i 
thinking dichotomously. The well- informed i i 
realist, however, knows that his o p t i o n s  
today include buying doughnut holesl 

manager can do all stakeholders a great favor by being responsible about the size of the challenge 
undertaken. Biting off too much of a problem too soon will almost guarantee failure in the 
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immediate problem-solving effort and may demoralize the problem solvers for their next 
encounter with community problems. Middle managers can help officers and sergeants strike a 
workable balance in problem selection between real but tractable problems, whose solution will 
be noticed and useful to those afflicted, and huge problems that no mortal can get his or her arms 
around. Humility and pride in making a small differenceBleaving the world a little better than 
we found it--are part of the secret to sustainable problem-solving enthusiasm for most police 
officers whom we know. As Douglas Nelson, executive director of the Annie E. Casey 
Foundation, said about a human service reform struggle: "It's a narrow band of change that we're 
looking for, and I think it's crucial that people understand that all the enthusiasm for this 
program restsBand should rest----on its ability to do this narrow and modest but critical thing" 
(Barthel 1992: 46). 

rl Clarify first-line officers', supervisors', and managers' new roles and reduce mixed 
messages from the top about those roles. It is crucial that middle managers not believe they are 
serving the bosses' interests by preserving the status quo. To break from the status quo, officers 
will become the problem solvers. Their focus will be on action and will be result oriented. The 
supervisors will be the coaches. Providing direction, skills development, motivation, and 
reinforcement will be their calling. The lieutenants are to be the gatekeepers. They must develop 
the system, resources, and support mechanisms to ensure that the officers/detectives (players) and 
the supervisors (coaches) can perform to achieve the best results. The officers and supervisors 
cannot perform without the necessary equipment, resources, and reinforcement. 

Such generalized role delineations for various police employees in a community problem- 
solving regime can be useful summaries, but a great deal more clarity will be required in order 
to translate conceptualizations of new roles into operating systems and functional relationships. 
Somewhat more detail about the roles and characteristics of good problem-oriented supervisors 
has been developed by Reno, Nevada Deputy Police Chief Ron Glensor, disseminated by the 
Police Executive Research Forum, and incorporated in some departmental training curricula (e.g., 
San Diego Police Department 1994:39-40 and Charlotte:Mecklenburg Police Department 1995; 
see also Goldstein 1990: 158; Eck and Spelman 1987: 104-05). A quality POP supervisor, 
Glensor (1994: 8) suggests, 

/ .  , . '  , • 

"~rAllows officers freedom to experiment with new approaches. 
~" Insists on good, accurate analysis of problems. 

Grants flexibility in work schedules when requests are proper. 
mr Allows officers to make most contacts directly and paves the way when 

they're having trouble getting cooperation. 
~ '  Protects officers from pressures within the department to revert to traditional 

methods. 
~r Runs interference for officers to secure resources, protect them from undue 

criticism, etc. 
~ '  Knows what problems officers are working on and whether the,problems are 

real. 
~" Knows officers' beats and important citizens in them and expects officers to 

know them even better. 
~" Coaches officers throug h the problem solving process, gives advice, helps them 
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manage their time, and helps them develop workplans. 
Monitors officers' progress on workplans and makes adjustments, prods them 
along, slows them down, etc. 

~" Supports officers even if their strategies fail, as long as something useful is 
learned in the process, and the strategy was well thought through. 

~" Manages problem-solving efforts over a long period of time; doesn't allow 
effort to die just because it gets sidetracked by competing demands for time 
and attention. 

~ar Gives credit to officers and lets others know about their good work. 
~" Allows officers to talk with visitors or at conferences about their work. 
~ '  Identifies new resources and contacts for officers and makes them check them 

out. 
~" Coordinates efforts across shifts, beats, and outside units and agencies. 
~" Identifies emerging problems by monitoring calls for service and crime 

patterns and community concerns. 
~" Assesses the activities and performance of officers in relation to identified 

problems rather than by boiler-plate measures. 
mar Expects officers to account for their time and activities while giving them a 

greater range of freedom. 
• e Provides officers with examples of good problem solving so they know 

generally what is expected. 
~a- Provides more positive reinforcement for good work than negative for bad 

work. 
Realizes that this style of police work cannot simply be ordered; officers and 
detectives must come to believe in it." 

Goldstein (1990: 158) 
offers a similar desiderata. He 
suggests that "the adjustments 
[supervisors] have...made in 
their supervisory methods" to 
propel community problem 
solving forward include the 
fo l lowing  unconvent iona l  
activities: 

One of the simplest ways for a chief to figure out how 
to use middle managers to advance community polic. 
Ing would be to think of the imaginative ways such 
managers could be used if their sole mission in life 
were to block the successful adoption of community 
policing--and then simply stop using them In as many 
of those ways as possible! 

"They run interference for their subordinates. They shield them from peer pressure 
to revert to traditional policing. They arrange for them to have time to work on 
problems by freeing them from some tasks, providing substitutes, and authorizing 
flexible hours. They develop familiarity with an officer's beat and the incidents 
officers are required to handle so that, through frequent discussions, problems that 
lend themselves to analysis and more effective treatment will be identified. They 
encourage officers to think in terms of handling problems as the primary unit of 
work. The most successful encourage officers to plan their daily activities in much 
the same way as a school teacher develops a lesson plan, asking what problems 
they are working on and what they are doing about them. They provide officers 
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with the freedom to make broad inquiries--to contact residents, officials, and data 
sources---and they offer suggestions on appropriate contacts. They confer with 
officers about the results of their inquiries and press them to explore a problem 
in sufficient depth by raising appropriate questions. They encourage officers to 
look beyond traditional responses. And, of course, when analyzing or responding 
to a problem requires the approval or involvement of other units of the agency, 
the supervisor has a special role to play as advocate in acquiring such approval 
or support." 

Skogan, et al. (1994: 6/5-6/17) derive 
from the Chicago Police Department's early 
struggles to launch community problem 
solving a list of management approaches that 
seemed to work well--and others that worked 
poorly--for the middle managers who headed 
the five prototype police districts. Among the 
unhelpful things some district commanders 
did were punishing an officer for having his 
hat off during a frantic search for a cop killer; 
bean-counting performance evaluations; bad- 
mouthing problem-oriented policing at roll 
calls; excessive delegation which became a 
gone-fishing abdication of the commander's 
responsibility to help officers with their new 
challenges; the opposite problem - -  
micromanaging officers' efforts and insisting 
on meddlesome daily meetings which 
reflected the commanders' excessive need for 
staying informed of minutia; favoritism to 
certain officers; ruling by rules--that is, 

i:.i:~ rUExampios of what SAPPS [takes ~poWer ii! 
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!i~:: :.: J,:":Not knowing whether you are suc©bed, .:::.:! 

:~. :~~ Acrmm-the-board rules and regulations 
~ A boss taking credit for others' ideas 
$ .Not  enough resources to do the job 

• " .... w a l l  : • ...: : . .  
• $ Believing that you can't make a differ- 

ill .. $ A job simplified to the point that it.has i 
:i:: .". . no meaning. " . . . .  :.::.%". ~-/:. 
:i.:~:::.":J~ : People treated exactly the s a m ~  like 
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seeking cooperation through fear and intimidation; and using certain units as dumping grounds 
for problem employees. Among the things Skogan and colleagues found various Chicago 
commanders doing right in the early going were displaying confidence in subordinate supervisors; 
granting problem "ownership" to officers who are responsible and accountable; and allowing 
employees in conflict with one another to observe one another's predicaments ("It was a real e y e  
opener," said one of the beneficiaries of this approach). 

Whether a department selects exactly the role delineations for supervisors and middle 
managers sketched by Glensor, Goldstein, and Skogan and colleagues or opts for a somewhat 
different configuration does not much matter. What does matter is that whatever sensible role 
definitions are developed be effectively and widely communicated (and, in time, implemented and 
their effects examined). There are many methods police leaders can use to get the word out to 
internal and external stakeholders. The starting place for effective communication, it seems to us, 
is for the communicator to really believe his or her own message. As the experienced actor said 
to the nervous novice trying out for his first audition: "The trick to acting is sincerity, kid. If you 
can fake that, you've got it made." 
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Assuming the sincerity and 
mixed-message problems don't 
exist or are under reasonable 
control, then a key next step is 
deve lop ing  a h igh-qua l i ty  
communications strategy. Some 
police departments have employed 
communications specialists to help 
create internal and external 
marketing campaigns to support 
strategic innovation. New York 
City Police Commissioner Bill 
Bratton, for instance, has 
benefitted in several organizations 
from the expertise of Albuquerque- 
based public relations expert John 
Linder. 
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1" Resourcesreadi ly available • : 
..1" Upward and downwardcommunicat lons" (Byha m 

: and C0x1988: 56). ~ :~ " : '  : :  : . . . .  " 

: ...... :: ........ ~: . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  Another police leader who has sought help from a 
a l l  i S  e a s y  t o  , ~ i p p ,  I t  i s  top-flight communications expert is Charlotte, North Carolina 
herd to Zapp" (Byham and : Cox 1988:6t). Chief Dennis Nowicki. He engaged New Yorker Tony 

Schwartz to help plan mass communications campaigns in 
........................................................ Charlotte. Schwartz's craft insights, which have won him the 

admiration of such theorists as Marshall McLuhan, as well 
as virtually every award the advertising industry has to give over the past 50 years, are 
exemplified in his books (e.g., Schwartz 1973, 1983). 

B e f o r e  t h e  l e a d e r s  o f  
organizational reform are ready to use 
effective communications methods to 
explain the new roles they want played, of 
course, they have to reach some clarity 
themselves about what those roles should 
be. Many of the following suggestions 
bear on this question. By conceiving 
workable modifications of middle 

"[Olne of the great ironies of pol ice human. 
relations training has been that  whi le re- 
cruits ar trained in, and are implored to 
practice, a humanist ic style of policing, the 
reoruits are often Intimidated, bullied, and 
treated as 'pond scum' by those who wield 
authori ty over them" (Goodbody 1995: 14). 

managers' roles, police leaders will vastly enhance the middle managers' ability to help others 
perform as requested. 

I-! Change the emphasis of middle management from controlling to coaching. Language 
choices here abound. The shift may be from "enforcer" to "facilitator"; from "sapper" to "zapper" 
(Byham and Cox 1988); from "ordering" to "persuading" (Kanter 1982: 102); from "telling" to 
"selling" (Kanter 1982: 100); etc. The thoroughly modem middle manager can try any of a litany 
of "hot" approaches to altering the supervisor-subordinate working relationship, including "pep 
talks, quality circles..., participative management, job enrichment, quality of work life, closer 
labor-management relationships" and the like (Byham and Cox 1988: 39). The linguistic list is 
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limited only by one's time to consume the 
latest shelves of popular management 
literature. What matters, of course, is not 
primarily the lingo but the conceptual 
soundness of the role definition. It must be 
stated clearly that nobody whom we hear 
calling for appropriate, radical shifts in the 
way middle managers relate to subordinates 
means to jettison entirely the option for 
middle managers to be highly directive in 
proper circumstances. What is at issue is the 
general relationship between middle managers 
and officers being asked to do creative, 
effective, efficient problem solving with the 
community. 
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W h a t  are some of the elements of g o o d  
c o a c h i n g ?  • .: 

"1 .  Exp la i n  purpose and importance of 
w h a t  y o u  ; : re tm/ ing to teach. 
E x p l a i n  the process to be used .  
Show how it's done. 
Observe whUe the person practices 
the process. < :  . . . .  :::~ 

Provide immediate and specific feed- 
back (coach again or reinfor©e suc -  
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Wycoff and Skogan (1993: 26), studying Madison, Wisconsin's "experimental police 
district," asked that unit's middle managers about their self image. 

"The captain and lieutenant report seeing themselves as facilitators of officers' 
efforts to identify and solve problems. Their goals are to become coaches and 
teachers who allow and encourage creativity and risk-taking among officers. They 
have given officers substantial latitude to decide their own schedules, determine 
their work conditions, and decide how to address neighborhood problems. In other 
matters, the managers consider the input of employees before making decisions." 

[] Talk sense and act sensibly 
about empowerment. A few things need 
to be clarified. First, nobody means to 
grant to people with the authority to use 
or threaten deadly force carte blanche to 
clean up Dodge City in any way they 
like. There is still a powerful set of 
nonnegotiables about what constitutes 

ii:::i ?:,%!,R!i~:i~!:iii:i}.?i :,~i. b:::i'!ii!:i:%i:i : ::i .:.9 i::i~. ;!:!!:i:{/ . :: 9:1:1.:-!.::i:~!i~:::::'%:ii#i:::!:i,!/::, !!:,:iT.:!:ii:!.P:i.:i:K i i 

i trayed the public, destroyed theircareers, a n d  i :i 
:~i, devastated their families by p e r s u a d i n g  t h e m  i:i:i:ii 

]]".. t o  :gO b e y ~ d  the:. l a w  ( D e l a t t r e  : ~ d  B e h a n  ] : L~ 
!ii:ii~ :, 1.9~ ..1.: 547) ,  ' E m p o w e r  t h e m . w l t h i c ~ r e ,  :: ::i :,i:ii~i ..-~ ::.::: Li 

constitutional, lawful, principled, and sensible police technique (Delattre 1994). 

Second, superior officers (not first-line personnel) have a crucial role---an obligation they 
cannot abdicate to help rank-and-file officers understand and comply with these nonnegotiables. 
Third, a foundational element of community policing is the devolution of authority to the levels 
at which it can be intelligently exercised. By that we mean the delegation of decision-making 
power to the levels where well-trained and properly motivated workers can see first-hand and 
in detail whether specific decisions would advance or impede the organization's mission. Such 
devolution of authority is often referred to as empowerment. 

Empowerment is efficient because the person who gave up authority no longer needs to 
attend to every request calling for the exercise of that authority. This benefit is illustrated by the 
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old saw that if a man is hungry and you give him a fish, he eats for a day. But if you teach him 
how to fish, he eats for the rest of his life. The fish-a-day approach breeds dependency. There 
are limits, to be sure, on first-line officers' decision options. Nobody who cherishes our system 
of ordered liberty is suggesting that officers be able to wield their considerable coercive powers 
in illegal, arbitrary, or inequitable ways. Community policing advocates do not, of course, want 
to produce rogue cops who "take the law into their own hands." 

Similarly, police empowerment of the community for self-protection also has to be done 
in a thoughtful and monitored fashion to avoid vigilantism. But community empowerment 
promises great effectiveness and efficiencies in crime prevention and order maintenance. The risk 
that residents will become excessively dependent on a neighborhood beat officer and monopolize 
time that others need from the officer is one that causes trepidations among many police chiefs 
and mayors considering starting community policing. Despite conventional wisdom to the 
contrary, it is possible to tell a community in a respectful way that they don't completely own 
an officer who has been assigned to a permanent beat in their midst. Police could take a cue from 
mental health and social service workers providing family preservation services. They regularly 
have to tell clients that the intensive support services cannot last forever. A young social worker 
asked a trainer one day, "'Once you're gone, how do you stay gone, if they [family clients] have 
your home phone number?'" The trainer replied: "You say, ' I 'm glad I had a chance to work 
with you, and now I 'm working with other families'.... And that's one of the reasons for hooking 
them up with ongoing services" (Barthel 1992: 38). The police, too, can look for ongoing 
nonpolice services to assist members of the public after problem-solving officers have remedied 
specific conditions. That will lessen the need for the police officer to maintain a docket of 
community problems that expands to the point where the officer becomes overwhelmed and bums 
out. 

Despite the genuine risks of 
excessively devolving power from police 
policymakers to police street workers without 
regard to the fitness for responsibility of the 
personnel, it seems incontestable that more 
trust and delegation of authority to officers is 
needed if a grassroots community problem- 
solving strategy is to work. Such devolution 
would free these first-line community workers 
from the incessant, demoralizing, creativity- 
constraining "mother-may-I" relationship with 
superiors that characterizes most traditional 
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::, Some-migh t  resist  officeri~.empower-.~i 
ment- -or  community empOwerment- -on , 
theground that the ties between superi.  
ors and officers or between officers and 

' communities that arise from dependency 
relationships are positive in keeping 
people in touch with one another. Per. 
haps~ but the argument brings to mind 
what a humorist, writing about relation. 
ships within families~ referred to as "the 
ties that b i n d - a n d  gagr' 

police departments. Moore (1994: 286) suggests that we might think about this devolution of 
authority as "'commissioning' street-level officers to initiate community problem solving efforts." 
Moore builds on his earlier collaborations with Sparrow, et at. (1990) and Meese (1993). At the 
Harvard Executive Session on Community Policing, former Attorney General Ed Meese argued, 
as we have indicated earlier, that more fully enabled first-line police officers should be thought 
of as having comparable responsibilities and authority to the Air Force or Navy aviators, who 
pilot billion-dollar aircraft with the capacity to shape world affairs. 
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major new initiatives. They are the corporate 

another power or whether power may only 
be seized or developed by the empowered. 
Kanter (1982: 98) is probably right that 
it's not either-or: "[C]reative managers are 
not empowered simply by a boss or their 
job; on their own they seek and find the 
additional strength it takes to carry out 

entrepreneurs." 

One of the biggest mistakes we believe 
some police middle managers make in 
thinking about officer empowerment is that 
they view power as a zero-sum game. Power 
is thought of as a finite resource; for you to 
get some means I 'm left with less. The notion 
that power is a pie whose slices can only go 
to so many mouths to us seems flawed. The 
key, perhaps, entails recognizing the existence 
of informal power. Suppose a lieutenant or 
captain orders his or her officers to follow a 
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detailed 15-step plan for developing the legal and community support needed to shut down a 
notorious crack house. It would not surprise most experienced observers of policing if several 
of the officers who were given this assignment only half-heartedly carried out this "missive from 
the geniuses upstairs." Although the middle manager had formal authority to direct that the 15- 
step plan be implemented, he'd be lucky if any significant progress were made. But if the middle 
managers either invited officers to discover for themselves such community problems as the crack 
house, or directed attention to the problem but then invited the offices to frame their own 
solutions--within the bounds of legality and good judgmentmthe result is more likely to be an 
enthusiastic effort to address the problem. And the result is more likely to be officers who are 
grateful for the trust and respect the middle manager has shown them. Such gratitude is "money 
in the bank" that the middle manager can draw upon when needed. As such, the middle manager 
has more functional power than he or she did before delegating authority to subordinates. 

Consider the classic Jimmy Stewart Christmas movie, It's a Wonderful Life. When George 
Bailey gives the immigrant Martini couple a home mortgage that the Martinis could ill-afford 
under conventional credit standards, he greatly empowers the new owners. And how does the 
Martinis' enrichment affect the George Bailey family and their humble Savings and Loan when 
financial woes hit the business? The power bounces back, for the grateful Martinis round up the 
neighborhood to bail out the Savings and Loan, and the Baileys have their best Christmas ever. 

Not only is it likely that savvy middle managers will be able to increase their own power 
by investing some of it in interest-bearing subordinates, it is also important that middle managers 
maintain a fair amount of power. The reason is that 
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"powerlessness 'corrupts'. That is, lack of power (the capacity to mobilize 
resources and people to get things done) tends to create managers who are more 
concerned about guarding their territories than about collaborating with others to 
benefit the organization" (Kanter 1982: 97). 

"To produce results, power like money--needs to circulate," concludes Kanter (1982: 97). 

Trying to convert middle managers in Philadelphia into facilitators of community policing 
during the mid-1980s, the commissioner had to deal with their historical powerlessness. Greene, 
et al. (1994: 99) explain that there was 

"a need to build managerial confidence and competence among subordinate 
commanders who were used to being told what to do, rather than being self- 
directed. For years upper- and middle-level police commanders in Philadelphia had 
been managerially impotent. Decisions were made at the top of the organization. 
Middle-level managers were not thinkers and policy makers, they simply carried 
out policy directives." 

Despite that experience in Philadelphia 
and similar ones in other police agencies, 
many police middle managers are ready, 
willing, and able to accept the challenge that 
they proactively seek and seize power and 
opportunities to advance the community 
problem-solving strategy. They concur 
wholeheartedly that a strategic shift in policing 
from an incident-oriented to a problem- 
oriented approach is warranted, and they have 
imaginative ideas for how to help first-line 
officers and the service population collaborate 
for problem solving. A good number of these 
ideas entail modifying departmental systems and 
efficient, effective implementation of reforms. 
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approaches that otherwise would interfere with 

What these reform-oriented middle managers need from the chief, other senior police 
managers, and local government leaders is support and authorization to take bold--and somewhat 
risky--initiatives. Some departments have long-standing traditions of middle managers devising 
and modifying systems and procedures. But in most agencies, for middle managers to have clear 
license to launch such strategic and cultural changes in their bailiwicks, a devolution of authority 
will be needed from the chief to the middle managers. Bayley (1994: 279) refers to this shifting 
of power as organizational "adaptation." This, he suggests, "involves command devolution so that 
precinct and subdivisional commanders can decide how police resources should be mixed in order 
to meet the needs of specific areas." The authority which needs to be delegated includes the right 
to critically examine organizational systems and to take such steps as the middle managers deem 
necessary and proper to adjust these systems. They may and often will seek advice from others 
in attempting these difficult and sometimes chancy changes. 
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A few more detailed examples can be offered of the kinds of systemic changes that 
middle managers might launch. Enabling cross-shift work is one. If community crime, disorder, 
or fear problems that surface during a midnight police shift require officers to discuss solutions 
with people who are available primarily during the daytime (e.g., landlords or the owners of 24- 
hour convenience stores), then middle managers need authority to revise work schedules. 
Depending on the nature, pervasiveness, and persistence of the particular problems at issue, a 
middle manager may decide to authorize officers generally to decide for themselves when they 
will work their primary shift and when they will work different hours. This need not prove 
unduly disruptive so long as the officers make suitable arrangements in advance to ensure that 
their nighttime workload is covered by colleagues from their own or another shift. 
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Or a mid-manager might instead 
devise standard operating procedures that 
entail multi-shift teamwork. Here officers 
would not only have partners during their own 
shift but also would have regular "partners" 
from other shifts who could collaborate in 
addressing problems requiring work at 
different hours of the day. Many other 
approaches might be imagined. But the 
middle manager functioning as a proactive 
facilitator of community problem solving 
would not tell officers needing multi-shift 
effort to just do the best they can within 
existing time and resource constraints. The 
middle manager would instead appreciate the 

importance of connecting disparate departmental and community resources to the officer 
concerned about a given problem and would seek innovations in organizational arrangements to 
facilitate these connections. 

"Nobody paints a rented house," Chris Braiden is fond of observing. If ownership---a vital 
stake in and some control over a problem---is crucial in motivating people, then middle managers 
should not resist allowing officers to "own" community public safety problems. Instead, middle 
managers should put their creativity into figuring out how officer ownership can also enhance 
middle manager empowerment. 

n Don't give power away for free. Gratitude for power granted doesn't always cause 
subordinates to further empower their bosses. Police departments have their share of ingrates. As 
a result, managing well requires knowing one's subordinates sufficiently to know how to cut 
deals, how to barter. Braiden commented on the notion of negotiated devolution: 

"Giving pieces of power away at every rank allows a department to get more 
mileage out of the power. Police managers usually have more power than time to 
use it. But don't just give power away---bargain over what you will get in return 
from the person who gets a piece of your power. 'I don't just give you power. I 
want something back. I want passion and good work.' You share power not 
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because it's a nice thing to do but because you have other things to accomplish 
and you need others to exercise your power to get the job done" (Braiden 1995). 

Unused power has a shelf-life and can perish. ' ~ : '  ~ ........... :ii: ....... : ................. ::~:~: ..........: : '  ......... ':~::~:::- 
As Kanter (1982: 97) argued: "[W]hen :!~"[W]hen.ls°me Pe°plo I ~ v e  | o o  much:.: i  
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If the power a mid-manager is stockpiling or giving away is beyond his or her competence 
to use in any event, then while devolution may be a solution, executive development---or 
realignment of power bases in the organization--seem important to consider as well. 

[] "Democracy is the worst possible system--except for all the alternatives." It is safe 
to assume that when Winston Churchill said that, he could not have imagined police departments 
devolving authority to the lowest ranks in quite the way it has been done in Madison, Wisconsin. 
After all, as Goodbody (1995: 14) observed from his vantage point as a first-line supervisor in 
the New York City Police Department, 

"Worker participation, and the attendant democratic organizational structures it 
implies, will prove particularly troublesome to the police bureaucracy. The typical 
police bureaucracy opposes the very notion of worker participation at the most 
fundamental levels of the organizational process." 

Madison is not typical. In that police department's "experimental district," first-line personnel, 
after reviewing essay responses from middle managers who wished to serve in that district, voted 
on who would serve as their bosses (Wycoff and Skogan 1993: 22; Kelling and Bratton 1993: 
7; Couper and Lobitz 1991; Osborne and Gaebler 1993: 261). In a sense, power was ceded by 
the "electorate" to the successful candidates, as in most democratic elections. Once selected, the 
experimental district's captain and lieutenant were delegated considerable authority by the chief: 
"The captain reports to the Department's deputy chief of operations but has substantial flexibility 
in running the...district" (Wycoff and Skogan 1993: 23). Madison may test a conventionalist's 
credulity, but it has been a great "teaching hospital," in Mark Moore's metaphor, for numerous 
police practitioners from around the nation (see Moore 1994). 

Madison also won praise from Reinventing Government authors David Osborne and Ted 
Gaebler (1993: 267) for its "employee evaluation of managers. Although not yet widely used," 
they write, the technique "is a powerful tool. Supervisors in the Madison Police Department 
developed a Four-Way Check, which solicits feedback from their employees, their peers, their 
bosses, and themselves" (see also Goldstein 1990: 159). The notion is similar to what the Center 
for Creative Leadership, a 25-year old, business management training institute headquartered in 
Greensboro, North Carolina, calls "360 degree feedback." While the Center, which also has 
facilities in three other cities, serves primarily managers from Fortune 500 companies, among its 
notable public sector graduates are Los Angeles Police Chief Willie Williams and retired General 
Norman Schwartzkoff. The military sends virtually all brigadier generals through the program. 
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The degree of democracy that will prove beneficial in running police department problem- 
solving units remains to be seen over time. Imaginative and courageous experimentation with 
various power alignments in different departments will help contribute much needed knowledge 
about the extent to which democratic processes can strengthen police effectiveness and 
legitimacy. 

I"1 Recognize the first-line officer as the Department's most valued asset so middle 
managers can feel the importance of working with "valuables". While former Madison Police 
Chief David Couper claimed no monopoly on respect for first-line employees, he enjoyed wide 
esteem for leading his department to police "as though people matter," in Dorothy Guyot's phrase 
(1991). And the people who mattered to Couper included the workforce whom he asked to treat 
the public as though they matter (see Couper and Lobitz 1991: 2, 6; for additional discussion of 
the first-line officer as the organization's most valuable resource, see Hickman and Silva 1977). 

Middle managers can help make the 
belief that people matter a reality. It's not 
difficult to find articulations of the 
proposition. They can be read in almost any 
police agency's mission/values statement, 
which will be nicely framed and hanging in 
the chief's office, and perhaps printed on a 
wallet card issued to all personnel. If middle 

"Chiefs should set the:stage.for, depart-.iil i 
!~!:~: mental  articulation of fuiidamental ideals ~.!i! 
:, by showing from the outset that when . i 
Eli.., .they speak of .selfless service .and dedi . :  
" oat ion to the publlo good, they mean it,, :ii.i i 
:~ (Delattre and Behen 199t:  552). ~.. . ~: 

managers can help promote the value of the employees whom Chris Braiden affectionately calls 
"the grunts," then the problem of role definition for middle managers may become somewhat 
easier. An agency can say and really mean that the patrol division is the backbone of the 
department and that its officers are the most important people on the payroll. If it does, 
then--and only then----can middle managers rationally conclude that they are doing really 
important organizational work when they find creative, better ways to safeguard and strengthen 
the company's prize assets. 

If a department sincerely believes its most important workers are it first-line people, then 
it will have to go far beyond simply drawing upside down triangles for organizational charts. It 
will have to scrutinize officers' and first-line civilian employees' working environments to see 
how they might be made more conducive to good work. Mastrofski (1993: 10) argues: 

"Officers are craft workers who pride themselves in knowing the tricks of the 
trade. If the chief wants them to change their methods, he or she must convince 
them that the new methods will work better and not make their work environment 
less pleasant. The doubters will cease doubting when their personal work 
experiences suggest that is so." 

Skogan, et al. (1994: 4/6-4/7) list an interesting set of the elements that produce police employee 
satisfaction. Paying attention to these and related aspects of employees' contentment with their 
jobs might become an important managerial responsibility for lieutenants and captains. They 
could take as central parts of their mission studying and assessing the reasons for and 
impediments to officer job satisfaction. The middle manager could consider it a good day's work 
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if he or she had, consistent with the department's core mission and values, removed an obstacle . . . .  
to police officers' enjoyment of their work.  

[] Recognize that people are unique and allow middle managers to act on this reality. 
Middle managers can make a significant contribution to implementing community policing if they 
see and can be helped to see that first-line officers (and supervisors and managers) have 
idiosyncratic, diverse, deployable talents. These people are not interchangeable parts in the police 
department machine. To be sure, common ground, common language, and common skill bases 
are all important. But honoring individuality may produce more and better results for a problem- 
solving police department than attempting to fit every police officer into the same size uniform 
to perform the same size functions. 

(1993: 
talents, 

For instance, in Madison, Wisconsin's experimental police district, Wycoff and Skogan 
32) report that the district was managed in a way that honored officers' individualized 
preferences and strengths: 

"While officers seemed directed by a clear sense of professional propriety, they 
did not appear bound by a narrow set of rules or expectations about the way in 
which work would be done. There seemed to be considerable latitude for 
individual styles. This tolerance for individuality meant there was not single line 
of thought about what the job should be or how it should be done; differences in 
approach resulted in discussion and analysis rather than conflict and hostility." 

The celebration of individuality cuts deeply into policing's paramilitary traditions. And, 
as noted throughout this volume, there are people, occasions, and circumstances which do not call 
for the celebration of individuality. But consider the strengths and resources a police agency 
could muster if it simply were more aware of the talent bank which its workforce represents. 
Scientists tell us that human beings over the course of a lifetime use only a fraction of our brain 
cells---even high-performers like Albert Einstein. How equally true it is that police departments 
are able to access and deploy only a fraction of the skills its employees have developed in their 
professional and private lives. 

For example, suppose a budget slashing local legislature declines the funds needed to 
upgrade police skills and equipment. Might there not be some individuals working for the police 
department (maybe a civilian records clerk ensconced in some back office) who, investigation 
would disclose, have all kinds of private-life talents pertinent to the organization's needs? What 
if the records clerk is president of the PTA in her daughter's elementary school and a savvy 
community organizer and fundraiser? What if the department wants to pull ~ together a slick 
newsletter in collaboration with a community group but the budget won't support hiring a 
competent graphic artist? Maybe one of the department's evidence technicians is both a first-class 
photographer and a gifted graphic designer. What if training funds for Spanish-speaking classes 
are nil? Maybe Officer Hernandez can lead the classes in exchange for some appropriate benefits. 
The list, happily, could go on and on. Sergeant Linda Black of the Evanston, Illinois, Police 
Department has done some pioneering work in this regard by conducting a talent-bank survey 
of her colleagues' hobbies and skills. 
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If a police department is to develop a culture in which each employee is encouraged to 
do his or her personal best, the organization will have to confront those rules and systems that 
treat high-performing officers almost the same as those members of the department who do only 
enough to stay out of trouble. Such approaches often stem from a misguided effort to be 
equitable. Kurt Vonnegut, Jr. (1961) wrote a parable called "Harrison Bergeron" about a futuristic 
society dominated by a desire to have everyone be equal. This resulted in a high-tech 
"handicapping" system, run by Big Brother-like controllers ensconced in remote locations. They 
ensured, for instance, that those people with the greatest jumping ability had to wear leg weights 
so they could leap no higher than those with average athleticism. Those with the prettiest faces 
had to wear grotesque masks. Those with the sharpest brains had electrodes implanted that jolted 
them out of thought anytime they approached a creative idea. A community-problem solving 
police department will need to jettison the traditional lowest-common-denominator approach to 
performance standards and management if it is to achieve meaningful successes (see Klockars 
1995). 
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Getting beyond management methods that find mediocrity acceptable will not be easy. It 
requires trying to match employees' strengths and potential strengths to the tasks at hand 
(Chicago Police Department 1994: 137), which can be very difficult. An illustration of what we 
mean by matching talent with tasks may help. It might be wasteful to assign to a beat with a 
constant flow of dangerous calls-for-service an officer who is only moderately good at making 
high-risk house calls but who is especially gifted at networking and researching to identify 
community-based resources and partners for problem solving. That officer, left free to do what 
he does best, could come up with problem-solving assets that would help scores of other officers 
chip away at the problems causing the constant calls for service. 

By the same token, if supervisors and 
middle managers know their employees well 
enough to realize that, between two female 
beat cops, for reasons of personal history, one 
would probably exacerbate tensions and the 
other would very likely be highly effective in 
response to a particular type of family 
violence call, then wouldn't rational resource 
deployment suggest that the department 
should find ways to use the first officer for 
other tasks at which she excels and send the 
second officer whenever possible on the 
domestic assault calls? Admittedly, the 
logistical challenges could be a nightmare. 
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of 95 percent of employees and not on 
the 5 percent who cause problems" (Wy. 
coff and Skogan 1993: 26). 

But the starting place for discussion is the question whether, if feasible, such tailoring would 
make sense in a problem-solving regime. 

Toch (1995) points out that understanding and dealing effectively with such problems as 
the "violence-prone police officer" depends on appreciating that, usually, it is the intersection of 
individual proclivities with organizational values, work settings, and specific situational 
exigencies that results in performance problems. By properly assigning officers so as to match 
what they are good at doing with what they are likely to be called on to do, police middle 
managers could reduce problems for all concerned. This does not mean, of course, that remedial 
skill-building efforts should not be made while a person is put in a productive, suitable 
assignment. And creativity is called for on the question of where in the department help may be 
secured in building skills. For instance, Kelling and Kliesmet (1995) discuss the potential for 
police unions to help strengthen the core competencies of first-line officers. We do not mean to 
imply, of course, that each and every officer can be matched with useful, compatible assignments; 
a few of them would be better off in a different line of work. 

A middle manager who attempts to liberate police problem-solving potential from the 
shackles of one-size-fits-all thinking about police employees' roles may run into labor- 
management agreements that specify seniority bidding and other assignment mechanisms 
(Chicago Police Dept. 1994:137). In the best traditions of collective problem solving, that middle 
manager could attempt to organize the necessary stakeholders to build a broader understanding 
that rank-and-file employees will find renewed job satisfaction if they can be enlisted to work 
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on tasks for which they are best suited and to 
work with people with whom they are most 
compatible. The objective is to unleash great 
cops to contribute to the full extent of their 
talents (Kelling and Kliesmet 1995), but to 
protect their weaker colleagues from 
responsibilities and freedoms they are not able 
to handle. To be sure, we do not favor a 
system of stifling an employee's growth and 
broader understanding of people and problems 
with which he or she has not been familiar. 
Thus, effective learning by officers about 
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unredeemable is necessary because police ~:~:~::~:~:~;~:::~:.~:~.~:~::~:~::~::~:~:~:~:~:~::~:~;:~.~:.::~:.~:~.~:::~::~:~:;~:~.~::~::~:~:~:~:~:~;:~:~ 
departments are unable to terminate some 
truly bad employees, but at least that should be considered a last ditch solution. 

To advance community policing as a strategy, middle managers also need to be sensitive, 
while they are valuing individuals' unique abilities to contribute to the police mission, to the 
importance of teamwork. While some great problem solving by some great problem-solvers best 
happens as a solo effort--and it should not be squelchedmthe experience to date around the 
country generally suggests that far more good problem analysis and resolution arises out of team 
efforts. 

A final thought on the issue of respecting the diverse (and often untapped) talents of 
police department employees: Middle managers can provide an important service by being 
vigilant for mixed messages about police employees' potential to contribute uniquely. George 
Kelling has been very helpful over the years in reminding us, through a series of publications and 
speeches, about the dangers of becoming controlled by our own metaphors. Police officers are 
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not "troops" engaged in military battles. They 
are not fungible, faceless combatants in wars 
against drugs, gangs, violence or other social 
ills (Weisburd, et al. 1988: 32). When a 
police officer gives what President Lincoln 
called "the last full measure of devotion," the 
loss is of an individual with special talents, 
capable of being harnessed in unique ways, 
for reducing the community's problems. 

I"1 Develop powerful incentives for 
teamwork. As noted above, teamwork is a 
core "technology" of community problem 
solving. Middle managers who wish to 
contribute powerful ly to building 
organizational infrastructures and work 
methods that foster effective and efficient 
problem identification, analysis, and solution 
will place high priority on describing and 
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go Conspiracy Trial dofenclant Abble Hoff- 
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federal Judge Julius Hoffman: "Consplr. 
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demonstrating the benefits of collective action. To Seattle Chief Norm Stamper (1995), teamwork 
should not be an optionmit should be "required as a condition of employment." Several of the 
scenarios presented in the preceding chapter suggest the practical gains in efficiency, 
effectiveness, and legitimacy that accrue from team approaches. Several of those teams not only 
crossed unit boundaries within police agencies but encompassed cops and community residents 
and business people. 

A well functioning team is stronger than 
the sum of i ts parts. As Byham and Cox 
(1988: 148) put I t ,  "A Zapped team i s  
more productive than a group of Zapped 
individuals." 

Middle managers can find a variety of 
clever ways to help their subordinates 
understand their interdependence and 
appreciate one anothers'  particular 
contributions to a team's efforts. One of the 
most important ways is for middle managers 
to practice what they preach. If every time 

officers and first-line supervisors watch their lieutenant or captain deal with other lieutenants or 
captains the model presented is uncollaborative, the "speed" of the boss, as we said earlier, may 
well become the speed of the crew. Commenting on her study of successful innovation led by 
private sector middle managers, Kanter (1982: 102) concluded: "The few projects in my study 
that disintegrated did so because the manager failed to build a coalition of supporters and 
collaborators." 

Earlier we allowed the possibility that great problem solving can, at times, be a solo 
venture. Some people simply do their best, most creative work on their own. While it would be 
silly and hypocritical for middle managers to encourage officer creativity and then dictate the 
methods to be used in analyzing and dealing with problems, we expect that it will generally be 
wise for middle managers to counsel collective thinking and action. In private industry, Kanter 
(1982: 100) argues, 
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"the most successful innovations [by middle managers] derive from situations 
where a number of people from a number of areas make contributions. They 
provide a kind of checks-and-balances system to an activity that is otherwise 
nonroutine and, therefore, is not subject to the usual controls." 

Middle managers who, through team-building and other techniques, unleash employees' 
strengths and safeguard their Achilles' heels, will have fostered an environment where workers 
are regularly excelling at tasks the individual middle manager cannot perform as well. This 
should pose no problem for a self-confident middle manager who sees no reason to compete with 
the team members. It is important, if possible, that the middle manager be able to model 
constructive relationships with his or her own superiors. In a work environment in which "a 
lockstep chain of command makes it dangerous for managers to bypass their bosses" (Kanter 
1982:104), the middle manager may not be able to show through example that it is acceptable 
and good, in various ways, for the team to be able to do many things the coach cannot. 

[] Help subordinates improve by building on their strengths. Implicit in both of the 
preceding subsections--treating people as individuals and creating multi-talented teams--is the 
point that, just as middle managers should be helped to improve through a focus on their 
strengths, they, in turn, should show the same respect for their sworn and civilian subordinates. 
This is not just about kindness, of course; building on strengths is a sounder tactic, in our view, 
than beginning with deficiencies. 

If organizational changes are to be pursued 
by tactically building on the strengths of first-line 
supervisors and officers, this implies that middle 
managers' and supervisors' emphases should shift 
from "catching officers doing things wrong" to 
helping officers do useful things right (Weisburd, et 
al. 1988: 44-45). The shift in role for middle 
managers will be as large as it is for first-line 
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supervisors, who commentators have suggested need to come a long way. The conventional 
expectation is that sergeants in patrol units 

"know where every unit under their supervision is operating. They must check on 
them personally at least once during a tour (signing the officer's memo book to 
record the check); report instances in which their behavior deviates from the 
regulations; monitor the calls to which the officers are dispatched; and respond 
personally to oversee the police response in a wide range of situations" (Weisburd, 
et al. 1988: 35). 

It is little wonder that the standing joke in New York City for years had been that, when a 
sergeant encountered a police officer in the field and asked what the officer was doing, the 
"correct" answer was the reassurance, "Nothing Sarge, nothing." As Goldstein (1990: 157) puts 
it, "Most officers do not see their sergeants as sources of guidance and direction, but rather as 
authority figures to be satisfied .... Given this perspective, the less an officer sees of his or her 
immediate supervisor, the more pleasant is the job." 
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There are several reasons to spend significant amounts of time catching cops doing things 
right. At the outset, it should be clear, however, that the purpose is not to stop supervisors from 
detecting and pointing out subordinates' flaws, mistakes, and needs for improvement. 

i; :S ::/:z ~' ;:~ T ~ :i~ ! : i :i{!:! {!!~ ii: :.!ii:!zi! :i~/ ! :/ }:?!if: : / ! ii ii! :D::! .::~ i¢}i ~; ! i 
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One basic reason for searching out 
successful work is that perhaps then people 
will do more of it. Another reason is that, if 
an employee needs to improve in some ways, 
catching him or her excelling at something 
else is not a bad way to begin the 
conversation. As a poster hanging over a 

friend's desk says, "Nothing improves my hearing like praise." Once a coach has established and 
acknowledged that officers are doing some specific things well, he or she has identified a solid 
launching pad for the next leap. The talents the employee has displayed and the manager has 
praised may help illustrate that the employee is capable of meeting high performance standards. 
The boss's praise can also help forge a trusting relationship between the manager and 
subordinate. 

One could argue that heavy emphasis on searching for and deploying strengths can 
obscure the importance of capitalizing on employees' "teachable moments." Such moments are 
relatively rare opportunities for dramatic growth--when people are ready to change or learn 
something new that they previously would have resisted. In a personal or family counseling 
context, teachable moments often arise when people realize that their current way of living does 
not mesh with their basic values--with the "things that are important" to them (Barthel 1992: 22). 
Or a teachable moment may arise when someone "hits bottom" because he suddenly sees clearly 
that his approaches to some major personal or occupational obligation simply are dysfunctional. 
Moore and Stephens (1991a" 109-10) discuss why organizations tend to avoid making changes 
they know are needed until bankruptcy hits: "[T]he expectations and commitments that so long 
frustrated change are liquidated by the overwhelming fact of failure.". Even if major personal or 
institutional change requires a significant crisis, however, the path back to proficiency from a 
shattering realization may often still entail identifying what the individual or organization is good 
at. Again, the tactical reasoning is that the strength(s) provide a place for self-esteem and know- 
how to get a toe hold. Timing is crucial in trying to productively use the window of opportunity 
opened by a crisis. To take advantage full of a teachable moment, someone has to provide 
appropriate "technical training" in a timely fashion--before the moment as fleeted (Byham and 
Cox 1988: 152). 

Pointing out cops and civilian employees doing things well (such as people who exhibit 
expertise and commendable effort in community problem solving) also provides ready exemplars 
for other workers. This is one way for middle managers to illustrate the strengths they will be 
looking for in their teams. The high-performing employees become the organization's benchmarks 
for excellence (Klockars 1995; Toch, et al. 1975). Sometimes it is not so obvious how, in aspects 
of police work traditionally monitored through "weak-spot" approaches (Kanter 1982: 104), 
middle managers might tum the tables to learn from good behavior. Police misuse of force is an 
illustration. Normally, proficient police decisionmaking concerning whether and how much force 
to use is a non-event in the life of a police department--unless it involves a death-defying 
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shootout in which the good guys didn't get .......................................... ~ ................................................... 
shot and the bad guys did. But proficient i . .T°°a toh©opsd° lngth lngsr lghtrequi res ,~:~; i  
police decisions about force~including 
decisions not to use i t~need not be officially 
invisible. One might debrief officers who 
averted serious force when the circumstances 
would have justified its use (Scharf and 
Binder 1983; Fyfe 1989; Geller 1985; Geller 
and Toch 1995; Geller and Scott 1992). The 
obligations to identify and address 

of course,  c lar i ty  about  w h a t  is r ight.  ~ 
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substandard decisions about use of force remain, of course, for a host of good reasons; but we 
believe a better balance between finding flaws and modeling proficiency would be beneficial to 
police organizations and their service populations. 
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How can middle managers help 
create opportunities for employees to 
learn from the craft skills of talented 
problem-solving colleagues? One way 
is by organizing police officer peer 
assistance workshops (see Kelling and 
Kliesmet 1995, Toch 1995, Toch and 
Grant 1991, and Toch, et al. 1975). 
Another approach is less formal 
"buddy systems" in which peers give 
one another tips about how to do their 
work more effectively and more 
enjoyably. These methods can produce 
real accomplishments in overcoming 
skill deficiencies, developing expertise, 
and emphasizing more generally the 
organizational value of continuous 
improvement. If peer mentoring and 

other interactive learning among first-line workers are done correctly, such activities will help 
police agencies build on their internal strengths so as to better handle community problems. 

In the delicate enterprise of asking officers to candidly discuss their own weaknesses and 
insecurities (even if behind closed doors with peers), it is crucial that bosses be especially 
sensitive to sending mixed messages. Although such messages could be sent in myriad ways, one 
of the simplest and most pervasive ways to instill doubt about the value of the peer assistance 
process is to conclude the meeting with the stock comment, "OK, now let's get to work." The 
time officers have just spent was work, and important and hard work at that. Many commentators 
have pointed out the unhelpful mixed messages sent by classifying officers as "/n-service" while 
they are randomly patrolling and "out of service" while they are helping citizens. Similarly, 
failing to honor the work being done by officers struggling to understand and overcome their 
professional weaknesses in peer or other types of training is not conducive to the strategic 
reforms implied by community problem solving. 
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[] The power o f  trust to inspire 
trustworthiness. Full-time professional police 
forces were established largely because the 
public had more distrust about their neighbors 
than time to watch them. So if cops were 
hired at least partly to be suspicious of 
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members of the community, it is no wonder that modem police forces are staffed amply with 
untrusting people. But when an officer's active eye for base motives and anti-social behaviors 
diminishes his or her ability to find the good in people, isn't it harder for the officer to see them 
as potential allies and collaborators? Middle managers in particular have been saddled with 
responsibility in many traditional police organizations for assuming or fearing the worst about 
their subordinates. Under community problem solvingDand total quality management and other 
related approaches to treating employees well so they will treat customers well--managers need 
to know how to use trust of subordinates to encourage them to rise to hoped-for levels of 
trustworthiness (Weisburd, et al. 1988: 44; Whitney 1994; Yates 1994; Chicago Police 
Department 1994: 142). 

A manifestation of distrust within organizations that has core significance for our present 
purposes is the presumption by bosses, which can become a self-fulfilling prophecy, that middle 
managers are inevitably obstacles to change (Kelling and Bratton 1993: 6, 7, 10). Don't many 
people, whether school children, police officers, or voters, often rise or sink to the level key 
people in their lives expect from them? New York City officers participating in the "CPOP" pilot 
testing of community policing "indicated that the trust placed in them by the sergeant was a 
factor in motivating them to behave in a way that justified that trust" (Weisburd, et al. 1988: 44). 
Said one officer, "We're not going to be screwing up because...it would be a point against [my 
sergeant]...that he's failing to supervise properly .... " (ibid.). One of the more dramatic things that 
some public and private-sector organizations do to try to reverse corporate cultures of distrust is 
to "throw out the policy manual .... the time clocks and things like approval of expense accounts" 
(management advisor John O. Whitney, quoted in Yates 1994). "If you can't trust an executive, 
who must make business decisions worth millions of dollars, to turn in an accurate expense 
account," opines Whitney, "then something is wrong" (ibid.). Similarly, if well-trained, well- 
armed police officers who necessarily do much of their work beyond the sight of bosses are 
indiscriminantly treated by their employers like untrustworthy kids then, as Whitney says, 
"something is wrong." 

As we have suggested elsewhere in this book, the risk of credulousnessDrecklessly 
trusting people undeserving of trustmis a real one, and some middle managers will need help in 
learning how to avert the risk. While they are learning to trust in an informed way (Chicago 
Police Department 1994: 142), middle managers will make honest mistakes, for which they must 
be forgiven and from which they must be enabled to leam positive lessons. 

[] Give credit where it's due. This is simple to say but sometimes really hard to do, 
particularly in an organizational culture where the work of subordinates is subsumed under the 
ego trips of superiors. When middle managers have genuinely led or facilitated important work 
by their teams, they deserve and should receive their due share of the kudos. But it is incumbent 
on the middle managers to be sure that higher-ups and other stakeholders (such as the community 
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at large and politicians) understand the credit 
owed to the particular officers, civilian 
employees, neighborhood residents and others 
who did the bulk of the work (Eck and 
Spelman 1987: 105). As in other instances, 
the valuable middle manager will be sensitive 
to striking a constructive balance between 
singling out exemplary individual effort and 
rewarding teamwork and cooperation. 

To  keep  a t e a m  f u n o t i o n l n g  and  loya l  t o  
the leader, middle managers can m a k e  
sure all  the team members  become "he-  
ros" when the leader  explains t h e  t e a m ' s  
success to senior officials {Kanter  1982=_ :~ 
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[] Find a suitable place to file the rule manual Lt. Gary Briggs (1995:138) tells a tale 
on his own agency, but he could have been talking about any of thousands of departments. He 
reports that 

"[t]he St. Paul Police Department manual is 700 pages long .... It's one of those 
handy documents that the officers throw in their back pocket and take with them 
out in the squad car so they can answer questions. Nobody reads the damn thing. 
The only time anybody ever looks at it is when they're taking a promotional 
exam. What is a 700-page manual going to do for anybody? You know what 90 
percent of it is? Ninety percent of it is mistakes that cops made, so we developed 
a policy so nobody else would ever do it. *** The St. Paul Police Department has 
probably a half dozen of what I 'd call 'serious problem employees,' and we've 
created a 700-page document to try and control those people, and it doesn't work. 
*** Why create a document for six people? Why not create a document for the 
other 524 cops out there to...enable them to become creative and do some 
interesting things, to provide some guidance and support?" 

Where in the office of the prototypical ;::=:~:.:.;:~: ......... .~...:::.:::.::~;~....:.~...;.:..~..:::..~.~::~:.~:.:..::~:~r.:...~:.......:.:~.....~;:::~::.:.?.:-..~....:::.i::.:.~-:.i 
competent, mid-level, community policing "ii:!i~mtime~i iiii~thfuin~:i~e:~:!ivalue~.i!:.~ii:~.~iii 

change-agent would Lt. Brigg's file the rule !i!i.li.i ~eright Wi~y of doing b~neu iOr ,  in the iiiiiiii!ii 
manual? Where is it in his office? Shifting ::::~iiW6rdu.Of a favorite b~r~$ti©kai;,~Myi~iii::~i 
from rule-based, "gotcha" management to ::::..i::k~rma ran"6vermy dogmai ..i::.::?...i:.:.~i:ii!~!i!::!!iiii~.i!:~iii:~:~:.ii,.-:::..ii~:~i::,i:.i:!i~:iiii!~ 
value-based management, while retaining only 
essential rules, is one of the hardest 
challenges facing the turn-around artists in American policing (Kelling, et al. 1988; Wasserman 
and Moore 1988). Among other things, value-based organizations expect and want their loyal, 
talented employees to sometimes break the rules to honor the values (Kelling and Bratton 1993: 
10). 

As example or two: If protecting drivers and pedestrians from accidents during the 
religious holidays can be done best by allowing them to park near houses of worship in otherwise 
illegal parking places, while police stand guard to ensure safety during the services, then bend 
the rules (Delattre and Behan 1991). If, as Officer Mike Shep of the Evanston Police Department 
discovered, one can raise funds from local businesses to support an otherwise unaffordable but 
highly valuable bike patrol program, and if the funding solicitation needs to be written on 
Department letterhead in order to be credible, then many chiefs will, as Gerald Cooper did, bless 
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the unprecedented use of his stationery by 
a first-line employee. Not all police chiefs 
would approve of officers doing this, and 
there is certainly ample space for 
professionals to disagree about best 
practices here. The illustration stands for 
the more general point that the pep talk to 
officers about breaking rules to honor 
missions will fall flat if officers see that 
any time they bend a rule that protects 
managerial prerogatives they are 
admonished. Similarly, middle managers 

will only step up to the challenge of finding and repealing or responsibly disregarding 
counterproductive rules if they are thanked for their organizational loyalty in doing so. 

A voice from the belly of the bureaucracy comments: 

"The most difficult task in making the transition to community policing will 
involve changing the work habits and attitudes of police officers who have learned 
to adapt to and cope with a punishment-centered bureaucracy. Every new cop has 
had a veteran tell him, 'Kid, on this job the less you do, the less civilian 
complaints you get, the less some D.A. is trying to indict you, and the less trouble 
you get into with the job.' What's disturbing about this, and something police 
departments should contemplate, is that it's actually pretty good advice---not from 
a motivational, community service or law enforcement perspective, but from a 
how-to-survive-being-a-cop perspective. If community policing is to be effective, 
it will have to confront this attitudinal outgrowth of the police bureaucracy head 
on" (Goodbody 1995: 12). 

Eschewing a reign-of-terror approach .............. : .......................... =":.. ........................... ": ......... .:: ............ : ....................... 
to leadership and management does not, of 
course, mean that procedural guidelines 
should all be fed to the paper shredder. The 
procedure manual, "[i]nstead of an instrument . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
of the disciplinary process, brought into play 
against wayward officers, ...needs to become a fount of knowledge, guidance, and inspiration for 
patrol officers: a tool rather than a master" (Sparrow, et al. 1990: 213). 

Sign on the boss's door: "The flogging 
wi l l  continue unti l  morale improves*' 
(anonymous). 

[] Challenge middle managers to facUitate and assure quality. Quality assurance could 
be a key middle management role for many essential operational and infrastructural aspects of 
community problem solving. Obvious examples include quality problem identification, analysis, 
response, and assessment of results (Couper and Lobitz 1991; Goldstein 1990: 93-94). "One of 
the best ways I 've found to help our middle managers understand what is now expected of them," 
reports Cheektowaga, New York, Police Chief Bruce Chamberlin, "is to introduce the principles 
of total quality management (TQM)." Chamberlain's reasoning is bolstered by Chris Braiden's 
experience, which is that "most middle managers focus too much on efficiencymhave we got the 
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right paper work?~and  not on effectiveness--are we delivering quality services to the public?" 
(Braiden 1995). Acquainting middle managers with the total quality movement, and how the 
infrastructure of an organization is critical to its producing high quality services or products, may 
help middle managers who need to shift their focus from efficiency for its own sake to those 
efficiencies that advance effectiveness (Wycoff and Skogan 1993). 

Ui Freedom to fail forward. 
Many trees have been felled and 
many barrels of ink squirted to print 
books extolling the importance of 
managers tolerating honest mistakes 
in order to elicit creative efforts to 
invent better ways of doing business. 
The best batters in professional 
baseball get inducted in the Hall of 
Fame by striking out nearly 70 
percent of the time. If you don't 
swing the bat you don't even stand a 
chance of getting hits. Lots of key 
people in the life of a batter can 
instill doubt or build confidence in 
his or her ability to swing the bat. 
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i!i~:~i~h|n~ t h a t ~ a ~ ; i g ~ a t e d  by!thi~i~o~;'j~i~!ii!~i~; temporary setbacks on the road to success or, 
iiiiiiiiii!ii~t~:ii~ii~iii~:.:i~i:i:~s;~.iiii~S~i::;.~ii:~i:ii:iiil as Stamper (1995) prefers, "as necessary steps 

i i i ! i l i : i ! i :~ ; : iT \#~ i~ i [~ ! :~m~o t~ : i i : ! i i i i i i~ i  to success." One of the hardest things middle 
i i ! i~i~i :~i!~:~~p. .g! . .~l~.cO~!~i/ggS;! ' i i i~!~ managers in police agencies have to do to 

ii~!i!iiJi~i!iiJ~i~i~i!~i~iiii~!i~!~!i~!i~!iii~!~i~J~!i~!~!~ii~!i::~;!~i~ii~!!~;ii~ii~i!~!~!~!~!i~i~i~!~!~i~!~!!~!~i~i~i!!~:~i~i~!~i~!ii~;~ii~!~i!~iiii~iii~ii from organizational and political recrimination 
and scapegoating. The ridicule and 

fingerpointing may well come from the middle managers' bosses, and it may be much easier for 
a middle manager to stand in the crowd watching a subordinate led to the guillotine than to risk 
having his or her own neck placed on the block. Sparrow, et al. (1990: 213) assert that "tilt is 
only [middle managers] who can break the link between failure and recrimination on an 
organizationwide scale. They must protect their officers from the political effects of legitimate 
failure" (emphasis added). 
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To be sure, failing is not 
inherently virtuous. Indeed, in 
policing, it can be a real problem, for 
lives, the livability of communities, 
and liability are at stake. But since 
failing is inevitable, the virtue lies in 
learning---efficiently, effectively, and 
endur ing ly~f rom the setbacks 
(Kanter 1982: 96; Chicago Police 
Department 1994: 142). The virtue, as 
someone said, lies in "failing 
forward." As Eck and Spelman (1987: 
104) suggest, "[r]ecognizing and 
learning from mistakes is the best 
way to keep from repeating them." 

Even though mistakes in the 
world of people who wear guns and 
badges may often be more 
consequential than mistakes by 
gardeners or house painters or others 
in society, still middle managers must 
help develop a rational sense of 
perspective about which mistakes are 
truly significantmand may require 
prompt and intense remediation~and 
which mistakes are minor and can be 
taken in stride. As Ed Harris (1995: 
80) suggests, failure to distinguish 
between the "trivial" and the "tragic" 
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i~::i~:::i?.!?::i~ii::i i::i~i~::!':i!:::j~i!;:~,::i !'i~!!!:.'ii:.ii' .!: :!i.'.~?:.: ~:~:.:..~; i:i:.~:%"::: !:/!i:;i::i i;i: :::.i~:::::-::~i !!::*::: :~!i!:i:~:!:?:::ii!.!~!:;;i?!:i:!:':::ii::~:i i:~:-!:i "::.::~:~?! ::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: "~iiii 

!i:~iil ii~it~n i ~ ! : : i o f :  q ~ r t~ i r - i ~h l  .|htck ' ~ e l  i:::.WiS :asked :.:a :ii~iiii~iiil 

~i::i:.i: i:.!:: turn !0ff::the machine *and. comel...iivith hin~ . Whist :':r ~':SS~:~ 
ii~i:~: I.: e m  ed;wasr a. p ~ r e v l e W d e C l s l 0 n t 0  g ive  the .~.::.i 

. ' . . . . .  minor  a W a i ~  I t . w a s : a n a w a r d  :~:L ~ 
not.:for Ignorance but : for  honesty.-Suppose..he- :: 
had sa id  what  many cops m i g h t h a v e  said to  a 
sergean t  under analogous c i rcumstance (e.g., 
the sergeant  asks  "Officer Jones,  do you know 
how to disarm that  Uzi you seized in the drug 
raid?"). The answer might have been, "No prob- 
lem boss~ Pve got it under control," even though 
nothing could be far ther  from the truth.  By own- 
ing up to his lack of knowledge,  the Wainwr ight  
employee saved the company a potent ia l ly  cost ly  
machine repair and a loss of product iv i ty.  (Com- 
pare a story told by Armstrong t 9 9 2 : t 2 2 - 2 4  
ahou ta  punch press operator in another compa- 

i:.::i: • i!: = =!i.= :::: :: i :i::: :. ::= :~,,ii : : :  ::~: i: i : i :=  ~)i := /=  ::, i ::. ::ii::i:i :::::. : i / :  =:: :i : : : : :  H :::i 

in any human endeavor can cause needless anguish: 

"It is possible to think that long hard winters shouldn't be happening. Or that 
planes shouldn't be late. That everyone should love you. This is a world of 
changed schedules, wrecks, accidents, forgotten appointments, broken buttons, and 
children not doing what they said they would. It's a mistake to think these tragic. 
Tragic is when you die after living a wasted, unhappy life." 

For an organization to keep its sense of perspective and "fail forward"--to recognize and 
learn from grand and small mistakes--there must be some methods by which institutional 
knowledge is amassed and passed along across work units and over time. Otherwise, everyone 
is consigned to learning every lesson the hard way, or at least is dependent on unpredictable, ad 
hoc opportunities for learning from others' valuable mistakes. "One difficulty here," observes 
Sparrow (1992: 55), "is that police officers have to be persuaded that it is helpful, rather than 
harmful, to record their failures as well as their successesmand for that they will need a lot of 
reassurance." 
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ii::ri::i:~::,i/:~::i:::!! ' .  ' : :  ~ '  : i : ~ ' i i ! ! : ' i : i : ' : i  : ' : :  ....... : : ~ : " T : i  
i!~-,-:"[C]overlng up or perpetuating failures : ~ 
...,ii~, w s t  be perceived .as a serious breach .of. ~ i 
~..~ :responsibility" (KeUlng and Bratton 1993: ;:::~ 

Aside from the question of whether 
officers want the lessons they have leamed to 
be recorded, there is the issue of who is going 
to do the dreaded paper work. This applies 
even to recording "good news" stories. 
Joachimstaler (1995: 5) suggests that one 

possible role for middle managers with time on their hands might be to function as "project 
recorders" for problem-solving officers. 

E! Promote innovation. If middle managers have helped create an organizational 
environment in which falling short of ambitious aspirations is understood as a necessary and 
proper learning opportunity, then the middle managers may have developed the credibility to 
promote innovation. 

"Innovation" is a word tossed around liberally. Whatever it means, we know it's a good 
thing to be, and so at every possible juncture we label our efforts and the efforts of people whom 
we like as "innovative." Kanter (1982, 1983) distinguishes excellence in applying traditional 
methods within traditional strategies ("basic accomplishments") from "innovative 
accomplishments." Kelling and Bratton (1993: 7) distinguish project or tactical innovations 
(within current strategy) from strategic innovations. The Chicago Police Department (1994: 109) 
noted three of the characteristics it hopes its employees will incorporate as they innovate in 
furtherance of community policing. To the CPD, a desirable police innovative accomplishment 

"(1) produces a substantial improvement for the community; 
(2) reduces police workload; or 
(3) improves relations with the community." 

We might add to that list that the accomplishment-- 

(4) strengthens the capacity of the police, community, and other collaborators to solve 
future problems (Kanter 1982, 1983); or 

(5) "enriches the work of line officers" (Kelling and Bratton 1993: 9). 

It is not essential that every innovation meet each of these standards, of course, but 
attempting to meet as many as possible helps to ensure that the innovation is not achieved at the 
expense of other important organizational commitments. 

A core technology of innovation is soliciting and making use of suggestions. Middle 
managers can measurably advance community problem solving if they can persuade officers and 
sergeants to make frequent, thoughtful suggestions for better ways of policing and of supporting 
policing. Many organizations in the public and private sectors have had suggestion boxes as long 
as there have been organizations and boxes. The challenge in filling the box is finding the keys 
that open the minds and generosity of employees to look for and recommend things that could 
be done better in the workplace. 

An intriguing example is David Robbins' leadership at Wainwright Industries, a medium- 
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size St. Louis-based manufacturing company ::~:::~:~:::;:.:;~::.~;~:...::~::~::::.:~;:~::.:.:::~:::;..;:.~:~::~:::~:::~.7~:;:~:~.:~:.;;~.~::~::~::.Z:;::~.~::~:::~::~:.::~:::~:~;;.:.~.:::::~;..~::;~:.~;:.::.:~::~.~::~:~:::..:~z~:~.~::.;~::.::;~::~:::~:.~:~::;:~;~ 
that makes parts for automobiles and airplanes i~:!;::.::!:.!~|~ld:-ma~e~:im~ i~:i:~ai :m~g~:~:i::i!~:~!:ii!ii{ 

i:::: iiOt.: overseers,.. Th~:ifoc uslof :oversee~. is i~i!::~il 
(this is the same company cited in our 
discussion of how to deal constructively with ~:~:::~purp~si).~:~s:.~it~:.~!~n~m~;~tha1:~:.t~e|~::~n~r~:~:~i~:~:~i::~:~i{ii. 
employee mistakes). A devotee of total i{!:iii:!~:ii~.ti~iar~:i.fol!o~2~::!:~~i~:~.:~i~::::i!~|~i:~ii!{{ii 
quality management, Robbins, co-founder and }ii:!;!iiresponsib|iiUeiii!d~i;~l~!i~!t~.~sk::i|s~:ili!!ii 

~:::i;ii i~i~ought t 0 : ~  ~ t~ i~v&lo~i!~r~nii~! ii~Q]i~ililiiiii~ 
co-leader of the firm, set his business goals i : i i : ~ i ~ , i ~ : ~ : : ~ i : i ~ a ~ : i ~ i : : ~ [ ~ ~ ! i i i ~ i ! i i i i i  
high: He wanted to win the Malcolm !!!~:::!~::?tfie:~i, iii~ii::ifi:?::~c~u~::i::~::i~i~iifT~fi~:i!~{:i~i~i~i 
Baldridge Award (the highest award America i::i!i:ii~ivai~ii~ithei'~iin~tion~!:~;i~:ieo~!:~iiiii~{{ i 
gives its best-run companies) and enjoy all the ~}~i::~::~,m~te~y::~l~Mg~|;:~:~k~!i6hgi~:i~:~:;i~{ ;~ 

business successes tha t  award implies, i~:i;;?:;::~hiiy:ie~h~a~~!~i~i!~Uoal:i~iiiii~!{~{ 
Robbins knew that one of the many i{i):;~iii~limate:::]ii:~:Whl©h::~N~:i!cWl:ii:eXpO~!~ii~/~{ 
ingredients of high-performing, profitable ii!;:!!;ii: mimt; : i~t  PrlmaiqlY t~;:~i~:~p~e;enti:i~em ', ii~:i~i!i~i{ 
businesses was having robust employee ::i::::ielVesias?m~el$:;:fori:::p~i:!:::lh:!ii[hiiii:!~?:;ii!i!i~ii 
suggestion programs. He surveyed the iil;:;i:©harg~):i:That:]s':itbeYi©u~h,:!l~d,:m'i!:::::i:::~:i '~ 
landscape for exemplars and benchmarks and :: t e ~ t ,  Inspire, understand ::mistakes,: and :i;!::::: 
discovered in the management literature that :;: tolerate failure, (Kelling and:  Bretton : i 

t993: 10; Kelling and Wyco. 199t 1' (.:i ! :~i".i; 
a Japanese company held the world record for .... ~ .............. ................. : :i:::.:i:: ................. : ............ :: ~:: .............. iiii :ILI]I:I i:::i 
rate of useful employee suggestions. That 
record was 50 suggestions per employee per year--suggestions which were considered sound 
enough to actually be implemented by the employing company. That's about one feasible idea 
per worker per week. 

Robbins checked his own suggestion box and found that a usable idea was dropped in it 
at the rate of one recommendation per employee per year. How to close the gap? The main thing 
Robbins did was, perhaps counterintuitively, to stop paying for suggestions. "I could never afford 
to pay for the number of suggestions I wanted," he reasoned. In place of monetary incentives, 
he did one of the things that any good police detective has to do when investigating 
crimes--think clearly about what might motivate the suspect to do the deed in question. "What 
would I want out of a suggestion program if I were one of my employees?" Robbins asked 
himself. 

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  i . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  : " "  

"The overarchlng condition required 
.. for t anagers  to produce innovative 

achievements is this: they must envi. 
slon an accomplishment beyond the. 
scope of the job" (Kanter t982~ 9 8 ) .  

• ~ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  . . . . . . . . . .  • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  ; . . . . . . . . . . . . .  

The answer he came up with was, I would 
want to be taken seriously and I would want 
timely responses to my recommendations. So 
Robbins set about establishing what must at the 
time have seemed like impossibly demanding 
timetables for responsiveness to employees' 
suggestions. The drill was that every suggestion 

made by an employee had to be responded to by that employee's supervisor within 24 hours of 
the suggestion being made. Further, if the idea was considered a good one, it either had to be 
implemented or, if implementation would be costly or complicated, the implementation process 
(R&D work, budgeting, etc.) had to be commenced within 72 hours of the initial suggestion. 

That did it. Employees found it exciting to be taken seriously and especially exciting to 
see that good ideas were translated into real changes--and quickly enough for the employees to 
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benefit from their own suggestions. Within two years, Wainwright Industries jumped from one 
implemented suggestion per employee per year to 52. Not every idea was of monumental, 
bottom-line significance. Some were minor improvements in shop-floor efficiency or safety. But 
other recommendations saved the company huge amounts of money. There was still a small prize 
program: Periodically the names of employees whose suggestions had been implemented were 
placed in a hat and those drawn at random got to take their families or friends to a nice dinner 
courtesy of the boss. By the way, the boss got a prize, too. In late 1994, Vice President Ai Gore 
handed David Robbins a Malcolm Baldridge Award. 

What Robbins had demonstrated is that, even if "response time" doesn't much matter 
when police are summoned to the scene of "cold calls," response time matters a great deal when 
trying to motivate employees to suggest ways to improve their own organization. For a brief 
period, what David Robbins knows about how to run organizations and inspire employees inured 
to the benefit of the St. Louis Metropolitan Police Department, for he served, as a gubernatorial 
appointee, as president of the board of police commissioners. His legacy to the St. Louis police 
was naming Clarence Harmon to lead the Department into implementation of problem solving 
strategies. 

Besides eliciting suggestions from employees most familiar with the work, another core 
prerequisite for innovation is welcoming experimentation. Those who demand absolute proof in 
advance that an idea will be a winner will probably kill all but the safest experiments. "Only 
hindsight shows that an innovative idea was bound to be successful" observes Kanter (1982: 97). 
"Where would the aviation industry be today," asked another sage, "if the Wright Brothers had 
said, 'We're not jumping off this cliff until you show us a Boeing 707!'?" Or, as celebrated 
South Central Los Angeles youth advocate Joe Marshall asked an audience of philanthropists on 
June 1, 1995 at a conference co-sponsored by the federal Office of Juvenile Justice and 
Delinquency Prevention and the National Council on Crime and Delinquency: "What is the 
foundation world's fixation with demanding assurance ahead of time that my proposal will 
succeed? Sometimes I wonder if Harriet Tubman or Martin Luther King could have passed that 
test and got a grant to work on freeing slaves and de-segregating America." Most of the high- 
performing middle managers w know would rather "go down swinging" against community crime 
and disorder problems than never dare to step up to the plate. 

Sparrow, et al. (1993: 21) counsel similar patience and understanding with the fledgling 
strategy experiment called community policing. They responded to a critic who complained that 
their advocacy of community policing, in the book Beyond 911, was a triumph of hope over 
experience. "[T]he superiority of the new has not yet been scientifically established," the critic 
carped, and therefore "it is academically irresponsible to promulgate unproven ideas." In defense, 
Sparrow, Moore, and Kennedy argue: 

"We frequently stress our view that this movement may yet take a decade to reach 
maturity, and that such irrefutable proof may be a while coming. Meanwhile, there 
are plenty of promising signs .... For our part we are pleased to offer whatever 
support we can to pioneering and entrepreneurial practitioners seeking genuine 
alternatives to what is obviously flawed current practice." 
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Experimentation in the police field, to be sure, is not the same as experimenting with 
widgets. Human subjects are involved. This nation takes experimentation with human subjects 
very seriously, as well it should (Federal Judicial Center 1981). But the police field needs to be 
candid about the reality that, because of a dearth of proof that conventional methods are fit for 
human consumption, policing necessarily is an on-going set of program experiments affecting 
human subjects. In any event, it has been and will continue to be possible in police studies to 
honor the standards required for experimental program innovations that involve human subjects. 
Some of the most influential studies over the past several decades--which, for example have 
discredited random motorized patrol as a foundation of crime prevention and brought insight 
about what works and under what circumstances to reduce public fear of crime and the incidence 
of spousal violence--have arisen from controlled experiments. 

Four more ways in which middle managers can contribute to building an organizational 
culture in which innovation is promoted are allocating "entrepreneurial power;," watching the pace 
of innovation to make sure it doesn't become a runaway stagecoach; providing enough direction 
that officers don't feel rudderless as they wonder how to get started innovating and what to 
innovate about; and balancing resources to ensure that new ideas can be tested without forsaking 
continuing service obligations. 

Innovators will typically need both the 
power already granted to them (standing 
authority or one-time authority to engage in 
the innovative project) plus the additional 
power they can acquire to push the innovation 
from idea to reality (Kanter 1982: 98). The 
creative managers are the "corporate 
entrepreneurs" (Kanter 1982: 98; 1983). In the 
police context, this means that people with a 
passion for and a vision of a better way of 
doing business have to be allowed to find 
time to ferret out available organizational 
authority that is lying dormant or being 
squandered on useless activity and to deploy 
this power in support of their innovative 
efforts. 

Middle managers also are in a good 
position to monitor and adjust the pace of 
innovation to ensure that it neither 
overwhelms the system and backfires nor fails 
to challenge employees sufficiently. 
Organizational change must be guided in such 
a manner to balance progress and operational 
stability. Too little change can cause problems 
over the long run. But too much sudden 

In  the private business w o r l d ,  K a n t e r  :~ 

(19112= 10t )  suggests, "four central  orga. 
nlzational tasks" lie before middle man- 
agers during the ."action phase" of a 
team's innovation efforts: 

:. I~1 "handle interference" |from outside the.  
preJect t o m )  
Ci "maintain momentum and continuity" 
(handle *interference.. . foot~lragging or .  
inactivity" from within the project team)  i 

i (2 ~'seeondary redesign" (infrastructural • i 
changes "necessary to keep the project 
going" such as "a set of new awards and 
a fresh performanoe appraisal system for 

• team members and their subordinates;" 
or "when it seems that a project is bog- 
ging down--that is, when everl/thlng 

:. possible has bean done and no more 
results are on the hor izon-managers  
often change the structure or approach 
|of the entire project]. Such alterations. 
can c a u s e a  redouMing of effort and a i 

' renewed at tack on the problem.' )  
(3 "external communication" (being sure 
those "peers and key supporters" outside 

; the project team "have an up.to-date. 
: impression of the project and its suc. 
! cess." 

change will cause immediate functional problems. 
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Problems will arise as well if officers are plunged head first into the innovation ocean 
without enough direction to help them know how to get started and what to focus their innovative 
talents on accomplishing. Middle managers need to show great sensitivity to the officers who are 
trying to satisfy the request that they be innovative and who have until recently been accustomed 
to getting a lot of top-down direction. Untethered and unguided freedom to fail will not be 
appreciated, is a recipe for disaster, and almost certainly reflects irresponsible management 
technique. Mid-managers need to balance a "process...in which there [is] a high premium on 
communication and the willingness to change gears as required by events" with the risk that "all 
this communication and opportunity for change [will suggest to officers] that the program... [is] 
without direction." Community policing implementation requires skillful middle managers who 
are "keenly aware of how this [change] process might appear to the officers on the street" 
(Skogan, et al. 1994: 7/3). 

As guardians of the public purse, middle managers need to manage the resources needed 
for innovation and for maintenance of essential existing systems. They--and their organizational 
and political bosses, the media the public at large--need to recognize that there will often be 
tradeoffs and that decisions must be made responsibly about those tradeoffs. Allowing middle 
managers or their subordinates to go after atrophying authority or fiscal resources being used 
unwisely by the police department in order to provide "venture capital" for proposed strategic 
innovations does not entail a carte blanche grant of permission for first-line employees to curry 
favor and compete counterproductively with one another for limited slices of the pie. The middle 
manager often will need toplay a valuable advisory role, and sometimes a decisionmaking role, 
concerning competing demands for resources and power. 

For middle managers, the task of managing innovation includes calculating the results of 
change. A focus on quality of service delivery can have an impact on the volume of workload, 
without additional resources. An emphasis on front-line experts means challenges to numerous 
conventional policies and procedures. 

While the method of implementing community policing may be different for each middle 
manager, the task is fundamentally the same: Fix the workplace. The hub of activity for the 

middle managers is not generally on the extemal problem-solving activity of the officers, 
detectives, civilian front-line personnel and all of their immediate supervisors. It is on the work 
environment. What is in the way must be removed and what can help must be developed. 

I:3 Recognize that, "what we have  here is a faUure to communicate." This was the taunt, 
in the movie Cool Hand Luke, of Paul Newman's character by a chain gang boss glowering at 
him from behind mirrored sunglasses. But the words have been or could be uttered truthfully by 
the employees of almost any police organization we have observed. The complaint is that 
members of the organization don't communicate well with one another, especially across units 
and ranks. Middle managers need to take on forthrightly this barrier to effective community 
problem solving. Leaving it alone will doom the strategic innovation efforts, since information 
is the life-blood of effective policing, and communication blockages within organizations and 
between them and their external environment thus produce strategic heart attacks. 

To foster open and frequent communication within the department and between it and 
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others, the department's general policy should ~:: ...... ::::::':~:::;:~":::!ii?;:~:i::; :::i ~?~:i:: ............... :::: :::% I :T;? ,?:~! 
~. Middle managers need to recognize that  - : 

be that officers can talk to anyone who can i Information floW within a . w o r k  t e a m  i s :  ! 
help address their problems (community :i:ii:: ,thegiUothaiholdsyourieamlogother,~!::i 
groups, business leaders, other officers, other !!: (Chi~=ago Polire Department  "1994=iJa8),::ili:ii 
government agencies, national experts, et al.) :~:~ They::also n o d  ; ~ ! o ~ . o n a u ~ : : t h a t  ilrlfomul~ii.ii i 
without needing prior approval from high- i : t l o n l l o W s a c ~ S b e s t s ; s ~ s ,  and:~ its~:::..~ 

!:::"::aS ne~ed  tO kii~p.pol|pei~!~.aiee r~.:.:::/: i, i level police officials (F~k and Spelman 1987: ~::::!:i;:;Sihldiioi a i ~ : o t a ~ d l c u l a r  pn~iblm::?:~i:: 
104). !: : : :curMton the:status ofi.~e problem.land '.i ;i 

i~ r e s ~ e e s  (ibid,|. ::*: : i?!ii?:~ ::: ? : i:i:i:'::i i. : : :  ~i! 

approval from low-level bosses. In St. Louis, 
then-Captain Roy Joachimstaler was proud several years ago of one of his officers who took on 
as a "POP" project a long-standing disorder problem with unsavory people loitering in front of 
a liquor store. They loitered during a busy police shift, so when the offenders told the responding 
officers that they were just waiting for a bus (there was a bus stop in front of the liquor store), 
the officers didn't have the time to wait around and see if that assertion was true. But one officer 
found the time to make one phone call--to a friend who worked for the city bus company. At 
the officer's request (made without prior consultation with his supervisor or middle managers), 
the friend simply arranged through transit authority channels to have the bus stop moved one 
block away. Problem solved. The men did not loiter at the new bus stop, and they lacked the 
excuse of the bus stop to allow them to hang out in front of the liquor store. Would every middle 
manager in American policing acquiesce comfortably, as Joachimstaler did, in his officers taking 
such initiatives to talk with, and collaborate with, external organizations without prior chain-of- 
command approval? Probably not. But Joachimstaler knew his personnel well enough to know 
which officers he could trust to take initiatives and check in at their own discretion, and who 
needed closer supervision in their problem-solving efforts. 

. . . . . . . . . . .  ~ ,  . . . . . . . . . . .  ~ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  i - - . 4  

When officers need the assistance, 
middle managers should "facilitate com. 
munlcation among different watches ~ 
[and] arrange for follow.up by special. 
ized units,.." (Joachlmstaler  t 995: 4). 

Far more basic than inter-departmental 
communications by first-line officers and 
horizontal communications across police 
department units is clearing the way for 
officers to have open-ended conversations 
about community problems with the 
community members who are experiencing the 

problems. As preposterous as it might seem, because of lowest-common-denominator approaches 
to stamping out systemic corruption in some police departments, there are formal rules against 
"unnecessary conversation" between beat officers and citizens (Weisburd, et al. 1988: 36, 38). 
What was deemed "necessary" under this well-meaning but unartful quest for integrity was only 
talk about an incident to which the citizen summoned the police. Otherwise, if an officer was 
caught by a boss talking for ten minutes with a citizen, the boss "figures that's five minutes too 
long. So he'll give you a 'rip' (disciplinary report) for unnecessary conversation" (New York City 
officer, quoted in Weisburd, et al. 1988: 38). Where there was no verifiable dispatch as 
justification for a streetcomer conversation, proactive chat presumably would have to be justified, 
if possible, by reference to some condition or incident that officers spotted "on view" during their 
random patrolling. 
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We do not dismiss the risks of a highly corrupt unit in a department abusing the cover 
of community policing to talk with shop owners, drug dealers, hookers and others in the 
neighborhood for extortionate reasons. Still, it cannot be that the best way to address this problem 
is by adopting generalized bans on police-citizen communication. "Such contacts [between CPOP 
officers and residents of New York City] were important to building good will in the 
community." Moreover, "those conversations could actually contribute directly to maintaining 
order in the neighborhood" (Weisburd, et al. 1988: 38). 

Communication is not just sharing 
facts. It is also fighting, constructively, about 
what the facts are--and about what the 
problem-solving policies, procedures, and 
tactics of a department should be. Middle 
managers need to model the value of debate 
for those under their charge. This is not easy 
in a paramilitary organization, as we suggested 
earlier. 

A trick that some middle managers and 
chiefs have found useful for encouraging 
constructive controversy in staff meetings 
entails having a "designated devil's advocate" 
for the duration of the meeting (with sincere 

i.. I f  a middle manager.expects his or her 
~ : . . : .  - 
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i."ment a n d  supervisory performance " 
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promises that there will be no reprisals afterwards!). The boss appoints someone, at the outset 
of the discussion, whose mission throughout the course of the meeting is to seize every 
reasonable opportunity to question, test, and challenge out loud the statements that the boss and 
peers are making. This practice needs to be used in moderation. Anybody who has ever been 
trapped on the receiving end of a conversation with a young child, who to every one of the 
adult's answers, asks "but why?" can readily appreciate that a little bit of the designated devil's 
advocacy goes a long way. But as aggravating as the "medicine" may be, consider how much 
more consequential could be a police department's failure to elicit informed disagreement about 
tactics and strategies. 

Unquestioning acquiescence in a police ;~:ii~.~:i'ii:.i;:!ii ::::~:'~: %!i!;;!?.ii.iiii!.!;~i,::.i:.i:i;.i;i~,i. .. 
agency's way of doing business can lead to ~:i::ii~:~:~sag~..iiii~i~ ib~ihg:::.i~i.~eab!~".::i;:~:;~.:~il 
the potentially disastrous organizational ~:~an~n~mus~:~:~:.~:~:~:~::~:~:~.~:~.~:~::~:.~:~:~y~:.~::~::~:S~z~.~:~:~:~:~::~:~ 
condition some have called "group think." A 
superb employee training video on the hazards 
of group think has been produced by CRM Films of Carlsbad, California. It recreates the 
background meetings among key engineers at NASA and the government contractors responsible 
for designing and building the Challenger Space Shuttle. This is the shuttle which exploded on 
take off, killing all the astronauts on board and stunning the nation, which had become somewhat 
complacent about the safety record of manned spacecraft. What sends shivers down the spines 
of police audiences to whom we have showed this video is the factual depiction of roundtable 
meetings among engineers weeks before the ill-fated launch. In several of those meetings, a lone 
engineer objects strenuously to the launch as planned. He argues that the proposed launch date 
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and anticipated weather will expose the "O" rings, which seal joints in the space shuttle, to 
excessive stress. "We've never verified that the 'O'  rings will perform adequately under these 
conditions," he protests. But at this time the entire space shuttle program was behind schedule 
and being subjected to sniping in the media and on Capitol Hill. So the engineer was shouted 
down and pressured to withdraw his objections by other members of the contractor's 
implementation brainstorming committee. "Get with the program," he was told. It 's a line police 
have heard quite often. 

I"1 Reinvent the department's 
infrastructure. One of the highest 
callings of middle managers in the 
pursuit of change that endures will be 
to identify and lobby for modification 
of organizational procedures and 
structures to support the desired vision 
of policing. Earlier we reported the 
beliefs of insightful analysts that the 
failure of prior strategic innovations, 
like team policing, which contained 
many of the salient features of 
community problem solving, stemmed 
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il,.:, and the officers apply]tlwse i d u s w h O r e  t h e  :.i 
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i?: must bedone by police managerS.: tn police de . .  ~ 
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Ing. Police officers have responded with a surge 
of excitement to this new operating philosophy. 
It is the middle manager, largely viewed as play. 
Ing a secondary role, who can ensure that 
community policing is embedded in the police 
agency as its standard modus operandi. 

from inattention to infrastructural changes. The new method of work was a square peg that didn't 
fit in the inflexible round holes of the conventional police bureaucracy. If the current strategic 
reform efforts are to succeed, Sparrow, et al. (1990: 214) argue, "midlevel managers [will need] 
to harness their officers' creative abilities and from them fashion organizational adaptiveness" 
(emphasis added). The list of organizational support systems needing adaptation today in most 
police departments is a long one, and an increasingly familiar one. Some we have discussed 
already. The conscientious middle managermrecognizing that he or she cannot do everything and 
thus needing to pick fights strategicallymwill work with others to promote modifications of 
organizational approaches to" 

recruitment 
hiring 

~" training, including peer assistance programs 
supervision 
performance appraisal 

t~. internal affairs procedures 
~" R&D and information systems 

public information and news media relations 
~ '  equipment maintenance 

procurement processes and standards 
procedural and rule books 

tae the tyranny of 9-1-1 
~ '  work schedules and assignments that impede collaborative problem solving 

the balance between specialization and generalization, and 
~" factors that cause agency units to work at cross purposes 
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A number of these infrastructural elements merit some additional discussion. 

~" Recruitment and hiring. Significant modification of employee recruitment and hiring 
processes are frequently left on the back burner of reform in many agencies working to retool 
to accommodate community policing. But this was not the case in Hayward, California, several 
years ago, where then-Chief Joe Brann put strengthening that department's employee intake 
processes at the top of his community policing "to-do" list. Traditionally, the Department, like 
most around the nation, had deferred to the City's personnel staff. The personnel department 
dutifully found candidates who had the best "weight in proportion to height, ability to read and 
write basic English, and physical agility" (Brann and Whalley 1992: 72). The police department 

"worked closely with the entrance hiring psychologist to develop a profile of an 
effective Hayward COPPS officer. This information was then incorporated into the 
screening criteria for hiring. *** [These criteria] explored a candidate's ability to 
learn, problem-solve [and] appraise situations for long-term solutions. *** [T]he 
new recruitment perspective, coupled with mandated traditional policing skills, 
[began] to glean individuals who possess both a conceptual understanding and 
applicable skills for problem solving and dealing with the complexities of human 
behavior" (Brann and Whalley 1992: 72; also see Weisburd, et al. 1989: 43-44, 
for additional discussion of selection issues pertaining to community policing). 

~" Training, including peer assistance programs. Some people dislike intently the word 
"training" as applied to human beings, especially adults with average or better intelligence. "You 
train animals," they say, "you educate people." We respect the spirit of the complaint, but hope 
the reader will forgive us if we do not labor through the sanitizing of our brains that would be 
required to jettison the word "training" from this discussion. 

Whether the endeavor be called training, education, or self-actualization, we are sure 
Herman Goldstein got it right when he complainedi 

"[I]t is troubling to find that a department's investment in the reorientation of 
management and supervisory personnel often consisted of no more than 'a day 
at the academy'mand sometimes not even that. How much of the frustration 
in eliciting support from management and supervision stems from the fact that 
agencies have simply not invested enough in engaging senior officers, in 
explaining why change is necessary, and in giving these supervisors and 
managers the freedom required for them to act in their new role' I (Goldstein 
1993: 5). 

Many police agencies use outside trainers to introduce and reinforce principles and tactics 
of community problem solving to line-personnel and supervisors. The Hayward, California, Police 
Department decide to capitalize "on the talent within the department" by having 

"the training segrnents...delivered bY in-house personnel who could effectively 
translate this philosophy into the manner that would meet the unique needs of the 
employees and the community of Hayward. A clear benefit of utilizing in-house 
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instructors was that employees were able to hear command personnel sincerely 
support the concepts of decentralization o f  authority and risk taking" (Brann and 
Whalley 1992: 74). 

Thus, in-service and recruit training can become a significant responsibility for middle managers 
in the processes of implementing and continuously improving community policing. 

After an unhappy early 
experience with using agency outsiders 
as supervisory trainers, the Chicago 
Police Department, in 1994, garnered 
much more favorable reviews from 
mid-manager trainees to the use of in- 
house experts (Skogan, et al. 1995: 
17-18). The most important difference 
cited between the two waves of 
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training was that the successful ~i forcing the law" (Lee Brown, quoted in Webber 
trainers knew the managers' jobs. 1992: 31i see also Stephens t993: 3). 
"Last year," said one lieutenant, they ................................................................. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  i 
[the trainees] ate the civilians alive. 
They took exception to everything the (civilian) trainers said" (ibid.: 18). Another difference was 
that the first year's trainers were "a little abstract .... [T]hey asked questions like 'would you 
rather be a tree or a forest?'" (ibid.). Undoubtedly, the unspoken answer was, "I'd rather be 
fishing." Mastrofski (1993:11), too, pulled no punches. As things look from his perspective, it 
appears that community policing training programs could be improved 

"by not inviting armchair theorists, gurus, consultants, and other 'experts' to drone 
on incessantly about the 'philosophy' of community policing. A frequent 
complaint from the trainees is that these sessions lack the substance or 
concreteness that officers require to come to grips with real problems." 

Supervision. We have addressed throughout this chapter many of the modifications 
that community problem solving needs by way of first-line supervision, and we need not reiterate 
those discussions here. In sum, central issues include shifting from primarily "directing" to 
primarily "coaching" problem-solving efforts, maintaining a capacity for highly-directive 
leadership and oversight when the tactical problems or the employees at hand require that 
approach; building on strengths (including "catching" cops doing things right); and related 
changes. 

A specific role that middle managers can play in fostering first-line supervision that, in 
turn, fosters quality problem solving is to help sergeants enhance their credibility with officers 
concerning community problem solving. This may not be necessary in departments which have 
been involved in community policing for some years, or in those even rarer agencies which hire 
through lateral entry sergeants who are experienced problem solvers from other departments. But 
in most agencies and for most sergeants, the reality will be that these first-line supervisors are 
being asked to coach a type of work they have never done themselves. That, of course, can 
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produce significant credibility problems among the rank-and-file officers. One could--and 
probably should--argue with the belief that a person can only supervise or coach tactics that they 
themselves can do well. Professional sports coaches and players are an obvious analogy. Does 
Chicago Bulls coach Phil Jackson have anything useful to tell Michael Jordan? We think so, even 
if Phil can't be like Mike. 

The coach ought to know something about the topic, however. In Meredith Wilson's 
musical, The Music Man, "Professor" Harold Hill has promised to give band instrument lessons 
to a bunch of young rubes whose parents he suckered into raising money to put together a boys 
band. When the children ask him to demonstrate how each instrument works, Hill mocks 
astonishment and declares that he has a far superior method for them to leam to playmthe 
"think" system. "Just pick up your instruments, really concentrate, and think the 'Minuet in G,' 
boys! Think!" But cops don't con so easily. And, rightly or wrongly, they tend to expect their 
bosses to be "cops with big jobs," fully capable of doing their own direct service policing if 
necessary. In the community policing context, this means the sergeants--and middle 
managers---will be more credible to first-line officers if they are very conversant with and adept 
at using the problem identification, analysis, response, and monitoring methods they are going 
to supervise. Otherwise, supervisors' efforts may well be viewed (perhaps accurately) by officers 
as the meddling of an uninformed boss. 

~r Performance appraisal. Middle managers can make a monumental contribution to 
retooling their organizations' infrastructure if they develop comprehensive new packages for 
assessing the quality and quantity of work done by first-line police employees and their 
immediate supervisors. The post mortems on team policing and other strategic innovations that 
failed to stick emphasized that the fledgling efforts were misfits in the departments' traditional 
incentive systems. Performance appraisal is one of those basic incentive systems. 

Middle managers conventionally have borne some responsibility to review the "alerts" sent 
out by "early warning" systems designed to detect officers at risk of poor performance due to 
job-related or personal problems. Such responsibilities still make sense under community 
problem-solving regimes. It may be, however, that some of the risks and some of the employee 
problem-solving talents and opportunities that may be jeopardized by the risks will be broader 
than is the case under most current early warning systems. 

The core shift in performance appraisal systems that most of the leading visionaries of 
community problem solving--and of private corporate reinventionmrecommend, of course, is 
from bean counting to measuring results (e.g, Kanter 1982: 101). Who cares how many coffee 
beans we've got if the java tastes nasty! It will not help, of course, to simply swing the pendulum 
from glorifying quantity over quality to glorifying quality without regard to quantity. If there 
were only one problem and one customer for police departments to worry about, making "quality 
job one" and quantity "job zero" might work. But departments have lots of people and lots of 
problems to address, and so what is needed is a rational marriage of quality and quantity. We 
don't want meaningless quantity; we want and need lots of quality work. 

Another way to put the challenge of reinventing performance appraisal standards and 
systems is that police departments need to reward the things that matter. In community problem 
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solving systems, what matters includes 
contributing manifestly to community safety 
and fear reduction through criminal justice 
and noncriminal justice tactics; providing 
other emergency services; officers' knowledge 
of and involvement in the community in 
various appropriate ways; the adequacy of 
problem-solving efforts from the point of 
view of those who live and work in the 
affected neighborhoods; officers' behavior 
toward the public; officers' initiative in 
tackling problems; and so forth (see, e.g., 
Sparrow, et al. 1990: 226-28; Trojanowicz 
and Bucqueroux 1994). By contrast, things 
that don't matter----or are downright 
harmful - - to  a community policing 
implementation effort include precipitous and 
glutinous use of arrest and other criminal 
justice system resources; meaningless 
paperwork and other "CYA" activities; 
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running breathlessly and unthinkingly to every call for service without regard to its nature; and 
excessive emphasis on officers' attitudes rather than behaviors--since attitudes are likely to 
change after behaviors do (compare Block, undated: 2). Bittner (1983) refers to the desirable 
grand shift in emphasis under community policing as one from "legality" to "workmanship." If 
that sea change occurs, honoring and encouraging it through performance appraisal systems will 
require methods and standards quite unlike those used today in most locales. 

Chiefs 
things 

When he was NYPD Commissioner and president of the International Association of 
of Police, Lee Brown spoke about the importance of developing systems for rewarding 
that matter. "In most police agencies," he said, 

"rewards are based on valor. If you're in a shoot-out, if you're shot or you shoot 
someone else, if you capture a dangerous person, you get special recognition. 
Usually a lot of danger and excitement go along with achieving a reward. What 
about rewarding people for thinking and being creative? [The NYPD] recently 
gave an award to an officer who made a suggestion about licensing unlicensed 
livery cabs that will save the city a few million dollars in the short run. That 
officer didn't have to do that. But he was a thinking, creative person. He saw a 
problem and came up with a solution. Our reward system should recognize people 
who solve problems, who use their minds, who think" (quoted in Webber 1992: 
32). 

Developing sound performance appraisal tools is one way to ensure that the medals or 
other praise a department hands out send the desired messages. In one of our illustrations in the 
previous chapter of middle managers who are making great contributions to community problem 
solving, San Diego's Lieutenant Oliver Henry developed evaluation tools for his officers' 
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problem-solving reports. Those tools were designed to detect the impact of the officers' work far 
more than the officers' activities. Noteworthy efforts by police practitioners and advisors to 
develop performance appraisal tools more responsive than conventional systems to the needs of 
community problem solving have been made by Nuchia, et al. (1993), Jordon (1992), and 
Trojanowicz and Bucqueroux (1992); see also Nowicki, et al. (1991). 

A difficult challenge in appraising the performance of individual and collaborative 
community policing efforts is that some of the things to which we most aspire under the new 
strategies are hard to see and touch. "[T]he ultimate evaluation," Lee Brown suggested in a 
comment we quoted earlier, "should not be the arrests but the absence of arrests, when there's 
no crime. If you have no crime on your beat, then you are doing the job you should be doing" 
(quoted in Webber 1992: 32). 

Stepping back momentarily from individual employees' performance to the question of 
appraising overall organizational effort, cumulative victimization surveys are a far more reliable 
vehicle for tracking the presence or absence of crimes (other than homicide) than are the FBI's 
Uniform Crime Reports. The UCR merely tallies those incidents that are officially reported to 
police agencies. Other kinds of public opinion polls besides victimization surveys have also 
proved to be very helpful to community policing organizations (Peak, et al. 1992: 38; Bigham 
1993; Skogan, et al. 1995: 89). Such polls are conducted because the departments take 
community satisfaction to be a defining feature of good organizational performance. Moreover, 
customer surveys can provide information on topics about which the reported crime stats are 
generally silent: levels of community fear; particular problems that the respondents believe are 
causing different kinds of incidents and are spurring fear; and the like. 

Some ways need to be found to incorporate customer satisfaction into the performance 
appraisals of teams of officers and perhaps even the appraisals of individual problem-solving 
officers. One thing that seems elementary is that any such effort to invent and impose such job 
evaluation criteria and systems that entirely excludes input from those being evaluated will run 
a high risk of failure. We earlier noted that in Hayward, Califomia, "recommendations were 
solicited from managers, supervisors and line personnel" for changing the performance evaluation 
system. Moreover, the department decided to align its evaluation approach to its operational 

• decentralization. "[A]ll work units [were asked to devise] their own evaluation instruments and 
processes...designed around the specific services the work unit provides" (Brann and Whalley 
1992: 74). Certain agency-wide minimal standards and core values, of course, must be connecting 
threads running through any such decentralized performance assessment systems. 

One of the possible advantages to some decentralization in performance appraisal systems 
is that this approach may make it easier to make performance appraisal context-sensitive 
(Weisburd, et al. 1988: 45). There is reason to believe that performance is best explained, for 
most people, as an intersection of individual proclivities with situational exigencies and structural 
incentives/disincentives (Toch 1995). Accordingly, the more one can specify the localized 
structural considerations and the localized situations that police employees will probably 
encounter, the better. In other words, the underlying theory here is that certain types of people 
are more likely to perform in desirable or undesirable ways depending on the kinds of work 
environments and specific people and problems they encounter. A classic example concerns 
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police abuse of force: An officer with a propensity to lose his temper may prove more successful 
in keeping calm if his department's culture is very service-oriented than if it is a "kick-ass-and- 
take-names" regime. 

What context-sensitive appraisal may mean as applied to problem solving, for instance, 
is that it will avail little to blame equally two police officers in two different precincts for failing 
to take advantage of a problem-solving resource that exists in only one of the precincts. Maybe 
the underresourced officer should be challenged to invent or spur the invention of the needed 
resource in her precinct. But that may take some time and considerable assistance, depending on 
the nature of the resource. In any event, it would simply be unfair to criticize a person for failing 
to do the unfeasible. 

A fundamental question in framing a performance appraisal system is the "five percent" 
question. Do we write performance standards for the lowest performers on the payrollmthe five 
percent weakest employees? If we use lowest-common-denominator approaches, then how do we 
capture the wide array of moderate and superlative efforts that other employees are making? Do 
we write performance standards for the average group of employees? Or do we write them, as 
Klockars (1995) would have police departments do (at least as concerns police use of force 
issues), for the five percent best employees? By benchmarking any organization's "highly skilled 
officers," the department calls attention to those whose performance falls short of aspirations. So 
long as this is not done in a pejorative way (for, by definition, most employees will fail to meet 
the highest standards most of the time), but in order to identify opportunities for continuing 
professional growth, this may be a very useful approach. 

Part of what is involved is shifting the emphasis from after-the-fact discipline and reward 
to providing incentives for compliance with obligations and pursuit of excellence. As Block 
(undated: !) puts it, it is important to "manage the systems of consequences so that it's in the 
best interest of the subordinate to do what's in the agency's best interest." A sound incentive 
system for employee compliance with a departmental commitment to continuous improvement 
would reward honesty by individual employees and teams of employees about their need for self- 
improvement. We illustrated one way this might be done earlier when we related the Wainwright 
Industries story about the punch press operator who was given a minor company award for 
admitting he didn't know how to avert a costly error. Middle managers would help the police 
industry by exploring such notions with an open mind. 

~" R&D and information systems. In a private organization, the research and 
development unit and its manager "are expected to produce innovations" (Kanter 1982: 97; 1983). 
Few, if any, police department R&D units do anything resembling either research or development 
as those activities are commonly understood in the business word  and the military (Reiss 1991). 
The gaping gulf between these two realities represents how far most police departments can be 
challenged to go in retooling their concepts and methods of research and development to advance 
community problem solving. Even though R&D resources are suffering in some private 
enterprises, the percentage of annual organizational budgets devoted to inventing better products 
and services still dwarfs what the police world dedicates to these functions. 

It seems only logical, as the Chicago Police Department has done under Superintendent 
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Matt Rodriguez during the mid-1990s, to have an agency's director of research and development 
play a fundamental, co-managerial role in designing and assessing the operational and 
infrastructural changes made to accomplish community problem solving. In Chicago, the R&D 
director was co-manager of the strategic shift with a senior manager of patrol operations. 

Whether operated by a research and development unit, a crime analysis unit or some other 
component of the police agency, enhanced information management and retrieval systems are a 
bedrock necessity for officers engaged in problem solving policing. At the simplest level, "[w]hen 
investigating a potential problem, officers and supervisors need to know if others have confronted 
the same difficulty before" (Eck and Spelman 1987: 105). Middle managers who can contribute 
to significant progress in strengthening information processing systems will be serving the 
policing field well, for upgrading information systems to support community policing is 
considered by many practitioners to be the leading infrastructural need of police and sheriffs' 
departments committed to strategic reform (McEwen 1995: 9, 11). The typical automated 
systems, an NIJ survey disclosed, "are not sophisticated enough to support problem solving" 
(ibid.). 

~r The tyranny of 9-1-1. Police chiefs don't run police departments, the saying goes, 
anyone with a dime does. Indeed, the 9-1-1 phone call in most locales is free. As such, the 9-1-1 
system was designed to and has succeeded in enabling the least powerful people in society to 
summon the police. Under "a mechanism of direct, unmediated service distribution...[a] citizen 
no longer needed pull with the ward boss or his minions to get police service; the cost of a phone 
call would bring an officer to the doorstep" (Mastrofski 1993: 14). Such democratization of 
access to government services is not to be denigrated. What is needed for community problem 
solving strategies to succeed, of course, is some relief from the mindless pattern of sending a 
reasonably well-paid, sworn police officer every time somebody sounds the alarm bell, regardless 
of the nature of the call. 

Thus, middle managers can help 
enable community problem solving by helping 
to establish or strengthen differential response 
systems and by making other modifications in 
dispatch policy and practice. They can assist 
as well by devising workable protocols so that 
officers cover calls for colleagues busy 
addressing problems. In doing so, the middle 
managers need to be sure the systems they 
fashion strive to equitably distribute the 
burdens and opportunities among officers over 
time. No such system will achieve equity each 
and every time, and officers need to be helped 
to approach this with a forgiving spirit. But 
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the workload distribution systems should minimize the risks that a few officers will get all the 
free time, perks, and limelight (Eck and Spelman 1987: 105; Chicago Police Department 1994: 
140). Goldstein (1990:173) reports that when departments protect certain officers or units from 
the department's full range of work, resentments and ridicule often follow. For instance, 
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"[o]fficers in CPOP in New York City, who are insulated from the pressures of 
daily calls made to the police, are sometimes referred to by other officers as 'the 
untouchables.' In Baltimore County, officers in COPE are referred to by regularly 
assigned officers as 'cops on pension early'" (see also Skogan, et al. 1994: 6/3). 

A department exposes itself to complaints from officers and their bosses about inequitable 
distribution of burdens and benefits when community problem solving is implemented on a 
special-unit basis rather than agency wide. Typical of such split-force approaches are deployment 
patterns in which there are problem-solving officers (who assist with 9-1-1 true emergency calls 
when needed) and officers still tethered tightly to the 9-1-1 system for their workload. Two 
examples can be offered of the resentments and jealousies that can develop when the 9-1-1 call 
burden is not shared evenly across work units. The Baltimore County Police Department's 
"C.O.P.E." unit, referred to above by Goldstein, did some really important fear-reduction work. 
The unit was nevertheless criticized by regular patrol officers who didn't get to participate in 
C.O.P.E.'s work or its glory (Kelling and Bratton 1993: 7). The Madison, Wisconsin, Police 
Department's "experimental district" was also resented by officers in other districts as a resource 
drain and for its special privileges (Kelling and Bratton 1993: 7). So in looking for reforms in 
the department's call-handling systems, it is important for middle managers, as much as possible, 
to take approaches that will be seen as fair and accepted in good spirit by the department's entire 
workforce. 

t~ Work schedules and assignments that impede collaborative problem solving. Closely 
related to the preceding point, community policing will break down reasonably quickly in a 
department characterized by inflexible work hours or mandatory transfers on arbitrary schedules. 
These practices could undermine relationships and joint activities between police and the 
community. Taking an officer off his or her beat after a specified period of time without regard 
to the nature or quality of work that officer is engaged in risks "abruptly terminating a 
relationship with a neighborhood that a police officer has worked hard to cultivate just as it is 
beginning to produce the desired results" (Goldstein 1990: 175). Giving up too soon on an 
officer's investments in local partnerships may become a self-fulfilling prophecy by the unfaithful 
that community problem solving doesn't work. Good working relationships among police 
personnel in different units or on different shifts will also suffer from autocratic and unbending 
management practices. 

It is not essential that middle managers 
take on the logistical burden of juggling the 
work schedules of dozens or more officers 
who have problem-solving appointments at all 
hours of the day or night. One could envision 
the poor lieutenant or captain hidden at his 
desk behind a mountain of request slips for 
work schedule adjustments. Even with the 
power of modem technology to enter various 
requests into a computer program that will 
spit back optimal schedules for an entire work 
team, why must the middle manager take 
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personal responsibility, except in especially complicated situations, for dealing with basic day-to- 
day staffing questions? 

Would it not work just as well, so long as there are enough competent officers on a squad 
or team to cover a shift's call-for-service load, to let officers have first-crack at adjusting work 
schedules? In any work setting, there will be a few people who abuse an honor system for 
preventing payroll abuse. Byham and Cox (1988: 61) report on empowerment being done poorly 
and backfiring in one corporate setting: "Given the power to make their own decisions, some 
people had decided to take a break for the rest of the day." Back-up systems to the honor system 
are a good idea. As needed, a first-line supervisor could spot-check (audit) a peer-run scheduling 
system from time to time to make sure it works, giving closer scrutiny to employees who need 
it. The managers could also step in when asked to help resolve difficulties in reaching voluntary 
agreements. In Madison, Wisconsin's "experimental police district," officers needing time for 
problem solving 

"consult other officers and their supervisors to make arrangements for the 
necessary time and resources to address the problems. (This means ensuring there 
will be enough people working, enough cars available, etc.) To date, the managers 
feel this practice has worked well. Officers have worked cooperatively, switching 
their days off or changing their schedules in other ways to accommodate their col- 
leagues. Managers provide support by facilitating teamwork between shifts and 
coordinating the efforts of officers wishing to address the same problems" (Wycoff 
and Skogan 1993: 27). 

There may be great skepticism among experienced police employees that a primarily self- 
regulating and peer-regulating system of work scheduling will suffice to ensure that cops don't 
abuse their privileges. Consider, however, what happened in Wainwright Industries several years 
ago after company head David Robbins tore up the rule manual during an employee meeting and 
told his workers, "You don't need a rule book to tell you to come to work on time and not to 
fake being ill." Employee attendance for the years since has consistently registered over 99 
percent. 

Besides the question of scheduling flexibility to accommodate problem-solving activities 
while still covering essential calls-for-service, there is the matter of assigning police 
personnelmsworn and civiliansmin such a fashion that, as much as possible, talents are matched 
to tasks. We addressed this point earlier in this chapter in our discussion ~ of "building on 
strengths" and allowing mid-managers to recognize that people are unique. ~ 

The balance between specialization and generalization. Excessive specialization is 
thought by many to be one of the key structural impediments to officers doing good community 
problem solving. The New York City Police Department, for example, had to bend the rules to 
allow community policing officers to enforce narcotics laws so they would not lose credibility • 
with local residents and businesses (Weisburd, et al. 1988: 40; Kelling and Bratton 1993: 2). That 
decision assuredly was made by senior rather than middle managers, butat  least it enabled an 
environment of organizational responsiveness to the needs of communities, officers, and the 
officers' bosses. In his reengineering plans for the NYPD, Commissioner Bill Brattonnumbered 
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among his prime objectives "unleashing the creativity and energy of precinct police officers from 
the dead hand of bureaucratic procedure which often kept them out of the crime-fighting front 
lines" (Bratton 1994: 4). 

Earlier, in listing reasons why middle 
managers might feel a pinch from 
organizational reform, we observed that in 
departments featuring standardization of 
function within areas of specialization middle 
managers become great experts on relatively 
narrow tasks. A shift away from specialization 
toward broader involvement in understanding 
and achieving entire organizational missions 
may temporarily threaten the middle 
managers' claim to special know-how. 
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It is important to understand why one would want to glorify generalization at the expense 
of specialization when doing so can engender resistance. A justification is especially in order 
when one realizes that downplaying specialization will be characterized by some inside and 
outside the organization as devaluing the special expertise that its employees have spent years 
developing. The point is not that genuine expertise is no longer esteemed by the organization or 
its customers. To the contrary, even greater expertise is being sought so as to make greater 
progress against daunting social problems with a steadily shrinking tax base. 

The point of extolling generalization is that, at least for an interim period, generalist 
functioning will foster generalist thinking (thinking about the entire organization's mission). This, 
in turn, will help direct the attention, energies, and goodwill of an organization's most gifted 
employees and other stakeholders to a crucial question: Which traditional organizational 
structures and arrangements, examined freshly and honestly, efficiently help accomplish key 
overall police department-community goals (reduce criminal victimization, cut fear, promote 
community revitalization, and so forth)? The bumper-sticker slogan, "Think globally, act locally," 
touches this point nicely. Police employees cannot each worry at any length about the entire 
police department's needs and opportunities. But if, as they are acting on strengthening the 
capacities in their particular bailiwicks, they keep in mind what is good for the overall 
department and its service population, the risk of one person's new solutions becoming someone 
else's new problems is diminished. Avoiding the "rainbarrel effect"mwhere plugging one hole 
springs another loose---requires teamwork. It requires keeping a watchful eye on the whole barrel. 

Michael Hammer, co-author with James Champy of Reengineering the Corporation, 
explained why he believes generalist thinking is essential to help organizations align their 
methods to their objectives: 

"The deep issue [impeding corporate success] is one of functional specialization 
and fragmentation--the way we've taken work, broken it into pieces, and 
proceeded with the assumption that if every individual worded about his or her 
piece of the work, the whole would take care of itself. In fact, everyone does 
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worry about his or her piece, but the whole is going to hell. That seems to be 
essentially a universal truth. 

*** In [the movie Absence of Malice with Paul Newman], the Justice 
Department thinks Newman has information about a crime. He doesn't, but the 
Justice Department officials believe he does, so they pressure him to release it, 
ultimately leaking some very embarrassing information about him and a friend. 
The press prints it, and the friend is so embarrassed that she commits suicide. Last 
scene in the movie: Paul Newman's there with the Justice Department and the 
press, and he has a memorable line. He looks around and says: 'Everybody here 
is smart. Everybody here is doing their job, and my friend is dead.' I tell 
executives that by changing one word of that sentence, we have something we can 
engrave over the entrances of their firms. It becomes: 'Everybody here is smart. 
Everybody here is doing their job, and my company's dead.' Because everybody 
doing his or her piece leads to disaster. And that's a fundamental premise wired 
into any enterprise, public or private, large, medium or small. It's a universally 
held truth, and it's simply a lie" (Vogl 1993/1994: 52). 

A police department probably will not make fundamental progress unless significant 
components of the organization--say, narcotics, gang, general patrol and training units---come 
together around a shared vision of the whole agency's objectives. Nor will a department advance 
appreciably unless these components examine whether some of their autonomous successes 
actually are working at cross purposes and resulting in a net loss for the service population. We 
believe there is an important opportunity for middle managers to take a more holistic view of 
organizational success, so they can avoid the trap of spending most of their time gluing 
fragmented organizational efforts together. They can help, in other words, to avoid what Hammer 
calls th e "Humpty-Dumpty school of management" (Vogl 1993/1994: 55; see also Bratton 1994: 
2). 

Some specialization makes sense and will remain an integral part of any high-performing 
police department, of course. We need not attempt here to itemize what that specialization should 

• be. Departments around the nation are experimenting right now with finding appropriate balances 
between generalization and specialization, between centralization and decentralization. Their 
answers will differ depending partly on local factors, as should be the case. Insofar as 
departments retain special units, middle managers to whom the different units report ca n .  
collaborate to maximize the smooth and frequent communication across units that will minimize 
the organizational left hand not knowing what its right hand is doing. 

Pigeon-holing mid-managers and others in police organizations invites the "pigeons" to 
get very protective of their cubbyholes, for it's the only real estate they own. By contrast, 
organizations in which middle managers have shown entrepreneurial initiatives are ones that 
create work environments conducive to innovation. Kanter (1982: 102) studied various types of 
private sector organizations and discovered differences in the amounts and quality of innovation, 
due partly to organizational attributes: 

! , 

"This difference in levels of innovative achievement correlates with the extent to 
which these companies' structures and cultures support middle managers '~ 
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creativity. Companies producing the most entrepreneurs have cultures that 
encourage collaboration and teamwork. Moreover, they have complex structures 
that link people in multiple ways and help them go beyond the confines of their 
defined jobs to do 'what needs to be done'." 

~" Factors that cause agency units 
to work at cross purposes. As the foregoing 
discussion suggests, one of the principal 
factors that causes people in different 
segments of an organization to work at cross 
purposes is poor communication about what 
each is trying to accomplish, how, and why. 
Although no organization is free from 
competition between units (indeed, some 
high-performing organizations thrive on it), 
healthy competition---especially in a public 
safety agency---does not mean succeeding at 
the expense of your internal competitors. 
Those who pay the highest price from such 
competition will of course be the community, 
who can ill afford to have their Neros in blue 
fiddling around sniping at one another while 
urban areas bum. 
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Aside from inter-unit communications breakdowns, middle managers can try to alter a 
host of other factors that might impede compliance with comprehensive strategic innovations. 
Failure of senior leadership, including the chief, to clearly articulate where the organization is 
going and how it will get there is perhaps the most basic explanation for units moving willy nilly 
towards inconsistent objectives and, inadvertently, trampling one another's budding successes. 
Many of the other issues discussed throughout this book also bear on the problem of designing 
away structural difficulties that produce dysfunctional organizations. Each level or unit in the 
police agency must change to foster continual growth in community policing. But to the extent 
possible, each must change in a way that, like the physician's credo, "does no harm" to the good 
efforts of other units to improve their contributions to the overall mission. Where conflicts arise, 
middle managers who understand the grand scheme can be an excellent first line of defense 
against organizations imploding. If middle managers fulfill their responsibility to ensure that the 
professed community policing values are practiced at each level in each unit, the chances of 
fundamental conflicts between units over core principles are lessened. There will still be 
innumerable day-to-day detail conflicts over interpretations of core values and missions and their 
application to the tasks at hand, but that's the stuff middle managers were invented to deal 
with--in a competent, efficient manner that continuously builds organizational capacity. 

[] Middle managers as demographers and ethnographers. Besides their essential work 
doing selective demolition and rebuilding of the department's infrastructure, middle managers, 
if they find time to spare, can help forecast challenges, needs, and opportunities that will face 
the police organization and the community in the near and mid-term. Middle managers, with 
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whatever assistance they need and can secure 
from within the department and local 
universities and community organizations, can 
identify changing aspects of the community 
and the likely impacts of such changes on 
crime, disorder and fear problems. For 
instance, it may be valuable to develop 
neighborhood-level predictions of trends in 
the proportion of the population in age groups 
with elevated risks of offending or being 
victimized. Or forecasting shifts in the 
community's racial/ethnic mix, or mix of 
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long-time residents and international immigrants, may produce inferences about the need to plan 
for public and officer education conceming cultural awareness and historic inter-group adversity. 
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knowledge to their work teams through task-oriented training, that could manifestly improve the 
effectiveness~and the safety--of police order maintenance efforts. Herman Goldstein and 
Sheldon Kranz observed more than a decade ago in the American Bar Association's Urban Police 
Function standards that 

"the heart of policing consists of working with difficult human problems---often 
at a point of crisis. Police officers must handle a steady stream of the most 
serious, the most unusual, the most deviant, and the most bizarre in human 
conduct that reflects personal and interpersonal problems of the most aggravated 
form. Many such problems come to officers' attention because the problems are 
beyond the capacity of those who are professionally trained to aid in solving them. 
Viewed in this manner, it seems preposterous that those who are called on to 
handle the most difficult of human problems in their most aggravated forms 
should receive the least amount of training in this area" (American Bar 
Association 1979: 1/188). 

Hopefully, community-based problem-solving officers will develop considerable expertise 
in finding demographic and ethnographic information that has a direct bearing on their capacity 
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to do collaborative problem solving in their beats. But 'there may be numerous situations where 
middle managers can supplement this information and spot emerging demographic trends that 
individual officers, immersed in their particular POP projects, may not detect. Even observant 
officers may not detect gradual changes in a neighborhood. 

"Like a mother who doesn't notice how much her child has grown until a cousin 
comments on what a big boy the child has become since his last visit, officers 
who regularly patrol a neighborhood may not even realize that changes over time 
have meant, in essence, that they are working in a different place" (Fyfe 1995). 

The implications of it being "a different place" for collaborative problem solving and supportive 
training are not always obvious, and police middle managers have a potentially very useful role 
to play in making sense for officers out of striking demographic shifts in neighborhoods (Fyfe 
1995). 

A related issue on which middle managers could be useful is exploring the discrepancy, 
if any, between various neighborhoods' natural boundaries and the borders of the police work 
areas that overlap those neighborhoods. Mid-managers may discover that it is beneficial, where 
possible, to modify the beat, precinct, or district boundaries so they coincide very closely with 
the neighborhood's domain. In a number of communities, that tactic has facilitated 
communication, cooperation, and ownership of problems by beat officers and the residents of. the 
beats (Joachimstaler 1995: 3). 

I"1 Middle managers as diplomats. Community problem solving, as indicated earlier, 
involves a lot more persuading and negotiating (hopefully toward win-win solutions) than does 
traditional my-way-or-the-highway policing. People with superb negotiating and diplomatic skills 
need to impart those talents, to the extent they can be taught, to people who carry guns and wear 
badges. T obe  sure, police departments normally have a fair number of officers with significant 
negotiating abilities. They are not just the high-profile people who talk jumpers down from 
bridges or window ledges on tall buildings or persuade hostage takers to surrender bloodlessly. 
They are run-of-the-mill great street cops who have learned that the best tool they have in many 
situations is their mouth and their wits. The streets have too many opportunities for officers to 
paint themselves into comers out of which even the Marines couldn't extricate them safely. Most 
rookie cops have learned in the college of hard knocks the truth of the old homily, "Don't bite 
off more than you can chew." 

The kind of diplomatic skills we primarily have in mind for middle managers to offer 
their departments, however, are not their gifts for street-level negotiations during incidents in 
progress. Rather, we have in mind middle managers helping officers conduct what can be very 
complex and delicate negotiations with particular neighborhoods or blocks outside the context 
of immediate incidents. Such negotiations might be over the standards of public behavior that will 
be enforced at specified times and under specified conditions. It would be difficultmand 
important---enough to begin to develop generalized codes of public order. ~° But that may not 

~0 Herman Goldstein told an American Bar Association committee, meeting in Miami on February 11, 1995, that 
crafting a Model Code of Public Order was an early, unrealized hope for the ABA's "Criminal Justice Standards" 
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suffice in most communities' increasingly diverse neighborhoods. What is acceptable public 
behavior in one locale (e.g., groups of people sitting on a sidewalk playing board games) may 
be considered disorderly conduct in another (Farrell, et al. 1993a). As the saying goes, "One 
neighborhood's fun is another's disorder" (Reiner 1992: 480). Or, as communications guru Tony 
Schwartz points out, "Noise is unwanted sound," and what different people want to hear 
generally--or the same person wants to hear at different times--will vary. When potentially 
disruptive behavior crosses boundaries (e.g., boomboxes transported across states-of-mind on 
buses or trains), then a generalized code of conduct acceptable to diverse groups will be needed. 
But if such behavior is confined to a locale whose culture views the conduct as perfectly 
acceptable, officious suppression by the police could turn a picnic into a riot. 

Middle managers wading into diplomatic waters to contend with subcultural public order 
issues may find quite helpful a small guidebook prepared by the Vera Institute of Justice, under 
former Vera president Michael Smith's leadership. The pamphlet compiles imaginative ideas from 
New York City cops, distilled from hours of one-on-one interviews by Vera staff, for how to deal 
with "disorderly groups" (Farrell, et al. 1993a). The officers' ideas include a range of practical 
street tactics, and Vera has framed those ideas with a rich discussion of the delicate balancing 
act our democracy requires between individual rights and responsibilities. Among the cautions 
contained in the manual is" 

"Solving such problems requires understanding the offending group's dynamic, 
knowing the community's standards for orderly behavior, and devising a strategy 
that brings the group's behavior within those standards or increases the 
community's tolerance for the group, or both" (Farrell, et al. 1993: 7). 

Another insight offered by the NYPD officers who provided background for the pamphlet: 

"A group may be considered a disorderly one by many residents, but not by 
others; or the group may be a core part of a community, while some aspect of its 
behavior is disruptive of the whole. Conflicting community views about whether 
a group is disorderly or not often makes it more of a problem, not less of  one. 
These a r e  the problems that escalate into 'wedge issues' that destroy a • 
community's capacity to move against the other problems it confronts" (Farrell, 
et al. 1993a: 12) (emphasis added). : 

Middle managers as diplomats may help communities and cops not only address 
appropriate definitions of disorder but also reach concurrence, within the law and applicable 
values, about the means of enforcement and peacekeeping that will be used to control disorder. 
Such negotiations should take their cue from departments' central values, which almost certainly 
will say explicitly or implicitly that citizen and police frustration cannot justify use of unlawful 
or unsavory tactics that will contribute to broader disrespect for law (Weisburd, et al. 1989: 42). 

The explicit negotiation with communities of peacekeeping and problem-solving tactics 

project, which eventually produced the widely influential "Urban Police Function" standards, co-authored in their 
first edition by Herman Goldstein and Sheldon Kranz. 
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raises significant legal and political issues that middle managers may also be able to help resolve 
for officers and their collaborators in other government agencies. The core issue, which Herman 
Goldstein has often suggested needs considerable attention as part of the foundation for problem- 
oriented policing, is how to specify the legal/political authority for officers to intercede in the 
lives of citizens using tactics other than arrest. That is, what guidelines, based on what 
justification, will help structure officer discretion both to empower problem-solving efforts and 
to clarify limits on the exercise of police power? (see also Weisburd, et al. 1989: 41). 

We do not mean that lieutenants, captains and civilian middle managers can, all by 
themselves, forge law reform and political clarification of options and limits for officer activity. 
But by clarifying in vivid terms what the areas of undue vagueness are at present and making 
suggestions for how the public's needs might better be met through changes in the authorizing 
environment, middle managers may catalyze and shape the change process. In framing 
discretionary enforcement options, middle managers and their collaborators with expertise on 
legal and political issues should not overlook the fact that police may be able to accomplish 
useful things at times simply by making suggestions that citizens do things which the police are 
powerless to compel. Braiden (1995) suggested that, "where police don't have authority to take 
action against a problem, they can give advice, like a doctor gives i t -- ' I f  you keep this up, 
you're going to get sick.'" 

In any such effort to helpfully 
structure officer discretion, care needs to be 
taken---especially in departments that are still 
quite rule-bound--that officer discretion is not 
excessively structured. Too much guidance or 
direction can be stifling, as police have 

"The desire to help, when coupled with 
the desire to  control, is  totalitarian" 
(David Greenberg). 

learned for decades under traditional organizational approaches. A desire to be helpful, reflected 
in very detailed guidance, may have the practical effect of undercutting the grant of discretion. 
An example comes from Sparrow (1992: 54), who relates a story about a delegation of expanded 
arrest discretion in the United Kingdom. The grant of broader arrest powers emanated from the 
Attorney General's office, and the way that some county police agency headquarters in tum 
communicated the grant of wider discretion to their officers eviscerated the desired discretion: 

"The 1984 publication in Britain of the Attorney General's New Guidelines on 
Prosecution and Cautioning Practice provides a useful example [of the tendency 
for centralized authorities to issue more detailed guidance than local practitioners 
find necessary or helpful]. The purpose of the guidelines was to introduce the idea 
that prosecutions should be undertaken when, and only when, prosecution best 
serves the public interest. As such, the guidelines represent a broadening of police 
discretion. In the past, police were authorized to caution only juveniles and senior 
citizens. Under the new guidelines offenders of any age may be cautioned in 
appropriate circumstances. Unfortunately, the order was issued in some county 
forces through some 30 pages of detailed, case-by-case, instructions distributed 
from headquarters. The mass of instructions virtually obscured the fact that 
broader discretion was being granted" (Sparrow 1992: 54). 
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E! Middle managers as border guards. 
One of the more difficult, risky tasks that 
middle managers may need to perform to 
assist the implementation of community 
problem solving is protecting (and seeking 
help from senior managers in protecting) 
problem-solving officers from pressures to 
revert to traditional methods. Those pressures 
may be imposed by the officers' peers, other 
managers, politicians, the media, and others 
with power. Mastrofski (1993: 11) suggests 
that the challenge "is in buffering [community 
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policing] experiments from the demands of organizational routine and a public that is not so 
tolerant of trial and error." 

Kanter (1982: 100; 1983) describes a border guard-type role for middle managers, 
protecting the innovation action team from external interference that would undermine or retard 
progress: 

"Whereas managers [whose teams are working on innovative projects] need to 
directly counter open challenges and criticism that might result in the flow of 
power or supplies being cut off, they simply keep other interference outside the 
boundaries of the project. In effect, the manager defines a protected area for the 
group's work. He or she goes outside this area to head off critics and to keep 
people or rules imposed by higher management from disrupting project tasks. 
While the team itself is sometimes unaware of the manager's contributions, the 
manager...patrols the boundaries .... Acting as interference filters, managers in my 
study protected innovative projects by bending rules, transferring funds 'illicitly' 
from one budget line to another, developing special reward or incentive systems 
that offered bonuses above company pay rates, and ensuring that superiors stayed 
away unless needed" (Kanter 1982: 101). 
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Holding superiors at bay, particularly those 
with micromanageriai tendencies, constitutes 
one of the greatest tests of the individual 
bravery and loyalty-to-mission of an 
organization's employees. But bravery must 
be tempered with diplomacy, as Seattle Chief 
Norm Stamper (1995) observes, for "unless 
superiors are invested in a project or strategic 
innovation, they can't or won't support it. 
They need some association with the effort." 

Kanter (1982:101; 1983) adds another critical role for middle managers: helping to ensure 
that, while they're watching the borders, no internal actor is ruining the project they are 
protecting from alien forces. Internal interference (resistance within the work group) may arise 
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for any of various reasons, including excessive work loads, doubts about the value of the 
undertaking, or leaders' ambivalence expressed through mixed messages. 

I"1 Middle managers as boundary- 
spanning agents and resource brokers. Being 
a boundary-spanning agent sometimes seems 
like the opposite of being a border guard. It's 
somewhat like the distinction between an 
immigration official who congenially makes it 
easier for legitimate immigrants to cross their 
nation's boundaries and the border patrol 
which concentrates mainly on fending off 
those who have no legitimate business 
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crossing. Both roles are important, but they ...... : ...... : i ............... i i . . . . . . .  ........ i :::: ................ ~ ............ 
can be very different. They are not, properly 
understood and implemented, conflicting parts of a comprehensive strategy for helping improve 
what happens within the national or organizational borders. 

Middle managers as boundary agents can help others span various kinds of organizational 
compartments. Some of the walls that need to be scaled are functional boundaries, such as those 
between specialized units. Others are resource or competency boundaries. In the latter case, for 
example, a helpful middle manager can serve to span the gap between expertise about community 
problems (the officers' and the community's know-how) and pertinent organizational resources 
that they need to address those problems. As Sparrow, et al. (1990: 213) put it, 

"middle managers separate knowledge from power in the department. Knowledge 
of the harsh realities of community problems has normally resided at the street 
level, and power over resources has been carefully preserved at the top. Middle 
managers must stop being a barrier between the two and start bringing them 
together." 

Corporate leaders must make i t  relatively 
easy for creative, Innovative employees 
total: the organizational power ("Informal. 
tlon, resources, end support") needed to 
Implement innovations (Kanter 1982: 98; 
tess).  

As a broker between departmental 
elites and workaday problem solvers, the 
middle manager can help to win 
organizational acknowledgment (that is, 
persuade the elites) of the importance of 
particular problems officers wish to address 
(Sparrow, et al. 1990: 213). Having done so, 
the mid-manager can then make the pitch for 

unusual commitments of resources needed to support the officers and their collaborators. 
(Presumably, usual commitments of resources, in a well-designed problem-solving agency, can 
be secured by the first-line problem solvers without intervention from middle managers.) A kind 
of atypical resource commitment with which officers might need and appreciate their bosses' help 
is a large amount of time within and outside an officer's normal shift to address very complicated 
problems, but problems deemed "solvable" so long as the necessary labor is expended. Another 
special kind of commitment might be extensive and intensive collaboration with agencies outside 
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the police department's service jurisdiction, which might necessitate clearing certain kinds of 
intergovernmental cooperation hurdles. Still another is simply considerable amounts of money 
to underwrite expensive efforts that cannot be funded by conventional means. 

There are also a host of resource needs that first-line problem-solving officers will have 
but whose task-relatedness the middle manager might have to fight to establish, especially during 
a department's early transition into a problem-solving mode. An example might be the 
opportunity for officers to conduct or commission surveys and get pertinent crime and disorder 
analyses in a timely fashion (Eck and Spelman 1987: 104). The officer might want the disorder 
data for addressing an order maintenance problem in its own right or because the disorder 
provides an incubator in which more serious crimes thrive (see Wilson and Kelling 1983; Kelling 
1985; and Skogan 1990). To accommodate such continuing information needs by first-line 
problem solvers, an organization's infrastructure (particularly crime analysis and R&D units) may 
need to be substantially upgraded. 

With access to organizational 
elites---or at least better access than first-line 
employees will normally have--the middle 
manager can also close information gaps that 
will enable organizational leaders and 
influential people outside the department to 
offer timely praise for exemplary police work 
by problem-solving teams. This includes 
praise aimed not only at police department 
sworn and civilian employees but praise for 
noteworthy community self-improvement and 
revitalization efforts. 
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Another crucial role for the boundary spanner is to ensure that subordinate supervisors 
and first-line personnel continue to get the training they need. As we have emphasized throughout 
this book, the work of police officers is in the process of changing in revolutionary (albeit 
perhaps, to outsiders, in quietly revolutionary) ways that will require a monumental commitment 
to reeducative efforts for those expected to carry out unfamiliar functions. 

The organizational broker or boundary spanner needs to have sharp scissors---or 
depending on the extent of bureaucratic underbrush, a huge machete--for cutting organizational 
red tape. This role contrasts sharply, of course, with the conventional image of the middle 
manager as slamming doors on subordinates' needs for timely and pertinent organizational 
support (Chicago Police Department 1994: 142). 

r'l Address the problem of middle managers' distance from the department's customers. 
To keep middle managers motivated on such often thankless tasks as cutting bureaucratic red tape 
(not likely to be the subject of a teaser announcement promoting the evening TV news), middle 
managers should have the same "secret" source of inspiration as do first-line officers and police 
chiefs. The secret--long out of the bag for hundreds of middle managers across the country--is 
direct exposure to the appreciation of satisfied customers. As Moore (1992: 151) puts the 
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challenge for the police CEO restructuring his or her organization, the CEO must "take steps to 
get officers out from behind the wheels of their cars and midlevel managers out from behind their 
desks and reports." 

Opportunities for more contact 
between middle managers and the community 
can help advance several objectives. Among 
other things, such contact can (1) sensitize 
managers to the community's needs; (2) 
emphasize that the purpose of internal 
systems is to help officers address external 
service needs (that is, avoid the problem 
adverted to earlier where middle managers 
forbid the "bus" to stop and pick up the 
people lest it fall behind schedule); (3) enable 
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managers to develop an independent assessment of community needs and officers' responses to 
them for use in evaluating officers' work (see Nuchia, et al. 1993); and (4) reveal the diversity 
of problems and community preferences and resources so middle managers can take account of 
this diversity in making and reviewing officer evaluations. 

When police employees close the gap between themselves and their customers, powerful 
lessons can be learned. As an officer in St. Louis observed, 

"My partner and I began holding meetings with the residents of the area trying to 
find out [their] concerns .... We learned several things. One main thing that we 
learned was that the good people far outnumbered the bad people. The good 
people were held captive by the bad people because they were afraid and didn't 
have confidence in the ability of the police to do anything about the crime 
problems in the neighborhood. *** Several of the police officers who were as- 
signed to ride the area began to change their perceptions of the residents of the 
area, realizing that they needed the residents to effectively fight...crime .... The 
officers were given much information about the criminals in the area, and this was 
something that was unheard of before." 

Dealing with middle manager 's--and officers'--estrangement from or mere unfamiliarity 
with a community also can help to sharpen their focus about the underlying causes of time- 
consuming calls for police service. Innumerable problem-solving stories support this observation. 
Braiden (1995) illustrates the point: An elderly widow who called the police repeatedly without 
good reason hoarded lots of police time. The beat officer who took time to talk with her figured 
out that her variegated pleas for policing were in reality expressions of loneliness and requests 
for attention. With her concurrence, he signed her up for a widow's social group. In the ensuing 
years, she never called the police again on nonsense. As Chris Braiden related this story in a 
recent community policing workshop for the police and civic leaders in Evanston, Illinois, he 
asked the assemblage "How do police spot such opportunities?" Under her breath, a city 
manager's staffer sitting in the audience said, "Just take the blinders off." Closing the distance 
between police and their customers is a powerful way to help officers throw off the blinders that 
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have become an invisible but detrimental part of their uniform. 

[] Address the problem of middle 
managers' distance from the department's 
worker bees. Similarly, a middle manager 
distant from his or her internal customers 
(subordinates) may lack the vibrant 
appreciation of their needs and their 
dedication without which the mid-manager 
may lack sufficient motivation to pursue 
excellence in helping his or her subordinates. 
Thus, providing more opportunities for 
contact between middle managers and officers 
can help middle managers become more 
familiar with officers' strengths and 
weaknesses. This knowledge can impel the 
middle manager to help subordinates get what 
they need from the department and contribute 
to the best of their potential. 

Regular manager-employee contact 
may also help improve middle managers' 
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skills in communicating with officers. Of course, there is the risk that familiarity will breed 
contempt--in either direction. But that would signal the need to upgrade skills for the manager 
or subordinates if possible or, if infeasible, to reassign or even terminate the offending person(s). 
Another reason to foster frequent communication between managers and employees is to establish 
that contact between managers and their subordinates is a routine, normal, and usually positive 
experience---often including constructive criticism of departmental efforts--rather than a sign that 
someone is in trouble. 

Informal training at roll call or at other times is one of the many settings in which middle 
managers might close the gap between themselves and first-line personnel. A middle manager 
might design and deliver such training personally or simply coordinate its preparation by 
someone else, make the logistical arrangements, and participate in the discussion to gain 
familiarity about what is on the minds of officers. 

An example of such training might be assisting officers with developing expertise in 
accessing city services, to deal with such problems as "graffiti, pot holes, abandoned buildings, 
broken street lights, and missing traffic signs" (Skogan, et al. 1994:7/11). The training might also 
focus on the "social service resources available to residents in [the officers'] districts and on how 
the public can access them" (ibid.). A middle manager might approach this challenge by teaming 
with police union representatives to jointly plan and conduct a seminar for police officers and 
their families concerning the social services available to them, should they need the help, in their 
own neighborhoods of the city. This focus would show concern for the well-being of officers and 
their career survival and success. In turn, officers who had developed an appreciation for the 
social services available in or near the beats where they reside could be peer resources to fellow 
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officers assigned to work those beats and 
who need to make social service 
referrals to beat residents in the course 
of their problem-solving police work. 
There is potentially a triple "win" from 
such an approach: the department shows 
respect for the personal health and 
welfare of officers and their families, 
colleagues come to see one another as 
experts, and the union gets to play a 
positive role in advancing community 
problem solving (on the latter point, see 
Kelling and Kliesmet 1995). 

r'l What chiefs, senior police 
managers, and local government 
leaders can do to help. Stated most 
succinctly, such officials can be useful 
by facilitating the accomplishment of 
everything that has been said previously 
in this chapter. (Kelling and Bratton 
1993:10-11 discuss broadly the kinds of 
contributions that police executives and 
government leaders can make to bringing 
middle managers into the fold as 
organizational problem solvers.) In the 
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carts, and the:managers,  including:m+, .are++;+.+.++ 
g+lng to  +start ta lk ing to t h o p 0 o p l e  on thei/i:+::. 
a u e m b l y  line.' We have to do more than just 
make yourself physically available; you've got : 
to be intellectually available, You've got to be .... 
open. You~e got to be willing to listen. You've 
got to do whet any good reporter does, and 
that is go ask people what's going on, what's 
wrong, and draw yourself into the process and 
draw other people in the process. And they 
began to do that" in the South Chicago plant 
(Smith 1995: 12) 

balance of this chapter, we are more specific about selected items on the "to-do" list of police 
higher-ups and appointed and elected government officials. 

For starters they can articulate a clear, powerful, consistent vision for the kind of 
department the chief and other key stakeholders want (Kelling and Bratton 1993: 10). When 
Chris Braiden served as an Edmonton Police Superintendent, for example, the vision he 
propounded was that the Edmonton Police Department should become "the Mayo Clinic of 
Policing" (Braiden 1995). Detail was needed, and was supplied, but that was certainly a strikingly 
powerful vision. Or consider George Kelling's provocative proposal that a community policing 
department's mission statement should be: We are committed to preventing the next crime. 
Empowered by Charlotte-Mecklenburg Police Chief Dennis Nowicki to reconsider the 
Department's compact with the community, a task force recently accepted Kelling's challenge. 
The mission/value statement they fashioned provides: 

"The Charlotte-Mecklenburg Police Department will build on problem-solving 
partnerships with our citizens to prevent the next crime and enhance the quality 
of life throughout our community, always treating people with fairness and 
respect" (Charlotte-Mecklenburg Police Department 1995) (emphasis in original). 

Powerful stakeholders can also provide a clear mandate to all department employees for 
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the changes they must help achieve. Moreover, the top bosses and outsider leaders can help 
secure the resources needed to provide adequate planning for the major strategic changes and any 
needed pilot-testing and subsequent redesign. The full change process entailed in the transition 
from stuck-in-the-mud traditional to robust community policing, it should never be forgotten, is 
not measured in hours or months but in years. During the transition, there will need to be 
resiliency, patience, and considerable tolerance for ambiguity. 

Skolnick and Bayley 1988 relate the British joke about how you can tell when the London 
Metropolitan Police are in the midst of the difficult transition from traditional to community 
policing, with all the ambiguity that metamorphosis creates over expected roles: The Bobbie, 
riding his bicycle through the park, spots a strolling pedestrian. The Bobbie promptly jumps off 
his bike, throws the pedestrian to the ground, and tells him what time it is. 

It wouldn't be funny if it didn't contain at least a grain of truth. The Bobbie may have 
been under pressure to produce his daily quota of "positive citizen contacts." If that seems 
ridiculous, consider a practice criticized by Skogan, et al. (1994: 7/5-7/7) in which a police 
department determined to launch community policing on a tight, politically-driven timetable, 
issued an edict that all community policing beat officers should have five "nonconfrontational 
contacts per day with citizens." Even if the result is not alienation of officers from their potential 
problem-solving partners in the community, such well-intentioned but ill-advised bean counting 
can be demeaning to the officers and the citizens affected, and is likely to lead both to ridicule 
the new strategy as superficial, public-mollifying window-dressing. 

At times, the practitioner devotees of community policing, driven as much by faith as by 
"admissible evidence" that this new approach will attain the desired results, must feel like "the 
blind man trying to guide a stubborn elephant" (Sawyer 1995). Not only must influential people 
foster an environment tolerant of ambiguity about the details of an emerging police strategy, they 
need to help many skeptical managers attain some professional comfort with innovation driven 
from the bottom up. As New York City police sergeant William Goodbody (1995: 14) explains: 

"One way 
organizational 
evaluate how we view organizational 
c h a n g e  i t s e l f .  T r a d i t i o n a l l y ,  
organizational planning and change 
have been seen as preconceived 
activities. In this scenario, enlightened 
leadership has a battle plan for reform. 
The very process of change begins at 
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the top of the hierarchy and is implemented downward throughout the department. 
When we begin to vest decision-making and operational power with the work 
force, this standard prescription of change becomes less relevant. 
... [Commentators have argued that] a theory that 'assumes goals come first and 
action comes later is frequently wrong. Human choice behavior is at least as much 
a process for discovering goals as for acting on them.' While the mission and 
objectives of policing remain devoted to addressing crime-related issues, defining 
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community problems (quality-of-life issues) andhow to combat them...will be a 
fluid process requiring flexible organizational supports. The organization, and the 
people involved in the process, will have to look for change and innovation in 
action and not wait for it to come down from above." 

• We suspect that a serious study of humankind's innovations over the course of history would 
reveal that necessity was, indeed, usually the mother of invention; and that necessity typically 
is first and most clearly perceived by those directly involved in struggling to make something 
happen. 

Top people can and must also grant clear authority to implement the needed changes to 
the responsible managers. But they can't devolve and disappear. They must show continuing 
personal interest in and support for the mid-manager's efforts to push forward toward the goal. 
In the private-sector organizational reform setting, for middle managers to be able to carry off 
successful innovations, 

"a general blessing from the top is clearly necessary to convert potential 
supporters into a solid team. In one case [of private sector mid-management 
innovation], top officers simply showed up at a meeting where the proposal was 
being discussed; their presence ensured that other people couldn't use the 'pocket 
veto' power of headquarters as an excuse to table the issue. Also, the very 
presence of a key executive at such a meeting is often a signal of the proposal's 
importance to the rest of the organization" (Kanter 1982: 100). 

Another arena of reform requiring senior administrative and political support entails 
performance evaluation for middle managers. Big bosses must use the same kinds of refashioned 
performance appraisal and reward tactics toward middle managers that we have earlier urged the 
mid-managers to use to motivate their subordinates. Thus there should be a clear linkage of 
rewards to performance in implementing the desired changes. Deserving middle managers can 
be rewarded not only with promotions (of which there are precious few available) but also with 
interesting temporary assignments, travel to conferences, opportunities to step into the limelight 
(such as at news conferences and high-profile public events or by co-authoring published 
articles), and with other professional development opportunities and perks. Monetary bonuses, 
which are commonplace in the private sector, may be available in the public sector on a far more 
limited basis or they may simply be unavailable (Kelling and Bratton 1993: 10). But it is worth 
keeping in mind two earlier examples: corporate executive David Robbins' forsaking the pay-for- 
suggestions approach as he successfully catapulted his manufacturing company over a couple 
years from a mediocre rate of implemented employee recommendations to world-class status; and 
"Braiden's bottle" of Irish whiskey for Edmonton cops who turned in exemplary contributions 
to community problem solving. The lessons are that sometimes tangible bonuses work in policing 
and more ephemeral approaches work in the bottom-line oriented business world. 

The example of "Braiden's bottle" brings up another, crucial contribution that police 
chiefs, politicians and local government administrators must make to enable middle managers to 
actively and successfully participate on a community policing implementation team. The reader 
will recall the context in which Superintendent Braiden began his whiskey awardEhe was 
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disgusted at having to give the same "exemplary conduct" prize, which was really a "longevity" 
award masquerading as a merit award, to two officers on the same day. One officer was a 
superlative performer, and the other a laggard. The pertinent point at this juncture is that those 
people with significant power to influence middle managers must avoid sending the mixed 
messages that would come from equally rewarding obstructionists and contributors (Kelling and 
Bratton 1993: 10). 

Police chiefs~and, often, city hall 
officials~will also be needed to help middle 
managers push through positive changes in 
structures that will facilitate problem solving. 

!.i,.i .What departurefrom tradiUonal practice.::.::~i.iii 
;:,.. i s i n t e n d e d b y  giving poilcelterritor!al.::?~: 
if":-)responsibility rather than. sh!ft responsi-i...ii,.:ii 
ii.i;:bility? "At f i rs t  sight..|t appears: that  pa, o,::i!i~i 
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a system that manages calls for service well 
enough to allow time for problem solving. In 
many locales the move into a meaningful 
differential response system is considered to 
be political nitro-glycerine, and the active 
assistance of community organizations and 
others is needed to provide political cover for 
elected officials and appointees~such as 
police chiefs~who serve without job security. 
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Senior police administrators can also make middle managers more credible to their. 
subordinates by visibly involving middle managers in the key planning for change (Kelling and 
Bratton 1993: 10). Moreover, a consultative relationship by upper level officials toward mid- 
managers will motivate middle managers to keep thinking about how to help the top people meet 
their goals. An obvious example is querying middle managers about the kind of executive 
development training they need and enjoy when curriculum planners are revising such training. 
In Savannah, Georgia, for instance, police Major Dan Reynolds needed to upgrade middle 
management training on how to facilitate community problem solving. He surveyed his upcoming 
students to ask them what has worked and what could be improved in the community-service 
efforts of both first-line problem solvers and their middle-management facilitators. Reynolds' 
questions may be helpful to other agencies. After seeking a description of a "POP" project which 
the mid-manager or his or her officers have conducted, the survey asked: 

(1) 

(2) 

(3) 

"Describe your role, as a supervisor, in the completion of the POP 
project." 
"Describe any problems [or] challenges you, or the officer you assisted, 
encountered in completing this POP project. Explain how you assisted the 
officer or dealt with the problem." 
"Describe specific skills or talents you feel helped you successfully 
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(4) 
complete the POP project or assist the officer in completing the project." 
"Provide any suggestions or comments you have which we should 
incorporate into future POP training or the POP program" (Reynolds 
1994). 

Likewise, in revising the Chicago Police Department's in-service supervisor training for 
community policing, implementation manager Chuck Ramsey, now a Deputy Superintendent, 
reportedly won the appreciation of mid-managers for consulting them closely on what they liked 
and disliked about previous rounds of training (Skogan, et al. 1995: 18). Of course the sine qua 
non of such consultation is that the person asking for the advice must both really want to hear 
the answers and have the power to do something with them that the respondents will consider 
useful. 

Senior police administrators 
and, more often, local government 
personnel officials who have police 
hiring authority may need to help 
"weed and seed" the middle 
management ranks in order to make it 
easier for willing employees--and 
harder for obstructionists--to meet 

i:. ...... . ......... ~:i ' ~:,i!!~: : • ~ : ! : i :  ' . . . . .  ' . . . . . . .  :::i!:i l;  .... .i i ..:-!: ~:::::.i :~:::~? . . . .  :": : :~:  
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"Wherever I go,  middle managersare  cited as 
the blockage, We've got to quit seeing police 
departments as three tiers--the chief, middle 
managers, and everyone else, where the special 
talent attributed to the mid.level people is their 
capacity for resistance. Generally, middle man- 
agers will be as good or as bad as their leaders" 
(Braiden 1995). 

their objectives. Where necessary and . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
possible, there may be very good 
reasons for a department to select some new middle managers who agree with the new strategy 
to create peer pressure on and a support system for good incumbent middle managers. 

In numerous ways, the police chief and his or her most senior command staff also must 
go out of their way to "foster a creative environment" (Kanter 1982: 97) in which middle 
managers can do their finest work and enable others to do theirs. Kanter summarized, based on 
empirical study, the conditions under which private-sector middle managers are best able to 
innovate. While some of these characteristics may not apply fully to public police agencies, they 
may stimulate thought concerning the police context. Thus, mid-level employees best innovate 
in organizations that have: 

"O Multiple reporting relationships and overlapping territories. These force middle 
managers to carve out their own ideas about appropriate action and to sell 
peers in neighboring areas or more than one boss. 

I-! A free and somewhat random flow of information. Data flow of this kind 
prods executives to find ideas in unexpected places and pushes them to 
combine fragments of information. 

[]  Many centers of power with some budgetary flexibility. If such centers are 
easily accessible to middle managers, they will be encouraged to make 
proposals and acquire resources. 

[]  A high proportion of managers in loosely defined positions or with ambiguous 
assignments. Those without subordinates or line responsibilities who are told 
to 'solve problems' must argue for a budget or develop their own constituency. 
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[] Frequent and smooth cross-functional contact, a tradition of working in teams 
• and sharing credit widely, and emphasis on lateral rather than vertical 
relationships as a source of resources, information, and support. These 
circumstances require managers to get peer support for their projects before top 
officers approve. 

[] A reward system that emphasizes investment in people and projects rather than 
payment for past services. Such a system encourages executives to move into 
challenging jobs, gives them budgets to tackle projects, and rewards them after 
their accomplishments with the chance to take on even bigger projects in the 
future" (Kanter 1982: 104-05; see also Kanter 1983). 

Top organizational officials must also make a serious commitment to training middle 
managers well, just a s the middle managers must move mountains to secure the knowledge, skills 
and abilities that officers need for problem solving and that first-line supervisors need for 
coaching it. Little in typical police middle managers' prior experience equips them for their new 
responsibilities. Indeed, as we have discussed earlier, most of them have been 
rewardedaincluding by promotion to their current post--for doing well a number of things that 
run counter to what they will soon be expected to teach and lead others in doing. Accordingly, 
middle managers' bosses must be tolerant of middle managers' transitional problems and offer 
meaningful assistance to ease their transition. 

By training middle managers in Houston's Westside district, which Betsy Watson ran 
under then-Chief Lee Brown (before eventually succeeding him as chief), the Houston Police 
Department helped to address the underlying problem that had prompted resistance from the 
district's lieutenants: they "simply did not know what was expected of them" (Kelling and 
Bratton 1993: 8). 

Implicit in almost everything that has been said in this monograph concerning the positive 
contributions that middle managers could make to implementingcommunity policing is that this 
assignment is a hard one requiring very substantial skills. Where police middle managers do not 
have some of the skills they will need to play their role as facilitators and even leaders of change, 
their skills must be consciously enhanced on a priority basis. Michael Hammer told an 
interviewer what he believes causes corporate reengineering efforts to fail: 

"[R]engineering is like chess, not like roulette. People lose often in both, but when 
you lose at roulette, it's fate, chance, odds, bad luck. You don't lose at 
reengineering because• of bad luck. You lose at reengineering out of stupidity. It's 
sitting down to play the game and not knowing the rules, and the mission of the 
queen; that's what causes people to lose at reengineering. It's a combination of not 
understanding what it is, getting caught up by the term, and having a vague and 
fuzzy sense, but not having any disciplined technique or tools and/or trying to 
make it happen without the queen; that is, an intensely committed executive 
leader. The biggest causes of reengineering failure are ignorance and lack of 
strong leadership" (Vogl 1993/1994: 53). 

While the skills needed by middle managers and CEOs may differ depending on the tasks, 
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nevertheless the essential point remains that we can't expect skilled performance from players 
unschooled in the game. 

In the St. Louis Metropolitan Police Department, reports McCrary (1995: 133-34), when 
community-oriented problem solving was being introduced early in 1991, the agency developed 
a four-day training program in the academy: 

"The board of police commissioners went through it. The majors, lieutenant 
colonels and the captains went through it. The department made a mistake and 
skipped the lieutenant and...sergeant rank, in order to get the program going, and 
went to the patrolman rank .... Well, what happened was, when these police 
officers came back from their training to their districts ready to go with their new 
ideas, they met opposition from the sergeants and lieutenants who hadn't had the 
training, who hadn't been told what the program was all about, and the initiative 
just almost stalled. Eventually we got through that and we got the sergeants and 
lieutenants trained, but it took quite a long time to get to that point." 

Although there is much valuable information that can be transmitted to middle managers 
during formal academy workshops, there can be no substitute--given that the heart of community 
problem solving is using judgment wisely to apply general principles to specific issues--for the 
kind of learning that can only come through mentoring relationships. As Tonry (1995: v), quoting 
the sage Veraswami, said in dedicating a recent book to criminologist Norval Morris, "So far as 

I can see, e v e r y o n e  who achieves anything of note reports having had a mentor, someone to 
whose spark of encouragement and teaching he owes his achievement." The wise chief will 
surround himself or herself with people who can be intelligent consumers of the chief's 
craftsmanship and vision--and who can teach the chief how to do a better job by continually and 
candidly asking the hard questions from which all need to learn. ~1 

Providing formal education and mentorship to middle managers in what they should d o  
is necessary but hardly sufficient to enable the middle managers to break down bureaucratic walls 
that will impede community problem solving. Because there will be people pushing back on the 
other side of many of those walls, top bosses can create a community-wide environment 
conducive to change by developing powerful external constituencies for change. This can be done 
partly through the top officials' openness to the news media, the community at large, and 
community leaders (Kelling and Bratton 1993:5 discuss some lessons on this point derived from 
a failed strategic innovation effort in Dallas). The senior change-agent in a police department 

"may identify pressure groups that he can use to his advantage by eliciting from 

"Ruben Ortega, currently the police chief in Salt Lake City, seems to have exemplary mentoring abilities. When 
he was chief in Phoenix, in an experience that. to our knowledge, nobody has yet studied or written about, Ortega 
fashioned a relationship with (and, presumably, an empowerment of) his five assistant chiefs which must have been 
exceptional. It can't be strictly an accident that every single one of these five assistant chiefs went on to become a 
well-respected police CEO in significant departments around the nation. Perhaps Ortega should be commissioned 
to reflect on what is being done, and can be done. to help middle managers around the landscape do as well for their 
industry as the five Phoenix phenoms are doing for it. 
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them public enunciation of particular concerns. He may be able to foster and 
empower the work of commissions, committees, or inquiries that help to make his 
organization vulnerable to change. He can then approach his own organization 
backed by a public mandatemand police of all ranks will, in due course, face 
questions from the public itself that make life very uncomfortable for them if they 
cling to old values" (Sparrow 1992: 52; see also Moore 1994: 292; Moore 1990). 

The chief or other change-agent thinking about employing such inside-outside pressure tactics 
on an organization can hardly expect to have this playing field entirely to himself or herself. As 
Moore and Stephens (1991a: 108-09) suggest, 

"[I]f it appears that there is turmoil in the department and that the turmoil is being 
created by an executive who does not understand his job or the mission of the 
police...then [influential] outsiders will intervene. The intervention will often be 
to remove the chief so that things can get back to normal. 

The insiders know this. They also have relatively easy ways of mobilizing the 
outsiders. There is often a police union that can complain loudly about the 
changes planned or occurring within the department. The detectives often have 
quite easy access to police reporters, who can produce stories about declining 
morale and a loss of professional competence as a result of changes the chief is 
making. Thus, subordinates, in alliance with outsiders, can oust a chief who 
demands changes that are unpopular. Indeed, it is probably true that more police 
executives have been fired by their subordinates than by their mayors." 

Facing such a set of challenges in Philadelphia, the police commissioner sought to 
overcome "an administrative culture designed to resist change" (Greene, et al. 1994: 99). He did 
so partly by "forming a coalition of upper and middle-level managers with active external 
business and community support .... " By so doing, he "sought to encourage a linkage among the 
long-term reform interests of the external community with the long-term capacity of those within 
the police department likely to be its future" (ibid.: 99, 102). 

Sometimes the most determined change-agents for implementation of police strategic or 
other reforms will not reside in the police chief's office or even within the police department. 
This perspective would hardly shock outside interest groups who see this state of affairs as the 
rule rather than the exception (see, e.g., Friedman 1994). Szanton (1981:118-19) relates a story 
about the Vera Institute of Justice's success, over time, in persuading a New York City Police 
Commissioner to reverse his rejection, in 1964, of a Vera proposal to ameliorate a long-standing 
and "well-understood problem." 

"The problem was that except for traffic and minor regulatory offenses, all arrests 
in New York City set off a sequence of events which dislocated the life of the 
accused, wasted an enormous number of police man-hours, and burdened the 
criminal justice system. *** Depending on the time of day, the process might take 
from six to 18 hours. *** The arresting officer, accompanying the accused from 
scene of crime to station house to court, was unavailable for patrol duties. If the 
arrest occurred toward the end of the officer's tour, the process meant that he 
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would be hours late getting home--hours for which he would be only partially 
compensated. Some observers of the New York City Police Department believed 
those circumstances created a strong disincentive to arrest toward the end of tours. 
[An opposite problem experienced by the NYPD during the next decade when 
overtime pay was made available was characterized by Commissioner Patrick V. 
Murphy as "collars for dollars."] 

The solution Vera proposed in 1964, for a limited number of crimes and for 
accused persons who appeared responsible, was to issue simple summonses 
following arrest, as in traffic offenses. The police commissioner rejected the idea. 
Vera countered by bringing pressure on him from an important judge and by 
preparing to try the idea with a suburban police department. The commissioner 
reluctantly agreed to a trial in one precinct. *** [S]hortly after the favorable 
preliminary results were in [a Vera staffer] appears to have suggested to the 
organizers of a national conference on criminal justice that the commissioner be 
asked to speak, and then to have prepared for the commissioner a talk on police 
innovation in New York City in which he could claim credit for the early success 
of the summons experiment" (Szanton 1981:118-19). 

This is hardly a novel story about successful outside vision, R&D, lobbying, support, and yielding 
the spotlight to the public official who eventually came through. Yet Vera almost always has 
been better than most outside organizations in using this strategy. There is much in Vera's 
approach that successful reformers inside organizations, including police middle managers, can 
and do emulate. Szanton (1981: 120) provides insight into the Vera method (at least circa 1980): 

"It offers not novelty of concept but assistance in execution, insulation from risks, 
and good odds on winning a prize more valuable than any other to public 
officials: public approval. 'They are not a fault-finding organization,' remarked a 
former New York City police commissioner laconically. The director of Vera's 
Cincinnati offshoot put it more directly: 'We're in the credit business,' he 
remarked, and added: 'And you've got to be sure there's credit to give. Design the 
experiment so it works on day one, not on day 90. You may never get to day 
90.'" 

The last point--that even 90-day wonders may be too politically risky for many public 
officials---provides profound and, perhaps, troubling counsel to those of us hoping to settle in for 
the long haul with community problem solving. Perhaps such risks underscore the importance of 
longevity for such government funding and technical assistance programs as the federal Justice 
Department's Office of Community Oriented Policing Services. Institutions with the clout and 
the underwriting of the COPS office may be essential strands in the political, fiscal, and 
intellectual safety nets that police chiefs and elected officials will need from time to time to help 
them walk the high wire. Govemment-underwritten technical assistance, training and other 
support may help these dedicated local officials get through the difficult moments of 
implementation set backs and ambiguities so they can persevere with much needed strategic 
reform. 

Another area in which senior police and •governmental support may be necessary is when 
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middle managers try to fly in the face of 
entrenched and sometimes ugly aspects of 
police organizational subcultures. We have in 
mind bigotry on the basis of race, gender, 
religion or other characteristics. A lesson 
extracted by Kelling and Bratton (1993: 5) 
from Dallas was that racism can be an 
obstacle to police strategic reform if the 
reform entails community empowerment and 
diversification of the workforce. The chief 
wanted to increase minority recruitment as 
part of his strategic reform, and his efforts 
were resisted mightily by some members of 
the organization. Diversification of the police 
workforce will be sought to aid many 
community problem-solving efforts today 
also. As a result, it is important for senior, 
influential people in the police department, 
the local government, and the community's 
established institutions to cultivate the 
external demand for minority recruitment. 
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resistance to community policing is a 
resistance to shifting power within the community and the police department along class and 
racial lines (compare some of the insights in Tonry 1995 concerning the nature, extent, and 
effects of racism in American criminal justice policy and institutions). 

Just as middle managers must strive to create work settings in which failure is allowed, 
so long as it is treated as a learning opportunity, so too must the middle managers' superiors 
enable constructive mistakes at the mid-ranks. Not only must honest mistakes be allowed, but 
upper level administrators will have to ensure that there are ample new opportunities for middle 
managers to succeed within the new organizational incentive system. The new opportunities to 
succeed and get thanked for succeeding should be in place before the old opportunities are 
jettisoned, lest there be huge transitional problems. Middle managers have legitimate vested 
interests in continuing to have equal opportunities--not guarantees---of winning organizational 
approval, for they have been promoted to positions of responsibility based on their ability in the 
past to capitalize on such opportunities (Kelling and Bratton 1993: 10). 

A highly specialized skill that some successful police chiefs have developed, and that 
middle managers need them to exercise judiciously, is the know-how to capitalize on 
organizational crises to make change. Huge crises can topple even the best organizational change- 
agents from the posts that afford them the opportunity to reorient their agencies. But building 
strategically and incrementally on a succession of survivable crises--the pitter patter of little 
defeats---could well accelerate the pace of significant strategic innovation. Successfully using 
small crises seriatim requires the talent to make "maximum use of minimal crises," a phrase 
popular among some business school professors and related by Moore and Stephens (1991a: 111; 
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also see Sherman and Bouza 1991). Sherman (1978) has done some of the classic writing on this 
topic, under the rubric of "scandal and reform." 

The minimal (or larger but still bearable) crises on which the savvy administrator knows 
how to build to accomplish pre-existing strategic reform agendas may include: 

, crime waves; 
• fiscal or workload crises (Kelling and Bratton 1993:8 describe this problem in Reno, 

Nevada; see also Giensor 1990); 
• morale crises (Kelling and Bratton 1993:8 discuss these difficulties in the New York 

City Transit Police); 
• crises of manifest operational ineffectiveness (for instance, the New York City Transit 

Police radios didn't work in some high-risk areas---again reported by Kelling and 
Bratton 1993: 8; and see Moore and Stephens 1991a: 109); 

• collective violence, as in the riots in various cities over the past several decades 
(Moore and Stephens 1991a: 109); and 

• civic dysfunction or erosion of tax bases or revenue streams (e.g., the ridership drop 
on the New York subways due to fear of crimemKelling and Bratton 1993: 8-9). 

"[M]ost important strategic changes in police departments," Moore and Stephens 1991a: 1 ! 1 
argue, "have occurred in the aftermath of dramatic performance failures that seemed to reveal an 
incompetent organization." 
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social-workish fads and get back to the basics of good old-fashioned law enforcement." Thus, 
there remains to touch upon here one additional, enormous challenge for senior administrators 
and community elites who have the power to influence the nature and extent of strategic 
opportunities and obstacles. That challenge, which will affect the capacities of mid-managers to 
move their organizations forward, is to protect community policing from the vicissitudes of 
political opportunism. 

In particular, a community's leading opinion shapers---chambers of commerce, editorial 
writers, voters' groups, and the like---must help ensure that long-term police-community 
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strategies are sheltered from the short-term timetables of electoral politics (see Skogan, et al. 
1994). As Trojanowicz (1994: 262) put it, "Political leaders can both support long-term policies 
that are needed to prevent and control crime and provide job security for chiefs of police so that 
they are willing to be innovative, take risks, and be agents of change." As Neil Behan (1986: 5) 
sees things, 

"Too often police administrators, stimulated by political necessity or the demands 
of the budget cycle, look only for immediate successes. State or Federal funding 
usually lasts for two years or less; sometimes it seems that the public's attention 
can be held for only a few days. But the kinds of innovations needed in policing 
often take longer to mature. Police managers must be ready to take risks, to 
sacrifice short-term gains in favor of long-term gains." 

Community problem solving entails planting sequoias, and somebody has to keep the tourists 
from trampling the saplings. 

We began this discussion by saying we 
would accept, for argument's sake, the 
experts' prognostications that middle 
managers would thwart community problem 
solving if the reformers didn't find a way to 
remove them from the game. We guess, on 
reflection, we really weren't fully prepared to 

A genuine expert maintains expertise by 
constantly keeping "a beginner's mind," 
as In the epigraph: "in the beginner's 
mind, there are many possibilities, but in 
the expert's mind, few" (Rew Ed Harris). 

accept the experts' views at face value when we commenced. And we're even less inclined to 
accept their views now, after compiling these materials and being forced in the process to think 
about the issue in more depth. Experts undoubtedly will continue to amass data about the roles 
and potential contributions of middle managers and to dispute the data's implications, as well 
they should. Putting aside entirely the many living "data" we know personally who, from their 
posts at the mid-ranks of American policing, are contributing enormously to the implementation 
of community problem solving, we are left with a logical problem with the expert 
prognostications. Isn't it often true that someone with the power to subvert also has the capacity 
to help---if only by refraining from subversive tactics? If so, then the question, as numerous 
police leaders have suggested to us in the course of our writing, is not only about middle 
management know-how but about their motivation to do the right thing. Motivational questions 
put the ball back in the leadership court. 

We end with two quotes from peoplemHerman Goldstein, George Kelling and Bill 
Brattonmwho have done far more than our comparatively preliminary thinking about two central 
issues: What is at stake in the life or death of community problem solving? and What are the 
prospects for police middle managers to be part of the solution rather than part of the problem? 
First, Goldstein" 

"By building on past progress and capitalizing on current momentum, change [in 
policing strategy] that is deeper and more lasting can be achieved. But there is an 
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even more compelling, overriding incentive to struggle with these complexities. 
We are being challenged today to commit ourselves anew to our unique character 
as a democracy, to the high value we as a nation place on diversity, ensuring 
equality, protecting individual fights, and guaranteeing that all citizens can move 
about freely and enjoy tranquil lives. The social problems that threaten the 
character of the Nation are increasing, not decreasing. It will take major  
changes---apart from those in the police--to reduce these problems. In this 
turbulent period it is more important than ever that we have a police capacity that 
is sensitive, effective, and responsive to the country's unique needs, and that, 
above all else, is committed to protecting and extending democratic values. That 
is a high calling indeed" (Goldstein 1993: 6). 

So can middle managers help answer the call? Kelling and Bratton (1993:11) conclude 
their essay, and ours, thusly: 

"The idea that mid-managers are spoilers, that they thwart project or strategic 
innovation, has some basis in fact. Mid-managers improperly directed can 
significantly impede innovation. Yet, ample evidence exists that when a clear 
vision of the business of the organizationDits purpose or objective--is put 
forward, when mid-managers are included in planning, when their legitimate self- 
interests are acknowledged, and when they are properly trained, mid-managers can 
be the leading edge of innovation and creativity." 

Amen. Now let's get back to work! 
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